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Thursday, 9 December 1982
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade) took the chair at 11.3 a.m.
and read the prayer.
CEMETERIES (AMENDMENT)
(COMMENCEMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals
and Energy), was read a first time.
SALINITY COMMITIEE
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade) announced the receipt of a
message from the Assembly transmitting the following resolution with
which they desired the concurrence of
the Council:
1. That the Joint Select Committee on Salinity inquire into and report by 31 December
1983 upon the undermentioned matters together with any other matters the Committee
considers to be relevant thereto:
(a) The quantity of water available for .use
in Northern Victoria and the quantities that
are expected to be available fonowing the
completion of Dartmouth Reservoir, including
water(i) already allocated; and
(ii) available to be allocated.
(b) The control of such water and the uses
to which it should be allocated so as to best
serve conjunctive economic, social and environmental objectives, including(I) salinity control;
(ii) urban water supply;
(iii) rural water supply for domestic and
stock use;
(Iv) industrial water supply;
(v) irrigation;
(vi) recreation, both active and passive;
(vii) conservation of native flora and fauna
and migratory fauna;
(viii) dilution of drainage water or effluents
from any of the aforesaid uses, with a view to
re-use in Victoria or to the maintenance of
satisfactory water quality in the River Murray;
(ix) generation of hydro-electric energy; and
(x) flood mitigation.
( c) With regard to the allocation of water
for irrigation, the volume of water which
should be allocated to(i) eXisting constituted irrigation districts;
(ii) lands which might be included in irrigation districts; and

Salinity Committee
(iii) lands irrigated by private diversion.
(d) In respect of the Goulburn-Murray Irri-

gation District the desirability of amending the
Water Act 1958 in respect of matters affecting the appointment of water rights including(i) the adoption of an alternative water
right formula of the type contained in Schedule
3B to the Act;
(ii) the recognition of boldings created by
subdivision since 1 July 1959, and any future
subdivisions• .for the purpose of applying the
abovementioned water right formula; and
(iii) the transfer of water rights between
holdings; the cancellation and reallocation of
unused water rights and the attachment of
conditions to any future allocations.
2. That all documents. evidence and other
matter received by or produced by the
former Public Works Committee in relation
to the similar reference received by that committee pursuant to the provisions of the Public
Works Committee Act 1958 be referred to the
Joint Select Committee on Salinity.

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply) -I move:
That the Council concur with the resolution
of the Assembly.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) -Could the Minister inform
honourable members what is the substance of the resolution?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply) (By leave) -The resolution refers the issue that was previously
before the Public Works Committee in
respect of the allocation of water rights-which had been the subject of consideration by the Public Works Committee for a period of eight years-to
the newly formed Salinity Committee.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-That is an excellent idea.
The motion was agreed to.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

HOSIERY MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRY
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo
Province) -Is the Minister for Economic
Development aware of the difficulties
being experienced in the hosiery manufacturing industry in Victoria, particularly by Courtalds Hilton Ltd in
Bendigo? If the hQnourable gentleman
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is aware of these difficulties, will he be
able to hold discussions with executives
of that company during next week?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
-The answer to the first part of the
question is, "Yes". The answer to the
second part of the question is, "Yes, if a
convenient time can be arranged."
RED CLIFFS WATER TREATMENT
PLANT
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) -My question to the
Minister of Water Supply concerns the
proposed water treatment plant at Red
Cliffs. For the information of the House,
I advise that the water quality at Red
Cliffs continues to be extremely poor.
The Budget Papers have not indicated
what allocation has been made this year
for that project. Can the Minister indicate whether a further allocation has
been made to continue the work that
has already been commenced?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply) -I understand that
$900000 has been allocated towards the
cost of the Red Cliffs water treatment
plant. The total cost of the project is
$1·98 million. 1 understand that minor
works on the site have already commenced and that construction of the
main building and further earth works
will be commenced in 1983.
"CITY BY THE BAY" PROJECT
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Gee long
Province) -I refer the Minister for
Economic Development to the project
known as "City by the Bay" in the
Geelong area. Recently a considerable
degree of uncertainty has developed
about this project not going ahead. Can
the Minister for Economic Development
allay some of this uncertainty?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
-This morning the Myer organization
formally advised the State Government
that it was unable to find a source of
funds for the total "City by the Bay"
project. The Myer organization will
look for ways to develop its own land,
probably on a more limited basis, and
in conjunction with adjacent landowners
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if that is possible, and will make an
effort to develop to the foreshore area
if that is also possible.
The Geelong City Council has been
asked by the Government to reconsider
its options in line with the announcement by the Myer organization and that
will include proceeding independently
with the market square stage. The
Geelong Regional Commission and the
Government, together with the Geelong
City Council, will reconsider the options.
The current interim development order
referring to the total scheme will be
allowed to stand until it is proceeded
with or until an alternative is brought
forward and decided upon. Other preliminary proposals have been received
in recent times and other developers
and interested parties are being investigated as part of the over-all consideration by the Government with respect to
this section of that region.
FREEZE ON POWER CHARGES
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I ask the Minister for
Minerals and Energy whether, in view
of the Premier's much-publicized announcement that there is to be a freeze
on power charges for six months, the
announcement indicates that it was the
previous intention of the Government to
further increase gas and electricity
prices in the interim.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -It is the intention of the Government not to have
any further increases in electricity and
gas charges between the period commencing now and until 30 June 1983.
ASSISTANCE FOR SMALL
BUSINESSES
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province) -I refer the Minister of
Soldier Settlement to the situation
whereby carry-on finance and lowinterest loans are provided for small
businesses in drought-affected areas.
At present the situation is that of 74
applications that have been received,
only nine businesses have so far received assistance. I understand that eleven
applications have been declined or
withdrawn and that 54 applicants are
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under investigation. I ask the Minister,
as so many applications have been received and so few assisted up to this
time, whether the guidelines for providing assistance for small businesses
and industries in drought-affected areas
may need to be re-examined as they
may be too restrictive. I ask the
honourable gentleman whether there
are any other reasons why so few applications have been approved at this
time.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE
(Minister of Soldier Settlement) -The
figures that the honourable member has
quoted are quite correct. A considerable
number of applications have been made
and very few approved. The reason for
this is that it is extremely difficult to
provide finance to people in this situation. I say that because it is an area in
which many factors are involved and,
while there could be a country-based
business operation, often the cause of
its demise is not so much through
drought, but in many cases through bad
management decisions. This also applies
to people who sen farm implements.
Many of them are stocked with expensive imported tractors and headers and,
consequently, are in financial difficulties.
It is an administrative nightmare to
work through this matter and officers
of the Rural Finance Commission are
endeavouring in every way possible to
provide finance where it is most needed.
We are aware of problems in regard to
numbers. The commission wants to ensure that the money is distributed to the
people who need it most. It is a complicated matter and in many country
towns some of the owners of these
businesses that are in trouble own
several of the businesses in the town.
1 assure the honourable member that
the matter was discussed at the Drought
Advisory Committee meeting on Wednesday and the commission is seeking
to review the guidelines. 1 also add that
many people believe that the drought
assistance measures are available to
anybody for the asking. That is a misconception that 'many people have,
especially in city areas. I assure the
honourable member that this is not so.
Every individual case seeking to receive
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any assistance or subsidy through the
drought assistance scheme is considered
on that basis. The whole financial standing is taken into account. I assure the
House that only those people who deserve assistance and who have made
a contribution and will make a contribution if they are given this assistance
will receive it. I take up the honourable
member's point and assure him tl')at it is
under review. Perhaps the guidelines
can be altered in some way to ensure
that more people are assisted in this
way.
CARAVAN CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE (Melbourne West Province) - I direct a
question to the Leader of the Government. Many of my constitutents live or
holiday in caravans that are a constant
problem due to faulty construction
causing, amongst other things, serious
buckling of aluminium panels. 1 ask
the Minister to request the relevant
Minister or Ministers to give urgent attention to the development of a code of
standards for the design, construction,
manufacture and inspection of caravans
before they are declared habitable and
roadworthy.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
- I thank the honourable member for
what appears to be an excellent suggestion. I will ensure that the attention of
the appropriate Ministers is directed to
the point to which she has alluded so
that a code of the type she suggested
can be developed.
WORK BANS ON PARLIAMENT
STATION
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -I direct a question
to the Minister for Economic Development following his meeting yesterday
with that well-known industrial peacemaker, Norm Gallagher, and ask the
Minister: Is he able to advise the House
whether the bans affecting the completion of Parliament station will be lifted
forthwith and whether the station will
be open for operation by this Chris'tmas?

Questions without Notice
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development) It is true that I met with Mr Gallagher
yesterday in Parliament House. At one
stage it looked as though an ambulance
would have to be called for Mr Chamberlain, who saw Mr Gallagher and nearly
fainted.
There is no truth in the rumour that
Mr Gallagher was up here to investigate the dinner that was put on in
Queen's Hall last night for the unemployed and the poor! Discussions are
continuing with the trade union movement on a whole range of matters,
including the
Builders
Labourers
Federation.
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or other outlets, but I will investigate
the matter and advise the honourable
member.

BAYSIDE BEACHES
The 80n. M. J.' SANDON (Chelsea
Province) -My question to the Minister
of Lands relates t'O his responsibility
pertaining to the Port PhiHip Authority.
What action is the Minister taking to
ensure the cleaning of bayside beaches
prior to the summer holiday period?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE
(Minister of Lands) -The Government
is disturbed at the state of many
beaches in Victoria. In some cases, a
need exists for revegetation, minor
repairs and general cleaning. In reLABELLING OF HAZARDOUS
sponding to that need, the Government
CHEMICALS
'
has created an employment initiative
The Hon. D. M. EV ANS (North programme that will involve the emEastern Province) -I refer the Minister ployment of fifteen workers for 30 weeks
for Conservation to the need for at a cost of $145000. Those workers
adequate labelling of packages of will be used on bayside areas in rehazardous or other chemicals so that gions of high unemployment. They will
they can be properly identified in the utHize the Port Phillip Authority's
case of accident and appropriate action nursery, its plant and equipment. They
can be taken. I understand that dis- will also work in conjunction with
cussions are currently taking place local government and with local baybetween the Ministry of Transport and side groups-conservation and other
the Department of Minerals and Energy, groups. It is hoped that this programme
and that the Environment Protection will begin within a short time and 1
Authority is likely to become involved hope it will be possible to clean some
shortly. I also understand possibly a of the beaches before the summer
Bill will be introduced to deal with the season gets under way.
matter. Can the Minister inform the
HAZELWOOD POWER STATION
House on the progress of those discusEMISSIONS
sions and on the possibility of legislation being passed at an early date?
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister (Templestowe Province) -1 direct a
for Conservation) -The answer seems question without 'notice to the Minister
to be inherent in Mr Evans's question; for Conservation in his capacity as
he appears to know at least as much administrator of the Environment Proas. I do about what is going on! I shall tection Act. Has the Hazelwood power
be pleased to follow up his question station been exempted from the proand to advise him on the progress of visions of the State environment protecthe talks which are, I gather, taking tion policy on air quality; if so, why,
place between the Ministry of Trans- and for how long will it enjoy that
port and the Department of Minerals exemption?
and Energy, and Mr Evans suggests that
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
the EPA will become involved in for Conservation) -No, there is not an
due course. I should have thought that exemption. Earlier this year, the State
one or two other Ministries would also Electricity Commission indicated to
be involved in labelling for the protec- the Environment Protection Authority
tion of the public, if it is a matter of that it would not be able to meet the
chemicals sold through hardware stores conditions of its licence in regard,
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basically, to emissions of carbon. If my
memory serves me correctly, the
licence calls for 0·5 grams per cubic
metre, and the State Electricity Commission stated that it could not comply
with that standard but suggested that
0·6 grams per cubic metre was possible
for the period during which it renovates or refurbishes the precipitators at
the Hazelwood station. The commission
was at pains to let the EP A know that
it believed it could comply with the
licence conditions for the vast majority
of the time concerned and to point out
that it believed the total emissions
overall would not increase.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-It is the
individual stack emissions?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Yes. In
return, the EPA correctly advised me
that the authority ought to arange for
an amendment to the licence to allow
for the 0·6 rather than 0·5 for the period
of time necessary. That meant the
authority then had to amend the State
environment protection policy on air
quality in the Latrobe Valley because the
State Electricity Commission of Victoria
had the same levels written into its
licence as were part of the original
licence. It is not so much an exemption,
it is a matter of having to amend the
licence and therefore amending the
State environment protection policy on
air quality.

Questions
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because people do not wish to upgrade
houses if they know a road will go
through in due course.
The Footscray City Council has convinced me that it is time to review that
matter. I know that in other areas when
road reservations have been lifted it has
had a positive effect on the community_
If it is not within the road transport
plan and the Country Roads Board is
willing to say that, I would be happy to
lift the reservation but I must first consult with my colleagues.
TEACHING HOURS
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province) -I direct a question
to the Minister for Conservation as the
representative in this House of the Minister of Education. The Minister will be
a ware of the agreement between the
Government and the Victorian Secondary Teachers Association as a consequence of which teachers will work
somewhat shorter hours in face-to-face
teaching with students. I have been
informed by the chairman of a typical
high school in the area I represent that
the school will require four extra staff
to provide the same services next year
as it is providing now.
A circular from Mr G. R. Willis, Acting Assistant Director of Education, to
principals and staff of secondary schools
states in part:
Planning must assume that no further re-

source can be made available from outside
ROAD RESERVATION IN FOOTSCRAY the
school.
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne Therefore, the school must get on as
West Province)-The Minister for ,Plan- best it can. Can the Minister inform the
ning would be aware that the residents House whether this means that teachers
of Pilgrim Street, 'Footscray, and the will have to be paid overtime for doing
Footscray City Council are opposed to the same work next year as they are
the road reservation in Pilgrim Street doing this year? Has the Education
because it runs through residential land. Department estimated the extra cost to
Is the Minister willing to review that the community that will flow from this
road reservation?
agreement?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I received a deputation for Conservation) -I will be happy to
with respect to the Pilgrim Street road refer Mr Lawson's, question to the Minreservation which has been on the Mel- ister of Education.
bourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme
URBAN CONSERVATION
since 1954, not unlike some other road
reservations which have been on that
The Hon. L A. MeARTHUR (Nunaplan for that long. It has meant there wading Province)-I understand that
has been a planning blight on that area the Minister, for Planning has received a
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petition on conservation from the South
Parkville Association. Can the Minister
inform the House of the matters and
details of this petition and, further, will
the Minister inform the House what
action the Government intends to take?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -Mr McArthur is
correct. I have received a petition not
just from members of the Parkville Association but a deputation came to see
me including members from the East
Melbourne Association and the National
Trust of Australia (Victoria) . The
essence of that petition was that they
were asking me to put into effect the
provisions of one or two amendments
that have been sitting around, as it
were, for some years related to urban
conservation. Amendment 146 is the
one that deals with Parkville South and
Carlton South.
I should indicate that the petition was
not written in a form tha tcould be
tabled in this House but there were 728
signatures and something like 95 per
cent of the people in the Parkvi11e area
were in favour of urban conservation
regulations being put intQ place in Parkville.
I was able to inform them that, unlike the previous Government, the
Labor Government has worked rapidly
in preparing an interim development
order or, alternatively, an amendment to
the Melbourne Metropolitan Planning
Scheme. That decision will be made in
the next week or so, which will not only
deal with ParkviIle but will also bring in
urban conservation controls for areas
that desire urban conservation, particularly residential areas in the City of
Melbourne, and the inner suburbs of
South Melbourne, Fitzroy and parts of
Richmond.
That interim development order or
amendment will be in place before
Christmas. Accordingly, the vast number of residents will have conservation
controls placed on areas of great sensitivity. Similar controls already exist in
St James Park, Hawthorn. If members
are interested to know what the controls are, I will be happy to provide that
information.
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SALINITY COMMITI'EE
Barr Creek catchment, mineral reserve
basin and Lake TyrreU schemes
The Hon. J. W. S. Radford (Bendigo
Province) presented a progress report
from the Salinity Committee on the
Barr Creek catchment, mineral reserve
basin and Lake TyrreIl schemes.
It was ordered that the report be laid
on the table and be printed.

PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the
directions of several Acts of Parliament,
were laid on the table by the Clerk:
Explosives-Report of the Chief Inspector for
the year 1981.
Inflammable Liquids-Report of the Chief Inspector for the year 1981.
Liquefied Gases-Report of the Chief Inspector
for the year 1981.
Minerals and Energy-Report of the Department for the year 1981.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Bairnsdale-Town of Bairnsdale Planning
Scheme-Amendment No. 40.
Ballaarat--City of Ballaarat Planning Scheme
-Amendment No. 66.
Ballarat-Shire of Ballarat Planning Scheme
-Amendment No. 13.
BassShire of Bass Planning Scheme.
Shire of Bass Planning Scheme-Amendments Nos. 6 and 9.
Cobram-Shire of Cobram Planning Scheme
1979--Amendment No. 4.
FIinders-Shire of FIinders Planning Scheme
1962-Amendments Nos 153 and 155.
Frankston--City of Frankston Planning
Scheme-Amendment No. 33.
Geelong Regional Planning Scheme-Amendments No. 21, Part 2B, 1982; No. 24, Part
2 (1982); and Nos. 54 and 60.
Hastings-Shire of Hastings Planning Scheme
-Amendments Nos. 9 and 12.
Horsham--City of Horsham Planning Scheme
-Amendment No. 61, 1982.
Kilmore-Shire of Kilmore Planning Scheme
1973-Amendment No. 51. 1981.
Lillydale-Shire of LilIydaJe Planning Scheme
1958-Amendments No. 128, 1980; and No.
143.
Melbourne Metropolitan Planning SchemeAmendments No. 142, Part 4 (with map);
No. 156, Part 3 (with two maps); No. 172,
Part 1 (with forty-two maps): No. 185,
Part 1 (with three maos); and No. 220.
Moe--City of Moe Planning Scheme 1966Amendments Nos. 65 and 66. 1982.
South Gippsland-Shire of South Giopsland
Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 48,
1981.
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Traralgon-City of Traralgon Planning
Scheme 1957-Amendments No. 28, 1981;
and No. 33.
Yea-Shire of Yea Planning SchemeAmendment No. 4.
Victorian Post-Secondary Education Commission-Report for the year 1981-82.
West Moorabool Water Board-Report and
statements of accounts for the year 1981-82.

On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
CROZIER (Western Province), it was
ordered that the reports be taken into
consideration on the next day of meeting.
NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES
(PROHIBITIONS) BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for

Minerals and Energy) moved for leave
to bring in a Bill to prohibit in Victoria
certain activities associated with the
nuclear fuel cycle, to amend the State
Electricity Commission Act 1958, the
Electric Light and Power Act 1958, and
the Mines Act 1958 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
RIVER ENTRANCE DOCKS RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTION (AMENDMENT) BILL

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE
(Minister of Forests) -I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of the Bill is to
amend the River Entrance Docks Railway Construction Act 1970 to alter the
route of the proposed rail connection
to Webb Dock.
The principal Act provides for the
construction of a broad gauge single
track rail line from the rail link to
Princes Pier along Howe Parade, Port
Melbourne, to .Webb Dock.
The State Development Committee in
its 1982 report on land transport to
Webb Dock has recommended the construction of a rail connection to Webb
Dock on a different route. The committee examined a number of alternative routes and has recommended a
line from Piggott Street, Melbourne,
over the Yarra River, along Lorimer
Street, Todd Road and the rear of sites

Docks Railway Construction Bill

occupied by the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation and the Government
aircraft factories.
The Government has decided to adopt
the recommendation of the State Development Committee and funds will be
provided for the construction to start in
1983. The Bill is a short one containing
seven clauses. The essential clause is
clause 4, which designates the route.
The constructing authority is the Railway Construction and Property Board,
the successor to the original Railway
Construction Board. The Bill authorizes
the construction of the railway line from
the Melbourne goods yard to the Webb
Dock, basically along Lorimer Street,
Port Melbourne. Also involved is the
building of a new bridge across the
river and the moving of the A. J. Wagglen floating dock. The Port of Melbourne
Authority and the shipping lines will be
constructing subsidiary works.
The construction will also provide the
option of a standard gauge rail link to
the docks when this becomes necessary
and viable. Honourable members will
agree that this is a vital project for the
economic well-being of the State and
the port of Melbourne. I commend the
Bill to the House.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province) -I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

I suggest that the debate be adjourned
until the next day of meeting. I ask the
Government to make available copies of
the State Development Committee report, which to my knowledge has not
yet been tabled.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE
(Minister of Lands) -I move:
That the debate be adjourned until later
this day.

I take Mr Long's point with regard to
that report not being tabled, and the
Government apologizes for the fact that
it has not been tabled. We made every
endeavour to have it tabled today, but
we have been unable to do so. The
Government will attempt to have it
tabled as quickly as possible. I assure

Docks Railway Construction Bill

the honourable member that the Government views this Bill with some urgency
and I remind him that in the all-party
committee honourable members in this
House, including Mr Knowles and Mr
Wright, were in complete agreement
with that report, and had a full understanding of it. It is the Government's
proposal to proceed with this measure
as quickly as possible, but it must
apologize for the fact that the report
has not been tabled.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) -On the question of the
period of adjournment, it seems strange
that the second-reading speech, which
the Minister has just read, relies on the
State Development Committee report
and the House has not seen it. Apparently, the Minister is unable to
undertake that it will be tabled today.
If he is able to get it here today, the
Opposition will grant leave for the
tabling of that report. Unless the
Minister can ensure that honourable
members have the report On which he
relied, and which he has obviously seen,
it is rather unfair to expect honourable
members to proceed on the basis of a
report that the House has not seen.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)I think the suggestion of the Leader of
the Opposition is correct; the debate
should be adjourned until later this day.
The Government will try to do what it
can to make this report available. I
understand that all parties support the
Bill, but I understand the point made
about the report and the Government
will try to obtain that information as
quickly as possible.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) -I move:
That the words CClater this day" be omitted
with a view to inserting the words uTuesday
next".

I doubt whether the House will be in
a position to debate the matter later this
day. 1 am even doubtful whether the
House will be able to debate it next
Tuesday because, although the report
outlines the route that the railway is to
take, there are some other questions
in the report that need to be negotiated
with other parties, which are not
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Government parties. Therefore, it would
be completely wrong for the House to
debate the Bill and come to a conclusion without ironing out what will be
the financial implications.
Some $15 million is involved and
other private companies have to be
negotiated with to make a contribution.
The Government would be in an
extremely weak position if it were to
negotiate after the Bill had been passed.
Therefore, 1 urge that the adjournment
be certainly until the report is tabled,.
but probably until Tuesday, after we
have been able to give adequate consideration to the matter.
It is correct that it has passed
through all stages in the other House,
but I understand that was in error and
that the House was not aware of all
the implications. I urge that there be as
long an adjournment as possible.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
-The amendment that has been moved
is again another attempt by honourable
members to delay the Government's programme. The Government has taken up
the suggestion of the Leader of the Opposition in respect of this Bill, which
emanates from another place. The Government has moved that the debate be
adjourned until later this day and that
is all that is being suggested to Mr
Long with respect to the amendment. I
have also given him an assurance that
the Government will do everything possible to ensure that he is equipped with
the information he seeks and, if there
is the sort of deficiency that can be
canvassed in respect of the Bill, that
can be canvassed at the appropriate
time. It is just humbug to include speculation that in passing the Bill in the
other House, matters have been overlooked; they have not been overlooked.
The Government has given serious consideration to this Bill. The point I am
making is that all the Government has
done is to suggest that we do what is
normal towards the end of a session:
That the Bill, which has just been passed
in another place, having regard to the
discussion this House had the other day,
be proceeded with. 1 suggest that we
adjourn the debate until later this day.
The Government will endeavour to make
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available all the salient facts and information sought, particularly by Mr Long,
and that the debate on the Bill be called
on either today or tomorrow.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) (By leave)-On behalf of the
Opposition, I sought an undertaking
from the Leader of the Government. The
undertaking has been given and it is
quite clear, as a result of that undertaking that, although the debate is to
be adjourned until later this day, the
matter will not be dealt with unless the
report is provided and ample opportunity is available for honourable members to read and understand it.
The Opposition accepts the undertaking in the spirit in which it was given.
It seems unlikely that the debate will
proceed today, but if the Government
considers that listing it for later this
day will assist its business, the Opposition accepts that.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) (By leave)-It
seems that a breakdown in communications has occurred. The National Party
was not aware of any undertaking and
I withdraw my amendment. I accept
the undertaking of the Leader of the
Government.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The motion was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned until later this
day.
EASTERN RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION
(REPEAL) BILL
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE
(Minister of Forests) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Government does not intend to proceed with the construction of the eastern
railway and the Bill therefore provides
for the repeal of the enabling Act.
Certain provisions of the Eastern
Railway Construction Act 'are, however,
saved to enable disposal of land originally acquired by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works for the
construction of a section of the railway
along the Eastern Freeway route.
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The proposed eastern railway was to
connect with the existing railway system
near Victoria Park and then proceed
along the median strip of the Eastern
Freeway to BulIeen and from there, in
separate right of way and partly in
tunnel, to East Doncaster.
The Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works acquired extra land to
accommodate the proposed railway between Victoria Park and Bulleen, and
the Railway Construction and Property
Board, on request from landowners, acquired land for the railway between
Bulleen and East Doncaster. The board
has over the years purchased land required for the railway between Bulleen
and East Doncaster at a cost of some
$6· 5 million including compensation.
Honourable members will recall some
of the recent history of this project from
the transportation plan of 1969 which
included a proposal for a new line of
railway to East Doncaster. The Eastern
Railway Construction Act was passed
in 1971 to authorize construction of the
Hne and acquisition of land. The timing
of construction, however, Was to be
dependent on the availability of funds.
The Public Works Committee subsequently conducted two inquiries into the
eastern railway. The first during 1972
examined alternative routes for the railway beyond Bulleen and confirmed the
general route provided in the Act to
terminate near the Blackburn RoadKing Street intersection in East Doncaster. A second inquiry in 1974-75 examined alternative termination points and
modes, and confirmed the earlier findings of the committee.
The Eastern Freeway has since been
constructed with space for a railway in
its median strip and express bus services are operated along the freeway by
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board which also provides other
public transport services between the
eastern suburbs and the city.
The estimated cost of constructing a
railway between Victoria Park and East
Doncaster is approximately $160 million.
Operation of this railway would require
provision of additional track capacity
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to the existing railway network and provision of new rolling stock, the total
cost of which would be approximately
$40 million, making an over-all cost of
$200 million.
It is evident that this large expense
would be incurred to benefit an area
now connected to the central business
district by a freeway carrying an express bus service and served by other
buses, and I am sure honourable members will agree that this expense cannot now be justified.
More appropriate options are required
for the future and the Minister therefore
requested the transport authorities to
thoroughly examine the feasibility of
light rail. Honourable members will appreciate that the current Bill does not
in any way preclude the possible future
construction of a light rail system which
could proceed along the Eastern Freeway median strip to Bulleen and then
continue along arterial roads.
Removing uncertainty on the future
of the railway will also remove uncertainty in the use and planning of the
general area through which the railway
was to pass and which it would have
affected. Land will be released for
alternative development in the immediate vicinity of the railway route
including substantial areas set aside for
car parking near Williamsons Road and
Blackburn Road. I commend the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of the Hon. R. J. LONG
(Gippsland Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
RAILWAYS (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE

(Minister of Forests) -I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

It amends the Railways Act 1958 to
update the board's policing powers and
particularly to:
Provide adequate fines to encourage
all persons travelling on the board's
services to purchase a ticket;
enable the issue of infringement
notices for certain offences under
the Railways Act and by-laws;
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clarify the power of arrest, and to
make it an offence to hinder railway officers in the execution of
their duty; and
clarify when a person can be removed
from a train or railway property
and make provision regarding
action against the board.
The policing of the Railways Act and
by-laws is a massive task-the railways
estimate that in excess of 1 million
passenger journeys are made each year
without the passenger first purchasing
a ticket. Many of these journeys result
from the passengers leaving from
stations at times when the stations are
not manned, and the fares are collected
during or at the end of the journey.
Honourable members will be aware
that the Government undertook to
examine the question of station manning. This has been done and the
railways are presently reorganizing
station manning to ensure that generally
all stations will be manned for ticket
sales at most times of trains running.
Many journeys, however, are made in
circumstances which are an offence
under the Rail ways Act and the board
each year has to decide how it will deal
with some 40 000 such cases. Prosecution of such a large number of persons
is impracticable.
The board adopted for many of these
cases an approach of warning and an
offer to take no legal action if the person
paid $10 towards the board's administrative cost in relation to the matter.
Following a review earlier this year the
board discontinued this procedure and
adopted one of forwarding a warning
letter in a number of these types of
cases.
It has also become apparent that some
passengers are not clear as to when they
can travel without a ticket. This position
has been aggravated by the fact that
station staffing had been progressively
reduced over many years to the point
where railway staff have not been available at all stations to sell tickets much
of the time.
The Bill provides for amendments of
the Railways Act to make it clear when
passengers .can travel without a ticket
and also to include a facility whereby
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to amend the Railways Act to clarify
when offenders can be removed from
trains and railway property and also
in what circumstances offenders can be
arrested.
Clause 2 amends section 13 of the
principal Act to clarify the power of
arrest where an officer believes on reas(1) A person may make a journey in a
onable grounds that a person has comcarriage wthout a ticket valid for the journey
mitted
an offence. Clause 3 inserts a
if:
new section 13A making it an offence to
(a) prior to commencing the journey he
takes all reasonable steps to purchase hinder railway officers in the execution
such a ticket;
of their duty.
(b) while making the -journey he has no
Section 141 of the present Act proreasonable opportunity to purchase such
a ticket; and
vides for the removal of any danger,
(c) on completion of the journey he takes
annoyance or hindrance but is not
all reasonable steps to purchase such a specific as to the removal of the person
ticket.
who may be causing the danger, annoyClause 5 inserts a new section 31A ance or hindrance. Clause 6 substitutes a
to provide an infringement notice pro- new section 141 to make it clear that
cedure similar to that which already such a person can, subject only to the
operates under the Litter Act. The use of reasonable -force, be removed
clause provides a penalty of $50 for from a train or railway property. It inthe offences set out in the Third Sched- demnifies the board in respect of legal
ule to the Bill. These offences include: action unless the person removed can
Failing to produce a valid ticket when establish that unreasonable force was
requested to do so by an author- used.
ized person and making a journey
The Bill updates the provisions rewithout having taken reasonable
garding ticket offences and will assist
steps to purchase a ticket;
the board to better control the actions
smoking in an unauthorized area;
of a few who make journeys unpleasant
alighting from or joining a moving for others. I commend the Bill to the
train;
House.
protruding any portion of the body
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
from the carriage; and
Province) -The Opposition offers no obunauthorized crossing of rail tracks jection to the Bill. It applauds any
or crossing against signals.
measure that endeavours to recoup someHonourable members would be aware of the public money that is put into
of the problems the railways have with the public transport system. We agree
vandals, unruly passengers and the with the extension of powers provided
growing tendency of groups of youths in the Bill.
to congregate and hinder railway officers
However, I raise some reservations
in the execution of their duty. Unruly
and intoxicated passengers can cause about infringement notices. I agree that
discomfort and at times danger to other the notices are a simple and labourtravellers; particularly on long distance saving way of collecting money from
offenders, but they take no account of
services.
the
surrounding the offAt present, railway staff have to stop ence.circumstances
In
effect,
they
create a minimum
the train and delay and inconvenience penalty, and in this case
there will be
all passengers while the police are
called to investigate the problem and to a minimum penalty of $50.
take appropriate action. This takes some
If, for example, a person is presented
time and often results in considerable with an infringement notice for making
delays to passengers on country and in- a journey without a valid ticket, the
terstate trains. It is therefore proposed person has the option of paying $50 or
the Victorian Railways Board can issue
infringement notices under a procedure
similar to that provided in the Litter
Act 1964.
Clause 4 of the measure replaces
section 31 of the principal Act with a
new section 31, which provides in part
that:

The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie
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going to court. When he goes to court,
the magistrate will fine him at least $50,
or probably more, so the use of the system of infringement notices is encouraged.
That has been my experience and that
is why I have reservations about the
use of infringement notices because I
do not know of a case of an infringement
notice being issued where a person has
gone to court and set out the circumstances surrounding the committing of
the offence and has been fined less than
the amount provided for in the infringement notice. I make that reservation
but, on the other hand, the Opposition
supports the Bill.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province) -The National Party is prepared to proceed immediately with the
debate on this Bi1l. There is a problem
here that needs to be dealt with. I have
traveIJed a great deal on trains, as have
some of my colleagues over recent
years, particularly on long-distance services, and at times some of the situations
on those trains are frightening.
On one occasion I travelled on the
Overland at night from Murtoa to Melbourne when a person on board indecently assaulted a girl on the train. That
person remained on the train, moving
about, with the full knowledge of the
conductor that he had assaulted the girl,
until the train arrived at Spencer Street
and the offender was put into the hands
of the police. That is the sort of thing
that can happen.
Another case involved a group of
students from the Mildura area who
were on a school excursion. A teacher
and some of the students were threatened by a person with a knife. That person had to be restrained by a number
of the teachers. Obviously, In that case
the lives of some of the children were
endangered, as were those of the other
occupants of the train, particularly as
it was a long-distance service. When
people on trains are drunk and disorderly, they can assault others, and that has
occurred on train journeys, particularly
in Melbourne.
Offenders of this type must he dealt
with in the harshest way possible and,
if Parliament can give the railways wider
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powers to deal with those sorts of cast:s ,
they should be given, because the raIlways have developed a bad name over
the years. People will not travel on
trains in the metropolitan area at night
tbecause of the fear of being bashed up.
Similar problems occur on some of
the country services and these are being
overcome not only by proper policing
and the fact that conductors are now
constantly moving up and down trains,
but also by the introduction of the open
type of carriage. The older trains were
divided into compartments and it was
dangerous for a lone woman to travel
at night on some of those trains, particularly on metropolitan services.
The Hon. R. J. Long-She could not
escape.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-That is right.
The opening out of the carriages of the
train has at least provided people with
the safety that can be afforded to them
by the help of other passengers on the
train. The problem must be dealt with
and people must have confidence that
their women and children can travel on
trains in safety.
The Bill also deals with people who
avoid paying fares. We know that that
occurs to a considerable degree and
there are many freeloaders on some of
the railway systems. There are some
professional freeloaders who are used to
dodging the system and can do so
effectively. The railways must have a
mechanism to allow them to deal
quickly and effectively with those
people and, if the Bill achieves that, it
has the support of the National Party.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne
North Province) -I congratulate the
Government On introducing this BiU,
because in the electorate I represent for
three or four years stations on two
railway lines not only were not manned
after a certain time at night, but also
no train service was provided at the
week-end. It is important to have people
on the station all the time to guard those
who choose to travel by train.
I also commend the Minister of
Transport because two or three weeks
ago he announced that not only would
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stations be manned at all times but also
that drivers and conductors would be
supplied with radios. It is one thing to
tell conductors and drivers that they
can arrest people who are causing
trouble, but previously they wer~ not
able to communicate with the polIce or
with other railway stations before they
got there. The Bill. will authori~e the
Minister to put radIOS on the trams so
that conductors and drivers can communicate with each other before the
train reaches the station.
I agree with Mr Dunn that sometimes
it can be horrifying to travel on trains.
I travel by train two or three times a
week and I have seen grown-up people
-not children-cutting the seats with
knives. The Bill will overcome that
problem and will empower drivers and
conductors to take action without being
molested by these people.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE
(Minister of ForestS) -By leave, I
move:
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CEMETERIES (AMENDMENT)
(COMMENCEMENT) BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this rather . brief Bill
is to validate a proclamatIOn made
earlier this year purporting to bring into
operation a number of provisions of the
Cemeteries (Amendment) Act 1980.
Honourable members will no doubt
recall that the then Cemeteries (Amendment) Bill introduced by the former
Government during the spring sessional
period of 1980 had four main objectives.
These could be summarized as being,
firstly, to update penalties in. the
principal Act; se~ondly, to. make ~t an
offence to traffic m grave sites; thIrdly,
to include a new question in cremation
certificates for the purpose of determining whether a cardiac pacemaker
was present in a body about to be
cremated; and, lastly, to enable the co~
struction of private mausoleums In
public cemeteries in this State.
The present Government has.a n~!ll
That this Bill be now read a third time.
ber of reservations about the desIrabilIty
1 thank honourable members on both of allowing mausoleums to be est~b
sides of the House and members of the lished in Victoria and, as the Cemeteries
National Party for their support of this (Amendment) Act had not been proBilL It is a sad state of affairs when claimed at the time it assumed office,
people cannot travel safely and without has taken the opportunity to have a
annoyance on public transport. This more detailed examination undertaken
Bill will help in many ways to eradicate of the implications of permitting. the
some of the misdemeanours occurring construction and use of private
on our public transport system.
mausoleums. This review has not been
Mr Long mentioned infringement completed.
notices and his experience as a lawyer
the meantime, the Government sees
of some of the problems associated with noInreason
the other sections of the
these notices. He does not believe they Act could why
not
be
into operation
are as workable as they should be. I and, with this in brought
mind,
the
Governor in
shall pass that concern on to the Council earlier this year purported
to
Minister and ascertain whether there is proclaim all but section 2 of the
any way in which it is possible to ensure Cemeteries (Amendment) Act as from
that the infringement notices work. 1 1 July 1982. The attention of the
thank honourable members for their Government
subsequently drawn to
support and I thank Mr Sgro for his the likelihoodwas
that
the proclamation had
comments on the action the Govern- not been validly made.
pointed
ment has taken in providing radio con- out that section 1 (3) of Itthewas
Cemeteries
trol in trains to help make the use of (Amendment) Act enabled the Act to
public transport not only safer but more be brought into operation on a day to be
enjoyable.
fixed and, therefore, did not empower
The motion was agr~d to, and the the Governor in Council to bring the
Bill was read a third time.
Act into operation in stages.
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This advice was later confirmed by
the Crown Solicitor, who expressed the
view that "neither the Act as a whole,
nor any part of the Act, is in operation,
notwithstanding the Order in Council
gazetted at page 2110 on 30 June 1982".
The resulting situation is that,
although all of the Act with the exception of section 2, which relates to
mausoleums, purports to be in operation, in fact, none of the provisions of
the Act has been validly proclaimed.
The effect of the Bill will be to
validate the proclamation made by the
Executive Council last June. This wiIJ
be done by substituting a new commencement provision for section 1 (3)
of the Cemeteries (Amendment) Act
1980 to provide that the several provisions of the Act, other than section 2,
shall come into operation on 1 July
1982. The new commencement clause
will enable section 2 to be proclaimed
on a day to be fixed. I commend the Bill
to the House.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
MILK PASTEURIZATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from 1 December) on the motion of the Hon. D. E.
Kent (Minister of Agriculture) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-While the Opposition understands the reasoning behind this
measure, I have to inform the House
that it opposes the Bill in its present
form. I do not believe sufficient research
has yet been done on this matter or
that sufficient consultation has taken
place with the industry. I understand
the United Dairyfarmers of Victoria
would like more time to consider the
measure. Before the Minister there is
a proposal, perhaps only in an informal
fashion, for a variant of the present
Milk Pasteurization Act which would
permit the establishment of non-pasteurized milk depots. It is not because
the enterprising marketer of the product
known as Flip is one of my constituents
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but normally, despite encouragement
from honourable members opposite,
including no doubt Mr Arnold who
would have to agree, as a party the
Opposition is philosophically supportive and encouraging of the entrepreneurial spirit, and Mr Trigg has shown
much entrepreneurial flair in developing the product known as Flip.
On the basis of the Minister's arguments, the casual observer would say
that the Government was correct and
was moving to safeguard the health of
the community and taking a responsible step in bringing within the ambit
of the Milk Pasteurization Act any product which could be reasonably considered to be milk-based. The logic of
that argument is not what is in dispute.
I point out that, in another part of
the second-reading speech, in justification for this measure, the Minister
alluded to protecting the public from
such diseases as salmonella and enteric
disorder. It is quite obvious that any
product that is put on the market for
human consumption comes within the
ambit of the Health Act. I submit that
the Health Act is adequate to deal with
any breaches of that sort. I do not doubt
that sections of that Act are used all
the time for that purpose, so that it
is not a logical conclusion to assume
that without this further amendment,
the health of the people of Warrnambool particularly will be at risk, because
this product is not within the ambit of
the Act.
Other factors are involved. I have
mentioned the attitude of the United
Dairyfarmers of Victoria. I believe
that organization wants more time to
consider the proposition of non-pasteurized milk depots. That is a serious proposal that should be considered. Members of the Liberal Party want more
time and I believe members of the
National Party also want more time to
consider the matter. If this Bill were
passed, not only would it put out of
business Mr Trigg, the businessman to
whom I have referred, and others who
may be selling a product of comparable
composition, but also it would not provide any real time for them to adjust.
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I do not believe the industry has had
sufficient time to consider the ramifications of this measure. I understand that
the Minister and his advisers are
actively considering proposals by the
industry for changes to Acts relating to
the dairying industry so that it is likely
that there will be a consolidation of
those Acts and a Bill will be introduced
by the Minister during the next autumn
sessional period. The honourable gentleman may disagree with that as that may
not be his intention but I understand
that procedure is highly likely. If that is
so, it would seem a very small administrative change for the Minister to
simply agree to defer further action on
this Bill, and to incorporate these
measlires, if he wishes after further
discussion with the industry, in that
further Bill rather than putting this Bill
through the House now.
On reflection, although the Opposition
does not dispute the stated objectives, it
does dispute some of the concJusions.
The Opposition believes it is far more
rational and far more equitable for this
Bill not to be proceeded with and for the
proposals implicit in it to be incorporated in any subsequent mea-sure after
proper consultation with the responsible
industry bodies. For those reasons, the
Opposition opposes the Bill.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-This Bill was thrust on the
dairying industry and the Parliament at
very short notice. As a matter of fact,
the National Party consulted with the
United Dairyfarmers of Victoria and the
industry earlier this week and they were
not aware of the existence of the Bill
until I gave them a copy of it and the
second-reading notes on Tuesday.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-You know that
the industry supports it-you were
speaking to me yesterday.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The industry
then proceeded to discuss the matter
with me and the Minister of Agriculture,
and no doubt Mr Crozier, and referred
it to some executive members of the
United Dairyfarmers of Victoria who
were present in Melbourne for another
meeting.
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The National Party is concerned about
the implications of the Bill because,
although it may well be part of the proposed consolidated dairying industry
legislation to be introduced next year,
the Government is aiming to run one
person out of business for the sake of
about five months. This person sells Flit
to the milk market, basically in Warrnambool, yet the industry has also said
that by a consolidation of the dairying
industry legislation next year, guidelines may be provided for the sale of
non-pasteurized dairy milk and dairy
products. It is not a new product.
In other parts of the world there are
very large sales of products which can
be classified as unpasteurized or nonpasteurized dairy products. I am told
that in California there is a product that
is certified as a non-pasteurized dairy
product. There is a large market for that
type of product in other parts of the
world.
There is also a market for various
dairy products which are not necessarily
pasteurized. The farmers who sell these
products overseas must have their herds
and properties undergo inspection procedures. The dairy is inspected to
guarantee a safeguard for the public.
Flit is a natural milk product and I
have been told, but the Minister might
dispute this, that there has been no complaint by consumers in the Warrnambool
area about this product, nor have there
been any health problems through the
sale of the product. In fact it has been
marketed by Mr Trigg since 1970 in that
area and -it is a low-fat unpasteurized
dairy product.
With the development and the advances that have been made in the
eradication of brucellosis and tuberculosis, the safety factors for the community in consuming unpasteurized milk
are much greater than they were before.
I make it clear that the National Party
has strongly supported the pasteurization of milk in Victoria and has also
strongly supported the eradication
programmes for brucellosis and tuberculosis and those procedures have been
successful. It is the belief of the National
Party that, in a changing market situation in the years ahead, the tendency
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will be for people to want natural products so there will be a market for the
type of product that is being sold in
Warrnambool under the name Flit.
The dairying industry recognizes
that fact and will be, through the Minister, developing guidelines next year
for the sale of that product in the proposed consolidation of the dairy industry legislation.
Although we generally agree, and I
think the Minister may agree although
he will not admit it, that there might
be a market for the milk and we can
develop guidelines, the Government
wants to introduce a Bill that will run
one man out of business, a man who
has been operating for years, all for the
sake of five months. It could well be
that the guidelines included in the dairying industry legislation next session will
make provision for this type of product. Why do it now?
The Hon. D. E. Kent-It could well
be.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Minister
says, by interjection, that it could well
be. I invite the Government to defer
this measure until everyone concerned
has had a chance to examine the guidelines. That is all the National Party is
asking the Minister to do. If the Minister proceeds with the Bill it will have
no alternative but to vote against it.
That is the situation.
One could walk out of this place and
buy unpasteurized goat's milk anywhere
in Victoria. The Minister is excluding
goat's milk in the Bill. Very often goat's
milk is used for children. There are no
pasteurization procedures, nor are there
any inspection procedures to determine the hygienic production of goat's
milk in Victoria.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-It is animal
discrimination.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I agree, it is
animal discrimination at its worst.
Goat's milk is not included under the
interpretation of "Milk". According to
the Bill, milk does not include cream,
evaporated milk, condensed milk,
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goat's milk, yoghurt, custard, icecream, whether in a solid or semi-solid
form, lactose syrups, whey-based products in liquid form, butter oil, ghee,
and milk of any other prescribed form.
Goat's milk can be produced and
used for children with no basic hygiene
proposals, as I understand the position.
Why single out one person for selling
this product when his premises have
been regularly inspected? I understand
that his product is analysed weekly
by the Department of Agriculture, by
the Health Commission and by the
shire.
The National Party is not suggesting
that legisla tion should be avoided by
sections of any industry. If legislation
is introduced in the interests of an
industry, people should abide by it.
This man is probably one of the first
people to recognize that there is a
specialized market for the product. I
can envisage that market being extended in future. The National Party
believes this measure should be delayed.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-Flitting here
and flitting there.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Well, as someone said, "One flit and you are gone."
If the Minister wants to delay this
Bill, it can be dealt with during the next
sessional period. If he proceeds with it,
the National Party will have no alternative but to oppose it and develop in the
measure next year sound a·nd concise
guidelines for this and any similar project.

The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province)-Listening to the comments
made by the Minister in his secondreading speech, and the remarks of Mr
Crozier and Mr Dunn, it would seem
that there is a possibility of obtaining
some agreement in this matter. With
that in mind, I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and it was
ordered that the debate be adjourned
until later this day.
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VETERINARY SURGEONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 3
(Veterinary service)
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I move:
Clause 3, lines 7 and 8, omit all words on
these lines.

The net effect of this amendment is to
restrict the definition of "veterinary service". As honourable members will recall, in the debate on the Bill, concern
was expressed by myself and by Mr
Crozier, for the Liberal Party, that the
interpretation of "veterinary service"
was far too wide and too general, and
that these lines would include the giving
of advice and the rendering of attendance and assistance. Mr Crozier and I
stated that often people, although not
qualified as veterinary surgeons, are extremely knowledgeable and, over the
years, have developed a great knowledge of horses, cattle and other animals
and are able to assist people in the
neighbourhood with the problems that
have developed with those animals.
In some areas of Victoria where there
are few veterinary surgeons, and veterinarians generally, people need to call
on this type of person for advice and
assistance. In some areas of the Mallee, few veterinarians are available to
assist farmers, so it is common for
people in the community who have a
knowledge of veterinary services to
assist others. If those two lines are
excluded from this clause, it will allow
such people to continue giving advice
and assistance. It may not necessarily
be a veterinary service as such.
The words "the supplying of medicines for veterinary purposes" are also
included in this clause and the National Party is concerned that that might
exclude some of the stock companies
from providing basic stock medicines.
As the Minister knows, stock companies carry medicines for livestock and
veterinary services. The common
drench is one medicine that could come
under this classification.
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I thank the Minister for discussing
this matter further with both myself
and Mr Crozier. Hopefully, we have
reached a compromise that will safeguard the practical farming operation
and the provision of medicine through
stock companies and will allow a much
clearer and more concise definition of
"veterinary service".
That is basically the reason for the
amendment and I trust it will be accepted by the Committee.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I thank the Minister for the
consultation that has taken place since
this Bill was last debated. I support Mr
Dunn's argument for the amendment
and believe, if the amendment proposed
by Mr Dunn relating to this clause is
accepted, any difficulties that may consequently flow from interpreting the
definition in this clause will be largely
removed.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of
Agriculture) -I thank Mr Crozier and
Mr Dunn for the fact that we have been
able to come to a satisfactory arrangement that allays their fears, and the
Government will accept the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as was clause 4.
Clause 5 was verbally amended, and.
as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 6 and 7.
Clause 8 (Amendment of No. 64]0)
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of
Agriculture) -I move:
Clause 8, lines 25 to 28, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert:
"16. Every registered veterinary surgeon
and the School of Veterinary Science of the
University of Melbourne shall be entitled to
recover in any court of competent jurisdiction
his or its (as the case may be) fees and
charges for the provision of any veterinary
service. A recognized body shall only be
entitled to recover fees and charges for providing a veterinary service where the owner
or owners of the animal or animals requested
or consented to the provision of the service,
except where the survival of the animal or
animals required urgent veterinary service,
and ownership was unable to be established
or the owner contacted prior to the service
being rendered."

Veterinary Surgeons (A~endment) Bill

During the previous debate, grave concerns were expressed by both Mr Dunn
and Mr Crozier on unnecessary operations performed by veterinary surgeons.
After consultation, I believe the situation has been covered to the satisfactiun
of all.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
CampbeU)-Order! To ensure that Mr
Crozier's rights are preserved, he may
also speak to the amendment in his
name that has been distributed but not
moved.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I announce that, in the light
of the amendment moved by the
Minister of Agriculture, I do not now
wish to proceed with the amendment
that has been circulated in my name. I
thank the honourable gentleman for
giving thought to the arguments presented by me and Mr Dunn which have
led to further consultation with advisers
of the Minister of Agriculture and,
finally, to the amendment. Although the
amendment is more qualified than mine,
it is reasonable and meets our principal
arguments. I thank the Minister of Agriculture for the manner in which he has
acknowledged these arguments. It
would be an idea if some of his colleagues adopted a similar approach on
other legislative measures.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-It goes to show that farmers
can be practical people and that when
we get together on Bills we can achieve
compromises that can overcome difficulties and differences we might otherwise have. I thank the Minister of
Agriculture, who has been prepared to
consult fully on the Bill and to reach a
compromise which meets the requirements of all parties.
The amendment overcomes the fear
that was held whereby some groups
could provide a veterinary service to
stock and animals on a property and
then recover the costs for that service
without the owner even knowing that
the service had been performed. The
amendment will ensure that special
attempts must be made to contact the
owner to gain permission for the service
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and provides also for the service to be
performed where the survival of the
animal is in danger.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clauses 9 and 10 were verbally
amended, and, as amended, were
adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
·FARM PRODUCE MERCHANTS AND
COMMISSION AGENTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from December
8) on the motion of the Hon. D. E. Kent
(Minister of Agriculture) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (Nnrth Western
Province)-The Bill has been well explained by the Minister of Agriculture
in his second-reading speech, and the
National Party does not oppose it.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Likewise, the Liberal Party
concurs in the objectives of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
EASTERN RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION
(REPEAL) BILL
The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion of the Hon. R. A.
Mackenzie (Minister of Forests) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province)-The Opposition does not
oppose the Bill. On 1 December, the
Minister of Transport issued a press release, the clear implication of which was
that a concrete decision had been made
to construct a light railway line from the
City of Melbourne to East Doncaster.
Yet the Minister in the same statement
said that the preliminary study had been
carried out by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board. Page 1
of the preliminary feasibility study report mentions certain conclusions that
were reached. It states:
Given the preliminary nature of this evaluation, more detailed work is required to fully
assess the proposal. Such work would concen-
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trate on estimates of patronage and capital
cost for the route options and operational
integration of the light rail system and the
current tram system.

It surprises me that the Government
and the Minister have made a decision
to construct the light rail line when no
proper feasibility study has been carried out. I hope the Government will
carry out a proper feasibility study. The
Opposition does not oppose the Bill,
because the Government wants to sell
some of the land that was purchased
for the construction of the Eastern
Railway line and use it for the purposes of building the light railway line.
I hope fresh legislation will be required
for that task and, therefore, an opportunity will be given to ensure that a
proper feasibility stUdy has been carried out in the meantime.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North
Eastern Province)-The National Party
raises no objection to the passage of
the Bill but, like Mr Long who represents the Gippsland Province, National
Party members consider that there
appears to be some precipitateness in
coming to the decision because once the
land has been purchased-I note from
the second-reading speech that $6·5
million or thereabouts has been spent
on its acquisition-the Government retains an option but, once sold, it has
gone for ever. The Minister of Transport certainly has some interesting
ideas on the light rail or light public
transport system on the Eastern Freeway, but my understanding is that at
this stage it is a preliminary proposition.
So far as I am aware, a full feasibility study has not been carried out and
it seems that the Government is rushing in on this issue. The National Party
does not object to the Bill but I warn
that the Government will have to live
with its decision. Probably its Own financial problems have encouraged it to
rush in to sell that land, hoping to recoup the money that has been expended
on the property acquisition, regardless
of the long-term consequences. I am
not certain that is a good way to do
business.
The motion was agreed to.

Eastern Railway Construction Bill

The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests) -By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

In so doing, I thank the Opposition and
the National Party for their support of
the Bill. I assure honourable members
that the measure is not a hasty decision
by the Government. Mr Evans is righ t
in saying that the Government does
need the finance that may become available through the sale of this land. He
also realizes, I would imagine, that in
the current economic climate the Gove~nment is endeavouring to try to honour its commitment to the people of
Victoria in a range of services. The
Government is trying to ensure that
funds are made available for a range
of projects. I assure him that a deal of
consideration was given to the matter
before a decision was made. I believe
the decision is correct. The Minister
of Transport has ensured that he has
not closed the matter of rail transport
completely. He is still making allowances for light rail that could be used
in the future.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a third time.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION LEVY BILL
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 2
(Interpretation)
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-During the
course of the second-reading debate a
number of points were made that more
appropriately could be dealt with in the
Committee stage, particularly the
matters raised by Mr Crozier on clause
8. I would like to hear from him again
when the Committee deals with that
clause. It is clear that the Government's
intention at all times has been to preserve the capacity of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation to produce and distribute
energy at a price that ensures that
Victoria retains its position as the
cheapest energy source with natural gas
and its competition vis-a-vis the other
States of Australia, both in respect of
the energy consumption levy for this
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year and foreshadowed increases in the
next two or three years, which are
designed to achieve that objective.
Although that has been expressed in
general terms as the Government's objective in over-all pricing policies, the
Government is sensitive to the fact that
the impact of the increases in natural
gas prices, including the energy consumption levy, can bear differently on
different types of industry. The Government invited representatives of companies affected by the proposal to submit details on the impact so that the
q-overnment can consider, firstly, the
t~me for phasing in the energy consumptIOn levy and, secondly, whether any
steps need to be taken for individual industries to ensure that their competitive
advantage is not significantly affected
and that employment prospects in Victoria are maintained.
The types of industries that may be
affected by those trends include
industries that are essential from the
pO.int o~ view. of Victoria's export
OrIented mdustnes so that natural gas is
retained as the cheapest energy source
in Victoria and throughout Australia.
One must be sensitive to the fact that
th~ competitive advantage of exportOrIented Victorian industries must be
maintained. The Government will be
closely examining the implications of the
measure. It is receiving submissions
from the Chairman of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation and the Office of Management a,nd Budget. It has requested
compames to make submissions to indicate the effect of the increased natural
gas pr}ce as a result of the energy consumptIOn levy on the cost of natural gas
~s a raw material for whatever purposes
It m~y be used. In~ormation is being
pr~vlded and ~ubmlssions and deputatIons are bemg received on those
issues and, after investigation by the
Office of Management and Budget and
the Gas and Fuel Corporation, the Government looks forward to responding to
those companies.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 7.
Clause 8 (Registration)
Session 1982-60
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The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I am interested in the Minister's interpretation of the definition
of "group members" and whether my
conclusion, which was outlined during
the second-reading debate, is correct.
My interpretation is still the same-that
a group of members or the definition of
"group members" means that a consumer of natural gas has his total consumption at that stage aggregated regardless of the number of outlets. This
means, or may mean, that a number of
companies, which individually would
not be liable for the levy, will not be
assessed at each individual outlet on
the total consumption, but may well
become liable for the levy because the
consumption is aggregated.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -The intention
of the definition or the concept of a
group of members as spelt out in clause
8 is that the largest consumers-in particular those companies with fixed
contracts-become liable for the energy
consumption levy and there is no prospect nor means of measuring consumption at a particular location of the
group that might allow that member
of the group to avoid the energy consumption levy.
The targeted group is and does become liable to pay for consumption of
gas. However, having said that, it is
also indicated that the definition of a
group of members in the Bill-the intention of the Government is to avoid the
prospect of any non-business activity
that may consume large amounts of
energy or any non-profit organization
becoming subject to the levy-is to ens!-l~e that the consumers of large quantItIes of energy, who, in the normal
course of events, would consume far in
excess of 10 000 gigajoules of gas and
who have fixed contracts, become
liable for the levy. That is the purpose
of providing the definition in that
form.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -After hearing the Minister's
explanation of clause 8, is it reasonable
to now assume that the State Electricity
Commission will not come within the
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ambit of the levy? If so, does the honourable gentleman intend at any stage
to amend this provision? If the Minister
is saying that the levy is specifically
targeted to profit-oriented organizations, does that definition exclude the
commission? If it does, how does that
situation rest with the Bill as it now
stands?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -It is my understanding that Esso-BHP will be subject
to the energy consumption levy because it consumes energy in its own
right and is not receiving energy via
the Gas and Fuel Corporation. The
State Electricity Commission consumption of energy for the Jeeralang and
Newport "0" power stations will not
be subject to the levy. This advice is
received from the Treasury because,
although I am the Minister responsible
for those utilities, the Bill emerges from
the Treasury. It is only in my capacity
as Minister representing the Treasurer
in this place that I am dealing with
the Bill.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I suggest to the Minister
that there is a definition clarifying consumers in clause 2 of the Bill, which
states:
"Consumer" means any person who consumes or has at any time consumed gas.

The State ElectriCity Commission is a
large consumer of gas and honourable
members are well aware from the calculations I have made, on the basis of
present and anticipated consumption of
gas by the commission, that it would
be liable to pay a levy of about $4 million.
I accept the point made by the Minister that it is the intention or may
have well been the intention of the
Government simply to embrace comlnercial enterprises, which includes
Es~o-BHP as the honourable gentleman
pomted out, within the ambit of the
levy, and that would cover both the
direct supply customers and also the
Longford plant. I suggest to the Minister
that if that is the intention of the Government, the Bill is defective because
~lause 8. is sufficiently broad-certainly
In relatIon to the definition of "con-
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sumer" contained in clause 2-to embrace all consumers, and the cu t-off
point or the definition that triggers off
the eligibility to pay the levy is simply
the annual consumption of gas.
The sitting was suspended at 1.57
p.m. until 2.3 p.m.

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -I would like to
take the opportunity to correct a statement I made prior to the suspension of
the sitting in respect of clause 8.
It is my understanding that the State
Electricity Commission will be liable to
pay the energy consumption level.
However, taking into account its commitment in respect of turnover tax, the
brown coal levy that is being charged,
and this levy that is being imposed,
the over-all impact has already been
considered in determining the tariff
for the previous year and there will be
no implications for the priCing policy of
the State Electricity Commission in
respect of the period 1982-83. Arrangements will be made to ensure that the
impact of this levy does not material1y
affect the commission's tariffs in
future.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) - I am pleased to have the
Minister's explanation and his correction of his previous statement. I agree
with the Minister that the impact of this
levy during the currency of this financial
period is unlikely to be very high. My
estimate was around $4 million. That is
perhaps a trifle high. It is probably between $3 million and $4 million.
Bearing in mind the stated intentions
of the Government a-nd the Minister's
statement on gas pricing and confirmation subsequently that it is the intention
of the Government that this 10 cents per
gigajoule unit levy, which it now is, will
be not only indexed on 1983 prices by
the consumer price index but also will
rise in subsequent years to $1 per gigajoule unit on 1982 values, it seems
that by 1985 or 1986 the total impost to be borne by the State Electricity Commission may well be of
the order of $30 million. That is a substantial amount of money and that
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clearly will have an impact of some consequence on the finances of even such a
large organization as the commission.
I should like the Minister to indicate
to the Committee whether it is now the
intention of the Government to review
that aspect of the levy with a view subsequently to excluding the commission
from the liability to pay the levy.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -The first thing
is that the total revenue base of the
State Electricity Commission, as Mr
Crozier indicated, is between $1300
million and $1400 million per annum and
therefore an impost of $4 mi11ion is not
very material. If the energy consumption
level is increased from 10 cents to $1
per gigajoule it would have the effect of
increasing the impost from approximately $4 million to between $30 million
and $40 million a year.
As the Government foreshadowed,
prior to any increase in the levy, consultation will occur not only with the
companies but also with the State
Ele<;tricity Commission. The effect of
excluding the commission from this levy
might have constitutional implications.
Nevertheless, before any change in the
rate is introduced, the effect on the
commission will be determined and the
Government will be ensuring that it has
the minimum effect on the tariff before
any such course is taken.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I accept the statement of
intention by the Minister on behalf of
the Government. I point out that this
levy will have an effect, albeit a small
effect, on tariffs. It will certainly have a
greater effect as time passes unless
these changes are made. The next time
the levy comes before Parliament and if
there is no exclusion clause included in
the Bill, it means every State Electricity
Commission customer will be paying a
portion of his bill to fund this impost.
Indeed, that will technical1y be the Case
with the passage of this Bill because
that cost has to be absorbed. 1 agree
with the Minister that it is not large
considering the totaJity of the State
Electricity Commission budget, but it is
still a factor.
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The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 9 to 13.
Clause 14 (Refund or rebate of levies
on annual adjustment)
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -I move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the fo]Jowing amendment in clause
14, page 15, line 3;-Omit "June" and insert
"July".

If the suggested amendment is
accepted by the Assembly, clause 14
(4) would read:
In sub-sections (1) and (3) "financial year",
in relation to the financial year ending on 30
June 1983, does not include the period commencing on 1 July 1982 and ending of 30
September 1982.

The suggested amendment was agreed
to, and the clause was postponed.
Clauses 15 to 17 were agreed to.
Clause 18 (Powers to direct supplies
of gas to be cut off)
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I am concerned that there is
no exemption for the Gas and Fuel
Corporation, or for that matter any
other supplier, in this clause. As I
pointed out in my remarks during the
second-reading debate, the Gas and Fuel
Corporation as the principal supplier
could find itself in a fairly invidious
position pursuant to the very wide powers which this clause confers on the
comm issioner.
I would have hoped that it was the
intention of the Government to introduce an amendment to this clause or
some other clause to specifically
indemnify the Gas and Fuel Corporation
from any possible breach of contract
action as a consequence of supplies
being cut off, at the direction of the
commissioner, by the suppli~r, be it the
Gas and Fuel Corporation or any other
supplier, and as a consequence of that
action the consumer taking such
remedial action as was available to him
under the law.
I also point out that, again, the consequence, at least theoretically, of any
such arbitrary action to a large
organization could be that the commercial organization whose gas supply
was suddenly cut off could be subject
to considerable loss and inconvenience.
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Some industries, once a process is commenced, would be particularly vulnerable to this type of arbitrary action. In
my view, there is a deficiency in the Bill
in this regard and I should be interested
to hear the Minister's response to my
comments.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-As the honourable member would appreciate, the
clause is intended to be used only as a
last resort. It is no doubt the honourable
member's understanding of the activities
of the Gas and Fuel Corporation and the
State Electricity Commission that it is
only with the utmost reluctance and
under the greatest duress that either
organization in its day-to-day activities
contemplates cutting off the energy
supply to a consumer. The same situation would apply to the commissioner,
who is not obligated to take the action
spelt out in clause 18~ but may do so.
There are, of course, also penalty provisions that come into effect and the
total amount of the penalty escalates
over the time for which the offence continues to be committed. It would be only
with the utmost reluctance that the
commissioner would intervene and it
would certainly be only after consultation with the corporation and only after
taking into account any obligations the
corporation may have under a contract
it has entered into to provide supply.
The commissioner would have the
power to take the course of action outlined in clause 18 without jeopardizing
any legal relationship that had been
developed between the corporation and
one of its customers.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I accept the explanation of
the Minister, so far as it goes, and that
certainly would be the only reasonable
sequence of events. However, we are not
talking about what is possible and
reasonable under the clause so much as
what may happen in the most adverse
circumstances. The clause is quite
specific and the commissioner will have
the power to direct any person who supplies gas to a consumer to discontinue
the supply of gas to that consumer and,
once that direction is given, the supplier
has no discretion.
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Obviously, the commissioner has discretion and very wide powers of
discretion, and that is clearly intended.
but once the direction is given the
clause makes it plain that the supplier
has no discretion. Sub-clause (3) makes
that quite clear:
Any person who contravenes or fails to
comply with a direction under sub-section (1)
shall be guilty of an offence.

That could lead to an absurd position in
which, the commissioner having exercised the discretion and given the
direction, the Gas and Fuel Corporation,
which may we11 decide that it is not the
appropriate action to take, would then
not be able to do anything about that
decision. An industry such as the glass
industry may be in the middle of a glass
blow and the commissioner could decide
that the gas should be cut off. With its
considerable knowledge and consciousness of the need to preserve its excellent
relationships with its customers, the
corporation could then come to the view
that that was not suitable, but it would
have no discretion. If it did not proceed
forthwith to cut off the supply of gas, as
the supplier, it would be guilty of an
offence. That is part of my criticism.
The other part of my criticism involves the question of indemnity. I am
unclear of the legal position of the
corporation in that situation and I
should like to hear the Minister's
response. I wonder whether he has discussed the question of indemnity with
the corporation.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I am prepared
to give an undertaking on behalf of the
Treasurer that the commissioner would
not intervene to make use of the powers
under clause 18 except after having had
consultation with the Gas and Fuel
Corporation and he would not do so in a
fashion that would jeopardize the legal
standing or position of the corporation
in so far as it may have entered into
contractual arrangements with one of
the people to whom it was supplying
natural gas.
In relation to the need for an indemnity, I have not had discussions with
the corporation about that but I have
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taken note of the point raised by the
honourable member and will take it up
with the corporation.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I accept the Minister's
explanation and would just add that if,
following the Minister's discussions with
the corporation concerning which he has
just given an undertaking, he decides
the argument I have put forward is
valid, I hope he will bring an amending
Bill into the House, preferably during
the next sessional period, to correct the
possible deficiency in the proposed
legislation.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I will give that
undertaking. If the corporation presents
a case to that effect, obviously that will
follow.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 19 to 23.
Clause 24 (Recovery of levy paid on
behalf ,of another person)
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province)-I wish to raise with the Minister th~ meaning of this clause, which
seems' to me to create an extraordinary
situation. The clause states:
Every person who, under the provisions of
this Act, pays any levy for or on behalf of any
other person shall be entitled to recover the
amount so paid from that other person as a
debt, together with the costs of recovery, or to
retain or deduct that amount out of any money
in his hands belonging or payable to that other
person.

It seems to me that what that means is
that, if I were having an argument with
the corporation about the payment of
the levy, someone else could come along
and pay it and then recover the amount
from me and I would lose all my rights.
1 ask the Minister whether that is what
the clause says because, if so, it should
never be allowed to go on to the statutebook.
Progress was reported.
STATE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Land transport to Webb Dock
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)By leave, 1 move:
That there be laid before this House the
report of the State Development Committee
on Land Transport to Webb Dock.
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The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
presented the report in compliance with
the foregoing order.
It was ordered that the report be laid
on the table.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:
That the report be taken into consideration
on the next day of meeting.

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)Perhaps the Leader of the Opposition in
this Chamber might like to give serious
consideration to amending the time he
has suggested because there is a
measure before the House dealing with
this matter and one or two honourable
members were anxious to receive the
report before debate on that measure
was resumed.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) (By leave) -I have not seen
the report previously. I can see it in
front of the Leader of the' House and
it looks like a bulky document. I doubt
if I will have time to read it today.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-For the
benefit of the slow learners, the report
in front of me is about a different subject. Twenty copies of the report are
available for honourable members.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-In the spirit
of goodwill prevailing after yesterday's
festivities, I seek leave to withdraw
my motion.
By leave, the motion was withdrawn
and it was ordered that the report be
taken into consideration later this day.
FISHERIES (FEES) BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 7) on the motion of the Hon. E. H.
Walker (Minister for Conservation)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -The second-reading speech indicates that this measure
has a fairly simple objective, namely,
to raise fees in line with a general
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Treasury direction to increase departmental fees and charges to offset their
erosion by inflation.
I hope the Minister will be able to
provide details of the Treasury direction because it appears to have different effects in different areas. For example, recently I noticed that fees of
the Titles Office, which have been increased annually over the past half
dozen years. were increased by 16 per
cent. Perhaps the Minister could advise
about the Treasury direction.
Does the Treasury direction state. that
the increases should be in line with
inflation? Does it state that an attempt
should be made to quantify the cost of·
administering the areas of responsibility
and to cover those costs by the fee?
Does it state that there should be an
. oncost arrangement where the Government reaps a profit over and above the
cost of providing the service?
It is fairly obvious, when one examines some of the details of the Bill, that
considerable increases in fees are to
take place. It is incumbent on the Minister to justify those sorts of increases.
Generally, the Opposition believes the
Government must accept the responsibility for the fees that it chooses to
fix for the current year. The Opposition will be carefully examining the
levels of the fees proposed by the Minister to ascertain why some of the fees
are larger than others. For example, the
fee for a master fisherman's licence is
to increase from $70 to $80, a rise of
12 or 13 per cent. The fee for a bait
licence is to rise from $55 to $65, but
the licence fee for abalone fishermen is
to rise from $675 to $1100, an increase
of $425 or 66 per cent. Clearly an explanation is required.
Subject to certain information being
provided by the Minister about how the
funds will be used, the opinion of the
Opposition is that it is up to the Government to make these decisions. The
Opposition would like some estimate of
the fees that are likely to be collected
under the measure, compared with the
previous year. That will provide an
opportunity of quantifying the increases
on an industry basis. In many ways the
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain
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fishing industry is unusual. It is a uCinderella" primary industry and many
problems arise, either because of cost
increases or because of the need to
provide replacement equipment and the
costs of dealing with environmental
issues. A feeling exists within the Victorian fishing industry that not enough
importance is placed upon it.
In comparative terms, the Victorian
fishing industry is small, ,but in real
terms, it is important. There is perceived to be a need for the industry to
be promoted. Proposals are before the
Government to provide some sort of levy
to establish a fund to be used for the
promotion of the industry. The industry
is prepared to spend its own money for
the cause of the industry as a whole.
Naturally, it is in the interests of the
State to have a viable and economic
fishing industry. I ask the Minister to
indicate how the funds are to be used.
Presumably, some funds will be used for
administrative expenses and others will
be used for the traditional reasons of
research. The Minister may care to be
specific about that. It is possible that
some of the funds may be used for the
promotion of the industry along the
lines I suggested. However, there is no
indication of this in any public statement of the Government.
The areas about which the Opposition is most concerned relate to the
regulation-making powers. The Bill proposes to make increases in the fees for
the current year and, apart from a
couple of instances, the Opposition believes that is a decision for the Government. The Bill gives the power to prescribe an increased fee over and a1bove
that figure and the Opposition believes
some limitation should be placed on
this.
The Opposition believes that the fee,
which can be increased by regulation,
should be limited to double the fee
prescribed for the current year. Admittedly that is a rule of thumb; it is a
figure plucked out of the air. Some of
the proposals of the Bill are within these
parameters. Some of them, particularly
those relating to abalone licences, are
outside those parameters. In that case,
the basic fee is to be increased to $1100
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this year. However, there is the right by
regulation to prescribe further amounts
up to $10000.
That is an extraordinary situation
which will take away from the Parliament the basic right to set fees. If one
examines the work and pronouncements
of the· former Subordinate Legislative
Committee over the years, one realizes
that that committee was jealous of the
right of Parliament to fix and control
those fees. On a number of occasions,
the committee expressed strong opposition to the open-ended right to set these
sorts of fees by regulation. The policy
of the committee was that there should
he a limit prescribed in the Bill. That is
what is happening in this case; the Minister is prescribing the limit.
The Opposition believes the limit is
indiscriminate and unjustified. Will the
Minister explain the basis on which the
fees will be increased in future years?
Under the provisions of the Bill, the
Minister will have the power substantially to increase fees. What will the
criteria be? One must go back to the
Treasury directive the Minister adverted
to in the second-reading speech. The
limitations must be known and the cost
of living increase must be known also
because, if the Minister is asking for
a blank cheque, honourable members
need to have some idea as to how that
cheque will be written.
The Opposition proposes to move a
series of amendments that will have the
effect of limiting the amount that may
be prescribed by regulation. The Government's policy will enable the amount
of the fee proposed in this Bill to be
doubled. In some cases, the limitation
provided in the Bill accords with the
policy of the Liberal Party, so members
of the party will not take any action
in relation to those. The Opposition
believes the Minister and the Government should have the opportunity of increasing fees in the future, but it is
incumbent on the Government to spell
out to the House the criteria it will use
and the basis on which these increases
will occur.
The Opposition accepts that the fees
that the Government has indicated will
be charged this year, although I under-
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stand an amendment may be moved in
relation to one specific fee, and the
Opposition will probably support that
amendment.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (Nortb
Eastern Province) -This Bill is the type
of measure that comes before this House
from time to time when the Government
increases licence fees in certain directions. It is no surprise to the National
Party that the present Government has
again decided to increase the fees in
the fishing industry. Mr Chamberlain has
already referred, in general terms, to
some of the purposes to which the
money raised by the fees will eventually
be turned. It is a fair comment to indicate that the fishing industry is currently facing substantial problems; it
is not nearly as profitable as it has been
in the past.
The terms of trade, so far as Australian industries are concerned, have
moved against our industries with the
exchange rate, particularly, and the
high costs involved in industry in this
country. That makes it more difficult
for Australian industries to compete on
the overseas market. That fact is evident in such fishing trades as the abalone
industry and one or two others, where
a reasonably substantial export market
exists and any cost increases can have
a serious effect. That concerns the
National Party.
Provided that the fee increases are
kept to a reasonable level, members of
the National Party understand the need
for fees to keep pace with inflation
because, if that is not done, the day of
reckoning will arrive and all of a sudden there will be a need for substantial
increases in fees to keep them on a
par with costs in the community.
The National Party accepts that fee
rises in line with inflation in the order
of approximately 10 per cent to 15 per
cent are necessary from time to time.
One of the few things contained in the
second-reading speech was that the last
increases in fees occurred on 1 April
this year and that the increases provided for in this proposed legislation
will not take effect until 1 April 1983.
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The industry has a substantial amount
of time to take account of the fees concerned. The majority of the fees are
not major increases, although the provision for further increases to the maximum set out in the Bill by regulation
is a matter of concern, as Mr Chamberlain indicated. The National Party
shares that concern and I trust the
Minister will give consideration to
amending some of those maximum fees
during the Committee stage so that
accountability to Parliament-that very
important principle-is preserved.
Mr Chamberlain drew attention to one
provision of the Bill about which concern was expressed by my colleague in
another place, Mr B. J. Evans, namely,
the large increases that will occur in
abalone fishing licences. Those fees will
rise from $650 to $1100. That is way outside the 15 per cent average increase
for other fees, and it would appear to
members of the National Party that a
more reasonable increase would be from
$650 to $800, which would be more in
line with the general thrust of the proposed legislation. I give the House due
notification that I intend to move an
amendment along· those lines during the
Committee stage.
I understand a key area in which the
funds yielded from these increased fees
are to be expended is research.
It is an interesting point when an industry is facing substantial economic
problems-and the fishing industry undoubtedly is facing those-whether increased expenditure on research can
be justified or whether the costs resulting from that increased expenditure on
research will force people in the industry out of business. I tbelieve due and
reasonable consideration should be
given to that angle.
I indicate, however, the reservations
I have already expressed which will be
discussed further in the Committee
stage. The National Party does not
oppose the passage of this measure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 7780
s. 15)
The Hon. D. M. Evans
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -Mr Chamberlain
asked a number of questions which I
will endeavour to answer briefly. I indicate that in the second-reading notes the
word "Treasury" is used when discussing raising fees in line with the general
Treasury direction. That is a poor use
of language and it should read, "Treasurer". In that regard, it is a Cabinet
decision and it takes a different context.
The reality is that it was a decision of
Cabinet on the recommendation of the
Treasurer that fees in the categories of
wildlife and fisheries should be increased by about 15 per cent. That 1s a
directive.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-The Budget
indicates that.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-That is
right and it is wrong to say that it
comes from Treasury, the Treasury puts
the directive into effect. The word,
"Treasurer" should have been used in
the second-reading notes.
Mr Chamberlain also requested me to
justify some of the increases because,
as he points out, they do not· all fit
into that description. Mr Evans also
made a similar request. The key fishing
industries in which the Government contemplates significant change in administration are the scallop and the abalone
industries. In both of those cases, the
Government believes it is necessary to·
make significant changes to alter the
manner in which licences are issued or
transferred. Practices have grown up·
in both of those industries with which
the Government is not entirely happy.
Taking the abalone industry as an
example, licences have never been
directly transferable as between persons; the licence is held by a person.
Members of the first generation of
abalone fishermen are now of an age
where many ought not to be diving and
a number of them have stopped doing so
but are holding on to their licences in
the hope that a decision will be made
to allow transferability of licences and
that they will make a capital return
on the value of those licences. Many
of them were among the first in the industry. That retention of licences has
caused concern in the industry for some
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years. Many younger people who are
already in the industry want licences
to be issued. I think I am correct in
saying that no new licence has been
issued for approximately ten years.
Debate has raged not only in recent
months but for some years as to
whether Governments should allow
transferability of licences in a free market fashion. It occurs in other parts of
the fishing industry and in other industries such as the taxi industry. However,
the Government has decided that it is
necessary . to break the deadlock. I
apologize to Mr Chamberlain and Mr
Evans for not having briefed them well
enough on the reason for the large fee
increases in those two industries. Unfortunately, the Bill had to come prior
to finalizing the method by which the
Government hoped to break the deadlock and yet the provision in the Bill
really foreshadows that changing circumstance.
The Government believes it will be
necessary to allow transferability of
abalone licences On a basis which favours those who are genuinely working
within the industry and wish to be in
it rather than those who simply wish
to make an investment or to hold a
licence for monetary gain.
It will probably be necessary-and
I use the word "probably" because the
Government has not yet made the policy decision-to raise licence fees significantly. The theory goes that an open
market in abalone licences would probably force the price up to about
$100 000, and that could knock out a
large percentage of the younger men in
the industry who have been able to put
together a nest egg, but not one of that
size.
The second point is that, for a person
who is genuinely engaged in the industry, the payment of a larger licence fee
is no disadvantage. In fact, it would
mean that the amount to be paid would
reduce Significantly because there would
be no benefit to a person holding a
licence to sell it for a large amount of
money. Holding a licence that one was
not using would become expensive. For
instance, if the licence fee were increased to $5000 a year, it would be ex-
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pensive not to use it. The Government
wishes to discourage the practice of
holding licences.
Further, if the Government proceeds
in the way I am suggesting, there will
be a larger income to the Government.
That is not a bad thing if the income is
well used on research within the fishing
industry, and it would not, in the Government's view, be any particular disadvantage to the licence holder because the actual market value of the
licence would have dropped.
In answer to Mr Chamberlain and Mr
Evans, I have outlined in general the
basis of thinking and the reasons why
those figures seem so high. The same
theory exists within the scallop industry. The two high figures-which, for
quick reference, are those referred to in
amendments Nos. 13 and 14 to be proposed by Mr Chamberlain-relate to the
scallop industry; the first to limited
wa ter scallop licences and the second to
licences for more than one water. In that
case, the licence is issued not on a
personal basis but on a boat basis-the
licence goes with the boat. If one buys
a boat, one buys a licence. Malpractice
has gone on in the transfer of licences
in this manner and the Government is
working rapidly to correct that situation. Part of the correction is inherent
in the licence fee. I will not go into
detail, but the division and my Ministry
now know the amount of malpractice
of a taxation nature that has been carried on in this industry. State and Federal Government authorities have been
made aware of that malpractice and I
believe it will be stamped out quickly.
To beget good practice within the
industry, particularly in relation to the
transfer of licences, the same sort of
reasoning follows for the scallop as for
the abalone industry. In essence, for the
benefit of those members who asked
the question, I am foreshadowing that
changes are imminent. The Government
needs the capacity, within the licensing
provisions, to make the significant
sorts of changes that I have suggested.
I point out that these charges and
the range of fees will not come into
operation until 1 April. It would be
reasonable for spokesmen for the other
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parties to say, in response to my request to them to consider at least these
three items, that by 1 April they would
like to have more detail of the process
that the Government intends to introduce for transfers. That would be reasonable and. prior to 1 April, given that
there is some consideration of the arguments I have put, the Government will
in turn be able to explain in detail its
intention in respect of both the abalone and scallop industries.
There is certainly some arbi trariness
about it, but I accept much of the logic
in the recommendation for a 15 per cent
base increase and a doubling of the
maximum. I am not unsympathetic in
that respect and not in any sense hostile to Mr Chamberlain's approach.
The Hon. 8. A. Chamberlain-What
will be the criterion for a future increase?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-It was
indicated in the second-reading speech
that a practice has already begun in
regard to other fishing licences-the
amateur licence situation-whereby, because of the constant increment produced by inflation, the Government is
looking to be able to make normal increases related to an inflation figure
without always having to return to Parliament to make the change. I indicate
to Mr Chamberlain that that is the
intention of allowing a range-so that
where I have indicated that the Treasurer has asked this year for a figure of
15 per cent to be used, I hope that figure will be a little less in future years,
but the Government will be looking for
increases in that manner and will not
be wishing to come back in every
instance to Parliament to have the
changes made.
Mr Chamberlain asked a number of
other questions. One concerned the increase of more than 15 per cent in the
abalone industry and I have answered
that in my general comments about
that industry. That answer may also
satisfy Mr Evans in relation to his foreshadowed amendment, because that is
the one he worried about-an increase
from $675 to $1100.
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Mr Chamberlain asked for an estimate of the fees to be collected and
how the proceeds are to be used. The
Government proposes an over-all increase of about 20 per cent, and that
will be reduced if there are some disagreements about the actual figures, as
I imagine there will be. The over-all increase would have been around 20 per
cent, made up of 15 per cent for all
fees, but the larger ones will increase
by approximately 60 per cent to give an
over-all average of around 20 per cent.
So far as these uses go, there has been
an alteration to the holding of trust
funds and the Government believes
those funds ought not to exist in their
former form. Key income should go
to consolidated revenue and, for the
purposes I will mention in a moment, a transfer will occur back to the
department for the use of the department. That is subject to another Bill
on the Notice Paper.
The fees are to be used, firstly, for
enforcement; secondly, for management
policy and liaison; and, thirdly, for
research. That particularly relates to
the marine science laboratories at
Queenscliff. The total revenue to be
collected under this Bill, and prior to
any further legislation that may occur,
is expected to he approximately
$400000.

Mr Chamberlain also asked for some
indication of funding of industry and
industry promotion. I indicate to Mr
Chamberlain and other honourable
members, as I did to .an honourable
member in the other House when he
asked a question, that a Bill is in preparation that will be introduced early
in the New Year. It will incorporate,
at the request of the industry, a levy
to fund the Victorian Fishing Industry
Council; not .iust a levy on the fishermen,
or people directly related to fishing,
but those who are related to marketing,
the commercial side of it. That Bill will
be introduced' during the autumn
sessional period.
I think I have answered all the questions of both parties, at least if I have
not answered them directly, my comments will have answered the gist of
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the questions. 1 shall be happy to
answer any further questions as they
arise during the Committee stage.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -As I have enuncia ted the principle involved, 1 do not
propose to spea~ on the amendments,
but just formally to move them. 1
move:
Clause 2, Hne 18, omit "$200" and ,insert
"$160".

The amendment was agreed to.
The HoD. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -I move:
Clause 2, page 2, line 3, omit "$50" and
insert "$40".

The amendment was agreed to.
The HoD. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
Clause 2, page 2, line 7" omit "$150" and
insert "$140".

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hoo. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -I move:
Clause 2, page 2, line 11, omit "$150" and
insert "$140".

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(W estern Province) -I move:
Clause 2, page 2, Hne 14, 'omit "$40" and
insert "$30".

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(W estern Province) -I move:
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further weight to that argument by
saying that the reason for the large
increases is to deal with undesirable
practices. On the other hand, there are
people involved in the abalone fishing
industry who are doing so within the
rules and any major increase in fees
will not only catch those for whom
the Government needs to take action
but will also catch those who are operating within Government policy guidelines and in commercial enterprises.
I appeal to the Minister to consider
the amendment, which will increase
the abalone licence only in line with
the other fees, and 1 would thank him
for an explanation.
The HoD. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -The Opposition
supports the amendment.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -I have listened
carefully to Mr Evans's argument. It is
reasonable to say that we are in a
transitionary situation. We are talking
about minimums and maximums in any
case. The essence of what the honourable member says is reasonable and 1
do not intend to oppose his amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
Clause 2, ·page 2, line 26, omit "$10 000" and
insert "$2 200".

1 thank the Minister for his explanation. Can I presume from what he said
that the fees over and above the miniThe amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. D. M. EV ANS (North Eastern mum prescribed by this Bill will not
be implemented until the new proceProvince)-I move:
dures, which he has outlined, are put
Clause 2, page 2, line 25, omit "$1100" and
into effect?
insert "$800".
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
I listened carefully to the explanation
Conservation)-Yes, Mr Chamberfor
given by the Minister of reasons why
there was a proposal to increase the lain can presume that.
fees for abalone fishing in Victoria. 1
The amendment was negatived.
understand that at this stage these
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
matters are under consideration and (Western Province) -I move:
the Government has not yet decided on
Clause 2, .page 2, line 31, omit "$2000" and
the best method to deal with what it insert "$1100".
regards as an unsatisfactory situation.
The amendment was agreed to.
It seems reasonable that the fees
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
be increased in line with the normal (Western Province) -I move:
15 per cent, as the Minister has indiClause 2,page 2, line 35, omit "$500" and
cated, at least in the interim. He adds insert "$400".
Clause 2, 'page 2, line 19, omit "$150" and
insert "$130".
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Clause 2, page 2, line 39, omit "$300" and
insert "$180".
Clause 2, page 2, line 43, omit "$400" and
insert "$360".
Clause 2, page 3, line 7, omit "$15" and
insert "$14".

The amendments were agreed to.
The Hon.

B.

A.

CHAMBERLAIN

(Western Province) -I move:
Clause 2, page 3, line 12, omit "$5000" and
insert "$1200".

The Minister, in his explanation, dealt
in some detail with abalone, but did
not deal in great detail with scallops.
Perhaps he might explain why there
is an increase, in this case, from $780
to $8000. I presume it is the same principle, but he might explain it.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -My comments will
apply to amendments Nos. 13 and 14.
No. 13 applies to scallop fishing in one
water, and amendment No. 14 applies
to scallop fishing in more than one
water. The intent is similar. The difference is that a licence in the scallop
industry runs with a boat, not with a
person.
As I indicated, there are certain unsatisfactory practices growing up within the scallop industry. The increase in
the licence fee makes an increase in
Government revenue. That is pleasing,
but that does not in any way mean
an over-all penalty to the normal operating scallop fishermen, because it will
have a direct effect on the amount
that will be paid in terms of transfer
of a scallop licence from one owner
to another. Let me give an example. If a boat
is worth $60000, and if it transfers,
with licence attached, at $160000, there
is, therefore, a market figure on the
licence value of $100000.- By comparison with those kinds of figures,
that is not a huge amount. The legitimate fisherman will not suffer, particularly those endeavouring to get into
the industry, because that $100000
market value for a licence will
reduce
considerably
more
than
the value of the annual licence fee.
We believe there will not be a penalty
imposed on people, particularly on
those who are trying to get into the
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industry. There will be some loss of
licence value for those who have been
holding on to a licence, and who I
mentioned are not active in the industry but are simply waiting to cash in
at the end and, therefore, the licence
will be of less value to them. We
believe it will improve the licensing
practice and will not penalize active
fishermen.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon.

B.

A.

CHAMBERLAIN

(Western Province)-I move:
Clause 2, page 3, line 16, omit "$8000" and
insert "$1560".

The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
Clause 2, page
insert "$130".
Clause 2, page
insert "$250".
Clause 2, .page
insert "$380".
Clause 2, page
insert "$500".
Clause 2, page
insert "$250".

3, line 21, omit "$200" and
3, line 25, omit "$350" and

3, line 29, omit "$500" and
3, line 33, omit "$600" and
3, line 37, omit "$500" and

The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 3 (Fish-culture permits)
The

Hon.

B. A.

CHAMBERLAIN

(Western Province)-I move:
Clause 3, page 3, line 41, omi·t "$1000" and
insert "$700".
Clause 3, page 3, line 45, omit "$200" and
insert "$150",

The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 4 (Regulations)
The

Hon.

B.

A.

CHAMBERLAIN

(Western Province)-I move:
Clause 4, line 4, omit "$80" and insert "$60".
Clause 4, line 7, omit "$25" and insert "$20".

The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 5 (Amateur fishing licences)
The

Hon.

B. A.

CHAMBERlAIN

(Western Province)-I move:
Clause 5, line 14, omit "$30" and insert "$20",
Clause 5, line 21, omit "$90" and insert "$70",

The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.

Wildlife (Fees) Bill

The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
WILDLIFE (FEES) BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 7) on the motion of the Hon. E. H.
Walker (Minister for Conservation) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I do not propose
to go over the same issues I canvassed in the previous debate, but the
principles are the same. I should like
an indication from the Minister as to
where the additional funds are likely
to flow in addition to the costs of administration. Apart from that, the Opposition sticks to the proposition that
I put before, that, 'basically, the Government will have to live with the fees
it sets for the current year. The Opposition believes there should be a limitation on the amount by which the
fees may be increased under the regulation-making power, and that that
limitation should be according to the
principle I spelled out before, of no
more than double the existing prescribed fee for this current year.
A number of the fees contained in
clause 2 (a), (b), (c) and (cl) conform with those limitations. I indicate
to the House that I will move a number
of amendments to the later clauses to
conform with that same principle. Apart
from those comments, the Opposition
supports the Bill.
The Hon. D. M. EV ANS (Nor·th Eastern
Province)-The National Party adopts
a similar approach to this Bill as it
did to the previous measure. We believe it is a reasonable function for
the Government to make increases in
fees, provided they are based on reasonable and generally-accepted criteria,
that is, somewhere in line with inflation. If they are not increased by
roughly that equivalent, at perhaps
greater intervals, much larger fees
would most likely be imposed by the
Government of the day, whatever party
happened to be in power. The National
Party believes it is more reasonable
to have a steady increase that can
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be budgeted for, than a large increase
at one time. It is easier for businesses
to cope in that way.
I wish to refer to an incident that
occurred regarding the keeping of wildlife. The incident was pOinted out to
me recently by a farmer from the electorate I represent. He had a number of
pet kangaroos on his property which,
so far as I know, were not particularly
constrained; they had reasonably free
range. There are many wild kangaroos
on many farms, including mine, and
anyone who would like to take some
of them away would be welcome to
do so. I get a bit terse when they
outnumber the cows! Nevertheless, this
particular farmer had some New South
Wales red kangaroos on his property
and was looking after them.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-How
do you know they were New South
Wales kangaroos?
The Hon. D. M. EVANS-Because
they were red kangaroos and, as the
story unfolds, I will explain why I
believe. they were New South Wales
kangaroos. This particular farmer was
looking after the kangaroos very well.
They were happy kangaroos and were
in no danger at all; they were well-fed,
well-watered and were in no danger
whatsoever of going to the freezer.
However, somehow the Fisheries and
Wildlife Division heard ahout them and,
because the person who was looking
after them did not have the necessary
licence, the division descended on him
from a great height and proceeded to
take away the kangaroos. They visited
the farmer's property-I believe it took
them almost a whole day to catch them
-and took them away. Having caught
the .kangaroos, the fisheries and wildlife staff transported them back to New
South Wales, which they believed was
the best location for them-into a
drought area. That seems to be a silly
thing to do. I think it is tending towards cruelty to animals.
The Hon. E.. H. Walker-Who did
you say did that?
The Hon. D. M. EVANS-Members
of the Fisheries and Wildlife Division.
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The Hon. E. H. Walker-They must
be very good at catching kangaroos.
The Hon. D. M. EV ANS-As I have
said it took them most of the day
to d'o so. These are the sorts of things
that can happen, and I mention that
anecdote because I believe it should be
mentioned and to stress that perhaps
if we apply the letter of the law strictly-and my views on the necessi.ty C!f
either applying the law or amendmg 'It
were expressed in debate a few days
ago-such a result can occur.
I 'bring that incident to the attention
of the Minister because it seems to me
that if the fees are too high many
people will not take out licences, and
this sort of situation can occur. I am
not saying that licences shou~d be
waived; I simply direc~ the. attentIon of
the Minister to the sItuatIon that occurred on one farmer's property. What
were then happy, well-fed and lookedafter kangaroos, are now probably not
only in less salubrious conditions than
they were when they were looked after
by the farmer but they are also most
probably less well fed.
The National Party will be interested
in the amendments that will be proposed by Mr Chamberlain and will
consider its views on them at a later
stage. The National Party supports the
Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 8699
s. 24)
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation)-The comments I
m'ade on the Fisheries (Fees) Bill apply
to this measure. I am sure that Mr
Chamberlain expects me to indicate
again that the word, "Treasury" in the
second-reading notes was not correct
and that it should have read "Treasurer".
The increase is an increase on the
normal income from licence fees and,
as usual, the funds will go to the 'management of wildlife and researc~, particularly at the Arthur Rylah InstItute.
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Quite correctly, Mr Evans made. the
point that it is better to have a. shght
increase rather than, after a penod, to
have a steep increase or to begin a new
programme of increases with a large
increase at first. In that regard, the approach taken with the Fisheries (Fees)
Bill could apply. I am aware that kangaroos are a problem. Mr Evans's story
was the normal story coming from the
National Party which is usually that
kangaroos are a damned nuisance and
that there ought to be no limit on the
number of kangaroos that are shot.
Mr Evans will appreciate that a week
or two days ago I was conscious of t~e
need to increase kangaroo quotas thIS
year because of the drought and problems that have arisen. He will be happy
to know that formal approval of the
increase in the quota has eventuated
this week. Offi'cers of the Fisheries and
Wildlife Division in the worst-affected
areas will be allowing additional licences f;or the shooting of kangaroos up
to the end of this year.
The fact that officers of the division
considered it necessary to capture some
New South Wales red kangaroos over
a long period is unusual. It would be
difficult and I cannot imagine them
being kept in with fencing. Getting
the kangaroos into a truck would be a.lmost impossible. I am not sure what IS
the moral of the story except that the
officers may have been better able to use
their time.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
Clause 2, page
insert "$120".
Clause 2, ,page
insert "$140".
Clause 2, page
insert "$280".
Clause 2, page
insert "$350".

2, line 17, omit "$150" and
2, line 20, omit "$150" and
2, line 23, omit "$300" and
2, line 26, omit "$400" and

It is proposed to limit the increase t~at
may be sought by means of regulatIon
to double the fee provided for this
current year.
The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 3 (Wildlife .park)

Nuclear Activities (Prohibitions) Bill

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -I move:
Clause 3, line 40, omit "$400" and insert
"$350".

The amendment was 'agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as was clause 4.
Clause 5 (Zoo)
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -I move:
Clause 5, line 6, omit "$1000" and insert
"$800".

The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
PAPER
The following paper, pursuant to the
direction of an Act of Parliament, was
laid on the table by the Clerk:
Victorian Government Travel AuthorityReport for the year 1981-82.

On· the motion of the Hon. D. G.
CROZIER (Western Province), it was
ordered that the report be taken into
consideration on the next day of
meeting.
NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES
(PROHIBmONS) BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals 'and Energy) -I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

In the 37 years since 6 August 1945, the
world has lived in the nuclear age. From
the first demonstration of the awesome
power of atomic weapons as used at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the world was
aware of the destructive potential of
nuclear energy.
Since that time, nuclear industries
have spread to most countries in one
form or another and in certain scientific,
medical and industrial applications nuclear materials have proven to be of valuable assistance to furthering the nuclear
materials which have created. enormous
problems and have even threatened the
very survival of the human species.
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The development of nuclear power
reactors was originally held out -as offering the promise of convenient, cheap
,and plentiful electricity. However, expe~ience so far has been otherwise. Reactors have been proved to be very expensive, difficult to locate in the face
of public opposition, and there is the
unresolved m'atter of waste disposal and
'atte,ndant problems. In addition, there
is the problem that the growth in the
number of reactors has increased the
risk of nuclear weapons pr'Oliferation
through the wider spread of nuclear
technology 'and the risk of nuclear materials being diverted for weapons
purposes.
Beyond these considerations is the
complex matter of safety. The reactors
themselves have proven to be technically difficult to Dperate, 'and prone to.
minor mishaps which can threaten
t'Ocause disastrous accidents. The multibillion dollar cost associated with the
1979 Three Mile Island reactor accident
also demonstrates just hDW financially
fragile. this industry is.
Over the years, a strong body of public opinion has developed opposed to the
establishment of a nuclear industry
here. This opinion finds expression in
all political parties and in all sectors
of the community. The Labor IParty
has for some time held to a policy of
opposition to the develDpment of nuclear activities in Victoria and it is interesting to note that the previous Liberal Government also recorded its opposition to. the establishment of either nuclear reactors or enrichment facilities.
Despite the recent Government's public statements, it is clear that a significant amount of work was done towards
developing nuclear activities in Victoria,
including discussions on uranium enrichment proposals and some detailed
planning for a national nuclear power
reactDr sited on the south-west coast.
For this reason, it is felt desirable to
enact legislation to give expression to
the Government's policy and to provide
a sound basis f'Or adequate regulatiDn
of nuclear materials. Two legislative
measures are therefore proposed to be
ena'cted.
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Firstly, in respect of approved uses
of radioactive materials and radiation,
such as medical and scientific research
purposes, the Government will shortly
be introducing a Bill to be known as
the Health (Radiation Safety) Bill.
This Bill will set out a sound basis for
the proper regulation of approved uses
of radioactive materials and radiation.
This will include virtually all existing
uses. The radiation safety Bill will
implement the recommendations of the
Consultative Council on Radiation
Safety and the public comments made
to the Minister of Health arising from
the public release of the six reports of
the council. The second is the Bill I
am now introducing which gives effect
to the Government's policy objectives
and ensures that Victorians will be
protected from the hazards associated
with the development of nuclear industry activities.
The Bill has a fourfold objective:
Firstly, the Bill expressly prohibits
exploration and mining for uranium or
thorium as such; secondly, it pr_ohibits
the construction and operation of
nuclear reactors, facilities for milling
uranium or thorium or concentrates,
and facilities for conversion, enrichment
fabrication, usage, reproceSSing, storage
or disposal of nuclear fuel or other
nuclear materials associated with the
nuclear fuel cycle; thirdly, it prohibits
the possession, sale, transport or disposal of certain nuclear material; and
fourthly, the Bill sets out consequential
amendments to the State Electricity
Commissipn Act and certain other
Acts.

April 3 this year. In the section dealing
with nuclear energy the document
stated:

The objects of the Bill put into effect
a policy objective which was canvassed more than two years ago.
Indeed, the elements of this policy were
outlined in a motion moved in Opposition in September 1980 by my colleague, the present Leader of the Government in this House.

The exception to which I referred is
that the Bill does not deal with the
question of visits of nuclear powered
or armed vessels, in respect of which
the Commonwealth has chosen to
exercise its powers and has introduced
legislation. The Victorian Government
acknowledges the Commonwealth's
powers in this respect as is recognized
in clause 4 of the Bill.
This Bill does not seek to cut across
but
Commonwealth
responsibilities
rather to complement activities initiated

The policy outlined in 1980 was
repeated at page 22 of the Minerals
and Energy policy document which was
circulated well before the election of
The Hon. D. R. White

The Labor Party is opposed to the construction of a nuclear 'power station in Victoria at
any time in the future. We are opposed to the
proliferation of nuclear materials for three
reasons:
There is at present no safe method for the
disposal of nuclear wastes; there is a widespread fear in the community that breakdown
of a nuclear power station could lead to
emission of dangerous levels of radiation; the
spread of nuclear technology increases the
probability of a nuclear war.

The section continued:
It is for these reasons that a Labor Government:
Will oppose the siting of nuclear reactors,
nuclear processing and enrichment plants and
nuclear waste storage dumps within the State
of Victoria;
Will not grant any licences or private financial assistance or incentives for uranium exploration or mining within the State;
Apart from materials for medical, scientific
or approved industrial applications, will not
permit the transport of nuclear material through
or within the State of Victoria;
Will not permit nuclear powered or armed
vessels to visit Victorian ports;
Will amend the State Electricity Commission
Act to rule out the possibility of electrical
production from nuclear power in Victoria.

With one exception, to which I will
refer shortly, the Bill is designed to
implement these policy commitments
which were part of the platform on
which the Government was elected.
In his policy speech on television on
17 March 1982, the present Premier,
the Honourable John Cain, said again
in respect of nuclear activities:
We will never put you, your children, and
future generations of Victorians at risk with
nuclear ,power and its lethal waste.

Nuclear Activities (Prohibition) Bill
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by the Commonwealth and to assist
Victoria will also be reoresented on
in its international non-proliferation the relevant Commonwealth committees
dealing with review of the Atomic
objectives.
Turning now to the soecific provi- Energy Act and the development of
sions of the Bill, it should be noted at nuclear codes to ensure the protection
the outset that the nrohibitions relate, of health, safety and environment of
as indicated in the long title, only to Victorians.
certain activities associated with the
Clause 5 of the Bill prohibits exploranuclear fuel cycle. The Government tion, mining or quarrying for uranium
readily recognizes that there are many or thorium. However, uranium or
significant and beneficial medical, thorium may occur in conjunction with
scientific and industrial uses of radio- other minerals, the mining of which it
active substances and will continue to is not intended to inhibit. Clause 6
provide that these may be approved, thus provides that incidental mining or
sUb.iect to regulation. It is not our quarrying of uranium or thorium is
intention that this Bill should inhibit permitted under a valid lease, licence
these activities in any way. Accord- or permi t under the Mines Act, Extracingly. the definition of nuclear material tive Industries Act or Petroleum Act,
in clause 2 combined with the effect provided the material remains in the
of clause 9 of the Bill excludes any tailings and is adequately treated
radioactive substances in respect of according to regulations and conditions
which a licence has been issued under adopted by the Governor in Council.
the "Irradiating Apparatus and RadioClause 7 provides that the Act does
active Substances Regulations 1959",
or which is exempt from the provisions not prevent radiometric or geological
of those regulations. The proposed surveys, or core sampling or boring for
radiation safety Bill will imorove the groundwater or for minerals other than
provisions related to the - adequate uranium or thorium. Clause 8 prohibits
the construction or operation of mills
regulation of radiation use.
The objects of the Bill are set out in for the production of uranium or
clause 3. They are to protect the health, thorium ore concentrates, and facilities
welfare and safety of the people of used for processing these minerals, for
Victoria and to preserve the integrity conversion or enrichment of any nuclear
of the environment in which they material. This clause also prohibits the
dwell by prohibiting the establishment construction or operation of facilities
of nuclear .activities and regulating the used for the fabrication of fuels for
possession of certain nuclear material use in nuclear reactors or reprocessing
and, by so doing, to assist the Com- spent fuel, nuclear reactors, or nuclear
monwealth to further its international power reactors, and facilities for the
storage or disposal of any nuclear
nuclear non-proliferation obligations.
The
Commonwealth Government materials, including any waste, resultpresently recognizes the right of States ing from any of the processes affected
to act in this area. When announcing by such facilities or reactors.
the results of the review of CommonClause 9 prohibits the possession,
wealth functions on 30 April 1981, the sale, transport, storage or disposal of
Commonwealth declared that the responsibility for nuclear industry should any nuclear material with the exception
rest with the States, subject to a Com- of material approved or exempted
under the Irradiating Apparatus and
monwealth overview.
Radioactive
Substances Regulations or
The Commonwealth has, of course,
responsibilities to ensure that inter- unless the relevant sections of the
national nuclear non-proliferation and . Mines Act have been complied with.
safeguard obligations are met. Where It also sets penalties for offences and
there is a role for the States to play in provides that proceedings for such
meeting these obligations, Victoria will offences are heard before a Magistrates
do everything to assist.
Court.
Session 1982-61
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Clause 11 provides that no Government financial assistance is to be given
for the purpose of exploring, mining
or quarrying for uranium or thorium
as such.
Consequential amendments in the Bill
to the State Electricity Commission
Act 1958 also provide that the commission may not utilize any of its staff or
resources in investigating or planning
schemes for the generation of power
using nuclear fuel, and may not construct a nuclear power reactor. The
Electric Light and - Power Act is also
to be amended to provide that undertakers shall not construct or operate a
nuclear power reactor.
Consequential amendments to the
Mines Act 1958 and the Mining Development Act 1958 are also proposed with
respect to advances for mining and
prospecting. The Bill includes a provision allowing the making of regulations.
It is envisaged that these would be made
so as to define the circumstances in
which those mining activities which it
is not intended to inhibit may be carried
on.
There is also prOVISIon for the
creation of offences and the imposition
of penalties. This Bill is an important
measure as it puts into effect the Government's long declared policy of
opposition to the establishment of
activities associated with the nuclear
fuel cycle in Victoria and represents
a part of this Government's mandate.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
CROZIER (Western Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, February
23.

CONSTITUTION (QUALIFICATION
OF ELECTORS) BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. D. R. White (Minister for
Minerals and Energy), for the Hon.
W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development), was read a first
time.

Energy Consumption Levy Bill

ENERGY CONSUMPTION LEVY BILL
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 24
(Recovery of levy paid on behalf of
another person)
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -In response
to the matter raised by Mr Long, I
point out that, after consultation with
Parliamentary Counsel and Treasury
officials, and as a result of some cooperation between Mr Arnold and Mr
Long, I move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly
that they make the following amendment in
the Bill:
Clause 24, page 18, line 41, after "person"
insert "who was legally bound to pay such
levy".

If the amendment is agreed to, the
clause will read:
Every person who, under the provisions of
this Act, pays any levy. for or on behalf of any
other person who was legally bound to pay
such levy be entitled to recover the amount
so paid from that other person as a debt,
together with the costs of recovery, or to retain
or deduct that amount out of any money in his
hands belonging or payable to that other person.

As I understand it, the clause as originally drafted was modelled on a similar
provision in the Pay-roll Tax Act and
was designed to provide for a circumstance in which a person, for some
reason, was unable to or incapable of
paying, and a payment was made on
his or her behalf. The person who made
the payment on his or her behalf could
recover from the first person provided
it was a legitimate levy. So that there.
is no doubt about that situation and to
protect the person in the circumstance
introduced by Mr Long, where th~re
was an objection to the levy bemg
paid at all for one reason or another,
if it was paid by a third person-Mr
Long believed the person originaJly
liable would have his case undermined
-this amendment with the words "who
was legally bound to pay such levy"
makes it clear that the third person
can recover that levy in respect of the
person originally billed only if it was
a legitimate levy.

Constitution Bill
The suggested amendment was
agreed to, and the clause was postponed.
The remammg clauses and the
schedule were agreed to.
Progress was reported, and the suggested amendments were reported to the
House and adopted.
It was ordered that the Bill be returned to the Assembly with a message
intimating the decision of the House.
CONSTITUTION (QUALIFICATION
OF ELECTORS) BILL
For the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development),
the Hon. D. R. White (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to amend the Constitution Act 1975 and the Constitution Act
Amendmen tAct 1958 to make Australian citizenship the principal basis
of electoral franchise and for eligibility
for nomination for election to Parliament.
The Bill has been introduced to
honour the agreement reached at a
meeting in 1981 between Commonwealth, State and Northern Territory
Ministers responsible for immigration
and ethnic affairs. The points of that
agreement are:
(I) Migrants, irrespective of their
country of origin should be treated
equally in relation to requirements to
enrol or their right to vote at elections for Parliament and to nominate as
a candidate for election to Parliament.
(2) Australian citizenship is an
appropriate basis for franchise.
(3) No person currently enrolled as
an elector should be disenfranchised.
(4) Uniform legislation to give effect
to the foregoing should be enacted by
the Commonwealth and all States
To provide for the basic national criterion for electoral franchise to change
from British subject status to Australian citizenship. the Commonwealth
Electoral Act 1918 was amended in 1981
by the Statute Law (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Act 1982. However, the
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proclamation of that amending legislation has been deferred until all States
have passed similar legislation.
As honourable members are well
aware, in Victoria a system of joint
Commonwealth and State electoral rolls
operates. Therefore it would be desirable to introduce the altered electoral
qualifications to have a common basis
in relation to citizenship for electoral
enrolment for Federal and Victorian
State Parliamentary elections. Uniform
legislation is also intended in other
States to allow a joint commencement
date of 26 January 1983.
Under existing legislation, British
subjects may enrol and vote after six
months residence in Australia, whereas other migrants must be naturalized
citizens, involving a minimum period of
three years' residence, before they are
eligible to enrol and vote.
Under
the
proposed legislation
British subjects, unless their names are
on the electoral rolls within three
months immediately preceding the proclamation of the Act, will not be eligible to enrol unless they become Australian citizens.
Persons who are currently on the roll
but are not Australian citizens, however, will not be disenfranchised by the
proposed amendments. Also persons
who are not Australian citizens but are
on current electoral rolls in other
States will not be disenfranchised if
they move to Victoria, provided they
are eligible to enrol as an elector.
In respect of eligibility for nomination for Parliament, the quaJification
under existing Victorian legislation for
election to the Legislative Council or
LegislatiVe Assembly is entitlement to
enrol as an elector. The Commonwealth
Government's legislative amendments
provide that, for a person to be qualified to be elected to the House of
Representatives, he must be an Australian citizen. Therefore to adopt the
Commonwealth line in Victoria would
mean that British subjects who are currentlv on electoral rolls would not be
Qualified for election to the Victorian
Parliament unless they took out Australian citizenship.
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In South Australia, for example,
electoral franchise is to be retained
as the qualification for nomination for
election to its Parliament. New South
Wales and Queensland have the same
intention.
The Bill provides that the present
qualification for nomination for election to Parliament should be retained.
That is to say. candidates must be eligible to enrol as an elector in this
State.
The first clause of the Bill provides
for the proclamation of the date on
which the legislation is to come into
operation. As I mentioned earlier, the
planned joint commencement date is
26 January 1983.
The second clause amends section
48 (1) of the Constitution Act 1975 to
make Australian citizenship the basis
of electoral franchise. As a system of
joint Commonwealth and State electoral
rolls operates in Victoria, to provide
for the enrolment of British subjects
who are on electoral rolls within three
months before the commencement of
the Act, the Commonwealth legislation under which electors may be enrolled is also specified. This provides
for persons who are not Australian citizens but are on current electoral rolls
in other States, and later move to
Victoria.
The third clause amends sections 181.
183 and 187 of the Consti tution Act
Amendment Act 1958 relating to the
prescribed questions that a polling official may be required to put to any person tenderin~ their vote at an election.
Section 183 (3) by which a polling official may require a person wishing to
vote who now states that he is a naturalized subject of Her Majesty, but fails
to produce letters of naturalization. to
make and sign a declaration in the prescribed form. is to be repealed. I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-The Opposition supports this Bill. It is arrived at
as a result of an agreement between the Commonwealth and the
States. It brings the Victorian Act into
line with the Commonwealth Act.

Constitution Bill
I certainly emphasize one question for
the attention of the Minister, hoping
he will give consideration to it, perhaps on the third reading of the Bill.
In clause 3 of the Bill there is the
question, "Are you an Australian citizen?" If the answer is in the affirmative, the second question asked is,
"Was your name enrolled on any electoral roll kept for the purposes of a
Legislative Assembly election?"
I understand from the Minister'S
second-reading speech that he was saying that persons on the current electoral roll in other States will be eligible
to enrol on any electoral roll in Victoria, even though they may not be
Australian citizens, that is, if they are
on electoral rolls in other States
within three months after this Bill
comes into force.
In South Australia, the name of the
Lower House is "House of Assembly",
not the Legislative Assembly, and I ask
the Minister whether this clause will
cover the South Australian situation.
The motion was agreed to .
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3, relating to voting rights of
citizens
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -The Deputy Leader
of the Opposition has asked a question that requires an answer. It was in
my mind to suggest that the intent of
the Bill was to cover South Australia,
but it would require a direct question of
that sort to be put to one of the
senior legal officers of the Government before I could answer it positively.
I suggest that that question will not
take long and, to clear up the matter
once and for all, I suggest that progress
be reported.
Progress was reported.
EDUCATIONAL GRANTS
(CONTINUATION) BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 7) on the motion of the Hon. E. H.
Walker (Minister for Conservation) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.

Educational Grants (Continuation) Bill
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-The Opposition supports
this Bill and commends the Government
on it. We are well aware that the policy
of the Government is to change the
basis of funding for non-Government
schools, and that it has not yet had
the time to do that in a rational and
considered way. Therefore, the Government is continuing the basis for funding
that existed under the previous Government. In other words, non-Government
schools will receive by way of subsidy
for their pupils 23 per cent of the
actual cost this year of educating a
similar number of children in Government schools.
I believe an important principle is involved here. When changes in funding
of a major nature are contemplated,
there ought to be an adequate lead time
given to the schools affected. Any other
course can cause very great hardship
and can occasion substantial increases
during a school year for which many
parents may not be able to make provision. The lead time ought to be at
least a year; at least a year's warning
ought to be given for any major
change in the basis of funding so that
schools and parents can adjust accordingly.
Perhaps more by accident than by
design, that lead time is occurring here,
but I urge the Government to announce
the guidelines for its changes as early
as possible, taking into account the important principle that I have just outlined.
The Opposition also asks the Government to recognize that non-Government
schools do play a very important role
in this community and that if they
were suddenly to collapse, then the
burden placed upon the State education
system would be intolerable. Thus in reorganizing its funding arrangements, we
ask the Government to recognize that
the existence of non-Government
schools in fact lessens the burden on
the States, not increases it. and thereby
leaves more funds available for State
education itself.
I might say that during the election
campaign, the Labor Party Federal
member, Mr Barry Cunningham, MHR,
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was quoted in the Warragul Gazette
of 23 March, and the Latrobe Valley
Express of 25 March as saying:
The simple fact is that if governments stop
funding non-government schools, our education
system would then be totally destroyed.

I must say that I agree with what Mr
Cunningham then said, and the Opposition asks the Government to recognize
that fact· and to make proviSion accordingly when considering the new funding
arrangements.
A lot of uninformed criticism has
appeared in the press from time to time
by many people who fail to understand
the reality of Government support for
non-Government schools. We see statements appear such as, "I do not want
my taxation used to fund wealthy
schools". We see others talking of an
"unjustified subsidy for non-Government schools". The truth is that the
boot is entirely on the other foot.
Children who attend non-Government
schools are saving the public sector a
great deal of money. The public sector contributes substantially less to the
education of those in non-Government
schools than it does to the education of
those who attend Government schools.
A simple examination of the figures
will demonstrate this fact clearly. At
the primary level, in this financial year,
the cost of educating a child in a Government school is $1626. Victoria's contribution in respect of each child attending a non-Government school under the
Bill will be $374, only 23 per cent of
that figure. Of course, the Commonwealth also makes a contribution,
which, at the lowest level, is $296, and
in respect of the neediest of schools, is
$562 a child. making a total public
sector contribution in the two cases I
have mentioned from Victoria and the
Commonwealth combined of $670 and
$936 respectively. Thus, in this State,
from combined Victorian and Commonwealth Government contributions. calculation shows that many primary
schools receive 41 per cent of what it
costs to educate a child in the Victorian school system, while the neediest
schools at the primary level receive for
each pupil 57'5 per cent of what it
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costs to educate a child in the Government school system. That represents a
substantial saving to the public sector.
At the secondary level, the picture
is equally dramatic. The actual cost
of educating a child in a Victorian
Government secondary school averaged
$2657 in this financial year. For secondary pupils at non-Government schools
the State, under the Bill, contributes
only $611, or 23 per cent of that
amount. The Commonwealth provides
$480 at the lowest leve~, and $913 a
pupil to the neediest schools. Thus, the
range of total public sector payments
to non-Government schools at the
secondary level is from $1091 to $1524
a pupil. That represents, respectively,
41 per cent and 58 per cent of the
actual cost of educating a child at that
level in a· Government school.
Again, it can be seen that' the existing non-Government schools represent
a substantial saving in cost to the
public sector. It cannot be said that
other taxpayers are subsidizing those
children who attend non-Government
schools-in fact, the reverse is clearly
the case.
The Opposition believes a number of
important principles should be observed
in relation to the funding of non-Government schools, and it invites the
Government to consider those principles
very carefully and to adopt them. We
hold it to be elementary that parents
should have the right to choose the
type of education they desire for their
children. We hold it to be equally
elementary that parents, as taxpayers,
have a right to look to the Government
to contribute to the schooling of their
children. Accordingly, we affirm the
right of each child attending a nonGovernment school to a basic contribution from the Government in respect
of his schooling, whether through the
school or otherwise.
We believe these basic gran ts should
be supplemented in accordance with
need, and we believe, equally, that the
criteria for determining need must be
carefully defined and thereafter impartially administered to safeguard
against arbitrary, inconsistent or expedient decision-making. We believe
The Hon. A. J. Hunt

Educational Grants (Continuation) Bill

also that it is reasonable to require
accountability from schools in the expenditure of Government funds.
These principles are vital principles.
In the past, the basic contribution was
secured under Victorian legislation
while supplementation in accordance
with need was achieved under Commonwealth legislation. The Victorian
Government now intends to move away
from basic grants, but we urge it, when
considering its new policy, to ensure
that there is a basic minimum element
for all schools in the grants and, on
that basis, we are perfectly .prepared
to accept a needs supplement, provided
that the criteria for determining need
are properly and adequately spelt out in
advance. Only in that way can schools,
pupils and their parents be given the
certainty they need and deserve.
The HOD. B. P. DUNN (No~th Western
Province)-The Bill continues a wellestablished procedure for the funding
of non-Government schools which, over
the years, the National Party has supported. It has been proved to be a
pretty fair system. Although there is
talk about wealthy schools and so on.
the
maiority
of
non-Government
schools that I visit around Victoria are
not wealthy schools; they are schools
that need and deserve a degree of Government funding. It is a fallacy to talk
about the wealthy non-Government
schools sector, although, admittedly,
there may be a number of schools that
could be regarded as being wellequipped and having excellent facilities, but they are a small part of the
total non-Government school sector.
The National Party believes these
grants are a fair and reasonable way of
distributing funds to those schools. In
discussions I have had with people
involved in Catholic education in the
north west of the State, and others
involved in non-Government education I have been informed that they
alSO' believe that it has been a fair
system that is accepted by most of the
community.
No doubt we will have the opportunity of debating in much greater
detafl the Government's proposed

Educational Grants (Continuation) Bill

changes to the funding system. Obviously, there will have to be a change
to the legislation and the Educational
Grants Act will have to be repealed or
substantially altered to provide for the
change.
The concept put forward by Mr Hunt
is reasonable. He suggests tha t there
should be a per capita component with
a needs-based component on top of
that. The National Party certainly will
be watching very closely the criteria
the Government intends to apply for
funding because it is possible that there
could be discrimination against schools
the Government considers to be wealthy
or well-equipped, even though those
schools require an ongoing commitment.
There is no doubt that non-Government education is education on the
cheap. I should hate to think of what
the Government system would be like
and how it would cope if non-Government schools were not available to
provide alternative education. People
should have an alternative to the State
education system and they have it now.
In many cases it has been preferred
to the State system and, often, that
has been because of the lack of confidence in the State education system
that was created in the 1970s because
of the great number of strikes by
teachers and such things as the health
and human relations course and so on,
which turn people away from the State
schools system.
The Hon. C. J. Kennedy-Rubbish!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-It did. A lot
of the claims about that course were
ill-founded, I know, but people lost
confidence. No matter whether or not
they had grounds for that they did
lose confidence.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-When was
this?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-In the 1970s,
when there was a lot of talk about the
health and human relations course and
there were many strikes by tea~hers.
Therefore, parents lost confidence and
the figures presented in this House by
Mr Evans show a drain towards nonGovernment schools. I hope the confidence in the State system will be
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boosted and that the system will be
improved. I hope the figures will show
a drift in the other direction in the years
ahead. The National Party supports the
Bill which continues the existing policy
for another year. We will ultimately
debate the change in criteria to needsbased funding.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their
contributions.
The
second-reading
speech makes it clear that the provision
this year is ma.intained more or less
within the system established by our
predecessors while the system that this
Government would prefer is being
developed. Both honourable members
who spoke understood that quite clearly.
Mr Hunt made some statements to
which I would like to respond. At the
outset I do not, in any major sense,
disagree with him. I will make comments
to clarify that point. Mr Hunt essentially
supports the dual system, other than
just the single system of Government
schools. If honourable members want
a point of principle or a philosophical
statement, I do not personally think it
is necessary that there be more than one
system. There must be a wide range of
educational opportunities offered to the
public so that the skills of all of the
children involved might be used to the
optimum.
I happen to believe it would be possible to have such a system without
the need for the duality that currently
exists. I make that point as a logical
statement. To be quite clear, I do not
see that the present Government system
offers that prospect at present, but it
is not being given a chance to offer that
in the sense that the existence of a
second stream-and it is a strong stream
in Victoria-militates against the healthiest Government system. I am once again
talking in a philosophical sense.
In other words, it is clear to me that
where one has a system that, by its
very nature, creams off a section of the
population into a second stream-as it
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happens, it tends to be a better system
-there will be some unhealthiness in
both parts. It is not a good and healthy
system in that it does not offer the full
spectrum to the persons participating
in it. There is a basic problem with the
present system.
Nevertheless, this Government does
not intend to take up that issue in the
way in which it was debated in the
1960s. That has been settled. We have
two basic systems, namely, the Government and the non-Government system.
We want to move towards a more
equitable circumstance within the full
spread of education in Victoria. It is
not possible to say that that exists in
any real degree at present. The Minister
of Education has foreshadowed that
changes will occur. Mr Hunt asked for a
year's notice and that is a reasonable
comment. If a year's notice is given, the
institutions involved have their notice
of the change. I do not disagree with
that. The second-reading speech is the
first of that notice because it foreshadows that changes will occur. That
should be made clear to those schools
within the non-Government sector.
It would be, for instance, irresponsible of local members if they failed
to indicate to the schools in the electorates they represent that change has
been foreshadowed. It is also incumbent
on the Government to make clear what
the changes will be so that those changes
can be properly debated and prepared
for. In due course that will occur.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-They need the
longest possible lead time.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Mr Hunt
has put a time limit on it. He states
that a year will be a reasonable lead
time and I take that point on board.
Mr Hunt stated that, if the private
school system collapses, the burden on
. the State school system will increase.
Of course, if the private system, which
has been established over a long period
of years. were to somehow disappear.
the burden on the State system would
increase. If there were to be a major
change between the two systems, it
would not occur cataclysmically overnight.
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One has only to exam.ine the situation
in other countries. In Great Britain, the
system moved from private funding to
dependent Government funding and
then total Government funding. This
took place over many decades. It would
be wrong to say that any school in this
State is totally privately funded. That
is not, nor ever will be, the case. We
are dealing with a Government-funded
system. We are debating how that funding will be offered. The Government
intends to provide equal opportunities
for all children and all families. That is
a commitment of the Government and
that is why the Minister of Education
foreshadowed the changes. Mr Hunt
stated that the non-Government schools
subsidize the Government schools.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-I did not.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Yes he
did; he put it in the negative. Mr Hunt
said that it has been suggested that
Government schools are subsidizing nonGovernment schools. He then went on to
say that the opposite is the case. He put
it in the negative. If he is now trying
to say that it is a matter of the parents
and not the school, the same argument
applies. I do not believe he should use
that language to suggest that Government schools are subsidized by nonGovernment schools or by the parents of
children attending non-Government
schools.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-I did nat say
that.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I reject
that. In an hour's time, when the honourable member has the opportunity of
reading his Hansard proof, he will see
that that is the case. I made note of
what the honourable member said. He
suggested that there is some benefit to
Government schools because there is
a private system and it costs the public
less to run the private system than the
public system.
If the honourable member does his
bookkeeping at that superficial level,
he is not the former Minister of Education I thought he was. The costings in
this regard must be more sophisticated
than the figures to which he referred.
What does it cost the community t()
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have two systems of education and to
divide the community in terms of who
goes where? My children, who live in a
near inner suburb, attend a State school.
It is a good school because the parents
work very hard to make it a good school.
However, my children miss contact with
one sector of the community.
I know that people who live in the
same suburbs and send their children
to non-Government schools, force their
children into a social situation which is
not complete and universal because
they also miss contact with much of the
community with which they ought to
have contact. I regret that. There are
other costs other than the superficial
costs. Any notion of non-Government
schools subsidizing Government schools
is a nonsense.
Mr Hunt dealt with a series of principles that I suspect came from a document he prepared a year or two ago. He
went through the logic that operates,
including the right to choose and the
logic that parents have a right to look
to the Government to support the
education of their children. He pointed
out that therefore parents have a right
to expect the Government to support
the school of their choice. It was a
succession of aI, 2, 3 logic. However,
it was a rationalization. It was not a
good debating pOint and it does not
reflect the sophistication of the former
Minister of Education. It was the kind
of debating point that he used to make
years ago. It is wrong to introduce that
form of logic in a tricky fashion in such
an important debate.
It is not a matter of absolute principle
at all. It is a matter of him rationalizing his thoughts on whether Governments should subsidize private school
systems. If I suggested to him that,
in another country-or in this country
in another circumstance-a full system
of education could be offered within
the Government spectrum to suit the
needs of and offer opportunities universally to all children, he would not
be in this House debating the issue.
It is illogical to claim that a society
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is not healthy unless it has a nonGovernment system. I do not believe
the honourable member's system of debating "(a), (b) and therefore (c)" holds.
I accept the honourable member's
comments on needs and on accountability, and I endorse his comments on
the need for accountability. It is necessary to have a system, in whatever
form, the funding of which reflects
the needs of the community, the parents and the children. It is also true
that all schools must be accountable,
and I am glad to hear the honourable
member say that. Each time this issue
has come up, I have made the point
that many schools in the community
are unwilling to account fully for the
moneys they receive from the Government. I believe they ought to account
fully for all moneys that they receive,
and they are not accounting sufficiently.
Accountability is necessary, and I uphold the honourable member's comments on the matter.
He concluded by talking about a
basic minimum element of funding and
he said that, no matter what changes
are made, the Government must be
committed to a basic element of funding for all schools. I do not believe
that is necessarily the starting point.
The point of need is the starting point.
If he ends up by saying that the system, as we now know it, would collapse without a basic minimum element
of funding, that is a reasonable consequence of the work to be done, but
how can one say that until the piece
of work by the Minister of Education
is concluded?
On top of that element, the honourable member said the settlement of the
needs element must be based on good
criteria, and I agree with that. Mr
Dunn began by saying it is a fallacy
to talk about wealthy non-Government
schools. There are wealthy non-Government schools.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-I qualified
that a little bit later.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I should.
like to put Mr Dunn's comment in
true perspective. I think he meant to
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say that there are non-Government
schools that are not wealthy, and that
is true. I think he was referring to
some non-Government schools in his
province that could not be classified
as wealthy. But it is nonsense to say
that it is a fallacy to talk about wealthy
non-Government schools.
The Hon. J. V. C. Guest-Which are
the wealthy ones?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-There
are such schools. You went to one,
James.
The Hon. J. V. C. Guest-It has
its debts.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade)-Order! In referring to other
members of the House, the Minister
should use their correct titles. However,
I point out that the Minister is responding to matters raised in the secondreading debate and moving, by leave,
that the Bill be read a third time.
It may well be that the provocative
nature of the way in which he is
replying to the debate needs to be
responded to, and I suggest that the
House might move into Committee to
enable full debate to be undertaken.
I invite the Minister to make a decision
on that matter.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I should
have referred to Mr Guest as the Honourable Mr Guest. I have completed
my comments except to say that Mr
Dunn talked of people needing an alternative to the State system. I should
like to debate that with him at some
time because I do not believe an alter-'
native is necessary. I should also like
to debate his comments about need.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-It may be helpful if I make
some comments to straighten out some
of the woolly thinking that emerges
whenever the Government is committed
to certain matters and the Minister
finds it difficult to rationalize that
position.
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It may be helpful to point out that
the Bill deals with equity. Mr Walker
suggests that it would be equitable to
remove the per capita grants of all
schools. In effect, he is saying that
it would be equitable to drive out of
the more expensive schools-those
charging the highest fees-those parents who would not be able to afford
to send their children there if the fees
went higher, or else to double the
burden which is already higher than
that of others because the fees are
higher. I do not understand how that
is equity.

The Minister refers to what is commonly called the argument on divisiveness-the fact that if there are State
schools and private schools in a pa~
ticular area, children may not experIence a cross section of the community.
I suggest that that, in the context of
Melbourne's geography, is a trivial
problem. The differences between Melbourne Boys' High School and Melbourne Grammar School are, unfortunately, less than the differences between Sunshine High School and
Blackburn High School, as the Minister
well knows. If the Government is seriously concerned with the problems
raised, what is it going to do about
that?
One matter that is often overlooked
is the number and proportion of people
in the community who are concerned
about the welfare of non-Government
schools. It is often s'aid that 26 per cent
of children in Victoria-23 per cent
nationwide - attend non-Government
schools. Except in the Catholic system,
a large proportion of parents send their
children to non-Government schools
only when they reach secondary school
level. That means that probably at least
40 per cent of parents are, at some
stage of their children's lives, directly
concerned in the non-Government
school sector, and that is a matter to
which the Government should have
regard.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a third time.

Construction Industry Bill

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
(ELECTRICAL AND METAL TRADES)
LONG SERVICE LEAVE BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for Conservation) for the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development), was read a first time.
For the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development),
the Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for
Conservation) -I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.
It empowers the Building Industry Long

Service Leave Board to do whatever
is necessary to prepare for proposed
extension of the scheme it administers
to include the electrical contracting
and metal trades construction industries. Final implementation of a scheme
of extended coverage is proposed by
way of amendment of the Building
Industry Long Service Leave Act during
the autumn session of 1983.
The portable long service leave
scheme established by the Building Industry Long Service Leave Board
commenced on 1 February 1977. It
allows
building
and
construction
workers to become eligible for long
service leave benefits on the basis of
service to the industry rather than
service to a particular employer.
At present, however, while electrical
contracting and metal trades construction workers may be regarded by the
community as building or construction
workers, because they belong to different trade unions and work under
different industrial awards they are not
regarded as part of the building and
construction industry for the purposes
of the Act. Therefore they do not enjoy
access to the same long service leave
entitlements as other construction
workers.
The proposed extension will correct
this apparent anomaly. It will provide
the same long service leave benefits
to all employees in the construction
industry.
The present scheme followed a joint
submission to Government in 1973 from
the employer and employee groups in
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the industry. The proposed extension
also follows joint submissions from
employers and trade unions both to the
former Government and to this Government.
In fact, the proposed extensions were
first raised with my colleague's predecessor by the employers and the trade
unions concerned more than two years
ago. I am advised that my colleague's
predecessor gave a commitment to the
introduction of a scheme providing for
portability of long service leave for
electrical contracting and metal trades
construction workers subject to the
employer groups and unions concerned
.iointly working out the details of a
feasible scheme. During the intervening
time, there have been numerous discussions and conferences between the
employer and union proposers of the
extended scheme, the Building Industry
Long Service Leave Board, the Department of Labour and Industry, the former Government and this Government.
This has now been finalized by the
agreement of the employers and trade
unions concerned and the Building Industry Long Service Leave Board.
What is proposed is an expansion
of the industry scope of the present
board by redefining and redesignating
what comprises the industry as the construction industry so that the electrical
contracting and metal trades construction workers will be within the scope
of the scheme.
However, because the proposed "pick
up date" for recognized service to the
industry will be 1 March 1978 as
agreed to by employer and union
parties and endorsed by the former
Minister, care will be ta'ken to distinguish between electrical contracting
and metal trades construction workers
and those already covered by the existing scheme. Care will also be taken to
ensure that the interests of employer
contributors to the present scheme are
not prejudiced by this extended
coverage.
Agreement concerning the principal
features of the proposed extension has
been reached between the employer
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parties-Metal Trades Industry Association of Australia, Victorian Branch,
Victorian Chamber of Manufactures
and Electrical Contractors Federation
of Victoria-the trade unions involved
-Amalgamated Metal Workers and
Shipwrights Union. Electrical Tra.des
Union, Federated Ironworkers Umon,
Federated Engine Drivers and Firemen's
Association, Australasian Society of
Engineers, Association of Dra':lghting,
Supervisory' and Technical Employees
-and the Building Industry Long Service Leave Board. The Bill to be introduced next session will make the
changes to the Act which will be
necessary to implement this agreement.
The reason this Bill is now before
the House is to permit the board to
prepare its administrative processes for
the proposed extension. This will mean
that the extended scheme may become
operative as soon as the enabling Bill
is passed. Without this Bill, the board
would be prevented by its Act from
gearing up for the changes-the Act
does not permit the expenditure of
money for this purpose.
The Bill also provides that any expenditure that the board undertakes
pursuant to this Bill will be repayable
with interest from contributions received from electrical contracting and
metal trades construction employers.
This means that building employers
who have contributed these funds will
not be disadvantaged.
The Bill further protects the interests
of the building industry employers by
providing a Government guarantee for
the repayment of all money spent on
the proposed scheme.
This Bill is the first phase of the
legislation required for extension of the
portable long service leave scheme to
electrical contracting and metal trades
construction workers. It is an extension
requested by both unions and employers with which the Government
concurs and one which the Government
believes will improve the industrial
relations climate of the construction
industry.
This Bill, and the second Bill which
will follow it in the next session, should,
I believe, receive the full support of
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou

Construction Industry Bill

both sides of this House because of the
support the former Government ~ad
given the proposers when the extensIon
was first put forward for consideration.
I therefore look forward to this Bill
having a speedy passage. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
Crozier (Western Province) for the
Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
VICTORIAN TOURISM
COMMISSION BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 1) on the motion of the Hon. W.
A. Landeryou (Minister for Tourism)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (W'(~steTn
Province) -With some reservations, the
Opposition supports the Bill. As the
Mini~ter pointed out in his se~ond
reading speech, the former LIberal
Government had prepared proposed
legislation to bring into et:fect. a ~in~le
tourism authority. and thIS BIn IS Its
logical successor following that line of
reasoning. The Opposition wishes ~he
new commission well. It will have WIde
powers. as will its chairman. The position of chairman invites a certain
amount of speculation and one would
receive no marks for guessing that
the front runner would be the present
Director of Tourism.
The Hon. D. R. White-One of your
favourites.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I agTee
with Mr White's interjection. Mr Don
Dunstan is a versatile performer and
the Opposition wishes him well in this
capacity. The tourist industry reql!i~es
versatile performers and the Opposition
wishes this measure well and whoever
is appointed to the position of chairman, especially if it is the Honourable
Don Dunstan.
It was refreshing to hear the Leader
of the House describe the objectives of
the Bill in these words:
It is the Government's policy to accomplish
the reorganization .o~ the Stat~'s t(;mrist ad~in
istration by providIng a Victorian Tounsm

Victorian Tourism Commission Bill
Commission, which will have full powers to
organize tourist activity in Victoria, to provide
both development of the tourist infrastructure
and its marketing, to co-ordinate regional and
private sector activity, to operate with unfettered entrepreneurial capacity, and to support
entrepreneurial activity of the private sector.

I did not ever expect to hear those
words from the Leader of a Socialist
Government. He may get into trouble
at the next Labor Party conference
if there is wide pUblicity of this speech.
The Opposition agrees entirely with
those sentiments, of course.
I have a little more to say about
this Bill. It is a bold move with a good
deal going for it. It is similar to what
was proposed by the Liberal Government. My reservations are basically
twofold. I am a little concerned about
the composition of the commission. It
will be a body of not more than seven
members, of whom one shall be the
chairman and one shall be the deputy
chairman. Clause 7 contains no other
qualifications. Mr Long interjects that
one should be the Honourable Doug
Elliot and I think that he would be
an excellent member. In addition to Mr
Elliot or anyone else that the Government appoints, there should be written
into this clause the requirement that
the Minister appoint at least one person who has experience of and is
expert in the activities and management of regional tourism because
unless that is done there is a danger
that the commission may become
somewhat unbalanced, and the whole
success of this thrust depends, as the
Minister rightly appreciates, on a cooperative effort from both the public
and private sectors, not just of the metropolitan sector of greater Melbourne.
However, it must be a co-operative
effort from the bodies, individuals
and organizations most concerned
with tourism throughout Victoria.
Another reservation held by the
Opposition relates to the provisions of
the Bill that deal with the composition
of the staff. As the Minister explained,
with two exceptions, all staff of the
commission are to be employed pursuant to the provisions of the Public
Service Act. In his second-reading
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speech, the Minister listed the exceptions. One was the casual employees
and the other was people employed
subject to the conditions which may be
laid down by the Governor in Council
after consultation with the Public Service Board. That is really an exemption
from the Public Service Act provisions
for that rather special category of
people. In the same section or shortly
after that, the Minister stated:
It is anticipated that the great majority of
the staff of the commission will be employed
as permanent public servants. However, there
will be a number of positions, particularly in
the selling and promotional areas where it is
desirable that conditions of employment be
more directly comparable to those existing in
private enterprise.

Here again, it is nice to note that private enterprise is receiving a plug. The
Minister continued:
Experience has shown that unless this is
done it is not possible to attract the best
candidates to those sorts of positions.

They are precisely the points that my
colleagues and I make in reference to
this aspect of the commission. It would
have been more appropriate, in the pursuit of that course, if the Government
had exempted the commission from the
requirement of having the majority of
the staff subject to the Public Service
Act.
I realize that, because the commission is the successor to the Victorian
Government Travel Authority, the present employees, many of whom are
subiect to the Public Service Act, would
wish to continue their employment
under that Act. That can be done
simply by having the necessary transitional mechanism to enable any person currently employed under the conditions of the Public Service Act or
who has been seconded from another
department to perhaps return to
another part of the Public Service to
enable that employee's Public Service
status to be protected.
True to the stated objectives of making this a truly entrepreneurial organization that is dynamic, which we
would all hope it will be in the pursuit of the objectives of the commission, and also in harmony with the
reasons that the Minister has given and
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that I have just read to the House,
it seems to be an unnecessary impediment to the full development of the
authority that the majority of staff will
be, in effect, subject to the Public
Service Act.
I would like the Minister to comment
on those observations and give them
his full consideration. I indicate that
again, the Opposition welcomes the Bill
and wishes the commission well in its
endeavours to further promote the important tourist industry in Victoria.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) -I am disappointed
by the time factor because I will not
be able to debate the tourist industry
in as much detail as I would have liked
or as much as the eleven country
regions may have liked. The Bill
abolishes the existing travel authority
and its staff, assets and functions have
been vested in the new Victorian Tourism Commission.
The commission will assume the
various functions of the Ministry for
Tourism and, apparently, the aim of the
measure is to reduce the political involvement of the authority giving the
tourist industry and the commission
freedom to act in the best interests of
tourism. Victorians are all well aware
of the importance of tourism; it is a
fast-growing industry and does not
seem to suffer from the economic climate or the recession as much as manufacturing and other industries.
It is pleasing to witness the growth
of the eleven tourist regions in country
Victoria. In the electorate I represent
-North Western Province-the tourism
industry has increased to attract more
than $50000 a year. It has more than
30 motels and caravan parks and
includes the Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement. Contrary to press reports the
settlement is still alive and well and
will continue to be so. In Horsham,
tourists visit the Grampians and all of
its attractions.
Over the years, there have been some
major upheavals in the administration
of tourism-VicTour became a statutory body; alterations were made in the
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departmental structure and, in recent
years, Victoria has had five or six different Ministers for Tourism-which
creates considerable uncertainty in the
industry.
As I said earlier, eleven tourist
regions can be found in country Victoria and I have been in contact with
all of those regions on matters of concern in the proposed legislation. Not
aB the regions have had an opportunity
of reporting on the Bill. I am not saying
that that is the fault of the Minister
but it is noticeable that the Bill does
not deal with the structure and funding of regions. I take it that that will
be the responsibility of the new
commission.
Although an inquiry is now being
undertaken by Mr John McFarlane, who
had previous involvement in the tourist
industry under the former Administration, one is naturally interested in what
recommendations will be forthcoming.
The various regions have been rather
Jeft up in the air and are anxious to
know what their future will be.
I have asked a number of questions
of the Minister in the House expressing
concern for those regions because they
wish to know what funding they will
receive for this year. The regions comnIeted their budgets in late Mayor
June, but it was not until a month
ago that they were advised that they
were to receive the same allocation of
money as they received last year. The
regions must match those allocations
with money that they raise themselves.
Approximately 60 per cent of the
money they spend is contributed by the
Government, the balance by themselves.
The regions receive virtually $20 000 as
their right and the rest is received on
a $2 for $1 basis.
Mr Don Dunstan has been appointed
as the new Director of Tourism and
I have had the opportunity of holding
discussions with him. I have also
attended many of the functions held
in Swan Hill that Mr Dunstan attended.
I am not critical of his appointment: I
believe he has the ability to do the
job. He may have discussed certain
policy matters with the Minister but,
somewhere along the line, decisions
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need to be made on how many regions
Victoria should have, which is of vital
importance to those regions and the
tourist industry in country Victoria.
Probably fewer tourist regions will exist,
but I cannot understand how the regions
in the electorate I represent can be reduced in size.
Another factor that must be mentioned is that a regional director operates in each of the eleven regions. The
position holds little security for the
director, who is like a town clerk or
an engineer with a municipality. Those
directors are subject to personalities
and operate in a congenial way with the
committee or the authority for whom
they work.
The eleven tourist regions are concerned that the Melbourne Tourism
Authority receives more funding than
all the other eleven regions put together.
The justification given is that all or most
tourists come to the metropolitan area
first and then, hopefully, some-probably lio more than 5 per cent of overseas visitors-will visit country areas.
The Melbourne Tourism Authority
has expressed concern that, in the past
three years, it has received no increase
in its allocation from the Government.
Therefore, when one considers the rate
of inflation, one realizes that that failure
to increase the allocation has created
some difficulty. Mr Don Dunstan has indicated that there will be more co-ordination of regional tourist information centres. Although that is a good idea, the
National Party does not entirely agree
with the apparent intention of the Victorian Tourism Commission to promote
Victoria interstate and overseas. It is
hoped the commission will realize
that the majority of tourists come from
within Victoria. There is no point in persuading 500 000 tourists to visit Victoria
from other States if 1 million tourists
are leaving Victoria to visit elsewhere.
There should be more co-operation
and co-ordination between the tourist
regions. It could be that perhaps either
two or three tourist regions could effect
combined promotions of their areas.
However, the tourist regions must not
lose their automony and their right to
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promote because, as soon as they lose
their automony, they lose the outstanding support they re,ceive from the
business sector and the community.
Each year a grant is made to the
regional tourist authorities for the construction of an information centre. Approximately one tourist information
centre is constructed each year. The
regional tourist headquarters at Bendigo
are situated in an old building. It is to
be hoped that the Government will give
a high priority to the construction of
a new building to house the regional
tourist headquarters in Bendigo. Over
the years, the major tourist projects
have received a Government grant of
$300000. However, I draw the attention
of the Government to its failure to increase those grants in line with the rate
of inflation.
I thank the tourist regions and the
Melbourne Tourism Authority for the
comments they have provided for me.
As I said earlier, I would have liked more
time to expand on this matter. I commend the Minister for Tourism for his
enthusiasm. The Minister has visited
Swan Hill in the area that I represent and
a number of other country centres. The
Minister has undertaken to visit Mildura on 10 and 11 January. The tourist
organizations in that area are looking
forward to putting a case to the Minister
on those projects tha t they hold dearest
to their hearts.
Turning briefly to the Bill, I desire
to comment only on the proposed composition of the Victorian Tourism Commission. According to the Bill, seven
members will be appointed by the Governor in Council and, of those seven
members one shall be the chairman and
one shall be the deputy chairman. I
would like the Minister to indicate why
the number of members of the commission have been increased to seven when,
in the original draft that was circulated,
five members were to be appointed. I
would like the Minister to indicate
whether the chairman, the deputy chairman and the other members of the commission are to be part-time members or
whether they are to be full-time members and whether the chairman or the
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deputy chairman will be full-time members. A great deal of concern has been
expressed to me by the tourist regions
that there is no guarantee that the
country tourist authorities will be represented on the commission. The National
Party expresses its concern on the matter. I foreshadow an amendment in the
Committee stage, which, if adopted,
will mean that two members of the
com:mission will represent the interests
of regional tourist authorities.
With those comments, I indicate that
the National Party is fully supportive of
the main thrust of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretation)
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Tourism) - I thank the two
speakers in the second-reading debate
for their words of encouragement. I hate
to disappoint Mr Crozier, but I was not
present during the explanatory secondreading speech. I am not suggesting that
I disown that speech; indeed, it had a
fair bit of my own soul in it. However,
for the record, I indicate to Mr Crozier
and to the Committee that one does not
have to be an unbridled, unfettered
Capitalist to have some entrepreneurial
skills.
The Bill does seek to do those
things that were canvassed in the second-reading debate. Mr Crozier and Mr
Wright suggested that they were disappointed at the representation of the regional tourist authorities on the Victorian Tourism Commission. The Committee would be aware from various
comments that I have made, mainly in
response to questions from time to time,
that the question of the regional tourist
authorities and their structure is currently under review. In that context, it
would be silly to write into legislation
that type of direct representation.
In the past, the problem with tourism
as an industry and the way the public
sector is structured is that, simply put,
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consideration has been given to various personalities and factional interests
and perhaps even vested interests from
time to time. The purpose of this
measure, and it is not as if it is a new
idea, is to simply try to depoliticize tourism in the public sector aspect of
tourism by having a Victorian Tourism
Commission which is seen to have representatives of the entire State as members of the commission with those members representing the interests of the
entire State.
It follows that, if one were to accept
that the regional concept should apply
automatically in terms of legislative implication, arguments could be well and
truly advanced by other interested
groups-they would lobby me-to ensure that they should be repeated. Mr
Wright suggested that an original draft
of the Bill-that I was courteous enough
to make available to him-had fivemembers comprising the Victorian Tourism
Commission. I believe the original
draft had three members, which, from
my point of view and in terms of my
experience, is an ideal combination of
numbers. However, on the basis of representations that have been put to me, it
appeared that, on balance, seven members was an appropriate number.
It is not possible to have a representative of everyone of the twelve, and there
and
I mean
the measure that
but what is planned, if the Parliament
agrees with the measure that I propose,
and I mean the measure that I
propose, is that there will be an advisory panel for each of the regions. The
north-eastern tourist region especially,
and I will not name one or two other regions, is doing an exceptionally good job.
There are others which have struggled
over the years and are still struggling.
When Sir Henry Bolte and the Honourable Murray Byrne dreamt up the idea of
regional tourist authorities-copying
two other States in that regard-the
objective was to finance them through
the infamous bed tax. The bed tax never
came to fruition, but the regional tourist authorities did.
The whole structure of tourist authorities is under review, and frequently
in the House I have indicated that
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it would be most inappropriate for me
to canvass all the merits and demerits
of the arguments as they are put, but
the fact that I have indicated a review
is being conducted by the former chairman of the Victorian Government
Travel Authority shows that I have
some concern to ensure that the new
commission has the right sort of advice
on the expenditure of the public sector
tourist dollar.
As I recall it, Mr Crozier was the
former Minister who tried to put together the last major reform in the
tourist area, particularly the creation of
the
Victorian Government Travel
Authority. He made the point that there
was a need to have access to the public
sector, and he was really putting the cry
of employees in total, within the public
authority, to be free of the implications and obligations. and sometimes
the strictures, of the Public Service.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-For the
reasons that your speech writer put
it into your second-reading speech, but
you did not.
The Hon.

W.

A.

LANDERYOU-

But at least Mr Crozier, whom it was
aimed at, read it, and he was convinced.
I will try to convince him on the last
point. As I understand the law with
respect to the Public Service, it
is possible to do all of those things in
respect of employees of any Ministry or
any Government department. It is
possible to have casuals; it is possible
to have exempt positions, and to. use
the Executive Council in the way this
Bill envisages. Indeed, it was at my
express wish and request to the Chairman of the Public Service Board that
he came up with a model amendment
so that the Government could use this
particular commission it was creating
-while it was abolishing a Ministry
and another authority-as the basis
of experimentation for any future commissions which the Government may
have in mind.
In the past, Governments of both
persuasions have sometimes been attracted to the total Public Service
Board approach, and in other areas not
so. Of the commissions and authorities,
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for which I am responsible-there are
several of them-there is a mixed bag
approach. The Public Service Act
applies to the Liquor Control Commission, but not to the Geelong Regional
Commission or the Victorian Economic
Development Corporation, and so on.
Therefore, there has been a mixed bag
approach over the years.
I need to check my words very carefully because they are capable of misrepresentation. I do not mean any
reflection on the Public Service at
large, or on the employees of the Victorian Government Travel Authority,
but it does seem to me that the new
commission needs to have maximum
flexibility. In the main, the objective
is to try to give those employees who
have given long and good service to
the Government, under the banner of
tourism and one of its agencies in this
State, a career structure within the
Public Service. That is not to preclude
from the Government the right to be
able to nominate a particular task as
one in which it· should find someone
from outside the Public Service.
I am advised by the Chairman of
the Public Service Board that those
exemptions that are mentioned in this
Bill spell out those that are already law
under the Public Service Act.
Mr Wright also made the point that
in discussions between myself, the current Director of Tourism, Mr Don Dunstan, and the Chairman of the Victorian
Government Travel Authority, we entered into some preliminary arrangements with regional tourist authoriIt is
not all that long
ties.
ago, I think a couple of weeks, that
Mr Wright, by way of a question, implied that Mr Dunstan and I had
differences of opinion about the structure. I can only assert that, so far as
the director and I are concerned on
this question, he and I have agreed
that there is a need for a review of it
and the discussions have not gone any
further than that.
In regard to the level of funding,
I would like to be Treasurer for a day
and make the decisions I would like to
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make in respect of my hobby horse
and ideas. The reality is that the Treasurer and the Government had regard
to their total series of obligations,
clearly in the area of tourism, as the
report tabled today indicates. The acting chairman made the point of
thanking the Government for the increase in its Budget allocation. The
difficulties are in an area in which the
public sector has not yet got its act
together in terms of the appropriate
machinery. It is difficult, therefore, to
make long-term commitments.
Since I became Minister for Tourism, we have started working on a
tourist development plan. I pay full
credit to my immediate predecessor in
respect of the public relations television programme, the marketing programme, that I had the pleasure of
launching and that he had the pleasure
of organizing in the main. It has been
launched in most States, and the latest
surveys suggest that it is slowly starting to bite in the States in which it
has been launched. The marketing plan
is being revamped. The tourist development plan is still in its early stages,
in the sense that stage 1 is still before
Cabinet, and stage 2, I hope, will incorporate the thrust of stage 1. It ought
to be launched early next year by the
Government, and hopefully by the
Victorian Tourist Commission. The total
objective is, as Mr Wright correctly
put it, that the Government is attempting to depoliticize what must be seen
as the most important industry this
State has going for it. There is not
very much in this country, or in this
part of the world, that Victoria has not
got to offer as a tourist attraction. In
the report tabled today, there is specific
reference to the economic importance
of tourism in terms of its significance
to the future of this State and it
refers to the Australian Bureau of
Statistics.
One of the sad things about this
wonderful country is that we have
underestimated the economic importence of tourism; that is not just
politics, the facts are we have. The
Australian Bureau of Statistics does not
collect essential data that is not only
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou
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relevant but also absolutely important in
terms of tourist planning with respect
to tourism generally. The way in which
the Australian Bureau of Statistics
classifys its material and the information it collects is spread over 100 industries, but yet there is a clearly
identifiable tourism industry.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-What about
the Australian Tourist Commission?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOUIt does surveys, but not a total survey
of the sort that the Australian Bureau of
Statistics does in .collection of figures.
The Australian Tourism Commission
makes information available. Indeed,
the Victorian Government Travel
Authority and the Ministry get involved
in independent surveys in one-off
matters. Morgan opinion poll figures
suggest, with respect to the Victorian
rating, that there is a greater awareness of the desirability of Victoria as a
tourist destination. Before the programme started. Victoria was the
second-last State that Australians
wanted to visit.
It is necessary to ensure that the Government corrects the structure of the
Victorian Tourism
Commission.
I
hope this will be the last experiment
because there have been several in
recent years that have not gone far
enough or been of the right order.
Tourism is indeed an important industry. About $4 billion is spent in the
tourist industry and with a multiplier
factor that the University of Melbourne
uses of 2·4 per cent, tourism in Australia is worth $10 billion.
In Victoria alone, apart from the automobile industry and the automotive
parts industry, tourism is already the
largest industry in the State. Therefore,
the Government is correct in attempting
to try to depoliticize tourism and construct the public sector in a way that
assists the orivate sector and its infrastructure. It is clear that no structure
is perfect in this area, but at least if
the commission is unfettered in the way
proposed, the Minister, Executive
Council and Cabinet are free to make
appointments to the commission of
part-time commissioners, including the
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deputy chairman, as all of the positions with the exception of the chairman are envisaged by the Government
at this stage to be part-time. If one
considers that those six additional
people, or up to six, should be changed
by Parliament, the entire State
would be using Victoria as a
tourist destination. In my view, parts
of Victoria could be sold as tourist
destinations, if properly marketed, including Melbourne. Melbourne does
not have to be used as a gateway,
which is one of the slogans being used.
When one considers the delightful areas
of the city, one realizes the importance
of Melbourne' which has been undersold.
Part of the education programme
under way in co-operation with the
Minister of Education will be started
next year in the schools as a tourist
aware'ness programme for students. I
hope it will develop the consciousness
of the
importance,
economically,
socially and culturally, of tourism in
Victoria. I shall comment on the other
matter that was referred to specifically
by Mr Wright in anticipation of the
foreshadowed amendment. The Government is concerned to give specific
legislative representation in a committee
of seven to any section as important
as it might be in the tourist industry.
In my view, it raises the question of
one being lobbied for all the other
competing interests. It seems to me
that two representatives out of seven,
instead of more than eleven on the
Melbourne Tourism Authority, with a
representative of an advisory panel,
together with representatives from the
hotel industry, airlines, road transport
and maybe public transport and, not
to say the least, employees in the
industry, would be a more appropriate
course to adoot to let the commission
be free. If it Is found, through experience, that country Victoria-I hate the
term because it 'is a form of political
aparthied-is in some way missing out
in representation or assistance, I would
be only too happy to reconsider the
legislation.
I give the Committee an assurance
that any Minister in charge of the
administration of the commission and
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the Act who does not have regard for
the importance of the input by representatives of both man-made attractions
and natural attractions throughout Victoria, would not be doing his job
properly as a Minister of the Crown.
If sectional interests are to be included
on the one hand, the Government would
have to reconsider the position with
respect to other representations that
have been put to it. I thank the members of the Committee for their assistance.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 6.
Clause 7 (Constitution of commission)
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) -I move:
Clause 7, after paragraph (b). insert the
following paragraph:
"( ) two shall represent the interests of
the regional tourist authorities outside the
metropolitan area."

I have already given an indication of
the' reasons for moving an amendment
along these lines. The bulk of tourism
in Victoria is in country areas and
most of the attractions are in the
country. The National Party considers
that at least two of the seven representatives on the commission ought to
be from the country. They do not
necessarily have to be members of
two country regions. The Minister has
indicated that perhaps he would receive
representations from people in the
hotel industry and so on. There is no
reason why 'the persons appointed to
those two positions could not represent
a whole multitude of interests.
The other point the Minister made
is not valid. He said that if he agreed
to the amendment, he would be in the
position of having to accept representations from other areas. The fact
is that this is the only representation
at present before Parliament while the
Bill is being dealt with, so the Minister
can accept it. However, the National
Party, and probably the Opposition,
has taken note of what I deem to be
a strong assurance from the Minister
that what is proposed in the amendment will be carried out. Therefore, I
let my case rest there.
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The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province ) -The Opposition supports
the thrust of the amendment. I have
outlined my reasons for supporting it
in the second-reading stage. I do not
entirely accept the Minister's response
that he would have difficulty in accepting the amendment because of the possibility of clashes with other interests in
the tourist industry. The Minister well
knows many statutes have delineated the
sorts of qualifications and experience
that are appropriate for a board of management. A measure of that type was
before the House which was introduced
by the Minister for Minerals and
Energy only yesterday afternoon.
I refer the Minister and the Committee to clause 3 of the State Electricity
Commission (Amendment) Bill where,
as honourable members will recall, five
of the seven persons on that commission are from areas of experience or particular knowledge and expertise. The
arguments that the Minister for Tourism
put forward in refutation of the amendment are not sound. The Bill will
essentially achieve the objectives of the
commission so that it not only receives
widespread co-operation, but also
makes the claim that it is cognizant of
the need for a balance of geographical
representation.
The amendment was negatived, and
the clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without
amendment,
and
passed
through its remaining stages.
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Discussion was resumed of clause 3,
relating to voting rights of citizens.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation)-Earlier today, Mr
Storey asked a question concerning the
fact that the words "Legislative Assembly" are used in the Bill and that
South Australia's Lower House is in
fact a House of Assembly. He asked
whether the Government could give an
assurance that South Australia was
covered. I have asked a suitable officer
to have that matter determined, and
I now indicate that the reference to
"Legislative Assembly" is a reference
only to Victoria. Mr Storey will note
that Territories-that is, the Northern
Territory and the Australian Capital
Territory-are mentioned but, in reality, the major coverage of other States
comes under the Commonwealth reference; in other words, it is not necessary
to alter the wording. By reference to
the Commonwealth, all other States
are included, regardless of the names
of their Lower Houses.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-I thank the Minister
for his inquiry. I accept his explanation.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
HOSPTALS AND CHARITIES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was returned from the
Assembly with a message intimating
that they had disagreed with the
amendment made by the Council but
had made certain other amendments
in the Bill.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTS
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS)
BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. R. A. Mackenzie (Minister of
Forests), for the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development), was read a first time.

QUEEN VICTORIA MEDICAL CENTRE
(GUARANTEES) BILL

CONSTITUTION (QUALIFICAnON
OF ELECTORS) BILL
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.

The debate (adjourned from December
7) on the motion of the Hon. W. A.
Landeryou (Minister for Economic
Development) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.

It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration later this day.
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The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-When listening to the Minister's sorry tale in introducing the
Bill, I was reminded of Stalin complaining about the failure to start the Second Front. He protested too much! One
is reminded of the long-standing and
passionate commitment of the Minister
of Health to this large expenditure of
public moneys in the Clayton area, and
one is also reminded that the Minister
is the chairman of the planning
committee, a position that one must
question in the light of the dual responsibilities that are thereby created.
I suggest that some responsible Minister pay attention to the possible conflict of interests.
One of the incredible aspects of this
Bill-not the project because the Opposition supports the project and has supporte~ it since its manifestation 22 years
ago-Is that the Minister, in his haste,
and it is understandable haste to have
the project started in Februa;y, failed
to produce information to this Parliament about the financial implications of
the project. Only minutes before the
debate was due to resume in another
place, the Minister announced that over
a peri~d of four or five years, a s~m of
$87 million was to be spent, and that
that was the amount this Bill would
provide for guarantees.
In early October, the shadow Minister of Health put forward to the Minister all relevant questions about this
matter. He sought the total cost of the
project, the terms of borrowing, the interest rates and the terms of loan. The
projected costs over the years add up
to a total of $87 million.
Honourable members are now a ware
because of proposed amendments put
forward by the Government, which will
provide for a total guarantee limited
to $150 million, that the Government's
figures are somewhat rubbery to say
the least. The Government does not
know what will be the interest rates
or the escalation in costs. The Government is almost doubling the present
estimated cost of the project to provide
itself with leeway. I ask the Minister if
he can now, two days after this matter
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was raised in another place, tell this
House what the terms are of the proposed borrowing, who will be the
lenders, what will be the terms of the
loan and what will be the interest
rate?
The proposed exenditure is a large
proportion of the moneys made available to this State to spend on capital
works in the health area. If the Minister's understandable enthusiasm for
this work is to .be given effect, the
Parliament should, nonetheless, hold
him accountable. In order to do that,
honourable members must know what
is intended so that they may measure
the proposed financial cost over the
years. This is not a matter that will
trouble this Government only in the
next couple of years-the proposed expenditure extends until 1987.
As a result of the assistance of the
shadow Minister of Health, the Opposition welcomes the fact now known to
it, that the Government proposes to
insert amendments to the Bill that will
require not only the Treasurer to approve guarantees, but also the Governor
in Council. An amendment will also be
proposed to provide for a Hmi t of $150
million on the guarantee. As I have
indicated, that is a suggestion using
somewhat rubbery figures.
Honourable members interjecting.

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade)-Order! If the Minister for
Minerals and Energy and Mr Connard
wish to have a conversation, they should
leave the Chamber and not disrupt Mr
Guest while he is speaking.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-For this
limited period, I am glad to see the
Minister for Minerals and Energy in
the Chamber and trust that he will pay
attention because he purports to take
an interest in financial management. I
trust that the honourable gentleman is
able to spell out to the House the
detailed terms of the loan.
This episode raises the question of
what are the contingent liabilities of
the Government, in particular, the
guarantees. This Government should
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have a list of the full contingent liabilities, to whom they are incurred, what
the incremental liabilities are since June
30 and, in this case, since this Government came into office. I trust that this
matter will receive attention.
The method of financing the project
is very much up in the air. A private
company is to be formed-the Minister's mates no doubt, but all respected
gentlemen, I trust. I raised this matter
last year in relation to a certain arts
body. It was not resolved, but it was examined by the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee. How
does this Parliament hold accountable
private companies set up under the
auspices of a Minister, or simply by
friends of a Minister, to carry out
some public pro.iect? In future, all the
Opposition will know is that the Treasurer, or the Governor in Council, when
the amendment is put through, will be
approving guarantees of borrowings by
private companies from persons unknown of an amount up to $150 million
over the next four or five years. That
is an unsatisfactorv situation and suggests that the Health Commission
should have a supervisory role, possibly
a role of a financial conduit, through
which the funds can go to a properly
constituted private body.
Many questions are raised by this
proposed legislation. For that reason,
it is Quite unsatisfactory that the Bill
should be rushed through Parliament.
Nonetheless, the Opposition will cooperate in pushing the Bill through for
the very reason that it strongly supports the project and wishes it to proceed without delay and without further
additions to costs.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province) -This is an important project and. as Was outlined by the Minister, it is one that has been the subject of much assessment and comment over the years. Finally, the project is to proceed and I believe the
majority of people would be in favour
of relocating this medical facility away
from the city centre to the Clayton
area. It will allow more access for
people living in the Gippsland area.
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The Hon. J. W. S. Radford-What
about the country people in the northwest region of the State.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I discussed
facilities for people in those areas yesterday, and I do not intend to go over
that ground again.
The Bill is designed to provide security for borrowings and to allow the
Treasurer to extend guarantees. During debate in another place, I understand the Minister of Health said that
he would examine a number of aspects
of the Bill-which Mr Guest has also
raised-and that he gave an undertaking to investigate a proposal to require
the Governor in Council to approve
guarantees instead of the Treasurer
only. This will allow a disallowance
to apply; in other words, it will be presented to the Parliament. That is a
reasonable measure.
The other matter which the Minister
of Health undertook to investigate was
the provision of some upper limit for
guarantees by the Treasurer. Clause
4 provides:
The Treasurer is hereby authorizerl to pay
out of the Consolidated Fund, which is hereby
to the necessary extent appropriated accordingly. any amount required to satisfy a liability
under a guarantee issued under this Act and
any moneys received or recovered by the
Treasurer in respect of any moneys so naid
by the Treasurer shall be paid into the Consolidated Fund.

There is no upper limit. The Minister
of Health indicated in the other House
that he would investigate that suggestion during the passage of the Bill
to the Legislative Council.
The National Party supports the Bill.
I will be interested to hear the comments of the Minister during the Committee stage.
The Hon. C. J. KENNEDY (Waverley
Province) -The new Queen Victoria
Medical Centre will be in the heart of
the electorate I represent. Obviously,
last Saturday the residents of the electorate realized what a tremendous
benefit that hospital will be to the area
and voted accordingly. It is a wonderful project· and will provide magnificent
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health care for the people in the eastern
and south-eastern suburbs, as well as
those from Gippsland and other areas.
The history of the project has been
a series of broken promises made over
twenty years by the previous Government. The project was marked by successive new models which were
trundled out before each election.
Many millions of dollars were wasted
on plans and models for the project.
The voters came to realize that the
Liberal Government would never build
the new hospital. Immediately after
being elected, the new Labor Government, which was elected with such a
massive mandate, decided to complete
the project. The Labor Party won
twelve out of the 22 seats contested
in this House, which is a magnificent
effort. I am sure the people in the
south-eastern suburbs realized what a
marvellous job the Labor Government
would do in building this hospital. r
understand construction will begin in
roughly two months' time. Local residents are looking forward to the new
hospital.
Despite what may be said in this
House and outside, the Liberal Party is
usually in opposition to this magnificent proposal. I do not wish to say
much more because by now the residents of the electorate will soon be
assisted by the presence of the newlyelected member for Waverley Province,
my colleague and close friend, Mr Brian
Mier.
I commend the Government for the
action it has taken in this matter and
commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province) -As Mr Guest has
informed the House already, the Opposition does not intend to oppose this
Bill but I have my own personal disquiets about the project. I believe it is an
excellent idea to have a 336-bed
specialist hospital and an integrated
lOO-bed private hospital, but it appears
to me that the Government may have
its priorities wrong because I have been
locked in combat with the Minister of
Health on the subject of the precedence
in hospital projects.
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I have been trying to persuade the
Health Commission to supply $8 million
to build a new wing at the Moorabbin'
Hospital. That extension would double
the size of the hospital from 100 beds to
200, making it two-thirds the size of the
proposed Queen Victoria Medical
Centre at Clayton, which will cost $85
million plus interest and other charges.
The Government has its priorities
wrong because the Sandringham and
District Memorial Hospital Board now
has $500000 with which it desires to
build a day care hospital for the elderly
citizens of Sandringham. All that is required from the Government is a
guarantee that it will pay the salaries
of a sister and two therapists. If that
simple guarantee can be given, the Sandringham and District Memorial Hospital
Board could proceed with its project.
Instead, I believe the Government has
approached the "Khemlani Investment
Company" to invest money in the hospital at Clayton. Not only will the Government have to pay back the principal,
it will also have to pay interest which
will place a tremendous burden on the
people of Victoria. For less money, the
Government could double the size of the
Moorabbin Hospital and build a day
care hospital at Sandringham and that
would be far better value than the proposal contained in the Bill.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Templestowe Province) -All sides of the
House seem to have overlooked or not
understood why the hospital was
originally proposed to be established.
Tt was to provide a teaching hospital
for Monash University. The Monash
University medical school had extravagant ideas about what it wanted: I
think they ran to a 1000-bed hospital
which. in any health scene, would be
a ridiculous size. No hospital in the
world should be larger than 500 or
600 beds.
The pOint is that this project has
been used for political expediency by
both sides of the House since it was
first suggested. Had it not been for the
political promises made by all parties,
the hospital project would never have
risen to the top of the list of priorities.
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There are far more important hospitals.
Mr Lawson was not far from the point
'when he said money should be spent
on the Moorabbin Hospital and other
nearby hospitals where most of the
Monash University hospital training is
now carried out.
When one considers the needs of the
Sunshine and District Community Hospital and the western suburbs for medical care compared with the proposed
Clayton hospital-disregarding the need
for a teaching hospital for Monash
University-one would become even
more convinced and if one were to
carefully study the priorities, one would
determine that the Queen Victoria
Medical Centre should not enjoy the
priority that it does.
However, promises have been made,
particularly by the current Minister for
Police and Emergency Services during
the election campaign in the Oakleigh electorate. Promises were also
made by the former Liberal Government about building that' hospital
when the Austin Hospital was completed. Promises were made and undertakings were given contrary to the
faulty memory of Mr Kennedy.
One of the real problems about
establishing hospital priorities in this
State is the fact that political debts
need to be paid. It would be wonderful if we could get away from the
need to try to win an election-I say
try to win because I do not believe
they do-by establishing hospitals at
the most vulnerable pOints.
Anyone would support the building
of a hospital almost anywhere because
the new Queen Victoria Medical Centre
will replace an outmoded establishment
in the centre of the city where the
availability of medical beds is excessive. The reason for that is historical.
The establishment of large hospitals
in suburban areas, particularly outer
suburban areas, is very much needed.
Hospitals are needed, provided there is
not an availability of more than four
beds per 1000 population. Anything over
that proportion overtaxes the resources
of a modern western community. A
hospital would be welcome almost anyThe Hon. W. V. Houghton
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where. If a person is ill, it does not
matter where he or she is as long as he
or she can get to the hospital as quickly
as possible.
The Opposition could not possibly
fail to support this Bill, but I make
the point that, when priorities are
established, the Government ought to
be a little more objective.
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland
Province) -I welcome the Bill. It will
enable half a million people in the
eastern suburbs to have proper hospital
care. It has been promised for many
years, but only one political party
has delivered that promise, as it will
deliver its other promises. This hospital
will provide hospital care for Gippsland
people who will not have to travel to
Melbourne for treatment.
The next important point is that it
will be a training hospital for Monash
University, and it will be an extra
bonus for people in that area. The
present hospital, which is in Melbourne, will be used perhaps as a
library or a museum.
It is a good Bill, and I congratulate
the honourable member for Waverley
for his efforts in this matter. I also
congratulate the Government for carrying out one of its promises. It will be
delivering its other promises over the
next few years and it deserves to be
congra tula ted.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province) -Following on Mr
Guest's remarks, I also endorse the
general proposal, but I would like to
express a couple of matters of concern.
One is, I believe the Bill has been
adopted from the act of the previous
Government in terms of Epworth Hospital and St Andrew's Hospital. Those
hospitals were not public hospitals,
but community hospitals, so it was
necessary for the Government of the
day to authorize a guarantee by the
Treasury in this fashion.
However, as the Queen Victoria
Medical Centre is a scheduled hospital,
one' would
have
presumed
that the normal structure would have
been for the Health Commission to be
authorizing sums of money, or vice

Queen Victoria Medical Centre Bill

versa, the Treasury guaranteeing the
Health Commission. I find it unusual
for it to be done in this fashion. It is
a public hospital and not a community
hospital as are St Andrew's and Epworth hospitals.
On reading the Minister's secondreading speech, I believe the Opposition and the Parliament should be
advised of the organizations with whom
the Government is negotiating to obtain
the loan and that they should be given
some idea of the interest rates and the
cost of both the capital cost and the
recurring interest to the community.
I suggest that in the course of time,
if the site on which this hospital is
situated is to be sold, the Government
should carefully examine the 1958 Act
because in that Act it states that if
an institution of this sort is sold the
money to be recouped goes to the
consolidated revenue rather than to
the Health Commission. It is an important basic principle in terms of the sale.

Thirdly, I would like to express a
view that has not been mentioned. The
Queen Victoria hospital, for several
generations, has been known to be the
migrant hospital of Victoria. It has an
excellent rapport with the migrant community and provides interpreter services
to all groups in that area. It particularly
attracts to itself the migrant community
of the northern and western suburbs.
The Essendon hospital, which was completed a short time ago, has yet to have
staff appointed for that purpose. The
Government has continually said that
it will not be able to staff that hospital
for some time. I hope and suggest that
the migrants of the northern and western suburbs are not disadvantaged by
the closure and relocation of the Queen
Victoria hospital. I hope and trust that
the Minister will take note of my
remarks.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretation)
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The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
and
Energy) -In
for
Minerals
response to the contributions made
during the second-reading debate, the
following figures have been used in
estimating the $150 million limit. The
current cost is $83 million, based on
1982 figures, and taking into account
assumed rates of inflation, which come
from the Commonwealth Bureau of
Statistics-June 1982-83, 18 per cent;
to June 1984, 12 per cent; to June 1985,
12 per cent; to June 1986, 12 per cent;
and from June 1986 to November 1986,
5 per cent-and taking into account an
inflation allowance of $53 million, car
parking $6 million, equipment relocation $2 million, Public Works Department fees co-ordination $800 000,
secondary consultants $250 000, space
future imaging $370000, Public Works
Department surveyors $70000, the total
is $147 million.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3 (Power to Treasurer to give
guarantees)
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -1 move the
following suggested amendment:
That it be a. suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendment in the
Bill:
Clause 3, line 1, after "the Treasurer may"
insert "with the approval of the Governor in
Council".

The suggested amendment was
agreed to.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -1 move a
further suggested amendment:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendment in the
Bill:
Clause 3, line 26, at the end of the clause
insert the following sub-clause:
"( ) The Treasurer of Victoria shall not
execute any guarantee under this Act where
such guarantee would involve him in a liability
in respect of the principal amount guaranteed
which would when added to the total liabilities
subsisting in respect of other guarantees of
prindpal executed under this Part would in the
aggregate exceed the amount of $150000 000,"

The suggested amendment was
agreed to, and the clause was postponed.
The remaining clauses were agreed
to.
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Progress was reported, and the suggested amendments were reported to
the House and adopted.
It was ordered that the Bill be returned to the Assembly with a message
intimating the decision of the House.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of Forests) -I wish to make a personal explanation to the House on the
matter of charges for grazing licences,
which was raised during the debate on
30 November on the Land (Amendment) Bill then before the House. More
particularly. I wish to refer to the question by Mr Baxter when he sought
clarification on the charges to be made
on grazing licences in which he wanted
my assurance that the increase would
be no more than 10 per cent.
I must admit to the House that in my
reply I did assure Mr Baxter that the
increase would be no more than 10
per cent, but I neglected to stress that
this would be subject to a minimum of
$50 as originally proposed and that any
increases would be a maximum of 10
per cent on licences already above that
minimum.
Honourable members will appreciate
that it is patently absurd to agree that
rentals will be fixed on unused road and
water frontage licences on a scale of
$25 up to a half hectare, $30 from half
a hectare to 2 hectares, $40 from 2 hectares to 5 hectares and $50 above 5 hectares, whilst leaving grazing licences at
a minimum of $16.50 whatever the
area, for that is what a 10 per cent increase would mean in many cases.
In reading Hansard, I have realized
the anomaly which I have .iust exolained and also realized that 1 should
have added that there was to be a $50
minimum on the .grazing licences.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTS
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS)
BILL
For the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development),
the Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for
Conservation) -I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Local Government Acts Bill

The purpose of the Bill is to make a
number of amendments to the Local
Government Act, the Building Control
Act, the Local Authorities Superannuation Act and the Valuation of Land Act.
Some of the amendments can be
described as minor and miscellaneous.
One amendment is to overcome a specific problem which has arisen in the
Shire of Donald.
In the past, the annual Bill to make
miscellaneous amendments to the Local
Government Act 1958 was introduced
in the spring sessional period and held
over for consideration during the following sessional period.
To give municipalities a better opportunity of commenting on the Bill, the
Government has decided to reverse this
cycle. The next Local Government (General Amendment) Bill will, therefore,
not be prepared until the first sessional
period in 1983.
There are, however, a number of
relatively minor amendments which
should be made, not only to the Local
Government Act but also to other Acts
which the Minister for Local Government administers and the Government
has taken the opportunity of dealing
with these in this sessional period.
Firstly, the Bill is to amend section
811B of the Local Government Act 1958
to overcome a specific problem tha t has
emerged with the Donald meat works
and the Shire of Donald.
In 1976 and 1977, the Shire of Donald
purchased and made certain improvements to the Donald meat works, and
negotiated loans for those purposes.
The loans were secured, firstly by
mortgages over the meat works, and
secondly. by Treasurer's guarantees
given under the Part XLA provisions of
the Local Government Act 1958.
Clause 6 of the Bill amends section
811B of the Act, so as to allow the
Treasurer some discretion in the enforcement of securities held by
creditors.
The Bill also amends the Building
Control Act 1981. The five sections
amended are in clauses 13 to 18 inclusive.

Local Government Acts Bill
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In general. clause 14 clarifies the was at Donald. I should really like to
power to make regulations governing know where the problem that gave rise
the maintenance of services. installa- to the clause existed-it certainly does
tions and equipment; clause 15 removes not appear to be at Donald. The only
the need to separately publish a build- change of substance really gives the
ing standard or specification that has Treasurer greater flexibility with respect
been approved by the Minister; clause to loans for the development of de16 makes section 76 (5) of the principal centralized industries and. of course.
Act consistent with section 75 (2) ; that is something to be welcomed by
clause 17 makes section 136 (l) of the every council everywhere. The remainprincipal Act consistent with section ing amendments are technical only and
135 (3) (A); and clause 18 corrects a the Opposition has no objection to them.
spelling mistake in section 174 (2) of
On the motion of the Hon. W. R.
the principal Act.
Baxter. for the Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT
The Bill also makes minor drafting (North Western Province). the debate
amendments to the Local Authorities was adjourned.
Superannuation Act 1958. Honourable
It was ordered that the debate be
members will find these changes in
adjourned
until the next day of meeting.
notes on clauses 8 to 11.
As amendments are required because
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
of the changes to the Municipal (ELECTRICAL AND METAL TRADES)
Accounting Regulations. the Bill also
LONG SERVICE LEAVE BILL
amends the Local Government Act
The debate (adjourned from earlier
1958, sections 241, 462 and 473.
this day) on the motion of the Hon.
Clause 12 of the Bill makes a con- W. A. Landeryou (Minister for Econosequential amendment to section 32 mic Development) for the second read(3A) of the Valuation of Land Act 1960. ing of this Bill was resumed.
In summary, the Bill simply makes
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South Eastern
minor but necessary amendments to the Province) -This is a similar Bill to one
local government Acts and other Acts. on which I did a considerable amount of
I commend the Bill to the House.
work approximately ten years ago. The
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern matter of the possibility of long serProvince) -It is our normal practice to vice leave benefits was something that
ensure that there is ample time for·con- many Governments throughout the
sideration of any local government world have endeavoured to settle. even
measure. However. this Bill does not in the days of Bismarck, who knew abdeal with new principles, except in the solutely nothing about workers· condione minor respect. to which I shall ad- tions-he thought it was a great political plov. Gradually. it developed to the
vert in a moment.
~xtent where industries could see that
The Bill corrects anomalies. plugs long service leave benefits should be
loopholes and makes minor adjustments on the basis of service to the industry
in the light of facts that have emerged rather than service to the particular
from time to time. I do not accept that employer.
the need for urgency arises from any
This Bill actually extends the service
works adopted. Indeed, the Donald meat
works have been closed for some years of portability to the electrical contractand inquiries indicate that no one there ing and metal trades construction workseems to be aware of any such prob- ers. They are currently not regarded
lem as is adverted to in the Minister·s as part of the building construction industry for the purposes of the present
second-reading speech.
Act and, of course, they do not enjoy
Nevertheless, the particular clause is the same long service leave entitleobviously desirable in any event, re- ments as other construction workers.
gardless of whether or not the problem As a result of the jOint submissions
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made, as pointed out in the secondreading notes, those joint propositions
were proposed and, both the former
Government and the present Government accepted the scheme of portability.
Although it will have some problems
with the distribution of monetary payments and other entitlements under long
service leave, it will, in the long runif not in the short run-be of great
advantage to employees and, as an
agreement in principle has been proposed for extension by most employer
p~~ties, the Opposition offers no opposItIOn to the measure and wishes it a
speedy passage.
The HOD. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province ) -This Bill is really
an enabling measure to facilitate the
organization of portability of long service leave into two additional industries
connected with the construction industry. Therefore, I do not intend to
canvass my philosophical views on the
concept as a whole, save to say that
I have some reservations about it because, in some respects, it defeats the
very purpose of long service leave,
which is to encourage people to remain with a particular employer.
I concede that the construction industry
is organized in such a way that there
are frequent changes of employers and
employees.
I am also concerned tha t the
scheme is not working as well as
it might and that some small employers are being taken to task rather
unnecessarily by the board. I currently
have before me a case concerning an
employer in north-eastern Victoria, but
I do not feel able to canvass this
issue today as the matter will be the
subject of a court hearing next Monday
and I do not want to' transgress the
sub judice rule. I give notice that I
propose to canvass those issues in the
next sessional period after the court
proceedings have been concluded and
the further Bill that has been alluded
to is before the House.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

HOSPITALS AND CHARITIES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The message from the Assembly disagreeing with an amendment made
by the Council but making certain other'
amendments was taken into consideration.
Assembly's amendments1. Clause 6, after line 38 insert:
'(i) After the word "sum" there shall be

inserted the expression "as is prescribed
or, where there is no such prescribed
sum, such. sum'.
2. Clause 8, page 4, line 2, omit "sub-section"
and insert "sub-sections".
3. Clause 8, page.4, after line 10 insert:
"(3) A regulation shall not be made under
paragraph (g) of sub-section (1) prescribing fees or charges in respect of
the provision of maintenance or relief
in a class of institution unless the
estimated income to be derived from
the proposed fees or charges does not
exceed the estimated cost of providing
such maintenance or relief in that class
of institution."

The HOD. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -I move:
That the Council do not insist on their amendment made in this Bill and disagreed with by
the Assembly, and that the Council agree to
the amendments made by the Assembly in the
Bill.

The HOD. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-The amendment moved by
the Opposition and supported by the
National Party raised an important
principle, namely, that fees in hospitals
should not exceed the actual running
costs of the hospital. In the Committee
stage, the Minister for Minerals and
Energy pOinted out that the broadbrush application of that principle,
without refinement, could lead to some
difficulties and that it was capable of
many different interpretations. I invited the Government, through the
Minister, to consider the refinement of
the principle that we had enunciated
before the matter was dealt with in
another place. The Government has
done that and I give it credit for that.
The Government has provided a
whole new formula for ensuring that
the fees will be reasonable and that
regulations prescribing fees will not in

Adjournment

total result in fees that exceed the
actual running costs of hospitals. There
may be differentiations in particular services and some services may be charged
on a private basis, while others will be
charged at a loss. All in all, the result
of the formula provided by the Government will ensure that hospitals do not
become profit-making bodies. That was
the point that the National Party and
the Opposition were making and we
thank the Government for taking up the
issue and ensuring that the point was
adopted and dealt with in an appropriate and sensible way.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province) -The National Party also
supports the amendments made by the
Legislative Assembly. They carry the
intent that was included in the amendment agreed to by this House when
the Bill was debated, but they do so in
a more clearly defined way. The only
other point I make is that after the
action of the Legislative Council the
other night, the Minister of Health
proceeded to make a public statement
claiming that the action of the Liberal
and National parties would be to force
small country hospitals to close. I
totally discount that claim. The
National Party considers that the
amendment would not have that effect,
so it was a misleading statement. I
refute it in every way possible as my
party-I am sure the Liberal Party
takes the same stance-strongly supports the retention of country hospital
facilities and ~maller hospitals throughout Victoria. The National Party took
strong exception to that statement. We
commend the Government for agreeing
with the amendment.
The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT
Egg marketing-Victorian Eastern Development Association-Mount Helen
section 120A sewerage schemeTourist attractions in Melbourne
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -By leave, I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday, December 14, at two o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD
(Bendigo Province) -The matter I raise
for the attention of the Minister of
Agriculture relates to a Consumer Affairs
Council report which makes specific
reference to the agriculture industry. I
notice that the Minister has just
entered the House. He is running late
as usual and must have been cleaning
out his chicken pens. I direct the Minister's attention to the report on the review of the inquiry into egg marketing.
I point out that on 22 April the present
Minister reinforced the action taken by
the former Minister that the council
obtain an independent opinion on the
recommendations of the inquiry.
I understand that the Minister of
Agriculture received a report from the
committee on 15 September. The point
1 raise with the Minister relates to the
summary of conclusions. Firstly, the report states that in the council's view the
Victorian Egg Marketing Board should
no longer be empowered to regulate egg
prices and, secondly, recommends that in
due course justifications for the very
existence of the hen quota scheme be
re-examined. Will the Minister inform
the House of his opinion on this
matter?
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland
Province) -I refer the Minister for
Tourism to a tourist association in
Bairnsdale called the Victorian Eastern
Development Association. The association is doing an excellent job in publicizing the beauty of Gippsland. It is
successful in attracting tourists and
recently ran a campaign which
the Minister opened in the Riviera
area, which is becoming known as the
Riviera of Victoria. The association has
recently had funding problems, and 1 ask
the Minister whether there is any way
that it can be aided in its good work in
Gippsland.
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province) -The Minister of Water Supply will recall his commitment to resIdents of the Mount Helen area, prior to
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the election, concerning reimbursement
in respect of the section 120A sewerage
scheme in that area. I should appreciate
advice from the Minister as to whether
he has received submissions on how that
reimbursement might be undertaken; if
so, have those submissions been considered and a decision made; finally, is
it the Minister's intention to honour that
pre-election commitment to those residents?
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province) -As stated earlier,
tourism is an important industry and,
during the holiday period over Christmas and the New Year, many tourists
are attracted to Melbourne and especially
to this end of the city-the gardens, the
Houses of Parliament and other areas.
Can the Minister for Tourism inform the
House why the lights on the Old Treasury Building have been turned off for
the Christmas period, and why the
Christmas tree, which has been an
annual feature in the area, is not in
place? It interests many tourists who
visit this end of the ci ty.
Another tourist attraction in that area
is the statue of George Higinbotham,
and I ask the Minister to arrange for it
to be cleaned and washed so that it is
restored to its pristine beauty and as
a tourist attraction.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Tourism) -With respect to the
matter raised by Mr Murphy, I do not
want to be drawn any further on the
subject, in ease other honourable membersattack me with the same degree of
persistence as he has demonstrated, but
I am happy to inform the House andMr
Murphy that the additional funding
sought by the Victorian Eastern Development Association in respect of its
publicity campaign has been granted.
The Director of Tourism-perhaps in a
generous mood pursuant to the House
passing the Victorian Tourist Commission Bill-told me that he has been able
to make the grant to the Victorian Eastern Development Association from
sources other than the normal pUblicity
fund. He does so in the belief that a
commitment had b~en made by someone

Adjournment

other than the present Minister-I assume it to have been my predecessor,
although I am not certain that that is so.
I agree that the Victorian Eastern Development Association does a good job.
It is probably one of the most efficient
tourist 'authorities and it will put the
money to good use and return to the
State considerably more tourist trade as
a result of that investment of taxpayers'
money.
With respect to the three questions
posed by Mr Connard, I am not aware
of why the lights were not turned on on
the Old Treasury building. It may well be
part of the Treasurer's approach to saving funds or the implementation of the
Government's conservation policies with
respect to electricity and energy resources generally in public buildings,
but I tend to agree with the importance
of the question.
As to the vanishing Christmas tree
and the reason why it is missing this
year, it is probably true that there is
no such thing as Father Christmas, despite what Liberal Party candidates say!
Nevertheless, I will make the necessary
inquiries.
The Hon. G. P. Connard-Perhaps
Scrooge is in charge of the Treasury!
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOUThat would be appropriate because you
whackers left nothing there.
Mr Connard suggests that I should
clean the statue of George Higinbotham.
I should not, but I will make the necessary inquiries. I understand that successful experiments have been conducted in
New Zealand with plastic snakes to keep
pigeons off public statues. I will bring to
the atention of the appropriate Minister,
the three points raised by Mr Connard.
The Hon. D. 'R. WHITE (Minister
of Water Supply) -In respect of the
Mount Helen section 120A sewerage
scheme, representations have been made
to me concerning Delacombe, and progress has been made on that matter. I
look forward to receiving deputations
on any of the schemes at Mount Helen,
and I indicate that the Government intends to ensure that any schemes that
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are in progress will be completed under
the priority sewerage backlog programme.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-What about
stage I?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-The Government intends to reimburse residents
for the schemes that were completed
after 1 July 1981, but has ,made no
specific commitment to reimbursement
for schemes completed prior to that. As
I indicated to Mrs Baylor in respect of
the Chirnside Park scheme, I am prepared to receive representations on any
scheme completed prior to 1 July 1981,
although the Government has not, at
this stage, made any commitment concerning reimbursement in respect of any
of those.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of
Agriculture) - I appreciate the matter
raised 'by Mr Radford concerning the report of the Consumer Affairs Council on
the pricing of eggs and especially his
suggestions on what may be regarded
as the cause of excessive egg prices.
The Hon. J. W. S. Radford-And egg
quotas.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-Mr Radford
should have patience and I will come to
the fact that the report states that hen
quotas may relate to excessive egg
prices. One reason for what may be regarded as excessive prices would be the
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high market value of quotas, which obviously must be reflected in the prices
of the properties concerned.
A Bill that was introduced into this
House last night is the first step towards
rectifying the excessive market value of
quotas and the ac,cumulation thereof.
The Hon. J. W. S. Radford-The
former Government did some work on
it, too.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-A n1ew Egg
Industry Stabilization Bill will be introduced next year and will 'contain inbuilt provisions that I hope will eliminate some of the pressures. It will probably also contain some in-built features
which will tend to restrict the rights
of the Egg Marketing Board to make
major variations, but I accept the view
that appointment of an independent tribunal to which prices should be justified
is worthy of consideration.
I assure Mr Radford that basic to the
Government's intention to maintain the
industry broadly and to have it operating in a manner which will enable eggs
to be produced economically and to
reach consumers at the lowest possible
price, is its commitment to the retention
of quotas and to making them work in
the manner in which it is intended that
they should operate.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 6.19 p.m. until Tuesday, December 14.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

NORTHERN BRITE INDUSTRIES
(Question No. 151)

The Hon. J. L. DIXON (Boronia) asked
the Minister for Minerals and Energy,
for the Minister for Employment and
Training:
Is the Northern Brite Industries project
funded by the Ministry of Employment and
Training; if so, to what extent, and for what
purpose?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-The answer suplied by the Minister for Employment and
Training is:
A grant of $66 800 has been provided by the
Ministry of Employment and Training to assist
the training of disabled people at Northern

Brite Industries' sheltered workshop. The grant
is in respect of the operation of a programme
for twelve months from July 1982.
The grant will enable full and part-time
teachers and a part-time job development officer
to be employed to provide some further education and basic vocational training.
Additionally the grant will enable a fourhour-a-week on-campus vocational preparation
course to be run for two groups from the
sheltered workshop.
It is hoped that the assistance to be provided
by way of the training and work experience will
enable some of the participants to proceed to
open employment, thereby opening up opportunities for others in the workshop.
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UNITED FIREFIGHTERS UNION

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE
(Minister of Forests)-The answer supplied by the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services is:
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(Question No. 162)

The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD
(Bendigo Province) asked the Minister
of Forests, for the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services:
On what occasions in the past five years were
members of the United Firefighters Union on
strike and centres of population left to the
protection of station officers?

There have been no occasions in the past five
years where members of the United Firefighters Union have been on strike leaving
centres of population to the protection of
station officers.
However, in July 1981, members of the union
employed by the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board, including station officers, refused to
attend all fires other than those occurring in
hospitals, nursing homes and schools.

Questions without Notice
Tuesday, 14 December 1982
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade) took the chair at 2.3 p.m.
and read the prayer.
NEW MEMBER
The PRESIDENT (the Hoo. F. S.
Griolwade) announced that he had received a return to the writ he had issued
on 5 November for the election of a
member to serve for the Waverley Province in the place of the Honourable
Antonius Peter Van Vliet, deceased,
showing that Mr Brian William Mier
had been duly elected.
Mr Mier was introduced and took and
subscribed the affirmation as a member
for the Waverley Province.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
PROSECUTIONS BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Economic Development), was read a first
time.
ST NICHOLAS HOSPITAL (SALE OF
LAND) BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy), was read a first time.
MELBOURNE COLLEGE OF
ADVANCED EDUCATION BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of, the
Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Conservation), was read a first time.
METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES
SUPERANNUATION (ELIGIBILITY)
BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests), was read a first time.
MINERALS AND ENERGY FEES
BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy), was read a first time.
Session 1982-62
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COUNTRY ROADS (LANDS) BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motioo of the
Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests), was read a first time.
QUEEN VICTORIA MEDICAL CENTRE
(GUARANTEES) BILL
This Bill was returned from the
Assembly with a message intimating
that they had made the amendments
suggested by the Council on the consideration of the Bill in Committee.
It was ordered that the message be
referred to the Committee on the Bill.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION LEVY BILL
This Bill was returned from the
Assembly with a message intimating
that they had made the amendments
suggested by the Council on the consideration of the Bill in Committee.
It was ordered that the message be
referred to the Committee on the Bill.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
AUSTRALIA LTD
The Hoo. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I direct a question to the
Leader of the Government in his
capacity as Minister for Economic Development. The Minister will be aware
that information produced in the
Supreme Court last week in relation to
International Harvester Australia Ltd,
both on oath and by counsel, indicated
that his adviser, Dr Christopher Fay,
had informed the liquidators of International Harvester Australia Ltd that
the Victorian Government had considered and approved certain retrenchment payments. Did the Minister authorize Or Fay to make such a statement
and, in any event, what is the present
situation in relation to those redundancy
payments?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)It is true that the Government has
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agreed in principle to guarantee one- on the following seasons from that bethird of the retrenchment payments to haviour. All I can say is, so far as
International Harvester Australia Ltd observation of animals in the wild by the
workers who are retained by the com- division is concerned, it is mostly
pany, if the company goes into liquida- relevant to those animals that are either
tion, subject to the Treasurer accepting commercial species or those that are to
proposals that are now being considered be hunted. Recently the Government
by him. Cabinet agreed on 6 December found it necessary to announce that
to a $2·5 million proposal on that basis. there would be no duck season next
The Treasurer then asked for a report on year because of the drought and the
the proposed guarantee arrangements effects on the breeding of ducks in a
from the Victorian Economic Develop- poor season. The same applies to lobment Corporation. That report has been sters; there is a reduction in the limit of
lobsters to be netted, so there is obserfurnished.
vation of animals in the wild where
The Supreme Court was informed
are to be commercialized or where
yesterday of that position. Also, action athey
hunting
circumstance exists, but I
to confirm that scheme of action
between the company's creditors, as I cannot reassure the honourable member
understand, is proceeding. I am advised that my officers are counting rabbits to
that the Treasurer has this morning decide whether there will be a good
season next year.
signed the necessary guarantee.
ANIMAL BREEDING AS SEASONAL
INDICATOR
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North
Eastern Province)-I refer the Minister
for Conservation to the severe drought
conditions pertaining in Victoria, and I
ask him whether any monitoring is
being carried out on the behaviour of
either Australian native animals or
birds, or feral animals and birds, to see
whether that behaviour gives any clue
to the seasonal conditions that lie ahead.
In my area, rabbits appear to be breeding rapidly and sometimes this signifies
the possibility of a good season. Is the
Minister's department monitoring the
behaviour of animals to see if they are
giving any clue as to what kind of
season lies ahead?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
, for Conservation)-I am delighted that
the rabbits in Mr Evans's area are breeding rapidly. He suggests that might
indicate a good season ahead. I hope
that is true. It might suggest a poor
season ahead. There are two ways of
looking at it.
As I understand Mr Evans's question,
he asks whether surveys are being done
on the behaviour of animals in the wild
by the Fisheries and Wildlife Division
and, if so, can any predictions be made

TELECOM INQUIRY
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-I ask the Leader of
the Government whether the Government intends to make a submission to
the Commonwealth Government on the
report of the Davidson inquiry on telecommunications in Victoria.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)The brief answer is, "Yes". The possitble
economic consequences of implementation of the recommendations of the
Davidson inquiry are a matter of great
concern to the Victorian Government.
We have begun discussions with trade
unions representing employees in the industry, together with representatives of
the employers and maunfacturers within
that industry which are likely to be
affected dramatically and drastically by
any implementation of the Davidson
inquiry recommendations. At the conclusion of that consultative process, the
Government will determine whether it
will make a formal submission to the
Commonwealth Government based on
certain criteria, but the Government is
anxious to ensure that it maximizes
employment opportunities in this State
rather than reduces them.

Questions without Notice
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
AUSTRALIA LTD
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-The Minister for Economic
Development may be aware of a statement reported on page 4 of this morning's Age stating:
Mr Jolly said he still had to be satisfied
that as a matter of prinCiple it was appropriate
for the Government to provide such a guarantee subject to the security being provided by
the receivers.

This relates to the matter raised by my
Leader and to the answer supplied by
the Minister for Economic Development.
In the light of his statement that the
Treasurer has apparently approved of
the State Government guarantee for the
redundancy package to the retrenched
workers of International Harvester Australia Ltd, does that decision-and the
statement by the Treasurer-mean that
all other companies and employees of
such companies or businesses in similar
circumstances will be given exactly the
same treatment by the Government?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
-Perhaps the honourable member
should recall that when his party was
in government it offered $500 000 in
terms of a rebate each year to the prospective purchasers of the International
Harvester company in Geelong. The
facts are that over a two-year period,
the former Government-and I hope this
one-negotiated in various ways to assist this company, which has been in
constant difficulties throughout that
period.
In recent months, the company has
gone into receivership and, as a result
of approaches by company management,
the receiver and representatives of employees, the Government entered into
discussions with those three parties. The
arrangements to which I referred have
been entered into by the Government.
DUCK-SHOOTING SEASON
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) -I refer the Minister
for Conservation to his announcement
last week that a dUCk-shooting season
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would not be held next year. The question I seek to ask implies no criticism
of the decision made. Concern has been
expressed to me by constituents who
have paid for their shooting licences for
a period of three years. Will the Fisheries and Wildlife Division extend the
period of those licences for a further
year or arrange a refund? The people
of whom I speak cannot really afford
to pay for licences which cannot be
used. Is the Minister also aware of the
criticism from towns like Donald and
Kerang, which rely on the business they
receive from shooters during the duck
season?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -The last part of the
question is more germane; I am concerned about the industries and people
who provide a service to duck shooters.
I refer to the hotel owners and the
manufacturers of ammunition. However, the gist of the question of the
honourable member is whether the
persons who have paid for a licence for
three years should receive partial reimbursement. I am not sure of the exact
amount of the licence fee; I believe it is
approximately $15. That amount is not
significant enough for the Government
to go into the extraordinary administrative task of refunding either one-third
or a portion of that fee.
More importantly, the decision made
about the duck-shooting season is made
in favour of those people who want to
see a decent duck popUlation from here
on. The decision to cancel the duckshooting season next year is directly
related to the fact that in years following they will have the sport which they
so much enjoy. I do not believe individual persons buying a licence see it
only as a licence to shoot. They see
it as a licence fee paid to manage that
resource which they enjoy year after
year. I do not think it is appropriate
for the Government to talk about refunding the licence fee because the administrative costs of the division over a difficult year are even greater than the costs
during a duck-shooting season. On
reflection, I am sure the honourable
member will consider my answer to
be correct.
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS TASK
FORCE
The Hon, M. J. SANDON (Chelsea.
Province)-My question is directed to
the Leader of the House in his capacity
as Chairman of the Industrial Relations
Task Force. What action can be taken
against employers who make improper
demands of their staff and make them
victims of the current economic recession?
Last week, in the province I represent,
in Dandenong, two young girls who
were employed as waitresses were told
that unless they were prepared to work
topless, they could leave. They resigned
on the spot.
I ask the Government what action it
can take to stop this activity and what
action it can take to change the Federal
Government's ruling that people who
resign become disentitled to unemployment benefits, as in this case. These
girls will be required to wait for six
weeks to receive their benefits because
they have resigned.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)The honourable member has raised a
serious matter. I believe it requires
serious investigation by the appropriate
department, which in this case is the
Department of Labour and Industry. I
will ensure that that first step is taken
because it seems to me that it is an
outrageous suggestion that employers
should be allowed to have the right to
nominate that people should go topless
-or bottomless for that matter-as a
condition of their employment. With
respect to the second matter raised by
the honourable member, I shall ensure
that it is taken up by the Minister of
Labour and Industry.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
AUSTRALIA LTD
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province)-I ask the Minister for Ecowhether
Dr
nomic
Development
.Christopher Fay made a statement to
liquidators of Internatfonal Harvester
Australia Ltd that the Government approved of redundancy payments to

Questions without Notice

company workers, and whether that
statement was authorized by the
Minister.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)On this general matter, it seems that the
Liberals are not concerned about the
5000 jobs that were saved in the exercise. What should be understood by the
House is that 5000 jobs have been saved,
directly and indirectly, as a result of
action taken by the Government.
With respect to the specific matter of
the advice by Dr Fay, as I am advised,
Or Fay had no conversation during the
relevant period leading up to the affidavit, with those who signed the
affidavit. However, he did have
discussion with a lawyer representing
those two receivers. A misunderstanding of some sort developed as a result
of that.
As I indicated in answer to the first
question, although the honourable member might not have been listening, the
Solicitor-General explained the situation
in the Supreme Court yesterday and, in
those circumstances, I believe Mr Long
should be conscious of the fact that,
without cost to Government, the Government has, by arrangement and
negotiation with parties and with the
supervision of the court, been able to
save, directly and indirectly, 5000 jobs.
WATER RESTRICTIONS
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-With regard to the water
restrictions currently operating in Melbourne, is the Minister of Water Supply
aware that the present restrictions of
2 hours for hand-held hoses from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. causes inconvenience to persons who are customarily at work during
that period of the day?
Has any consideration been given tosplitting the restriction time into twoI-hour periods, one in the morning, and
one in the evening?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-The Board of Works is
examining the question of exemptions
and alterations and taking into account
the question of shift workers, particularly if no person of suitable age is
available in the house between the hours

Questions without Notice
of 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. The Government
is looking forward to receiving that
advice from the board in the near future.
MINERS' RIGHT
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN {Melbourne
Province)-I ask the Minister for Minerals and Energy whether he can inform
the House what progress has been made
towards implementing the Government's
policy of protecting the miner's right
and assisting small miners and their
interests in the State of Victoria.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-It is proposed
that a Bill to amend the Mines Act be
introduced in another House today with
a view to enshrining the miner's right
into legislation. That Bill will lie on the
table until the autumn sessional period
of Parliament to give all parties the
opportunity of considering the merits
of the Bill.
I take this opportunity of congratulating the Mining Advisory Committee in
preparing the proposed legislation and
indicate to the House that, in order to
protect the commercial and potential
commercial viability of existing exploration licence areas, the Bill will not come
into effect in respect of the miner's right
for twelve months, commencing from
the date of the introduction of the Bill.
WORK BANS ON PARLIAMENT
STATION
The Hon. HAD DON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -I direct a question to
the Leader of the Government in his
capacity as Chairman of the Government's Industrial Relations Task Force.
Two weeks ago, the Minister told the
House in response to a question from
me that discussions were being held
concerning work bans being imposed by
the Builders Labourers Federation on
Parliament station. Is it a fact that
the only outcome of the meetings that
have been held was that an agreement
was made to meet again and that otherwise no progress has been made? If this
is a fact, what is the Minister going to
do to show that his much-vaunted
Industrial Relations Task Force really
can work?
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The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)I advise Mr Storey that discussions have
been held. As he said, the discussions
have been meaningful, and it has been
agreed to meet again. Those discussions
will continue. When I am in a position
to advise the House, 1 shall do so, as is
my practice. I do not try to enter the
debate while matters are under discussion. They are matters of considerable
importance to the Government-that
should be underscored. When an agreement of some lasting satisfaction has
been achieved, I shall be only too happy
to report back to Mr Storey.
FUNDS FOR WHEAT RESEARCH
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province) -I ask the Minister of Agriculture: In view of the disastrously
poor wheat harvest in Victoria and the
fact that very little will be available in
growers' funds this year to be used in
the important area of research in the
wheat and other grains industry, what
steps are the Government taking to
ensure that the wheat research programmes being conducted at the All
Crops Institute at Horsham and at other
establishments in Victoria will continue
through this year and will be supported
by Government funds?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of
Agriculture) -The Department of Agriculture estimates that, owing to the poor
crops, there will be a $400 000 shortfall
in the funds available for research. As a
result, the department is preparing
submissions to the Commonwealth
Government and the Victorian Treasurer
in an endeavour to put forward proposals that may enable funding to be
provided so that these programmes can
be continued, because we realize the
vital importance of ongoing programmes
being continued.
Several options are being pursued,
and I hope that within a few weeks I
will be able to provide an answer to that
problem.
NEWPORT POWER STATION
EMISSIONS
The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE (Mel~
bourne West Province) -I ask the
Minister for Conservation whether, in
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The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
view of the unpredicted emission of
nitric oxides from the Newport power (Minister for Economic Development)
station stack, he is satisfied that future -I am not sure that the honourable
emissions can be maintained within the member read the question correctly; oblimits imposed by the Newport Review viously not. In answer to his question:
Panel so that the State Electricity Com- Yes, I made the point of Cabinet agreemission will not be obliged to shut down ing, on 6 December in principle, to a
proposal on the facts as 1 outlined them.
the station.
The Hon.. E. H. WALKER (Minister
There is no difference of opinion befor Conservation) -The Melbourne air tween the Premier and me in that reshed study, which was eventually gard. The Premier was correctly
established after a good deal of shilly- referring to the fact that the Governshallying by the previous Government, ment had made no commitment beyond
has been completed. I have received one of principle, pending the necessary
reports from the consultant firm that steps being taken, that were quite
was employed to do the job-a Cali- appropriate under the circumstances. In
fornian firm by the name of Form and view of the speed with which the TreaSubstance-and I have received a report surer acted, he should be congratulated,
from the advisory committee, which not attacked.
consisted mainly of American experts,
On the whole matter of the air shed
PAROLE AND REMISSIONS
study. In general, the report indicates
The
Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
that it will not be necessary to close the
Newport power station, although there (Minister for Economic Development)may be some future occasion when it is By leave, I move:
That there be laid before this House a copy
necessary.
of the second report of the Sentencing
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-I could have Alternatives Committee-Parole and Remissions.
told you that seven years ago.
The motion was agreed too.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-If Mr
Crozier knew that, how is it that he
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
spent such a lot of money on that study? (Minister
for Economic Development)
I will obtain an answer on the matter presented the report in compliance with
of nitric oxides for Mrs Coxsedge, be- the foregoing order.
cause I know that it is· a matter of some
was ordered that the report be laid
concern to her. The report will shortly onItthe
table.
be available to members of Parliament
and to the public at large, and I indicate
PAPERS
that the answer to her question will be
The following papers, pursuant to the
inherent in the report.
directions of several Acts of Parliament,
were laid on the table by the Clerk:
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
Harness Racing Board-Report and accounts
AUSTRALIA LTD
for the year 1981-82.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
Commission-Report for the year
(Templestowe 'Province) -In answer to Health
1981-82.
a question today, the Minister for Eco- Hospitals Superannuation Board-Report for
nomic Development said that, in relation
the year 1981-82.
to International Harvester Australia Housing Commission-Report for the year
Ltd, Cabinet had agreed on 6 December
1981-82.
to a proposal to provide $2· 5 million Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Report of the
towards retrenchment payments. On
Ministry for the year 1981-82.
10 September, the Sun reported the Library Council, National Museum and Science
Museum of Victoria-Reports of the Building
Premier as saying that no decision had
Trustees, together with statements of receipts
been made by the Government. Would
and expenditure, for the years 1980-81 and
the Minister provide an explanation of
1981-82.
the statement made to the Sun by the Melbourne and MetropOlitan Tramways Board
Premier?
-Report and accounts for the year 1981-82.

Papers
Melbourne University-Report of the Council,
together with statutes and regulations,
allowed by His Excellency the Governor, for
the year 1981 (eleven papers).
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable
Market Trust-Report and accounts for the
year 1981-82.
National Companies and Securities Commission
-Report and financial. statements for the
year 1981-82.
National Museum-Report of the Council for
the year 1981-82.
National Parks-Report of the Director for the
year 1981-82.
Publications-Report of the State Classification
of Publications Board for the year 1981-82.
Soil Conservation Authority-Report for the
year 1981-82.
State Library and National Museum Buildings
Committee-Report for the year 1981-82.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of
Parliament:
Companies (Application of Laws) Act 1981No. 435.
Country Fire Authority Act 1958-Nos. 432
and 441.
Environment Protection Act 1970-Nos. 437
to 439.
Industrial Relations Act 1979-No. 446.
Magistrates' Courts Act 1971, Magistrates
(Summary Proceedings) Act 1975 and
Landlord and Tenant Act 1958-No. 442.
Marine Act 1958-Nos. 431 and 447.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
Act 1958-Nos. 430 and 434.
Motor Boating Act 1961-No. 444.
Optometrists Registration Act 1958-No. 436.
Penalties and Sentences Act 1981-No. 398.
Police Regulation Act 1958-No. 445.
Public Service Act 1974-PSD Nos. 214 to
218, and Nos. 222 and 223.
Racing Act 1958-No. 440.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission
Act 1961-No. 433.
Weights and Measures Act 1958-No. 429.
Zoological Parks and Gardens Act 1967No. 443.
Urban Land Authority-Report and accounts
for the year 1981-82.
Victorian Economic Development CorporationReport and accounts for the year 1981-82.
Victorian Public Offices Corporation-Report
and accounts for the year 1981-82.

On the motion of the Hon. HADDON
STOREY (East Yarra Province), it was
ordered that the reports be taken into
consideration on the next day of
meeting.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
PROSECUTIONS BILL
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.
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A major aim of the Bill is to remove any
suggestion that prosecutions in this
State or, indeed, the failure to launch
prosecutions can be the subject of
political pressure.
At present, prosecutions for indictable
offences are handled by the Criminal
Law Branch of the Crown Solicitor's
Office. When a person is committed for
trial, the Criminal Law Branch prepares
the case for trial and briefs prosecutors
for the Queen or private counsel.
Presentments are signed by the
Attorney-General, the Solicitor-General
or prosecutors for the Queen.
At present, the Attorney-General can
refuse to give his consent to initiate
certain prosecutions and I regret to say
there have been instances where previous Attorneys-General, despite the
advice of the Law Department and the
Crown Solicitor, have refused to give
that consent, apparently for political
reasons. The current Attorney-General
has not been in that position and does
.not intend that any future AttorneyGeneral should have that power. It is
paramount that the community perceive
the law to operate equally against and
for all citizens. The discretion as to
whether to prosecute will vest in the
director and will be his alone.
The importance of establishing an
independent prosecuting authority is
illustrated by the reports of recent Royal
Commissions. A number of recommendations of these commissions as to
potential defendants have involved matters which could be seen to be politically
sensitive to one party or the other.
Although the Attorney-General has
adopted the resolute policy as AttorneyGeneral that prosecutions for wrongdoing will be instituted without fear
or favour, it is important that future
Attorneys-General be bound to this
policy by divesting themselves of
that function in favour of a director
who will act accordingly. The director
will ultimately be responsible to the
Attorney-General, but he will perform
as an independent prosecuting authority
and his office will be removed from the
political process.
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In other words, while the Attorney- director's general functions, are set
General is and must be accountable out in clause 9. In addition, amendto Parliament for the actions of the ments to the Crimes Act in the schedule
director, the director will perform his will enable the director to prosecute
functions, including the power to enter appeals and to sign presentments and
a nolle prosequi, on a day-to-day basis the requirement for the Attorneyfree from political interference. The General's consent to prosecute certain
director will operate in a completely offences will be removed. Prosecutors
professional manner and he or she will for the Queen will retain their power
not be subject to proximate Ministerial to sign presentments but they will do
direction. The Attorney-General's re- so on behalf of the director. Because
sponsibility as Minister will be of ulti- the director will have sole responsibility
mate resort, not immediate control. The for prosecutions, it is important that he
terms of clause 9 (2), which provide be able to co-ordinate general prosecuthat the director will be responsible to tion policy and procedures. iFor this
the Attorney-General for the due per- reason, clause 10 enables the director
formance of his functions, mean exactly to issue guidelines on prosecution policy
what they say-there is an ultimate to be followed by prosecutors, members
obligation by the director to the of the Police Force and other persons.
Attorney-General for the proper per- However, clause 10 (1) makes it clear
formance of the functions given to him that the director is not entitled to furby statute but the putting into effect nish guidelines in relation to a parof those functions and the mode by ticular case and under clause 10 (2)
which the director operates will be a any guidelines furnished by the director
must be as published in the Government
matter for the director.
It is clear to the Government that the Gazette.
present system under which prosecuThe director's conditions of employtions are prepared is inadequate. As a ment and salary will be equivalent to
result of many years of neglect by those of a Supreme Court judge and
former Governments, the present struc- this is provided in clauses 4, 5 and 6.
ture has become increasingly unable to Clause 7 enables the appointment of an
deal with additional demands placed acting director where the director is for
on it and efficiency and morale have some reason absent or where the office
suffered. The Attorney-General wants is vacant and clause 8 provides for the
to make it clear that no criticism is appointment of such staff as are necesintended of the Crown Solicitor or his sary to assist the director in his duties.
staff. He is sure that those officers Clauses 11, 12 and 13 are designed to
do the best that they can in the face facilitate the director's role and his reof inadequate staffing levels and anti- lationship to the police. Where the
quated facilities. Nevertheless, it is a director considers that he should take
fact of life that the volume and com- over the conduct of a ~ummary prosecuplexity of criminal trials increases with tion, he will be able to direct that the
each year. With the establishment of matter be referred to him. In circumthe office of Director of Public Prosecu- stances
where it appears to the director
tions and the necessary reorganization that a further
investigation is required
that will follow, the Government will
ensure that an adequately staffed and before a matter can proceed, the direcmore efficient system for the preparation tor will be able to request the assistance
of the police in that investigation.
of prosecutions is achieved.
Under clause 14, the director will have
I now turn to some of the more im- power to enter a nolle prosequi in crimportant provisions of the Bill. As I have inal proceedings, that is, a direction in
already mentioned, the director will be a particular case that a prosecution
responsible for the preparation and conduct of all prosecutions for indictable should not proceed.
offences, including the more serious
Finally, the director is required each
committal proceedings and also the year under clause 16 to submit a report
more serious summary prosecutions. The to the Attorney-General on the operaThe Hon. W. A. Landeryou

St Nicholas Hospital (Sale of Land) Bill
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of the most exciting projects ever to be
undertaken in this State on behalf of
mentally retarded people. Moreover, it
is hoped that this exercise will be the
forerunner of other similar exercises
whereby institutional resources are converted into community based resources
for mentally retarded people.
For its success, this unique project
must have the co-operation and support
of many parties; for example, employee
organizations, parents, various Government departments and the voluntary
ST NICHOLAS HOSPITAL (SALE OF sector involved with mentally retarded
people. In an endeavour to achieve this
LAND) BILL
For the Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister co-operation and support, the project
for Minerals and Energy), the Hon. E. is overseen by an implementation comH. Walker (Minister for Conservation) mittee supported by three working committees. The implementation committee
-I move:
includes a representative from the TreaThat this Bill be now read a second time.
sury, Public Service Board, Public Works
The Bill appears, on the surface, typical Department, Property and Services Deof the type of legislation which this partment, Hospital Employees FederaParliament is asked to enact from time tion, Victorian No. 2 Branch, Kew Cotto time dealing with the sale or trans- tages and St Nicholas Parents' Associafer of land. It is true that this Bill pro- tion and the Mental Retardation Division
vides both for the transfer of an area of the Health Commission.
of land to the Crown, and for its sale.
Currently at St Nicholas Hospital, acThe land is an area of one and oneis provided for 102 people
commodation
quarter hectares bounded by Rathdowne, Pelham and Drummond streets, who are amongst the most severely
Carlton, on which St Nicholas Hos- handicapped in our society. Their ages
pital is located. It would appear to be range from 2 to 25 years.
Since 1964, when the hospital opened,
a prime piece of real estate; it is situa ted on the fringe of the central business the residents of St Nicholas have bedistrict and lends itself to innovative come older, and accommodation has
become increasingly cramped and inredevelopment.
appropriate.
There is no doubt that St
St Nicholas Hospital, of course, is on
the site of the old Royal Children's Nicholas has outlasted its usefulness.
Hospital. Following the transfer of that Despite the dedication and hard work
hospital to its new site at Parkville in of staff, there is no reasonable way that
1963, St Nicholas was opened to accom- facilities at St Nicholas can be brought
modate young severely and profoundly up to the standards which we should
retarded and multiply handicapped chil- expect as a community, and which
dren. However, because of legal and should be available to mentally retarded
administrative difficulties, an agreement people.
by the Royal Children's Hospital to
Indeed, I am sure there is no need for
transfer ownership to the Crown when me to remind honourable members that
it vacated the site was never effected. there has been much expression of
This 'measure will resolve these diffi- public concern over recent years at the
culties by vesting ownership of the St unsatisfactory and inadequate facilities
Nicholas Hospital site in the Crown.
at the hospital, inherent because of its
However, the importance of the Bill size and its decrepitude. In fact, in reis not that it will transfer this valuable sponse to the release of the report on
site to the Crown, and permit its sale, the St Nicholas Hospital residents in
but, rather, that it signifies the commit- April 1980 and the Ministerial statement
ment of the Government to what is one made by the then Minister of Health,
tions of his office and the AttorneyGeneral is required to table the report
before both Houses of Parliament. The
Bill will bring about much-needed improvements to the criminal justice system of Victoria. I commend the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of the Hon. HADDON
STOREY (East Yarra Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
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the then shadow Minister, now the Minister of Health, issued a number of press
releases at that time questioning the
continued spending of money on St
Nicholas Hospital; moreover, he called
for the relocation of the St Nicholas
Hospital residents to new adequate
facilities and the disposal of the St
Nicholas Hospital site.
At least two wards of St Nicholas
Hospital would require extensive refurbishing and renovation should the
hospital continue; these renovations
were estimated in 1981 to cost at least
$500 000. Annual maintenance of the St
Nicholas Hospital is about $60 000.
Furthermore, the provision of institutional care is itself being questioned
throughout the world. It is the stated
policy of this Government that people
who are mentally retarded have the
same needs and rights as all other
citizens, but that because of disability
they need additional special support
services planned on a stable and continuing basis and provided in a manner
and environment based on the philosophy of the least restrictive alternative.
Therefore maintaining, where possible,
mentally retarded people in the community is consistent with this policy.
The St Nicholas Hospital project,
which I will outline shortly, will allow
the children and young adults now
living in St Nicholas Hospital to be relocated in small groups in houses in the
community.
Basically, this project envisages the
sale of St Nicholas Hospital, with the
proceeds of the sale to be made available for the provision of adequate
alternative residential and other services
for the residents. By 1986-87, at the
latest, most recurrent costs currently
applicable to St Nicholas Hospital will
be able to be applied to financing the
operating co-sts of the St Nicholas Hospital residents living in the community.
If funds permit, it will be possible for
other mentally retarded people to also
benefit through the project.
Under the project, residents of St
Nicholas Hospital are to be relocated in
23 houses in the community, with no
more than five residents in each house.
Houses will be purchased in normal
streets and will be indistinguishable
The Hon. D. R. White
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from those around them. Necessary
alterations will be undertaken to retain
a home-like environment. Each resident
is to be provided with an appropriate
day programme-educational and therapeutic-outside his or her home. Whereever possible and appropriate, residents
will return to the general locality of
their family home. Natural families of
residents will be encouraged to participate in the daily routines of the houses
as much as they wish. Staffing policies
will aim to ensure a home-like atmosphere, the development of family-type
houses, continuity of staff and a close
relationship with the surrounding community.
It is planned to relocate the residents
in three stages: the first stage occurring
in the latter half of 1983 and the final
stage towards the end of 1984.
About 170 staff will be needed to
work directly in the 23 houses, thus providing a much higher resident-to-staff
ratio than can be readily achieved in an
institutional setting. It is intended that
there will be maximum redeployment of
staff currently employed at St Nicholas
Hospital to either work directly in the
group homes or provide support services
for the residents. Many of the 175
members of staff of St Nicholas Hospital have been working with 8t
Nicl)olas residents for many years.
This staff is skilled in the care of
the residents and has demonstrated a
dedication to residents' welfare. Appropriate staff training will be provided
for direct care staff working in the
houses. Furthermore, a number of professional and nursing staff at 8t
Nicholas Hospital will be redeployed to
work 'on regional teams and spend a
significant amount of their time working
with the residents either in the group
homes or in day centres.
Every effort will be made to ensure
the suitable reassignment elsewhere of
those officers and employees who will
not be required, or do not wish, to work
in or support the group houses. In this
respect, ongoing negotiations will be
undertaken with the Hospital Employees
Federation, Victorian No. 2 Branch, and
the Victorian Public Service Association.
The group houses will be directly administered by regional teams of the
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Mental Retardation Division of the
Health Commission. The progress of
each resident will be monitored closely
by an evaluation team consisting of four
experienced and qualified experts, two
of whom are academics.
The St Nicholas' Hospital project will
be unique. While deinstitutionalization
is occurring in many countries and, in
some, with great rapidity, the Government understands that nowhere else in
the world have 'the resources and the
residents of a whole institution been
transferred to the community.
The project has evoked wide interest,
both nationally and overseas. Therein
lies hope for a significantly large group
of people, arguably amongst the most
deprived and neglected in our community. It is, in fact, a major step in the
Government's programme of "normalization", which has been defined as "making available to the mentally retarded,
patterns and conditions of everyday life
which are as close as possible to the
norms and patterns of the mainstream
of society".
The fact that mentally retarded people
are vulnerable is not new. Indeed, I
invite the attention of the House to the
report to the Premier of the Victorian
Committee on Mental Retardation in
1977. This report represented a scathing account of circumstances faced by
the most vulnerable group in our society,
which led to the denial for most of them
to participate in the fruits of Australian
life. Yet it was not until February 1981
that a Mental Retardation Division was
set up within the Health Commission
and mental retardation services were
separated from psychiatric services,
thereby recognizing the different nature
of the problems of each group.
Some idea of the magnitude of the
challenges confronting Victoria in this
area can be gauged by the fact that,
of the 12 500 people known as being
mentally retarded, 3300 live in Staterun institutions, 3000 attend day training centres, 3600 are in Education Department facilities, and approximately
2500 receive a diversity of other services
from a variety of agencies. It is estimated that there are at least another
7000 who require help, but are not receiving appropriate services.
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The population of institutions represents less than 30 per cent of the total
known population of the mentally retarded, yet 80 per cent of recurrent
funds allocated directly to the Health
Commission for mental retardation services are expended on twelve training
centres. About 94 per cent of staff are
employed in the training centres. Indeed,
the needs are so great and resources
so limited that it is unlikely that sufficient additional funds, particularly without a massive increase in Federal expenditures, could be provided to overcome the decades of neglect.
Therefore, as well as looking for
additional resources in the area of
mental retardation, the Government is
committed to a redefinition, a rationalization, and a redeployment of existing
resources.
This redeployment of existing resources represents another unique
aspect of the St Nicholas Hospital
project. It is intended that the project
will be largely self-funding. The total
recurrent operating cost of the hospital
is $3·7 million, of which nearly $3 million accounts for the cost of salaries
and allowances. It has been calculated
that eventually the recurrent costs of
staffing and operating the group homes
will be no more than the current operating costs of St Nicholas Hospital. The
eventual recurrent costs of operating the
group homes and support services is
estimated to be $3 545 017, at current
prices, and this compares favourably
with the current operating costs of St
Nicholas Hospital.
During the financial years 1982-83
and 1984-85, it is estimated that a total
amount of $4 236 900, at current prices,
will be required to cover the capital and
establishment costs of the project. Most
of this amount will be required to
purchase, renovate and establish the
group homes, make grants to voluntary
agencies who will provide day services
for the St Nicholas Hospital residents,
and finance an appropriate replacement
or replacements for the St Nicholas
workshops. It is expected that it will
not be possible to immediately redeploy
all staff to houses or vacant positions
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elsewhere, resulting in certain additional
salary costs in the first few years of the
project.
Whether the project can be self-sufficient, particularly in capital terms, will
depend significantly on the funds obtained from the sale of the site. At
present, the property market seems depressed. Furthermore, I, as the Minister
for Planning, have informed the Minis·
ter of Health that three buildings, in
whole or part, on the St Nicholas Hospital site should be retained because of
their architectural and historical significance. Advice from both the ValuerGeneral and the Public Works Department indicates that the retention of
these three buildings on the site could
have a detrimental effect upon the sale
price of the site.
However, I, as the Minister for Planning, agree specifically that sufficient
funds have to be gained from the sale
of the site to adequately finance the
project. Therefore, in an endeavour to
compensate for the retention of these
three buildings and ensure sufficient
funds are available to finance the cost
of the project, I have prepared a basic
planning envelope which provides a plot
ratio-the ratio of floor area to site
area-at 2· 0 instead of 1· 5 but with
height limits consistent with controls
applicable to adjacent sites. In addition,
it is proposed to alter the existing
zoning-currently public purposes reserve (hospital) -at a later stage to a
special development zone using the
powers vested in myself as the Minister
for Plannin~ under sections 32 (6) and
32 (7) of the Town and Country Planning Act. First, developers will be asked
to register their interest in purchasing
the site, and outline their proposals for
use of the site. Then the best proposal
would be chosen having regard to the
proposed usage and the sale price offered. Further bonuses may be necessary
to compensate for the retention of the
historical buildings and these will be
incorporated in the special development
zone.
This site must be an attractive one
for developers. Accordingly, it is proposed to allow for innovative development 'Of the site which is in accord with
The Hon. D. R. White
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the character of the area, and generate
a sufficient return from the sale of the
site.
In conclusion, let me say that this
important initiative will do more than
offer new hope for the 102 residents of
St Nicholas and their families for a
vastly improved quality of life: I repeat
that I hope that this project will be the
forerunner of a significant change in
the nature and quality of services in the
area of mental retardation.
The purpose and objectives of the
Bill are set out in the preamble.
Clause 1 is the usual citation and
commencement clause. Clause 2 defines
the expression "the St Nicholas Hospital
land".
Clause 3 deems the land to be unalienated land of the Crown freed from
all encumbrances, rights, trusts, limitations and restrictions.
Clause 4 empowers the Governor in
Council to sell the St Nicholas Hospital
land as he thinks fit, and provides that
the proceeds are to be paid into the
Consolidated Fund. The Treasurer is
also empowered to payout of the fund
an equivalent amount towards the
establishment of accommodation, services and facilities to further the interests and welfare of intellectually handicapped persons.
Clause 5 requires the Registrar of
Titles and the Registrar-General to make
the necessary cancellations and entries
with regard to certificates of title and
entries upon the records of enrolment
of any Crown grant respectively.
Clause 6 protects the Crown from
liability for compensation for action
taken under the Act.
It is an important project and one
which I hope will have the support of
all honourable members. I commend the
Bill to the House.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province) -The Opposition welcomes
the Bill, which is a step along the path
developed by previous Administrations
and previous Ministers of Health over
the years, which paths have been aimed
at taking the deprived and handicapped
out of large institutional care and

Minerals and Energy Fees Bill

placing them in more appropriate accommodation. The Bill will facilitate
that movement.
It is right, though, to give credit to a
number of former Ministers of Health
who have played a part in the various
steps taken. I do not intend to name
those former Ministers who have helped
Victoria become the vanguard in this
movement. However, I mention the Honourable Walter Jona, the Honourable
Brian Dixon, the Honourable Ian Smith,
all in another place and the Honourable
Vasey Houghton, but I do not intend to
name all who are entitled to some of the
credit.
The Opposition is pleased that the
Government is following their example
in this particular area of tragic deprivation and disability.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
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of Minerals and Energy's revenue, exclusive of offshore oil and gas royalties
and payments under the Gas Act 1969,
represented only 15 per cent of its total
expenditure, and that the gap between
revenue and expenditure was progressively widening. The report pOinted out
that in many cases departmental fees
and charges had not been increased in
line with inflation and that they bore no
relation to the cost incurred by the department. The report recommended
across-the-board alterations, mostly increases, to departmental fees, especially
those which had not been reviewed for
some considerable time. The report
covered all fees whether they are fixed
administratively, by subordinate legislation or by statute.
One of the principal considerations of
the task force in arriving at new fee
levels was the application of the Hfee
for service" principle, that is, the user
pays so far as is reasonable for the
actual cost of providing and maintaining
the
service. In this respect, when the
MINERALS AND ENERGY FEES BILL
complete implementation of all new fees
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for has been achieved, there will be an inMinerals and Energy) -I move:
creased contribution to revenue to offset
to a greater extent the operational costs
That this Bill be now read a second time.
Its main purpose is to make amendments of the department.
Most departmental fees and charges
to some Acts administered by the Department of Minerals and Energy to in- have their basis in legislation and the
crease a number of fees prescribed in majority are fixed by way of regulation.
those Acts and to enable certain fees Thus many of the new fee levels will
prescribed in regulations under those be fixed by amendments to the relevant
Acts to be increased. The Bill also makes regulations.
other amendments to several Acts to
Some fees, however, are established
provide powers to support the imposi- in Acts of Parliament or are constrained
tion, by way of regulations, of several by statutory fee ceilings. Accordingly,
fees.
amendments to Acts are required in
The Bill results from the acceptance order to secure increases :n a number
by the Government of a report from a of fees. In addition, it is also necessary
task force established within the De- to provide clear powers in several Acts
partment of Minerals and Energy for the to support a number of fees prescribed
purpose of undertaking a comprehensive by way of regulation.
review of all departmental fees and
The Bill, therefore, proposes to effect
charges. Specifically, the task force alterations-generally in line with the
was asked to recommend appropriate task force recommendations-to the
increases, after taking into account the following Acts: The Mines Act 1958, the
cost and value of services provided, and Petroleum Act 1958, the Explosives Act
to identify areas where new fees and 1960. the Extractive Industries Act 1966,
charges should be introduced.
the Inflammable Liquids Act 1966 and
The report of the task force drew at- the Liquefied Gases Act 1968. It amends
tention to the fact that in respect of the certain fees fixed by statute and also
1980-81 financial year the Department increases the ceiling for certain fees that
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are prescribed by regulation. In addition, it includes amendments to enable
certain new fees to be introduced and
to provide clear heads of power to enable several fees to be prescribed by
regulation.
The Bill is divided into two parts.
Part I makes a series of amendments to
the Mines Act 1958. In particular, it
amends fees relating to miner's rights,
claims, leases and licences. It also introduces the concept of a "graticular
section" upon which a scale of increased
exploration licence fees will be based.
Part 11 of the Bill amends provisions
of the Petroleum Act 1958, the Explosives Act 1960, the Extractive
Industries Act 1966, the Inflammable
Liquids Act 1966 and the Liquefied
Gases Act 1968 relating to the charging
and level of fees in respect of various
authorities under those Acts.
The Bill is consistent with the objectives and initiatives of the Government announced in the context of the
recent Budget. It is designed to secure
a realistic' return to the Government
while at the same time ensuring that the
fees are kept at reasonable levels. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
CROZIER (Western Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
PUBLIC ACCOUNT (TRUST FUNDS)
BILL

The HOD. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Honourable members are aware that the
1982-83 Budget has been formulated on
the basis that a large number of trust
funds are closed, with the revenues paid
into the Consolidated Fund and the expenditure programmes provided for by
appropriations from the Consolidated
Fund. This change in procedure was
adopted to give Parliament and the
public the opportunity to debate and
appraise a more comprehensive Budget
which dealt with an extended range of
Government revenues and expenditures.
I am confident that this will lift the level

Public Account (Trust Funds) Bill

of accountability for spending Government revenues and give the Parliament
a greater measure of understanding and
control of public finance in Victoria.
While the majority of trust funds are
created by the Treasurer under the
Public Account Act, and can be closed
by him, there are still a significant
number created by legislation which
require legislative amendment for their
elimination. This is the primary purpose
of the Bill.
The amendment to the many Acts
of Parliament listed in the schedule
are generally designed to eliminate
trust funds and to transfer the revenue
and expenditure programmes to the
Consolidated Fund. An explanatory
memorandum which has been circulated
for the information of honourable members deals with each Act amended, explaining the treatment of the former
fund and indicating the section of the
Budget estimates in which provision has
been made for the programme.
As indicated in the Budget documents,
not all trust funds have been eliminated.
A number of those dealing with programmes funded by the Commonwealth,
where the moneys must be passed
through the State, have been retained.
These include grants for universities,
colleges of advanced education and
private schools where the State plays
only a "post box" role in transmitting
the funds. A number of trust funds
serving necessary accounting type purposes have also been retained, as well
as those trust funds which are the
vehicle for guarantee schemes; for
example, the Motor Car Traders
Guarantee Fund, or for scholarship
schemes.
It should also be noted that the
Government has not eliminated all
trust funds involving direct Government expenditure programmes. Some,
such as the Hospitals and Charities
Fund, Mental Hospital Fund, Country
Roads Board Fund and Racecourses Development Fund have been retained because they embody long-standing and
well-established Government commitments to allocate certain gambling and
motor vehicle revenues for expenditure
on hospitals, racing and roads. In these

Pay-roll Tax (Further Amendment) Bill

cases the procedure adopted has been,
where necessary, to redirect the funds
through the Consolidated Fund to the
trust fund and these amendments are
also included in the Bill.
The Government has also taken the
opportunity to bring under the control
of the Treasurer certain aspects 'of the
operation of trust accounts created
under the Public Account Act. The
Treasurer will have the power to require budgets to be prepared for any
trust account so determined by him.
These budgets will contain both revenue
and expenditure elements and are to be
submitted to him by 31 May before the
year to which they relate.
The same provisions have also been
applied to a number of statutory plant
and machinery or stores suspense accounts. Under their enabling legislation,
the authorities concerned, for example,
the Forests Commission, will have to
prepare budgets to be submitted to the
Treasurer. The Treasurer will also have
the power to transfer balances from
these accounts to the Consolidated Fund
where they are judged t'O be excessive.
The balances in the accounts have been
accumulated from funds generally provided from the works programme.
This latter power is also provided
in respect of the Arts Fund for the removal of balances built up from
Government grants, but not private
donations, and the Public Offices Fund,
to facilitate the use of funds generated
by the sale of public buildings.
The Bill will be operative from 1
July 1982. This has the effect of transferring fund balances at that .date, and
all revenue to and expenditure from
the trust funds concerned to the Consolidated Fund as from the commencement of 1982-83, coinCiding with the
Budget period. All outstanding trust
fund liabilities will also be met from the
Consolidated Fund from that date so
that no established .claims under existing arrangements will be jeopardized. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. Clive
Bubb, for the Hon. P. D. BLOCK
(Nunawading Province), the debate
was adjourned.
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It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.

PAY-ROLL TAX (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The main purposes of the Bill are to
give effect to the Budget decision to
increase the exemption from pay-roll
tax, to clarify the circumstances in
which pay-roll tax will be levied on
benefits and to provide an exemption
from the payment of pay-roll tax in
respect of wages paid under approved
group apprenticeship schemes.
The maximum exemption from payroll tax will be increased from $125000
to $140000 and will operate from 1
January 1983. This is an increase of
12 per cent and is in line with the
Commonwealth Budget estimate of the
increase in average weekly earnings in
1982-83. The new exemption level wUI
reduce, in accordance with the usual
formula, by $2 for each $3 increase in
pay-rolls above $140000 to a flat exemption of $37 800 for pay-rolls of
$293 000 or more. The estimated cost
to the Budget of this concession is $6
million in a full year and $2· 5 million
in 1982-83.
The Government would have liked to
provide further assistance to employers
in the area of pay-roll tax but this was
not possible in view of the fact that the
Government, on taking office, was faced
with a shortfall in current account requirements in the order of $400 million.
Indeed, one of the obvious revenue measures available to the Government to
overcome this shortfall was to further
increase the revenue from pay-roll tax.
This option was rejected because of the
impact it would have on small businesses and employment.
The Bill contains a number of amendments which relate to the imposition of
pay-roll tax on benefits paid by an
employer to an employee in connection
with and by reason of his service as an
employee. 'Honourable members will be
aware that the high rates of income tax
and the failure of the Commonwealth
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Government to index those rates has
led many employees to seek a remuneration package which comprises a direct
cash salary and fringe benefits. In some
cases, these fringe benefits constitute 30
per cent of total remuneration. The
provision of motor vehicles and lowinterest or interest-free loans, the payment of air fares for private purposes
and the payment of school fees of employees' children have become quite
prevalent. As a result of this trend, the
tax base has been eroded and a measure
of inequity has developed in the application of the legislation.
Amendments to the legislation were
enacted in 1980 and 1981 by the previous
Government in an endeavour to deal
with this problem, and honourable members will be aware of the difficulties
that arose earlier this year when the
Commissioner of Pay-roll Tax attempted to enforce the amending legislation.
He experienced those difficulties because
of deficiencies in the existing legislation.
Negotiations have since been held between representatives of various groups
of employers and the commissioner and
general agreement has been reached on
the types of benefits that should be subject to pay-roll tax consistent with the
spirit of the legislation. That general
agreement is embodied in a circular
which has recently been issued to all
employers registered with the Commissioner of Pay-roll Tax.
There are two major deficiencies in
the present legislation. The first is that
it leaves open to dispute the value of
the benefit to be taxed where an employer provides an employee with the
use of a motor vehicle. Although the
methods of valuation proposed by the
commissioner and set out by him in his
circular have received general acceptance, an employer cannot be prevented
from challenging those methods of
valuation in the courts. Any such challenges could be lengthy and costly for
both employers and the revenue. In
these circumstances, the Government
considers it highly desirable to amend
the legislation to settle the basis of
valuation of benefits arising from the
provision of motor vehicles. The amendThe Hon. D. R. White
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ment reflects, in essence, the agreement reached between the commissioner
and employer groups.
At this juncture, I would point out
that I will propose a minor amendment
to the Bill at the Committee stage. Honourable members will note from the
explanatory memorandum that special
provision has been made for the taxation of benefits derived by employees
from the private use of prestige cars
acquired for business purposes. Broadly
speaking, a prestige car for these
purposes is one where the cost price
exceeds the depreciation limit allowed
by the Income Tax Commissioner. That
figure is currently $21 547. The Bill, as
drafted, provides for this figure to be
used on an ongoing basis, but does not
make any allowance for the effect of
inflation. The amendment I have foreshadowed will overcome this by ensur:ing that the cost price threshold is indexed on a yearly basis to match the
Income Tax Commissioner's depreciation limit which is also adjusted on a
yearly basis.
The second major deficiency in the
present legislation is that the Commissioner of Pay-roll Tax has had no alternative but to accept that benefits arising from the provision of low-interest or
interest-free loans are not caught. The
Government is of the view that there
is no justification for benefits of this
nature being treated differently from
the other benefits referred to in the
circular, copies of which have been
made available to honourable members,
and, accordingly, the Bill contains provisions so that a benefit arising from
the provision of a low-interest or interest-free loan will be caught. The
amount of the benefit will be the difference between interest calculated at the
prescribed rate and the interest, if any,
actually paid. The prescribed rate is not
contained in the Bill but will be the
rate fixed by the Governor in Council
from time to time. This is to enable the
Government to respond quickly to
fluctuations in current interest rates,
particularly those which are downwards, when Parliament is not sitting.

Pay-roll Tax (Further Amendment) Bill

It is intended that the prescribed rate

will approximate the rate charged on
housing loans by the major banks.
In order to provide further stimulus
to the development of group apprenticeship schemes, which have been formed
to promote the training of apprentices,
the Government has decided to exempt
wages paid under such schemes from
the payment of pay-roll tax. This
exemption will operate in respect of
wages paid on or after 1 July 1982 to
apprentices employed under group
apprenticeship
schemes
that
are
approved by the Minister for Employment and Training as part of the group
apprenticeship programme established
by the Department of Employment and
Training. The types of organiz'ations
that are eligible to receive funding
under the programme and therefore
qualify for exemption from the ·payment
of pay-roll tax are industry associations,
local government organizations or
groups of local government organizations, and recognized community agencies.
A number of other amendments have
been incorporated in the Bill to deal
with a variety of minor matters. These
include:
1. An amendment to section 18 of
the Act to facilitate the recovery of
additional tax from defaulting taxpayers.
2. An amendment to section 31 of
the Act to enable the Commissioner of
Pay-roll Tax to collect outstanding tax
from the Crown where a defaulting taxpayer is owed money by the Crown.
3. The introduction of a new section 46A to give evidentiary force to
documents issued out of the Pay-roll
Tax Office where those documents bear
the stamped or printed signatures of the
commissioner or other authorized
officers.
4. An amendment to those provisions
in the current legislation that impose
penalties. At present the penalties are
expressed in monetary terms but, in
line with the new principle which is
now operative, penalties are to be
expressed in terms of units and the
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opportunity has been taken to convert
the penalties in this legislation from
monetary terms to units.
The amendments are fully explained
in the explanatory memorandum which
has been circulated for the information
of honourable members. I commend the
Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. Clive
Bubb, for the Hon. P. D. BLOCK
(Nunawading Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
SALE OF LAND

(AMEND~IENT)

BILL

The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 3
(Amendment No. 6975) and of Mr
Wright's amendment:
Clause 3, page 6, line 11, after "profits"
insert "or within 28 days, whichever is the
earlier".

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-Since I moved the
amendment, there has been further
debate in the Committee stage and 1
will answer some of the arguments that
have been made. I remind the Committee that my amendment reads:
Clause 3, pa~e 6, line 11, after "profits"
insert "or with m 28 days, whichever is the
earlier".

According to the Bill, a purchaser can
withdraw from a sale if the information
he receives is incorrect. He may receive that information 90, 120 days
later, whichever the fact may be, but
he may know that the information with
which he is provided is incorrect two
or three days after he signs the contract
and he may sit on that information
for three months. It has not been
realized by other honourable members
that there are a whole host of people
who are affected by this decision besides
the purchaser. It is obviously unfair.
I emphasize that the National Party
accepts the principle and the main
thrust of the Bill. I am discussing the
details of the Bill and I am not intending to water it down, as was suggested
by a Government spokesman earlier
in the debate.
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Sale

of Land

(Amendment) Bill

AYES
The Government has failed to recognize that normal consumer protection
Mr Baxter
Tellers:
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
rules are for everyone, not just for one
Mr Wright
person. Fair balance is needed, recognizing the rights, obligations, and the
NOES
privileges of all the groups involved. I
Mrs Baylor
Mr Knowles
believe 28 days is ample time in which to
Mr ·Bubb
Mr Landeryou
check the details, according to the
Mr Butler
Mr Long
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Mackenzie
amendment I have moved. As I have
Mr Connard
Mr Mier
said, there could be a number of transMrs Coxsedge
Mr Murphy
actions. There are cases where six
Mr Crozier
Mr Pullen
transactions occur in a row, and there
Mrs Dixon
Mr Radford
are triangular sales .with' the parties
Mr Granter
Mr Reid
Mr Guest
Mr Sandon
moving in three different directions.
Mr Hayward
Mr Sgro
Mr Henshaw
Mr Storey
The matter was referred to in another
Mrs Hogg
Mr Walker
place and the Attorney-General underMr Houghton
Mr Ward
took to give this point full consideration.
Mr Hunt
Mr White
My amendment would be consistent
Tellers:
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
with the Sale of Land Act as section
Mr McArthur
Mrs Kimer
27 refers to the release of deposit
moneys-that is, the purchaser is given
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
28 days to be satisfied that the details Western Province) -I move:
given are correct. The National Party
Clause 3, page 6, lines 21 to 26, omit all
is asking that this measure be made words and expressions on these lines and in·
similar to the Sale· of Land Act.
sert:
Notwithstanding sub-section (5) where
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East the"(7)
purchaser has not been materially disad·
Yarra Province}-When this matter vantaged by the giving of false information
was last before the Committee, I indi· or the failure to supply information, the purcated that the Opposition had some chaser may not rescind the contract."
sympathy with the amendment moved
The amendment was negatived.
by the National Party. It was referred
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
to in another place and, at that time, Western Province)-I move:
the Minister said that he would conClause 3, page 6, line 37, after "solicitor"
sider the matter while the Bill was insert
"whose principal place of business is
passing between the two Houses. The within a 5O·kilometre radius of the General
Opposition does not wish to make an Post Office on the corner of Elizabeth and
issue of this, but believes the Govern- Bourke Streets in Melbourne".
ment ought to take note of the pOints 1 foreshadowed this amendment earlier.
made and ultimately it must be the Gov- The Bill provides that a solicitor may
ernment which decides whether to pro- not act for both parties in a terms
ceed with the amendment.
contract. I have already pointed out that
many country towns have only one soliThe Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU citor who does most of the town's busi(Minister for Economic Development) ness and, in many instances, has been
-The amendment is not acceptable doing so for many years. Under the Bill,
to the Government.
that solicitor would be excluded from
The Committee divided on Mr acting for both parties and people may
Wright's amendment (the Hon. W. M. have to travel 50 miles or more each
time they consulted their solicitor.
Campbell in the chair).
Members of the National Party have
received many letters and have had
Ayes
4
many discussions with country solicitors
Noes
35
who expressed concern about this
matter. Admittedly there is a way out in
Majority
against
that a transfer can be made and a mort.:
the
gage given back. However, in relation to
amendment ..
31
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a terms sale, there is the initial settle;
ment but the final settlement which
could be fifteen or twenty years later
is the time when the greatest cross is
borne by the purchaser, the time when
he pays the stamp duty and so forth.
There is a need to retain professional
people in country towns and it should be
part of the Government's decentralization policy to keep them there. Solicitors
in country towns have a reputation for
honesty and fair dealing and even if that
may not happen to be the case elsewhere, I do not think it is fair or equitable to include country solicitors in this
provision.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-Does Mr
Wright think the Government should
make a law only for the metropolitan
area?
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT-In
another place, the Attorney-General said
that he intended having another look at
this matter. I understand that that has
not resulted in any changes being made
to the Bill by the Government. I emphasize that the National Party believes this
amendment is very important and urges
the Committee to accept it.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) ---I think it important
for som·eone from the metropolitan area
to say something on this amendment,
in view of the comment made by the
Leader of the House a moment ago by
way of interjection. The clause presents
problems, as was recognized by the Attorney-General in another place when he
said that he would consider the matter
between the time it was passed by the
Legislative Assembly and when it was
discussed in this place, because it does
not take into account areas in the country which have one solicitor who has
acted for most of the people in that community for many years. Where the
parties to a contract of sale wish to
have the same solicitor acting for them,
how will the solicitor decide for whom
he will act? The people concerned may
be perfectly well able to look after themselves and may still wish the solicitor to
act for both parties.
The remedy being used by the Government here is not appropriate for the
problems that are being revealed. The
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problems outlined in the Dawson committee report about this type of matter
related to terms contracts and developmental areas but not to country areas.
The amendment moved by Mr Wright
excludes country areas from the ambit
of the clause. I do not think Mr Wright's
amendment is ideal because it just draws
a line around Melbourne and does not
deal with other parts of urban Victoria
but, upon balance, it seems to me that
the major areas to which the amendment
is directed are covered. Mr Wright's
amendment would overcome some of
the problems in country Victoria which
have been outlined by him and which
obviously exist. For all of those
reasons, as the Government has been
on notice of this amendment and has
been on notice of the problem-the
Attorney-General has recognized the
problem, and despite that the Government has not chosen to come up with
a better approach or another amendment to deal with the problem in a
better way-it seems that the hest thing
the Committee could do would be to·
support Mr Wright's amendment which
will at least cover the major problem
at which the clause of the Bill was
directed.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
-The arguments put by Mr Wright in
respect of areas which are very remote
and serviced by perhaps only one solicitor are perhaps more than just understandable. The Government has some
sympathy about that matter. I have not
heard any lawyers arguing the matter
in the House but perhaps, through time,
their association will correct what I
think is obviously a conflict of ethics
and interest, where solicitors purport
to represent two parties. That may have
been perfectly professionally defensible prior to the Bill, but clearly a
solicitor or lawyer would have to advise a client of his or her rights and
obligations under the amendment. It
seems contradictory to have a position
where a solicitor says to the vendor,
"These are your obligations and your
rights but I am also acting for the purchaser". That seems to be a contradiction of professional ethics and interest.
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There is clearly a conflict of interest
between the purchaser and the seller.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-Possibly.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
-There is clearly, in the situation of
one being ~mployed to give advice. As
I have indicated, there is some personal
sympathy in respect of the .remote
solicitor. It has not been possIble to'
come up with any lasting amendment
which juxtaposes the two contradictions. If the Government were to accept
the limit of 50-kilometres from the General Post Office, the Portland transactions when land houses and property
were repeatedly changing hands within
almost days of being sold, and when
valuations were skyrocketing, would
not have been covered by the Bill.
That would not be desirable. The big
centres of population in the Latrobe
Valley, Ballarat, Bendigo and parts of
Geelong would also have been excluded.
It seems to me that the objective of
the National Party was to achieve protection for small, remotely-based firms
of solicitors and to obviate inconvenience for people who would have to
travel somewhere else for legal advice.
Mr Wright used the euphemism of
"country solicitors" and said they were
more honest than city-based solicitors. I
would be interested in statistics to substantiate that assertion. In any event,
there is sympathy for that point in
remote areas. However, Mr Wright's
amendment would exclude all solicitors
in operation under the Act who are within a 50-kilometre radius of the General
Post Office from acting for both vendor
and purchaser. In other words, the provision would apply only to those within
that radius. That is not even within the
decentralization' zone that Parliament
has supported in the past. That range
does not take into account the principal
rural cities of this State. The rapid
growth areas of Wodonga, the Latrobe
Valley and Mildura would be specifi'cally
excluded. I consider that illogical. I
have not had it confirmed, but I believe
some undertaking was given by the
Government that this matter would be
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addressed between the carriage of this
measure between another place and this
House. I am being assured by Mr Storey,
by way of interjection, that he can quote
chapter and vers'e on that undertaking.
Aside
from
the
complications
associated with drafting the principle of
a remote 'certificate or something like
that the matter could be dealt with
bet~een here and another place because
I am c'ertain that this Committee will
be reconvened in one form or another to
discuss the a~mendments that the
Government wishes to make before the
Bill becomes law. I suggest that discussion take place between Mr
Wright's party and a represen.tat~ve of
the Liberal Party when the BIll IS between here and another place so that
effect can be given to amendments,
which I understand are substantial,
to be dealt with in another place.
The Bill could then return to this House
as a clean copy. Either way, Mr Wright's
point is equally valid; the Committee
can amend the Bill here and consideration can still be given to it.
It seems slightly absurd for Parliament to be passing a law that will apply
to those within a 50-kilometre radius,
when the real problem is not for those
who live outside the 50-kilometre radius,
but rather for those who practise as
solicitors and reside close by in remote
areas. Consideration is being given to
criticism of the proposal. Mr Wright's
amendment does not achieve what it
seeks to achieve. I t is like using a
sledge-hammer to crack a peanut. I
suggest that the Committee adopt my
suggestion that the Government be obliged to give more sympathetic consideration to this Committee's view of
remote areas while the Bill is between
here and another place and before it returns to this House, and hopefully in a
way take on board the thrust of Mr
Wright's argument.

I reiterate that there is a strong view
within the Government of a constant
potential conflict of interest. Therefore,
Parliament should try to make laws and
rules that govern the majority, rather
than the rights of the minority in a
situation that I understand and respect,
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that are perhaps being ridden roughshod
over. 1 presume that it will not be long
before the legal profession catches up
with what is proper public thinking and
ensures that it is unethical for a lawyer
or solicitor to advise two paying clients
who have competing interests on a
particular purchase. Therefore, 1 suggest
that the Government's suggestion be
adopted and that Mr Wright's amendment be defeated so that consideration
can be given to the measure before the
Bill returns to the House in an amended
form because of discussions that have
taken place outside Parliament. If the
matter is not addressed to the satisfaction of the Committee, Mr Wright may
care to persist either with his current
amendment or with one that has more
effect and more meaning on the point he
argued so well.
The Hon.

B.

A.

CHAMBERLAIN

(Western Province) -I put to the Committee that Mr Wright's amendment
does not go far enough. 1 say that for
a number of reasons. It was assumed
by the Leader of the Government that
a solicitor acting for both parties would
often be in a conflict of interest situation. That statement is easily made
and just as easily denied. 1 ask honourable members to assume that the
normal solicitor of the Leader of the
Government is a firm named Holding,
Redlich & Co. and that he has been
resorting to that firm for fifteen or
twenty years. It has advised him on
a range of issues and he approaches the
firm and asks it to act for him when he
buys a property on terms from Bill
Smith. It so happens that Bill Smith
is also a client of Holding, Redlich &
Co. Although the Leader of the Government regards that firm as his solicitors
-a firm in which he has implicit trusthe is not permitted to use that firm on
that occasion. He may say to the firm
that, although he knows it is acting for
the other person, he assumes that someone else in the firm will be handling
that person's work and he will be happy
for another solicitor to act for him
within that firm.
1 consider that is all that is required
ip that situation. 1 suggest that the Government should propose an amendment
to provide that where one firm of
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solicitors is instructed to act for both
sides of a conveyancing transaction,
whether it be for a terms contract of
sale or otherwise, each party be given
notice in writing to the effect that the
firm is acting. for the other party and
the clients must sign a notice incorporating an acknowledgment that in the
event of a conflict arising the firm will
be obliged to withdraw from the transaction for both parties. That is all that
is required. I shall read part of the
final report of the Committee of Inquiry
into Conveyancing which dealt with this
issue in detail. Page 31 of the report
states:
However, it is apparent to the Committee
that the occasions when a solicitor acts for
both parties to a conveyancing transaction
in a situation of conflict of interest are infrequent. The existing disciplinary powers of
the Law Institute are sufficient to cope with
such cases. If there were to be a prohibition
against a solicitor acting for both parties in a
conveyancing transaction in all circumstances,
it would operate more to the disadvantage of
clients than to their advantage, particqlarly
in country areas. The Committee, therefore,
makes no recommendation in relation to this
matter.

This committee comprised representatives of the Consumer Affairs Council
and a cross-section of other interests.
It considered the issue, not only in
Victoria, but also in other States. One
must bear in mind that many firms in
this State have been founded for a long
time. Most of the firms in country towns
have histories going back more than
100 years. It is a tradition in those
firms that they act for particular
families. It would be intolerable to suggest to those people that in a certain
case they cannot have the solicitor of
their choice. It would be not only intolerable but also unnecessary for the
reasons that I have outlined. If anything
is required, let them be put on notice
as I have suggested. The problem that
the clause seeks to rectify arose out of
a situation in Noble Park where residential properties, on which houses were
built, were being sold on term$. Of
course, this Bill is drawn in a much
wider way than that; it covers any sort
of land. It is also too wide because it
covers property purchased at auction.
Therefore, if someone bids at an auction
and buys a property that is being sold
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on terms, that person is bound by
the contract. That person cannot obtain
the solicitor of either his or her choice,
who may happen to be the solicitor for
the vendor, although at that stage the
person is already bound by the contract.
In Hamilton, where I practise on a
part-time basis, the three firms in that
area act for both parties in about 40
percent of cases for the reasons I have
outlined because over a period of
approximately 100 years those firms
have built up a certain clientele. It would
create havoc if there were a suggestion
that they would not act for both parties.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-What about
litigation?
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINThat is where Mr Kennan has a complete misunderstanding. A litigation
situation is a conflict situation. A sale of
land situation, as identified by the Dawson committee, is very seldom a
conflict situation. I can recall only two
cases in about ten years where the
parties were sent away. Let us look at
the position of the purchaser who has
a solicitor acting for him. He is given
two lots of protection: If the solicitor
defaults with his client's money then,
under the terms of the guarantee fund,
the client is protected and gets his
money back, with interest and his costs;
if the solicitor errs through professional
negligence then, because of the contributions the solicitor makes to the compulsory professional indemnity fund,
the client is again restored to the position where either he or she was before.
Solicitors are required to make substantial contributions by way of premiums to the professional indemnity insurance fund. Recently the premiums
were altered-and I will take up the
point raised by the Leader of the Government-so that if a solicitor is found
guilty of negligence arising out of a
conflict situation, in other words, a conveyancing matter which goes wrong or
some other family transaction which
goes wrong, the first part of the claim
that he has to bear is much higher than
in other cases. In other words, there is
a financial burden on the sollcitor who
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gets into a situation, which, from the beginning, he should have recognized was
a potential conflict. An experienced
solicitor would be able to recognize
those potential conflicts right from the
start. Therefore, one is talking of a rare
situation and, in the words of the Dawson committee, it is an infrequent situation.
What the Government is proposing is
to deprive not only people in country
towns but also people in the metropolitan area where families have been going to one firm of solicitors for generations .of the ability to choose to go to
that solicitor. I point out to the Committee a provision in the Property Law
Act, which deals with this type of situation, and a provision that the Government appears to have overlooked in this
propos·ed legislation. That is section
48 (1) of the Property Law Act, and it is
a provision that has been there for a
long time. It is really in two parts, but
the second part talks about stipulations
that restrict a person's selection of a
solicitor and it states:
and any stipulation which restricts or might
restrict a purchaser in the selection of a
solicitor to act on his behalf in relation to any
land or interest in land agreed to be purchased, shall be void.

That is exactly what this provision does.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-Who wrote
that?
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINThat has been in the Property Law Act
for 50-odd years. The principle that is
enshrined is that a purchaser should
have the right to choose his own solicitor. I will read the words again: "And
any stipulation which restricts or might
restrict a purchaser in the selection of
a solicitor to act-for him-shall be
void".
I suggest that that is the principle
that the Committee should still espouse.
However, the sort of protection that I
mentioned before is necessary, that is,
a provision whereby the solicitor is required to give written notice where he
acts for both parties and that is signed
by both parties, and they indicate by
written notice an acknowledgm~nt that
the solicitor is acting for both parties,
and that if a conflict arises, he will have
to withdraw.
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Therefore, the problem is more
general than in one-solicitor towns, and
the problem applies equally to the Melbourne metropolitan area. In a recent
letter to the Law Institute Journal, a
firm of Melbourne solicitors pointed
out the difficulty that arises in normal
family situations because although
section 33 exempts some family transactions, under sub-section (7) it does
not exempt a family transaction that
involves a corporation, and there are
many people-including honourable
members-have family trusts. The letter,
which is signed by Joe Gersh and Phillip
Bornstein states:
In the commercial context, however, the
provision--

and that is the proposed new clause
33may lead to totally unnecessary duplication
of legal costs and will wreak administrative
havoc. We have in mind, in particular, the
use of a terms contract as a means by which
to effect family reorganizations and the reorganization of assets as between related
entities and trusts. The terms contract of sale
has many applications in this area.

It is my view, because of the views

expressed by the Dawson committee and
because of the other views I have
put to the Committee, that this whole
provision is totally unnecessary. The
amendment proposed by Mr Wright is
arbitrary. I am unhappy about it for
that reason. If the Government were
able to have a form of words which
encapsulated the sort of views I have
put to the Committee on the question
of freedom of choice, on the question
of notification and on the question of
acknowledgment of the solicitor, in
certain circumstances, having to withdraw, I would be happy about that,
but I am not happy about this provision.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province)-Listening to the
speeches of Mr Wright, Mr Storey and
Mr Chamberlain, one is filled with the
same sort of admiration that one might
have had for a streaker at the funeral
of Queen Victoria-the speeches were
audacious, tasteless and irrelevant. The
point here is that a conflict situation
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is always thought by many prudent
lawyers to arise where there are terms
contracts. If one couples the terms
contract with the provision of this
amendment, which puts an onus on
vendors to make specific disclosure
about certain matters, it creates new
rights in purchasers if there is a failure
by the vendor to disclose those sorts
of things and the potential for the conflict is considerably escalated. If one
couples that with terms contracts, I do
not think there are many prudent
lawyers in this State who will in any
event, whatever the statute says, want
to act for both sides. Indeed, I would
be surprised if in the next couple of
years the Law Institute of Victoria, by
reason of its own ethical rulings, does
not move to absolute prohibition not
only in terms contracts but also in all
forms of contracts.
Indeed, the minority report ~y
Mr Sibree in the committee of Inquiry reflected that when lte said that
he had concluded that the practice of
a solicitor acting for both sides in all
forms of conveyancing was undesirable
because on the evidence of the Law
Institute of Victoria there is always
potential for litigation in conveyancing
transactions and the point that the
Opposition has made is that the potential has escalated. He went on to say
that the practice is not supported in
his view by prudent members of the
profession.
If one wants to make an exception for
country towns, one is really driven to
the position of saying, "We will relax
it right across the board and in all forms
of litigation a solicitor can act for both
sides". If that is the position one wants
to espouse, one ought to espouse it.
However, the Opposition is not espousing that: It is running away from that
proposition. The Opposition is not submitting that the fact that a solicitor
cannot act on both sides in litigation
causes havoc. There is no suggestion
that the legal profession in litigation
is a matter of havoc in country areas
because solicitors cannot act for both
sides in litigious matters. However
the Opposition is saying that if it
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happens in this area of the law, it will
create havoc and there is a choice non
sequitur.
No good reason of principle has been
put, except the most parochial, why
persons should be allowed to have a
solicitor acting for both sides in a conveyancing transaction in a terms contract under this measure. There are new
remedies open to a purchaser due to
vendor disclosure, and it is impossible
for one solicitor to carry out his duty
properly to both sides in a terms contract under this Bill.
I do not helieve any prudent solicitor,
whether in a single practice in a country town or in the city, would want to
be in that position. That is the view that
the institute, of which some honourable
members opposite are members, will
come to in time and has already foreshadowed. To draw this arbitrary line of
51 kilometres and say it would be wrong
for a solicitor in Melbourne to act for
both parties, but that if he acts in Seymour it is all right, is a non sequitur;
it is wrong. Members of the Opposition
and the National Party have failed to
appraise themselves of that problem and
they are imposing an arbitrary limit for
no good reason. It is time they caught
up, because their Own professional body
will catch up with them in any event.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-I appreciate the
comments made by previous speakers.
Mr Chamberlain made some particularly
good points that I would have liked to
have made myself. The Leader of the
House also made a good suggestion that
representatives of the various parties
can discuss this matter between the
time the Bill leaves this House and goes
to another place. However, I disagree
with the form in which it will the sent
to another place. I argue most strongly
that this amendment ought to be carried
by this Committee and then the amended
Bill will be discussed.
I think the Leader of the House might
have missed the point I have just made.
While I agree with many of his comments, I believe this Committee ought to
carry the amendment moved by the
National Party and from that position
the Bill can be debated in another place.
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Mr Kennan spoke about a conflict in
terms contracts of sale. In the 30-odd
years that I was an estate agent and
had dealings with many solicitors in the
north west of Victoria, there was never
a case of conflict. There were problems
but these were resolved by the good
sense, tolerance and the high standing
of the solicitors involved.
I cannot understand why the Government is so insistent on a separate
solicitor acting for each party in a terms
contract of sale when, in my experience,
less than 5 per cent of the cases were
terms contracts. If the Government is
so keen on this, why is it not proposing
that this same measure be implemented
for normal contracts? I admit that my
amendment is not perfect, but, on listen-:
ing to the debate, it appears that it is the
best amendment that can be proposed
in the circumstances.
I was supposed to have made the
comment that I believe country solicitors are honest and city solicitors are
dishonest. I did not say that. I think it
was Mr Sgro, or another member of the
Government party, who said that he was
unhappy with solicitors and estate
agents in his particular area. I am happy
with the honesty and probity of the
solicitors in my area and I have the
greatest confidence in them acting for
hoth parties. It would be unfair if this
Bill meant that solicitors in isolated
country towns where there is only one
solicitor could not act for both parties
in a terms contract.
I repeat that I believe this amendment is the best amendment in the circumstances. If it is carried, the National
Party will be happy to have discussions between now and when the
measure goes to another place.
The Hon. G. A. SGRO lMelbourne
West Province)-I do not dispute that
the majority of solicitors are honest
people. Nevertheless, one reads in the
newspapers about corrupt and crooked
solicitors, but these ·kinds of people are
in all walks of life.
I had the experience of someone
coming to my office and telling me
about selling a property, $in Italian
solicitor having acted for both parties.
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Later the purchaser found that there
was something wrong with the property, but the solicitor who had acted
for him had gone bankrupt and he
could not get anything out of him. He
could not even find another solicitor to
sue him for negligence. It took him two
or three months to find a solicitor who
would act on his behalf and take action
against this solicitor. This person lost a
lot of money. That is why the Government is proposing in this measure that a
different soJicitor should act for the parties.
A solicitor should not act for people
or companies concerned with the buying and selling of the same property.
When the transaction is over, it is too
late to sue the solicitor for negligence
because it is difficult to find a solicitor
who is prepared to act against another
solicitor. They have a nice club and
they do not like to act against their
own people. I strongly support the Bill.
The Committee divided on Mr
Wright's amendment (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell in the chair).
Ayes
20
Noes
18
Majority for the amendment
Mr Baxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Crozier
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
Mr Granter
Mr Hayward
Mr Houghton
Mr Butler
Mrs Cox sedge
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie
Mr Guest
Mr Ward

AYES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Hunt
Knowles
Lawson
Long
Radford
Reid
Storey

Tellers:

Mr Connard
Mr Wright
NOES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

McArthur
Mier
Pullen
Sgro
Walker
White

Tellers:

Mrs Dixon
Mr Murphy
PAIRS
Mr Arnold
Mr Sandon
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The HOD. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-I move:
Clause 3, page 9, lines 2 and 3, omit "or
exchange".

These words seem to have been included when the clause was repeated
from a former provision in the legislation. They appear to be unnecessary
and, in the interests of clarifying the
provision, they should the omitted.
The amendment was agreed to.
The HOD. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -I have some general questions to put to the Leader of
the Government on the clause which
have not been covered so far by the
amendments. I refer to proposed new
section 32 (2) which refers to vendor's
statements that are required to accompany the contract. Quite often parties
agree to a transaction in a short-circuited way. In other words, neighbours
might agree on the sale of land and
agree between themselves that there
will be no formal contract and that they
will proceed straight to transfer.
Perhaps the land in question is a block
of land that lies between their properties with which they are familiar.
The parties may then wish to achieve
a result as soon as possible. If the
parties just have a transfer and there
is no formal contract, would they be
required to give all these statements,
which may take a while to assemble?
Proposed new section 32 (2) (c)
states that where a planning instrument
applies a statement must contain the
name of the planning instrument, the
name of the responsible authority and
the zoning of the land under that instrument. I suggest to the Minister that this
information does not necessarily convey
much to a purchaser.
For instance, a debate took place in
this Chamber a fortnight ago about land
contained in a conservation zone. If on
the certificate it was shown in this case
that the Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme was the planning instrument, that the Board of Works was the
responsible authority and that the appropriate zoning was conservation, that
would not say whether a motor cycle
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8, parish of South Hamilton, described
in some previous conveyance. I suggest to the Minister that that provision
needs cleaning up.
Proposed section 32 (3) (c) requires
a person to supply a copy of the plan of
strata subdivision. It could be that the
property a person is buying is part of a
50-storey development and the strata
plan' for that development would be a
massive document. Is it proposed that
the purchaser be given a copy of that
whole plan for all the allotments in that
strata plan or is it to apply only to his
allotment and the common land? I
should like the Minister to respond to
that. The same question applies with
regard to the following paragraph, which
deals with cluster subdivisions, which
could involve a 5OO-10t cluster plan. Is
it proposed that the purchaser must be
given a copy of that whole plan?
Proposed section 32 ( 4) has been
amended by Mr Storey in reference to
copies of certificates, and a question
arises as to whether there is some limitation on the age of that certificate.
For instance, would it be possible to
use a planning certificate which is some
two or three years old and which may
go back to the time when the vendor
The vendor shall attach to the statement bought the property?
required by paragraph (a) of sub-section (1)
Proposed section 33 (3) states:
and to the contract-

track which was to be built was allowed
in that zone, nor, because of the details
contained in ordinances, would the headlines say, "Reserved living" or "Conservation, special interest" or some other
designation. It would not tell one very
much.
Further, proposed new section 32 (2)
(d) refers to rates or taxes and other
outgoings and includes charges or outgoings for which the purchaser may become liable in consequence of the sale
and of which the vendor might reasonably be expected to have knowledge. I
assume that applies to cases where land
has been occupied, for instance, by a
charity and the land is to be sold and
therefore becomes liable to back rates
under the Local Government Act or
where the use changes from commercial
to residential. I wonder whether other
cases are envisaged by that. Proposed
section 32 (2) (e) refers to approved
proposals affecting the land. Can the
Minister ascertain, perhaps when the
Bill comes back to this House, what
approved proposals are? Under what
Act of Parliament are approved proposals made?
Proposed section 32 (3) states:

(a) a copy of either-

(i) in the case of land under the Transfer

of Land Act 1958 the Crown Grant or
Certificate of Title; or

(ii) in any other case-

(A) the last conveyance in the chain
of title to the land; or
(B) any other document which gives

evidence of the vendor's title to the
land;

I presume this provision is to provide
a document which gives to the purchaser a description of 'the land he or
she is buying, either by way of a plan or
by a description in metes and bounds,
which is the normal way of describing
general law land. The problem is that
that last conveyance may not have that
information in it. It may refer to land
being, say, part of allotment 6, section
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain

Where a solicitor has contravened the provisions of this section(a) he shall be guilty of misconduct and
be liable to be dealt with according
to the provisions of the Legal Profession Practice Act 1958; and
(b) the purchaser for whom he has acted

may rescind the contract at any time
before he becomes entitled to possession or to the receipt of rents and
profits.

Sub-section (4) states:
Notwithc:tanding sub-section (3) (b) the
purchaser may not rescind the contract if the
court is satisfied that the solicitor has acted
honestly and reasonably and ought fairly to
be excused for the contravention and that
the purchaser is substantially in as good a
position as if all the relevant provisions of
this section had been complied with.

What is provided there is an escape
clause, as it were, if it is shown that
the solicitor has acted honestly and

Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill

reasonably and ought fairly to be
excused for the contravention and that
the purchaser is not prejudiced. The
question I pose for the Minister is why
that same excuse should not also apply
to a charge against a solicitor for misconduct. In other words, if it is good
enough not to give the purchaser a
let-out of the contract, why should it
not be good enough to excuse the
solicitor from misconduct?
Proposed section 34 (3) deals with
insurance. I am under the impression
that, in relation to these and the following clauses, there is a gap in the insurance cover. These provisions are
designed to overcome the High Court
case, which provided that a vendor
who had sold a property under a contract and kept the property insured was
not entitled to be indemnified under the
fire insurance policy where his property
was destroyed after the date of the
contract and before settlement, because
the purchaser had to indemnify the
vendor. Insurance is a policy of indemnity, the vendor had his indemnity fr~m
the purchaser and. therefore, the vendor did not need this insurance indemnity. This provision does not seem to
be hanging together and a purchaser
would be well advised to arrange his
own insurance after the date of the
contract.
Proposed section 34 (1) states that
where the dwelling is destroyed or damaged between the date of the contract
and the date of possession, the purchaser has the right to rescind the contract. It could well be that, although the
property has been damaged so as to
render it unfit for occupation, the
damage may be relatively superficial.
In that case there is provision for the
vendor to restore the property, but there
may not be time in which to restore it
before the date of settlement. There
seems to be a number of fires occurring
between the date of the contract and
the date of possession, so I am not putting a theoretical argument.
There does not appear to be a mechanism under proposed section 34 to deal
with relatively small degrees of damage,
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which do render the dwelling-house
unfit for occupation but which, if more
time were given-particularly if it
happens close to the settlement datecould be repaired.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-Why do
you not write to the Attorneys?
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINThis is my way of writing to the Attorney. Proposed section 35 (3) states:
A policy of insurance shall not endure for the
benefit of a purchaser under sub-section (1)
hereof if the insurer establishes that a prudent
insurer would not have insured the purchaser
against the risk covered by the policy.

Exactly what that means needs to be
spelt out. If the purchaser were a
known pyromaniac, the position would
be clear. In answer to the interjection
by Mr Kennan, to make sure there is
no conflict in this type of situation, the
obvious way would be if the purchaser
arranged his own insurance after the
date of the contract, because. these provisions will not work. The question is:
How widely will proposed section 35
(3) be read and will it be subject to
those provisions of the Property Law
Act dealing with vendor and purchaser
disputes, which need to go to the
Supreme Court?
I could raise other matters in which
I am sure the Leader of the Government would be interested. However, I
will be happy if 1 receive responses to
the ones I have already raised.
The clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were clauses 4 to 6.
Clause 7 (Amendment of Third Schedule)
The Hon. HADOON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -1 move:
Clause 7, page 10, proposed Third Schedule,
paragraph 2, omit "fourteen" where twice
occurring and insert "seven",

The second-reading notes stated that it
was desired to bring the provisions of
the Third Schedule to the Property Law
Act and Table A to the Transfer of
Land Act into conformity with one an-
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other. In fact, that has not been carried
through in this paragraph of the schedule and this amendment will bring
them back into line.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT(North
Western Province) -This amendment
must deal with compliance with requisitions or objections. It has to do with
intention to rescind. I merely pose the
question of whether seven days is not
rather too short a time for this to take
place and whether it should not stay at
fourteen days, as originally proposed.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -The Transfer of Land
Act, under which the vast majority of
transactions already fall, provides for
seven days. The amendment simply
brings the Property Law Act into line
with the Transfer of Land Act.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -I move:
Clause 7, page 11, proposed Third Schedule,
paragraph 6 (3), line I, omit "so",

The word "so" refers back to an earlier
provision but it is not clear to which
earlier provision. On behalf of the Law
Institute, I have discussed the matter
with Parliamentary Counsel and with
the original draftsman of these provisions and it seems appropriate to
omit the word "so".
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -I move:
Clause 7, page 11, proposed Third Schedule,
paragraph 6 (3) (a), omit "vendor" and insert
"land".

This amendment is moved to undo something which was done in another place.
The alteration was made in another
place on an amendment moved by the
National Party to insert the word
"vendor" in place of the word "land".
That was based on a proposal from a
solicitor who wrote to members of the
National Party.

Sale
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I have discussed the matter with the
draftsman of the original conditions; he,
in turn, has discussed it with the writer
of the letter referred to, who is now
satisfied that the provision as originally
drafted was as it should be. In fact,
there is no benefit in obtaining a charge
against the vendor. The benefit is in
obtaining a charge against the land. To
obtain a charge against the vendor is
simply to obtain a right to sue the vendor, a right that one has in any event.
So, despite the real difficulties which
were pointed out in another place, it is
preferable to have the charge against
the land rather than a worthless charge
against the vendor.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province ) -The National Party
moved an amendment in another place
to provide that the charge should be
against the vendor on the basis that a
charge on a property cannot be recorded. There could be a case where a
caveat was not lodged and, therefore,
the National Party considered that it
would be better to have the charge on
the vendor rather than on the land.
However, I will not make an issue of
the matter.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -I move:
Clause 7, page 12, proposed Third Schedule,
paragraph 12, at the end of the paragraph
insert "The delivery of such document shall
not by itself be deemed acceptance of title,"

The amendment proposes to insert a
precautionary phrase which I believe
will assist in ensuring what is probably
already so, but it will make it clear that
a party will not lose the protection
which would otherwise be given by the
clause if delivery of the document were
deemed to be acceptance of title.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 8 was consequentially amended, and, as amended, was adopted.
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The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
-I move:
That the report be now adopted.

In so doing, I indicate that it is the
Government's intention, if possible,
while the Bill is between here and another place, to correct some of themistakes that have been made and to give
honourable members an opportunity of
reconsidering their attitudes to the Bill.
The motion for the adoption of the
report was agreed to.
On the motion of the Hon. W. A.
LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic
Development), the Bill was read a third
time.
LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL
A message was received from the
Assembly intimating that it had agreed
to the following amendment in this Bill,
recommended by his Excellency the
Governor, and requesting the Council's
concurrence therein:
Clause 13,
"$152.01 ".

omit

"$52.01"

and

insert

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
-I move:
That the amendment be agreed to.

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-Mr President, I
ask that honourable members be given
an opportunity of studying the document before the motion is put.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until later this
day.

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
-I assumed that honourable members
understood that the Second Schedule to
the principal Act was being amended.
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It contains a table of rates of land tax

and a misprint occurred in the Bill as
passed by this House. The correction
is made by His Excellency to omit
"$52 . 01" and insert in lieu thereof
"$152.01". The amendment is not significant. Indeed, many years ago it
would not have been possible for an
amendment of significance to come to
this House by way of His Excellency
and I suggest to Mr Storey that the
motion should be agreed to.
The Hon. HAD DON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) (By leave) - I appreciate the explanation given by the Minister on the amendment. I am sure it
will turn out to be right. It would have
been more beneficial if the Opposition
had been notified of the amendment on
its way to this House and it could have
examined it. The Opposition spokesman for the Bill is not at present in the
House, so 1 shall undertake to have the
matter considered as soon as possible,
but I persist in moving that the debate
be adjourned until later this day.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate·
was adjourned until later this day.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION LEVY BILL
The message from the Assembly relating to amendments suggested by the
Council on the consideration of this
Bill in Committee was taken into consideration.
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of the Bill.
Postponed clause 14, including the
amendments suggested by the Council
as made by the Assembly, was agreed
to.
Postponed clause 24, including the
amendments suggested by the Council,
as made by the Assembly, was agreed
to.
The Bill, including the amendments
suggested by the Council and made by
the Assembly, was reported to the
House without amendment, and the report was adopted.
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On the motion of the Hon. D. R.
WHITE (Minister for Minerals and
Energy), the Bill was read a third time
and passed.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade)-Order! The question is:
That the title of the Bill be "A Bill for an
Act to discourage the excessive usage of
natural gas by imposing a levy on the consumption of natural gas by l-arge users thereof,
to provide for the assessment and collection of
the levy, to amend the Evidence (Commissions)
Act 1982 and for other purposes."

The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -Pursuant to Standing Order
No. 289, I desire to move an amendment
to the title of the Bill.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade-Order! For the information of honourable members, Standing
Order No. 289 states:

Energy Consumption Levy Bill

to the title as expressed in the Bill in
its present form, honourable members
would simply be placing their imprimature on a totally spurious' description
on the Bill; in so doing it perpetuates
a legislative fiction.
The amendment intends to purge the
Bill of this deliberate subterfuge, which
is exactly what it is. By agreeing to the
amendment, the House will reinforce the
fact that the purpose of the Bill is to
collect additional revenue by imposing
the levy and that the principal purpose
is not, as the present title suggests, to
discourage the excessive usage of natural gas.

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -The issue before the House is one which was
spelt out in some detail in the Budget.
It was also foreshadowed the day before the Federal Budget. At that time,
After the third reading, and further pro- the Treasurer and I were of the view
-ceedings thereon, the question shall be put
"That this Bill do pass"; after which the title that the State Government needed to
of the Bill shall be agreed to, or amended take steps to recognize that natural gas
and agreed to.
was a scarce resource and to treat it as
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western such. The Federal Government-because of views that had been foreProvince) -I move:
shadowed to us by both John Stone and
That the words "discourage the excessive the Treasurer, Mr Howard-indicated
usage of natural gas by imposing" be omitted that if the State Government did not
with the view of inserting the word "impose".
take steps to treat the resource as
By way of explanation, Joint Standing scarce and impose such a levy, the
Federal Government would take it into
Order No. 17 states:
its hands to take that course of action.
The title of every Bill should succinctly set
forth the general object thereof.
The Government foreshadowed steps,
For reasons which I believe have been such as this, in its pricing policy as
made abundantly clear during the sec- early as the day before the Federal
ond-reading debate, the Liberal Party Budget because, if the Government had
disputes that the title of the Bill or the not taken that step, the Federal Governintent of the Bill is really to discour- ment would have taken it into its hands
age th~ excessive usage of natural gas. and perhaps used a different mechanism
It has very little to do with discouraging to get the same result. In addition, the
the excessive use of natural gas but it then Treasurer, Mr Thompson, when
has a great deal to do with extracting announcing the State Budget last year,
additional revenue, for which the Gov- indicated at page 535 of Hansard, when
ernment has shown an unrivalled foreshadowing the pipeline levy, that
propensity since 3 April. This measure natural gas ought to be treated as a
deserves to rank in the now long list scarce resource. The clear inference
of what may well be described as Cain's from his statement was that further
~on tricks. This is another of the same
steps, such as the one before the
and, therefore, were the House to agree House, would be foreshadowed.
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In respect of Mr Crozier's statement
that this represents some form of con
trick, I inform him that both this Bill
and the State Budget were put before
the people of Victoria well before the
Waverley Province by-election was held
on 4 December, and the Opposition had
ample opportunity to canvass the issue
as a major issue of whatever priority it
saw fit to give it during the by-election.
That by-election included a significant
cross-section of the community which I
am sure the Opposition would agree reflected the middle ground, politically,
throughout the community. Mr Crozier
had very little input in the byelection-The Hon. D. G. Crozier-How do you
know?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-Mr Crozier
was not visible throughout the campaign
as were other honourable members,
which is always his wont when it comes
to by-elections.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
The Minister is
bringing in a matter which has no
relevance to the debate. The debate
concerns the title of the Bill and an
amendment which proposes to delete
certain words with a view of inserting another word. I suggest that the
Minister confines his remarks to that
matter.

Grimwade~Order!

The Hon. D. R. WHITE-Mr
President, I th~nk you for your assistance, but I rerriind the House that Mr
Crozier, in debating the title to the Bill,
referred to this measure as a con trick
by Mr Cain, the Premier, therefore,
trying to reflect on both the Government
and the Treasurer and all honourable
members on the Government side of the
Chamber.
In response to that statement, I have
merely pointed out that, far from it
being a con trick, this issue was before
the people of Waverley Province well
before 4 December and their response
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was clear and unequivocal-that is, an
endorsement not only of the events that
have taken place since 3 April but an
endorsement of the Budget strategy.
This Bill represents a key feature of the
Budget, which was to treat natural gas
as a scarce resource. That had been
foreshadowed by the Treasurer the day
before the Federal Budget was brought
down on the grounds that, had the
Government not foreshadowed that it
would treat natural gas as a scarce
resource, most certainly the issue in respect of future pricing policies would
have heen taken out of the hands of the
State Government because of comments
made both by Mr Stone and Mr Howard
which had also been reflected-as Mr
Crozier would be aware-by Mr Thompson as Premier and Treasurer in his
Budget speech in September last year.
It is clear that the whole pricing
strategy in respect of both electricity
and natural gas has been designed to
recognize that they are scarce resources
and people should, in their consumption
habits, treat them as such. We do not
have an inverted tariff in respect of
electricity but we certainly have a block
tariff that recognizes electricity as a
scarce resource.
Some steps have been taken in respect
of the pricing policies for natural gas
in respect of domestic consumers. This
is a further component in our pricing
strategy in recognition of the fact that
large industrial consumers ought to
treat natural gas as a· scarce resource.
I know that, despite the absence of
any considered policy of conservation
in the use of energy in industrial and
commercial areas, the Gas and Fuel
Corporation and the State Electricity
Commission have from time to time
taken their Own initiatives with no
direction from our predecessors to help
industry conserve the use of natural gas.
It is also clear that pricing policies must
reflect that more. This is what the Bill
does.
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There is no doubt that on this occasion one of the spin-offs of this
measure is that Treasury will benefit
from the imposition of this levy. The
imposition of this pricing policy will
undoubtedly result in a very clear recognition by industry that it has to be
careful in its use of natural gas because
an extravagent use of natural gas would
have an unsatisfactory effect on the
price at which commodities are produced. It is in recognition of that fact
that this consumption levy has been
introduced. Nevertheless, it has been
introduced in a context that still ensures
that natural gas prices in Victoria are
such that natural gas remains the
cheapest and most competitive form of
energy in Victoria, and cheaper than
natural gas in any other State. The
differential has been reduced to some
degree. There is no doubt that if the
State Government had not taken this
responsible step the Federal Government would have.
It is for those reasons that the title
as expressed in the Bill accurately reflects the intention of the Government,
reflected it in the by-election on 4 December when the policy of the Government was endorsed. For those reasons,
the title ought to stand in its' present
form.

The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province) -I find the defence
presented by the Minister irrelevant to
the question before the House. The
amendment moved by Mr Crozier deals
only with the title and is aimed at
achieving some succinctness in the title.
It does not address itself to the contents
of the Bill.
In keeping with the usual standards
of this House and the presentation of
titles on Bills which are concise and
succinct and not wordy, as this title is,
the House ought to agree to the amendment moved by Mr Crozier.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-This is the first time I have
heard the claim that there has been a
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mandate from the electorate for the
title of a Bill. That claim was amazing.
I do not recall the Minister making
any speech in the Waverley Province
telling how vital the title of the Bill was.
I never saw a word in any piece of
propaganda referring to the title of the
Bill. Of course it was not referred to.
The Bill is a Budget measure. That is
why the Minister for Minerals and
Energy expressed surprise that Mr
Crozier was interfering with it. The
fact is that no matter how much we
may dislike the Bill it has already been
passed by a vote of this House and the
only question that remains relates to
the title. The title should give effect to
what the Bill does.
The Bill is a Budget measure tha t
seeks to raise additional revenue. That
is what it achieves and an honest title
would say that. A dishonest title seeks
to present it as something different-a
conservation measure-when in fact it
is a revenue measure, a revenue measure entered into despite the claim made
by the Government during the 1981
Budget discussion that it would reduce
the price of natural gas by 4 per cent
and despite the pre-election claim to
the same effect. What do we find?-An
18 per cent increase, an increased pipeline levy, and now an additional levy
on large users of natural gas-not necessarily an additional levy on extravagant
users.
It may be that there are users who
have no alternative but to use large
quantities of natural gas and the levy
falls upon them no matter how economical they may be in that use. The
title is a cover-up that seeks to create
an erroneous impression as to the real
purpose of the Bill. All we ask is that
the title should say what the Bill does,
as Joint Standing Order 17 implies.

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) (By leave)-On
the title of the Bill: The title of the Bill
has 43 words. By random, I pick up
three other Bills that are on the Notice
Paper.

Energy Consumption Levy Bill

Both Mr Baxter and Mr Crozier took
exception to the title of the Bill because
it consists of 43 words. The Minerals
and Energy Act has a title consisting of
43 wprds.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade)-Order! I remind the
Minister that he is speaking by leave
and has already debated this matter. I
do not consider that he should be speaking by leave at any length, nor should he
be debating or introducing any new
material.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-Thank you
for your assistance, Mr President. The
title of the Nuclear Activities Bill has
36 words and that of the Water Act has
39 words. The titles I quoted, drawn at
random, are no less brief than the title
of the Bill currently before the House.
The real question before the House is
whether the title accurately reflects the
intent of the Government.
Mr Hunt drifted in his argument. He
began by saying it was of no importance. Honourable members have
merely been discussing whether, in the
use of the English language, the title
of the Bill before the House accurately
reflects the intent of the Bill. The fact is
that it is customary practice to use a
title as long as the one contained in this
Bill, as I have indicated by examples.
Secondly, the title accurately reflects
the spirit and the intentions of the proposed legislation. Whatever motive the
Opposition wishes to impose, there is no
doubt what the effect of the Bill will be.
If the Government had not taken this
step, the Federal Government would
have. If the Opposition had retained the
confidence of the electors, there is no
doubt that it would have introduced a
similar measure. The title of the Bill
accurately reflects the intention of the
Government; it is not a sleight of hand.
The title is similar in length to those
used on some occasions, and therefore
it should stand.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade)-Order! I point out to all
honourable members that this matter
has already been debated. Honourable
members who have already spoken are
permitted to make an e~plaantion only
Session 1982-63
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by leave. I do not consider that honourable members are allowed to raise new
material or introduce any new arguments.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) (By leave) -I am somewhat
constrained by that ruling, Mr President.
My intention was to reply to the principal argument that the Minister put
forward in defence of the title and that
is his reliance on his claim, repeated
two or three times, that the Federal
Government was about to introduce a
special levy, presumably by inference,
just for Victoria.
The Hon. D. R. White-I did not say
that!
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-That was
the inference. As honourable members
ought to know, and as I suspect the
Minister does know, to impose a selective levy on a single State is impossible
constitutionally and that argument is
subjective, speculative and no tangible
or concrete evidence whatever exists
to support the argument. In any case,
if that were the principal motivation of
the Bill, it should be reflected in its
title; it should be a Bill to prevent the
Federal Government from getting in
first and imposing its own levy. The defence by the Minister for retaining the
words in the title is unconvincing. The
honourable gentleman has not answered
the thrust of the arguments put forward
by Mr Hunt, Mr Baxter or myself. I
point out to the House that his principal
defence does not hold up.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province)-The title of the Bill
is extremely honest because the policy
of the Government is one of preserving
gas. When the Bill was introduced, the
Minister stated that the gas has a finite
life. The Government is concerned to
discourage users who make the biggest
inroads into that finite resource. To
achieve that, the Bill imposes a levy on
large users. The purpose of the Bill is
to discourage the use of the resources
by imposing a levy. If one looks at the
title of the Bill, that is what is stated:
An Act to discourage the excessive usage of
natural gas by imposing a levy on the consumption of natural gas by large users thereof.
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Nothing could be more forthright or
could have a more educative effect on
the community in Victoria. Far from it
being a sleight of hand, it is possibly one
of the most directly, forthrightly and
honestly titled Bills that I have ever
seen.
The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr Crozier
to be omitted stand part of the title (the
Hon. F. S. Grimwade in the chair).
Ayes. .
Noes. .

17
20

Majority for the omission
of the words
Mrs Cox sedge
Mrs Dixon
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Landeryou

3

AYES
Mr Mackenzie
Mr McArthur
Mr Mier
Mr Murphy
Mr Pullen
Mr White
Tellers:
Mr Butler
Mr Sgro

NOES
Mr Baxter
Mr Knowles
Mr Bubb
Mr Lawson
Mr Campbell
Mr Long
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Radford
Mr Connard
Mr Reid
Mr Crozier
Mr Storey
Mr Dunn
Mr Wright
Mr Evans
Mr Granter
Tellers:
Mr Hayward
Mrs Baylor
Mr Hunt
Mr Block

Mr Amold
Mr Sandon
Mr Walker

PAIRS
Mr Ward
Mr Guest
Mr Houghton

The words proposed by Mr Crozier to
be inserted were so inserted.
The title, as amended, was agreed to.
It was ordered that the Bill be returned to the Assembly.
MELBOURNE COLLEGE OF
ADVANCED EDUCATION BILL
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

College

of

Advanced Education Bill

The background to the Bill relates to
certain decisions of the Commonwealth
Government taken in April 1981. On 30
April 1981 the Prime Minister made a
statement to the Commonwealth Parliament announcing Government decisions
taken as a result of the review of commonwealth functions undertaken by a
committee, subsequently dubbed the
"razor gang", chaired by the then
Minister for Industry and Commerce,
Sir PhilIip Lynch.
Among the decisions announced by
the Prime Minister was that 30 colleges
of advanced education were to be
amalgamated with another college of
advanced education or a neighbouring
university. The basis for this decision
was claimed to he to effect cost savings.
and to strengthen the academic and
administrative operations of the institutions. The first of these claims has been
shown to be ill-founded. The actual
situation has proved to be quite the
reverse and the justification for the
second claim has yet to be demonstrated
conclusively.
A great deal of opposition was expressed to this de~ision by academic
institutions and staff organizations, by
members of Parliament from both sides
of the Parliament, by students, and by
memhers of the public at large. In a few
cases, the Commonwealth Government
was sensible enough to reverse its
decisions but in the main. the Government used its financial power to compel
a large number of amalgamations which
were effected by the end of 1981. The
then Liberal Government in Victoria accepted the requirements of the Commonwealth Government and proceeded to
amalgamate the State College Frankston
with the Caulfield Institute of Technology to create the Chisholm Institute
of Technology, to amalgamate the State
College Coburg and the Preston Institute
of Technology to create the Phillip Institute of Technology, and to amalgamate. the State College Burwood, the
State College Toorak, State College
Rusden with the Prahran College of
Advanced Education to create the Victoria College.
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In the case of Melbourne State Col- prolong the uncertainty which is so delege and the Institute of Early Child- bilitating to the morale of staff and
hood Development the Opposition, led contrary to the interests of students.
by members of the current GovernTherefore, in May this year my colment, was so strong that the Commonwealth Government relented to the ex- league, the Minister of Education,
tent of staying implementation of its wrote to the councils of both institutions
decision for twelve months provided informing them that in view of the
intransigence of the Commonwealth
that consolidation arrangements for the Government
and the very real prospect
two colleges were actively pursued dur- of withdrawal of funding at the end of
ing 1981. In the case of Melbourne the year, it would be beneficial if they
State College, the situation was exacer- were to explore consolidation with each
bated by the savage reduction of funds other. The Minister of Education stressto be made available to the college ed that any consolidation proposal
during 1982--84, a situation which has should embody the maintenance of the
now been substantially corrected for integrity of existing courses and protec1983 and 1984 following a successful tion of the rights of students and staff.
submission to the Commonwealth GovIn many ways, the courses offered by
ernment by the Victorian Government the two colleges complement each other.
earlier this year.
The Institute of Early Childhood DeThe Victorian Government opposes velopment has a special expertise and
any amalgamation which appears un- proud tradition in the field of early
likely to have educational advantages childhood education, not only in preto the students and staff of the amal- school teacher education but also in the
area of care and nurture of
gamating institutions. That is a matter general
young children and in the related field
to which I will return later in this of family studies. The Melbourne State
speech. I should say that my colleague College has a similarly long and proud
has made representations on behalf of tradition in teacher education generally
both colleges to the current Federal as well asa concern for broader aspects
Minister for Education, Senator Peter of human development. That college
Baume and to his predecessor in office, also has a well-founded reputation in
the Honourable Wal Fife. While Senator the arts humanities and sciences which
Baume has shown himself to be a person are an important element of undergraduinterested in education, and sensitive to ate teacher education.
educational issues, on this particular
Although I stress again that the integmatter he has been required to maintain rity of the courses offered by both
the Commonwealth Government's atti- institutions must be maintained, it is
tude to the two colleges and he has on obvious that each has much of value to
a number of occasions affirmed the Gov- offer the academic programmes of the
ernment's position that unless the two other. The Master of Education degree
colleges amalgamate with another insti- offered until now by Melbourne State
tution, not necesasrily each other, funds College will also provide an opportunity
will not be provided for their operation for students in early childhood development and education to undertake much
in 1983.
needed postgraduate studies and reThe result has been that the two search.
colleges undertook consultation with a
A consolidation committee consisting
number of different institutions about an
of
drawn from the councils,
amalgamation which would satisfy the andmembers
students and staff of the two colCommonwealth Government's require- leges, has met under the chairmanship
ments while at the same time protecting of Mr N. A. Smith, Chairman of the Gas
the educational purposes for which they and Fuel Corporation, and formerly
were established. These discussions President of the State College of Vicwere inconclusive and simply served to toria. This committee reached broad
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agreement on certain principles of amalgamation which have formed the basis
of the legislation before the Parliament.
The Minister of Education has advised
the Commonwealth Minister for Education of this broad agreement and he has
confirmed that the amalgamation of the
two colleges will satisfy Commonwealth
Government
requirements.
Consequently, and as a result of the assurances given by the Minister of Education
concerning the intended amalgamation,
amendments have been made to the
States Grants (Tertiary Education
Assistance) Act which provide funds for
the amalgamated college in 1983 and
1984, the remaining years of the 1982-84
triennium.
Other college amalgamations have
been implemented under the provisions
of the Post-Secondary Education Act
1978 by amalgamating the councils of
the institutions concerned and establishing a new council as a corporate body
by order of the Governor in Council.
Because of the special circumstances in
the current case, and the wish of both
colleges to ensure the maximum degree
of legislative protection, the Government has agreed to the establishment of
the new college, the Melbourne College
of Advanced Education, under separate
Act of Parliament. The prOvisions in the
legislation for meeting the wishes of
both colleges are set out in the
accompanying explanatory notes on the
clauses of the Bill but I wish in this
speech to address a number of special
characteristics which relate to the concern of the Institute of Early Childhood
Development to maintain its identity in
the field of early childhood education
and development. Clause 5 of the Bill,
which defines the objects of the new
college, is particularly important since
it specifies that a particular object of the
college is to provide post-secondary
education related to the nurture, education and care of young children.
There will be, as part of the college,
an Institute of Early Childhood Development which will encompass the courses
of stu4y and the staff, students and
facilities involved in early childhood
development. The chief executive officer
The Hon. E. H. Walker
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of the institute will be an assistant director of the college-Institute of Early
Childhood Development-who will also
be a member of the council ex officio.
The Bill also provides for the continued
use of the Madden Grove property of the
Institute of Early Childhood Development for the purposes of conducting
courses of study, research, and services
in the field of early childhood development.
The clauses which define the membership of the new college incorporate provision for membership drawn from staff
and students, and for people with a
special interest in early childhood
development, which are unusually wide
if the respective sizes of the two colleges were the sole criterion. These
provisions are essential to effect the
assurances that the Minister of Education has given to the council, staff and
students of the institute that the legislation will preserve the special features
of the institute's work in early childhood
development.
With respect to appointments to the
council by the Governor in Council,
I wish to state the agreement of the
Government that four of the persons
recommended to the Governor will be
drawn from members of the existing
councils, two from each, and in each
case a third member will be -recommended on the basis of a list of names
supplied by each council, one from
each list. The other five members recommended to the Governor will be
selected from people who will be able
to provide special knowledge or experience, such as knowledge of financial management, which will contribute
to the effective functioning of the council. Other provisions in the membership
clauses emphasize the responsibility of
the new council to provide for the
special role of the new college in early
childhood development and teacher
education.
The Bill also provides for the establishment of an academic board which
will advise the council on matters associated with the academic activities
of the college, a requirement which was
strongly supported by representatives
of Melbourne State College and which

College
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is consistent with the situation in other
tertiary institutions. The academic
board will have as a special responsibility the function of providing advice
to the council of the college on the
maintenance of academic standards and
the integrity of courses. However, there
is also provision for the establishment
of a special Board of Studies (Institute
of Early Childhood Development) which
will advise the council directly about
academic activities associated with early
childdhood development and also exersise delegated powers from the council
on funding and staffing matters related
to the institute.
It has not been possible to incorporate in the proposed legislation all of
the assurances which are necessary to
preserve the special features of the Institute of Early Childhood Development
and to implement the heads of agreement established by the consolidation
committee, consisting of members
drawn from both colleges and the
Minister of Education therefore wishes
for the record, to set out those assurances.
The first is the policy of the Government that the major bodies of the new
college shall include in their membership appropriate numbers of staff and
students drawn from the institute, and
the college generally. The second is
that in 1983 and 1984 funds for the
institute will be allocated at a level
no less than that announced by the
Commonwealth Government for the
Institute of Early Childhood Development as a separate college, equitably
adjusted to provide for co-ordinated
administrative and support services.
The Government also expects that
appropriate bodies within the college,
such as the Institute of Early Childhood Development, will be entitled to
raise funds through public subscription
to support the development of their
academic programmes and associated
facilities.
The Government expects that specialized library collections, for 'example,
holdings of the Institute of Early Childhood Development, will be maintained
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separately but the new college will
be able to make provision for appropriate co-ordination of library services
such as the development of a common
catalogue.
I have already referred to tfhe continued use of the Madden Grove property for the purposes of early childhood development. The Institute of
Early Childhood Development also
makes use of valuable facilities at the
site of the former Convent of the Good
Shepherd at Abbotsford. I affirm that
these facilities will continue to be available to the new college.
The transitional provisions of the
Bill provide for interim arrangements
to ensure that the new colI'ege will be
able to function for the period up to
the time that the new council is able
to make statutes dealing with the
establishment of the academic board
and the Board of Studies (Institute
of Early Childhood Development), and
other matters. They also enable
students currently enrolled who complete their course in 1982, 1983, 1984
or 1985 to receive their awards in the
name of the college in whiCh they
originally enrolled if they wish provided
they have completed at least twothirds of the studies required for the
award while studying in that college.
The transitional clauses also provide
for the continuation of the employm'ent
of staff under their existing terms and
conditions of employment and protect
their sup'erannuation rights.
The amalgamation of two self-governing institutions requires a great deal
of goodwill if it is to 'be effective. The
Government is grateful for the time and
effort expended by the councils and
staff and students of the two colleges,
ensuring that all essential aspects have
been considered, and that the necessary
steps have been taken to preserve the
special qualities of the education programmes of eadh. The Government has
been sensitive to the thoughtful representations it has received, and, as far as
is possible, the thrust of those representations has been incorporated in the
Bill. The Minister of Education' wishes
also to thank Mr Smith for the time
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he has given to chairing the consolidation committee which has had to
clarify some very important and complex issues.
I am confident that the Bill provides
a basis for the development of a major
college 'Of advanced education in Victoria which, while preserving traditi'Ons
of excellence which have been painfully
built over many years., will provide
an avenue for tertiary education concentrating on human development generally but which will maintain a specialized centre devoted to the particular
needs of education in early childhood
development and a value resource for
teacher education. I commend the Bill
to the House.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) -I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

In doing so, I ask the Minister to find
missing page 6 of the notes for the
benefit of the Opposition as well as for
himself.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and it was
ordered that the debate be adjourned
until later this day.
METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES
SUPERANNUATION (ELIGIBILITY)
BILL
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (M~n
ister of Forests) -I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

It is a short measure designed to
remove the maximum age limit beyond
which a person joining the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board is ineligible to
contribute to the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades superannuation scheme.
The Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Superannuation Act, which came into
operation on 22 December 1976~ provides a superannuation scheme for employees' of the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board. The scheme was originally based on the State Superannuation
Scheme and replaced two separate
schemes previously administered by the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board. The
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Act provides for any employee of the
board who has not attained the age 'of
57 years before joining the board to
contribute to the scheme.
There are three employees of the
board who, because of the age limitation, are not eligible to contribute to
the scheme. One employee, the board's
industrial officer, joined the board in
March 1975, at the age 'of 56 years and
was not eligible to contribute to the
then existing old scheme as the maximum age of entry was 52 years. When
the present scheme was introduced in
December 1976, the industrial officer
was 58 years of age and still ineligible
to contribute as the maximum age of
entry was 57 years. Had the present
'Scheme been in operation when he
joined the board in 1975, he would
have been eligible to contribute to the
scheme.
The board has taken out private
insurance policies for these employees
but the benefits are not commensurate
with those provided under the Metropolitan Fire Brigades superannuation
soheme.
All permanent and full-time officers
of the Public Service are required to
contribute to the State Superannuation
Fund irrespective of the age at which
they are appointed to the service. However, any person who becomes an
officer after attaining the age of 58
years may apply to the State Superannuation Board to be exempted from
becoming a contributor.
Although the rationale for prescribing
a maximum age for entry to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board superannuation scheme was to exclude persons
who joined the Fire Brigades Board
at a late age from eventually obtaining benefits not commensurate with
their contributions, it is considered to
be somewhat inequitable to exclude
such a person appointed as an employee of the board from the benefits
available to other employees of the
board.
To remove this inequity and, in particular, to correct the anomalous situation in which the board's Industrial
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Officer finds himself, the Bill abolishes
the maximum age limit but provides
that any person who joins the board
over the age of 58 years will be entitled to elect not to contribute to the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades superannuation scheme.
The Bill also enables the three employees to whom I have referred to
elect to contribute to the superannuation sche·me if they so wish, either from
the date of commencement of the Bill
or from the date of commencement
of the superannuation scheme. An employee who makes the latter election
will be required to contribute to the
superannuation board an amount equal
to 7 per cent of his salary from time
to time since the inception of the
scheme by way of back contributions in
order to be eligible for the benefits
appropriate to hi,s length of service. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. N. B.
REID (Bendigo Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day,
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the Crown lands regarding arrangements for the relocation of any facilities erected by the occupants, or the
payment of compensation in lieu thereof. Once agreement has been reached,
the board then arranges with the Department of Crown Lands and Survey
for any reservations in favour of the
occupiers to be revoked and for the
land to be made available for road
purposes.
However, the Crown Solicitor has recently advised that the board has no
power under the Country Roads Act
to pay compensation to the occupiers of
Crown land where Crown land is 'required by the board for road purposes.
Clause 2 of the Bill amends the
Country Roads Act by the insertion of
a new section 20A. This provides for
the board to be able to use any Crown
land for road purposes, subject to the
approval of the Minister of Lands after
consultation with any Minister concerned with the use and management
of the land. Where the Crown land is
reserved for a purpose inconsistent with
use by the board for road purposes,
provision is made for the board not to
proceed with such use until the reservation is revoked.
COUNTRY ROADS (LANDS) BILL
The new section 20A also :makes proThe Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (M~n vision for the payment of compensation
ister of Forests) -I move:
by the board with respect to Crown
lands used by the board for road purThat this Bill be now read a second time.
poses, or for the undertaking by the
It amends the Country Roads Act 1958 Board of Works or the making of provito enable the Country Roads Board to sions in place of any improvements alpay compensation to the trustees or ready existing on the Crown land. The
committee of management of Crown compensation is to be as agreed beland reserved under the Crown Land tween the board and the Minister of
(Reserves) Act 1978, and which is re- Lands and is to be paid to the Minister
quired by the board for road purposes. unless otherwise directed by him. ProThe Bill also authorizes the board to vision is made for any dispute regardtake and use for road purposes an ing the amount of compensation to be
area of Dendy Park, Brighton, which paid in any particular case, to be deteris recreational land within the meaning mined by the Governor in Council.
of the Cultural and Recreational Lands
Clause 2 (2) introduces a number of
Act 1963.
consequential amendments to the
Country Roads Act. The board's proIn accordance with procedures estab- posals for the deviation of the Princes
lished by the Department of Crown Highway at Geelong include the conLands and Survey, the board's past struction over the Barwon River of a
practice with regard to areas of Crown bridge which will traverse Belmont
land required for road purposes has Public Park. The park is currently unbeen to negotiate with the occupiers of alienated Crown land reserved under
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the Crown Land (Reserves) Act and
a number of sporting clubs have been
established within the park for many
years. These clubs have constructed
substantial improvements within the
park which will need to be relocated
by reason of the board's road proposals.
Negotiations have been proceeding
for some time between the board and
the sporting clubs concerning arrangements for their relocation, on the basis
that the costs of relocation will be met
by the board. However, the Grown
Solicitor has advised that the board is
unable to proceed further with the negotiations until the Country Roads Act
has been amended to provide the board
with the necessary power to meet these
costs. The foregoing provisions will provide the board with the necessary statutory powers to enable it to finalize
negotiations relating to the relocation
of the sporting clubs occupying Belmont
Public Park. The provisions will also
enable the board to continue to follow
the procedures established by the Department of Crown Lands and Survey
which have been followed by the board
in the past.
Clause 3 of the Bill concerns an area
of 1·0273 hecta-res of land required by
the board from Dendy Park for the
widening of the Nepean Highway. The
land making up Dendy Park falls within the definition of "recreational lands"
as set out in the Cultural and Recreational Lands Act 1963. Consequently,
land from Dendy Park cannot be compulsorily acquired by the board without
an enabling Act passed pursuant to the
provisions of that Act. The Brighton
City Council has advised the board that
it wishes the board to serve notice of
acquisition in respect of the area of
Dendy Park required by the board.
Clause 3 of the Bill provides the necessary authorization for the board to
serve notice of acquisition and will enable the board to proceed without delay
to the works programme for the Nepean
Highway widening project. I commend
the Bill to the House.
The HoD. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province) -The Opposition does not
want .to hinder the Country Roads
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Board in carrying out its objective. The
Opposition, therefore, does not oppose
the Bill.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-I say a few words
on behalf of the Brighton City Council.
Honourable members will observe that
the schedule on the back of the Bill
indicates the land that is to be excised
from Dendy Park for the purpose of
widening
Nepean
Highway.
The
Brighton City Council asked that the
Government introduce this Bill to regularize its position in regard to this
excision. The main complaint of the
council on this matter is that when the
land is taken away, as indicated by
the Bill, the council will be unsure of
the amount it will receive from the
Government in payment. Land of that
type in Brighton is extremely expensive and the purpose of paying the
council compensation is so that it can
purchase other parkland or maintain its
existing parks. At present, the council
is not sure what it will receive and
it is incumbent on the Government
to let the council know the amount as
soon as possible so that it can make
arrangements to replace the parkland or
perhaps put the money towards improving reserves it already holds.
The HoD. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I add a few words
to the contribution of my colleague,
Bob Lawson. As one drives along
Nepean Highway, one notes the continued development of the highway, of
which the block of land dealt with by
the Bill is an integral part. This small
piece of land is the last remaining property to be acquired. It is a matter of
regret that negotiations have taken so
long. As I understand it, the last negotiation from the council to the board
was in October 1981 when the Brighton
City Council established, through independent arbitrators, a sum of money
that the land was truly worth.
Following that correspondence, no
attempt has been made by the board
to negotiate or inform the council what
it should expect to receive. Although
the Opposition supports the Bill, I point
out to the Minister the dead silence
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between the board and the council.
The council is concerned about the matter for the reason outlined by Mr Lawson. The area is an integral part of the
parks and gardens of the city and the
council wishes to use the funds from
that land on other parkland. On behalf
of the council, .I Tegret the silence since
October 1981 in any negotiations between the board and council. Following the passage of the Bill, the council wishes to hasten the processes of
law so that the financial settlement, at
a satisfactory level, can be concluded
as rapidly as possible.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE -(M~nister of Forests) -By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.
I thank Opposition members for the
quick passage of this Bill. I take up the

points raised by Mr Lawson and Mr
Connard who expressed concern on
behalf of the Brighton City Council.
I will have discussions with the Minister
of Transport in another place and I will
ensure that discussions are held as soon
as possible with the Brighton City
Council.
The motion was agreed to, land the Bill
wa,s read a third time.
LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from eaJrlier
this day) was resumed on the amendment in this Bill, recommended by His
Excellencv the Governor. and on the
motion of the Hon. W. A. Landeryou
(Minister for Economic Development):
That the amendment be agreed to.

The motion was !agreed to.
EGG INDUSTRY STABIUZATlON
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adiourned from December 7) on the motion of the HO'n. D. E.
Kent ('Minister 'Of Agriculture) for the
second reading of this 'Bill was resumed.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -Although the Opposition
has certain reservations about this
measure, it does not intend to oppose
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it. I,ndeed, there 'are m-any features of
the Bill which do have the support of
the Opposition. I foreshadow that a
number of my colleagues may wish to
say quite a deal about the Bill in detail,
but the thrust of the approach of the
Opposition is one of support of the Bill.
Therefore, I indicate that the Opposition will seek neither to oppose nor to
amend the Bill.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (N'OIith Western
Province) -The Bill, introduced last
week by the Minister of Agriculture,
c,aught the egg industry by sur.prise. The
Minister e~lained that it 'w'as 'necessary
to pass the Bill this sessi'Onal period so
that it would have an im,mediate impact
on the industry and contain an element
of surprise so that certain people would
would not take precautionary action.
The majority of persons -involved in
the egg industry believe the Bill is
designed to try to spread the hen quotas
amongst more egg producers so that the
smaller proou'cerscan obtain a larger
slice of the Victorian egg industry. Over
a number of years, a small number of
egg producers have become very large,
are running large numbers of hens
and are providing the majority of eggs
for the State. Therefore, the egg industry has gradually been compressed
into .the hands of fewer land fewer
people.
An exam-ination of the number' of
farms and the total number of hens
reveal,s that 43 farms out of a total of
770 farms have a hen quota of more than
20 000 eggs. Those 43 farms have a
total hen population of 1·7 million hens
out of a State total of 3· 169 million
hens. The egg industry is controlled by
a relatively small number of egg
producers.
The Minister of Agriculture has said
that it is Hme the egg industry wa:s
spread -more equitablv across the State
so that younger produ.cers and people
wanting to enter the egg industry should
have -some chance of doing so. I have
received representations, as no doubt
have other honourable members, from
people who want to diver:sify -and run
small egg-producing operations but have
not had the chance of doin·g so. Over
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the years, the bigger producers have
bought those .properties that have had
hen quotas attached to the properties
and not to individuals. The larger producers have bought those properties and
transferred the hen quot:as to their own
large establishments and have then sold
off the properties. The larger producers
have accumulated large hen quotas and
they have forced the smaller operators,
who cannot 'afford to compete with
them, to either continue on a s·maIler
scale or to sell up, as many have done.
The Bill, when passed, will attach the
hen quota to the individual rather than
to the property. Ea-ch individual who is
actively engaged in the bona fide
operations of egg production will be
entitled to a ·m'aximum quota of 10000
hens. For example, 'a husband and wife
team who work an egg-producing farm
in partnership will be entitled toa joint
quota of 20 000 hens. A father and so·n
operation that is actively engaged in a
bona fide egg-producing operation
will be entitled to a quota of
20000 hens.
Naturally, the hen
quota is not handed to them on a
plate, However, the quota can be allocated by the Licensing Committee,
which 'can allocate the maximum hen
quota.
What will happen to the big producers
that hold quotas in excess of 10000?
According to the Minister, those large
producers will not have their operations
affected, with the exception that they
will be unable to ex.pand.
The Hon. F. J. Granter-As I read
it, they could get an extra quota of
10000 hens.
The HOIl. B. P. DUNN-Automattically?
The Hon. F. J. Granter-No, they
would bave to purchase it.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Let me use
the example of a property that has a
quota of 50 000 hens. If only five people
on that property are actively engaged in
the bona fide operation, they would be
unable to :seek allocation of a'n additional quota. It would not be allocated.
However, if there were either six or
seven people involved in that operation,
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they ·would be able to obtain another
quota for either 10 000 or 20 000 hens.
The hen quota is tied to the number
of individuals who operate the farm. I
have consulted with the egg-producers
group of the Victorian Farmers and
Graziers Association and that group
has provided ,me with a breakdown of
the figures that rel'ate to the size
of properties and the hen quotas.
This is as against their quota size and
the total number of hens. In the 20 to
75 quota size, there are 232 farms with
a total of 4243 hens. In the 75 to 250
quota size, there are 135 farms with
a total of 22 276 hens. In the under
250 quota size, there are 367 farms
out of a total of 770 farms and they
are fairly small operations. In the 250
to 500 quota size, there are 85 farms;
in the 500 to 1000 quota size, 55 farms;
in the 1000 to 2000 range, there are
49 farms; in the 2000 to 5000 range,
59 farms; in the 5000 to 10 000 range,
62 farms; in the 10 000 to 20 000 range,
50 farms; and in the greater than
20 000 quota size, there are 43 farms,
making a total of 770 farms.
The Victorian Farmers and Graziers
Association's table shows that only 43
producers out of 770, or less than 6
per cent, have more than 20 000 hens.
This 6 per cent would be relatively well
off compared with the remaining 94 per
cent of smaller farmers.
As I said, the egg producers of the
Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association has considered this measure and
believes, in the long term, it is in the
interests of the egg industry. This
group has also made the point to me
that the present Egg Industry Stabilization Act expires in February 1984
and, therefore, the effect of this Bill
will be to change the hen quota system
for only another twelve to fourteen
months. Then, no doubt, the legislation
will come up for review and there
will be full consultation and discussion
at that time with the egg industry to
decide to what extent egg stabilization
will continue in Victoria beyond 1984.
The other groups to whom I have
spoken in relation to this Bill, particularly the egg-producers group-with
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which I am sure Mr Granter, Mr Reid and
Mr Radford would have had some contact, as would the honourable member
for Rodney-also support the measure.
They believe it is in the interests of
the industry that the Bill be passed by
Parliament.
There are a number of other points
that I wish to make in relation to the
Bill. Last week, publicity was given to
a report by the Consumer Affairs
Council that attacked the egg industry
for the high price of eggs. It was a consumer orientated report that did not
take great account of the egg producers themselves. It is ironic that a
similar situation is found in the meat
industry, and a whole range of industries, whereby people complain
about the price of the end product but
have little regard for the profitability
of the producer and the cost of
production.
The most current report that I have
on the egg industry is entitled, "The
Capital City Average Retail Egg
Prices", for the September Quarter
1981. Admittedly, that might be more
than a year ago, but the relativity still
exists. This report shows that the price
of eggs for that quarter, right across
Australia, was cheapest in Victoria.
This was for one dozen eggs of 55 gm
grade. The price in Hobart was 163
cents, in Adelaide 160 cents, in Canberra 153 cents, in Brisbane 149 cents,
in Sydney 148 cents, in Perth 145 cents
and in Melbourne 145 cents. That grade
is the major selling grade and is used
for the consumer price index formula.
It shows for that quarter Victoria fared
very well, taking an Australian-wide
scene. Although people may attack the
price of eggs on a consumer examination, account must also be taken of
the producer to ensure that he receives
a profitable return for his work and
on his capital.
The National Party hopes the egg
industry can be available for a greater
number of people in the State. It can
operate in smaller units. There is some
dispute about the 10 000 figure. A number of producers to whom I spoke said
that it was possible to run a profitable
operation with fewer than 10 000 birds.
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Some producers were doing so with
7000, but it is a matter of the efficiency

of the operation and capital overhead.
The only problem I see in this Bill
is one of interpretation. The Minister
might be able to clarify it. Clause 4
relates to people who are actively engaged in the day-to-day operations of
poultry farming at the place to which
the licence relates. That definition may
cause difficulties. It appears again and
again. Clause 6 (a) states:
(a) For sub-sections (lA) and (IB) there

shall be substituted the following subsections:

"(lA) The Licensing Committee shall not
approve an application or issue a licence
,to any person under paragraph (a) or
paragraph (c) of sub-section (1) unless
it is satisfled-

(a) that the transferee is a natural

person; and
(b)

that he is a bona fide poultry farmer
actively engaged in the day-to-day
operations of 'poultry farming a,t the
place to which the licence relates.

So when does that definition apply?
A son or daughter of a poultry farmer,
perhaps sixteen or seventeen years of
age, studying at a tertiary institution or
college, or even in the latter stages of
education, could work for a couple of
hours in the morning and a couple of
hours at night. Would they qualify
under this clause as being actively engaged in the industry? The Minister
may say that there is an age limit that
would ensure that these students were
excluded up to a certain age. Even so,
there will be problems in this regard
because if a person wants to increase
his quota, he will be looking for someone in the family group or he will
bring someone into the partnership who
can be classified as a person actively
engaged in the day-to-day operations
of his enterprise. In the egg industry
it is not difficult to be engaged on a
daily ·basis, even if it is for only an
hour or two each day. Perhaps the
Minister would like to comment on
that provision of the Bill. It is one
of the provisions that may cause him
some difficulty in the years ahead.
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This Bill seems to be wanted by a
large section of the egg industry. The
bigger producers are not happy with
the measure, but it will not stop them
from continuing with their operations.
It will not restrict them, it will only
limit their expansion and that may be
in the interests of the rest of the egg
industry, anyway. On that basis, the
National Party supports the Bill.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-Mr Crozier, the
spokesman for the Opposition, stated
that the Liberal Party supports the
Bill but has some reservations about
it. I support the Bill wholeheartedly.
It may give a return to small poultry
farmers in the Bendigo district that
you, Mr President, Mr Reid. Mr Radford and I know so well, where many
years ago there were hundreds of
small, magnificent poultry farms run as
family units that produced a large
amount of the eggs required for the
Victorian market and for interstate and
overseas export. In that area also were
a number of grading "establishments at
Maryborough, Castlemaine, St Arnaud
and Bendigo, which were all profitable
enterprises. Unfortunately, with the
over-production in the egg industry.
legislative measures were introduced
in 1972 and from that date the egg
industry has fallen into the hands of
large producers only. as has been detailed by Mr Dunn. Really, the big ten
has controlled the industry and production. They are perhaps financed by
feed firms and this is not in the interests of the community. It has always
been the contention of my colleagues
and myself that the small unit is the
best unit. I hope the move by the
Minister of Agriculture will preserve
the industry for small producers and
will allow a number of new producers
to enter it.
As I said, the change really occurred
in 1972 and that is probably where
mistakes were made. It allowed the
producer to see a" way out through
selling the quota to the larger producer. This happened on a number of
occasions' and the quota price went
up to $13 or $14 a bird. It gave the
producer who wanted to get out of the
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industry the nest-egg or goodwill
opportunity and a number of them took
it. Probably, they thought they were
doing the right thing. They wanted to
get out of the industry or else they
could see a little superannuation
coming their way. However, many
stayed in the industry and, to their
credit, have made a success of it and
they will continue to be successful.
By this measure, it will be possible
for the family farm to be retained.
Perhaps a husband and wife could have
a quota of 10 000 each. As I read
the Bill, it is also_ possible that there
may be another 10 000 for a son who
is working on the property, which may
give a 30 000 quota to a farm.
When Mr Dunn was speaking, he
mentioned that it was not possible for
large holders of quotas-people who
might hold 150000 or whatever-to
increase their quota. As I read it, proposed section lA prevents the licensing
committee from allocating the hen
quotas in a manner that would increase
the quota of the licensee beyond 10 000
birds and proposed section I B allows
the licenSing committee to allocate hen
quotas to each licensee up to a level
of 10 000 birds and to distribute any
surplus to the remaining eligible
licensees. Therefore. it is possible for
a large holder to increase his or her
quota by a further 10 000. If I am
wron~, I should be pleased if the
Minister would explain the situation to
me.
I draw to the attention of the Minister the question of egg grading, which
needs imorovement by producer agent
licensed holders. I do not believe some·
of the producer agents are grading
their eggs to the advantage either of
themselves or the industry. Grading
licences should be restricted to a certain percentage of producer agents and
the grading clause should also stipulate
a percentage. If I were asked about
the percentage, I would say that it
should be about 33 per cent producer
agents and with the rest of the eggs
going to the egg grading floors. There
are very few egg ..8rading floors in
Victoria today. There used to be one
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at Port Melbourne, which I think is
now at Keysborough, and one in the
Melbourne area. There is one at Bendigo, one at Euroa and possibly one
in the Gippsland area. I hope I have
made my point on producer agents to
the Minister of Agriculture.
I commend to the Minister the Commercial Egg Producers Association of
Victoria at Bendigo which, if the honourable member does not already know
it, is a very good organization, which
has made a great contribution to the
poultry industry. Three names that
come to my mind immediately, are
Dennis Oakes, Alan Hudson, who was
a board member for a number of years,
and Rob Watkins. I am not sure
whether they are still involved, but
they are good people to advise the
Minister on the industry.
I support the Bill. I hope it will do
what the Minister hopes it will achieve
-that is, restore the family farm as an
egg or poultry farm. I, no doubt with
my colleagues, will watch the progress
of the Bill with interest.
The Hon. N. B. R'EID (Bendigo
Province) -I also support the measure.
It is an important Bill for the Bendigo
and north central Victorian region. As
you would know, Mr President, the
district has been one of the greatest
producers of eggs in Victoria for many
years. That situation had declined in
recent times.
I am impressed with the Bill. Quite
obviously, the Minister of Agriculture
has been talking to some of the people
Mr Granter mentioned, who are members of the Commercial Egg Producers
Association of Victoria at Bendigo. Mr
Dennis Oakes has a very good knowledge of the industry and Mr Ron Robbins and Mr Alan Broadbent are likewise excellent persons. They have had
a long experience in the egg industry
and they, too, support the Bill.
One of the questions I posed to these
three gentlemen was whether a 10 000
bird unit could be an efficient unit
and they assured me that it could be
a very efficient, viable unit and would
be an effective way for a family unit
to operate a poultry farm.
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There are many reasons why the Bill
is important for Bendigo. One, of course,
is the employment opportunities it will
create in the retention of a viable industry. I am sure the Minister is keenly
aware of the employment requirements
in the industry throughout Victoria in
view of the present drought. As Mr
Granter mentioned, there have been a
number of egg grading floors in that
area. Only one is operating at present. It
performs a valuable function, creates
employment and carries out an important role in quality control of egg supply
to the Victorian market. It is all very
well to talk about the price of the article
but the quality of the egg is of vital importance as I am sure every Victorian
housewife would agree.
I recall some time ago when the
Parliamentary 'refreshment rooms had
omelettes on the menu. They were a
roaring success. Almost every second
honourable member in the refreshment
rooms ate and enjoyed them. There
should be more promotion of this valuable food in the Parliamenta·ry refreshment ·rooms.
In respect of clause 2, which relates
to the definition of the bona fide
poultry farmer actively engaged in
day-ta-day poultry farming at the farm
named in the licence, there is provision
that he may be in partnership and that
each partner may have 10 000 birds.
I raise the question of whether that
i.ncludes brothers in partnership. sisters
in partnership, cousins, uncle and
nephew, aunt and niece, aunt and
nephew, uncle and niece in partnership.
Will the Minister advise whether all
of these combinations are included in
the provision and whether the Government has taken into account that a
man mav be in a de facto relationship with a woman? Would that be
classed as a partnership and could each
of the partners farm 10 000 birds and
operate a poultry farm? The clause
seems rather vague. The Minister has
not given much information on what
constitutes a family unit. Although I
support the Bill, I seek some clarification from the Minister on the matters
I have raised.
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The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD
(Bendigo Province) -I support the Bill.
As previous speakers have acknowledged, this measure is a step in the
right direction because there has been
concentration of production into very
few hands. The measure will encourage
the restoration and expansion of the
family farm. All too frequently and particularly at the Federal level, in relation
to the farming industry, the slogan has
been, "Get big or get out". The poultry
industry in Victoria has had bad times.
Not too many years ago it was running
riot. It was faced with mountains of
egg pulp that had to be dumped on
overseas markets at giveaway prices.
There was much instability in egg production and, as a result, many people
moved out of the industry and larger
producers took over.
One factor that has not ,been mentioned is the role of the Victorian Egg
Marketing Board. It has done a good
job since it was reconstituted. It has
abolished the problems relating to overproduction of powdered egg. It has
brought within a sensible level of about
8 per cent to 10 per cent the fluctuation in demand and of production. In
this industry that is essential in view
of the losses caused by high temperatures. Last summer there were serious
losses in the poultry industry owing to
excessive temperatures. Many farmers
would have had problems in trying to
maintain level productions. The work
of the Victorian Egg Marketing Board
should be acknowledged. It has done
a good job and, despite some of the
recommendations by the Consumer
Affairs Council, I hope it will be
allowed to carry on.

Previous speakers referred to the
concentration of farms into bigger
hands and the question of bona fide
farmers. Mr Reid illustrated some of
the problems that could confront the
board when deciding who is a bona
fide farmer. I wonder what will be the
position of a farmer and wife who have
three adult children. Under the definition that each should be allowed 10000
birds, they could be running a farm of
50 000 birds. With more children and
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full-time production, they could be looking at even larger figures. The Min~
ister should poSSibly consider the trend
in family sizes in egg-producing areas.
In relation to the repeal of the hardship clause, the Minister will recall
that on several occasions I wrote to
. him, as I did to the former Minister,
trying to arran·ge for quotas to be transferred from one producer to another.
In many cases these were small producers-some had as few as 400 birds.
I was trying to have quotas of 400 birds
transferred to growers who had only
500 or 600 birds, which would have
made the number 1000 birds. That
would have meant that the producer
concerned could have obtained a higher
rate of return for his eggs, could have
had a cool store and better handling
facilities, putting his products up by
palletizing, and could have attracted
rebates from the Victorian Egg Marketing Board for handling charges. When
one has 10 000 birds, and Mr Dunn said
that some people believed 7000 birds
would be profitable, the scope for a
10 000 bird farm would be for a good
profitable living. If one extended the
size of the farm to a partnership of
40000 to 50000 birds, it could be a
very viable proposition.
The idea of having egg-producing
facilities scattered around the State
overcomes some of the problems of
disease. Although some properties of
100000 birds need quarantine in bird
production, the marketing will be protected from an outbreak of a very contagious disease because of small farms
scattered around the State. Much will
depend upon what interest the Minister
takes in the pressures applied to him in
relation to the recommendations of the
report of the Consumer Affairs Council.
In the summary of conclusions, the
report states:
The Consumer Affairs Council's key concern
is this, that there are certain features in the
demand for eggs ,that make consumers of eggs
very vulnerable to .producer exploitation. Eggs
are a staple commodity. Consumers wiU accept
unduly high prices for eggs, and the burden of
high prices is disproportionately borne by the
poor.
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In the light of those comments, it
appears that the Minister will be under
pressure, and it will be of interest to
those engaged in the industry as producers to see just how much notice the
Minister and the Government will take
of the recommendations made in the
report. They may find themselves in
a situation of having 10 000 birds given
to them but then, as a result of directions given by the Victorian Egg Marketing Board, lower prices could be
fixed. Indeed, I asked a question of the
Minister on the matter last week.
At page 47 the report states:
In our view, the Victorian Eg,g Board should
no longer be empowered to regulate egg prices.

If the Victorian Egg Marketing Board is

not to be allowed to regulate egg prices,
who is? That matter will worry egg. producers.
There is also the problem of eggs
being imported from interstate, and the
Government has available means for
controlling that. However, the egg
industry is just establishing a firm
basis, and I should point out to the
Minister and to egg producers that it
does not necessarily mean that the road
will be easy in the future. I trust that
common sense will prevail.
The sitting was suspended at 6.32
p.m. until 8.7 p.m.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) -I have listened tonight with
interest to honourable members speaking with fervour and real oratory on
behalf of their provinces, and it reminds
me that this is a luxury in which Ministers can seldom indulge. The same
holds true for Leaders of other parties
who speak on broader issues and can
often forget the electors who brought
them to this Chamber. I therefore
resolved to speak on this Bill, for the
South Eastern Province, which 1 have·
the honour of representing and which
has the largest segment of the poultry
industry in this State. It has a very
large broiler growing industry, a large
young chicken producing industry,
fertile egg production, table egg production and the processing of poultry.
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Not many of those honourable members who are here' today were here
before I was a Minister and would know
that in those days 1 often spoke on the
poultry industry, even to the extent of
introducing a private member's Bill to
provide for orderly marketing in the
broiler growing industry. I spoke on
the industry so often that, in those
days, I was known as "Chookie" Hunt.
I am glad to speak again on behalf of
the poul try industry in the province I
represent.
The Bill is, in fact, an orderly
marketing Bill. Opinions may differ as
to whether a free market or an orderly
market exists, and, if so, which kind it is ..
Just as in the broiler growing industry,
the big operators were progressively
forcing . the small men out until an
orderly marketing scheme came into
operation and there has tended to be a
continuing aggregation of quotas. The
result could welll have been that, in a
very short time, the small man who provides so much to this industry could
have disappeared. As quotas were aggregated and purchased, an artificial
value was created for quotas. The majority of members of this House would have
preferred a system where there was
orderly marketing; where there was the
granting of some quota but where it did
not have an artificial value. This Bill
largely achieves that result.
Honourable members may criticize
some aspects of the detail, but what it
will do is to ensure that the small man
will remain in the industry. On that
basis, the poultry section of the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association
supports it. The poultry section of that
organization in the South Eastern Province also supports it, and 1 am happy to
support it also.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 8406 s.
14 (5»
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of
Agriculture) -I appreciate greatly the
support given to this Bill by ·members of
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both parties on the opposite side of the
House. I appreciate that members of
those parties have had many years in
which to examine the problems associated with the egg industry and they
have seen that this Bill is a holding
measure that provides some protection
against the aggregation of hen quotas,
which has threatened to reduce the egg
industry to a situation where it could
become concentrated in the hands of a
few owners. It is a matter of great
personal satisfaction to me because, like
Mr Hunt, I have been associated with
the egg industry for many years, and I
believe I have represented the interests
of the industry.
On 22 March 1972, I introduced a
private member's Bill into this House to
establish an Egg Stabilization Act. That
Bill was rejected, but in 1973 the Government of the day introduced the Egg
Stabilization Act. One of the reasons
that provided so much impetus for the
introduction of that Act was the desire
to control .the production of eggs. A
situation had been reached in Victoria
where there was a huge surplus of eggs.
The storage of the surplus eggs was
costing $3 million a year. That was a
huge burden on the consumer because
ultimately the consumer bore the costs.
The Egg Stabilization Act was introduced to regulate production and, to a
degree, it has achieved that aim. However, owing to the negotiability of hen
quotas, the industry has been concentrated in a few hands. The purpose of
the amendment is to halt the further
development of that situation. This
Government is committed to the continuance of an Egg Stabilization Act
after the expiration of the existing Act
in February 1984. The Government felt
that by 1984 the industry would be concentrated in even fewer hands than is
currently the case.
It is interesting to note that the Bill
received such strong support that honourable members everywhere have been
clamouring to get on their nests! One
can understand their enthusiasm because
they have been counting the numbers
and they realize that this is an extremely
popular amendment that has the support
of the majority of people involved in
The Hon. D. E. Kent
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the industry. I am delighted that the
amendment has the support of both
parties.
Matters relating to the new Egg
Stabilization Act, which were raised
during the debate, will be the subject
of discussion and consultation within
the industry as the Government prepares
for the introduction of the new Act.
The matter introduced to this House and
supported by all speakers will enable the
Government, during the interim, to enter
into a new stabilization Act to allow as
many people as possible to be involved
in ownership and partiCipation in the
egg industry.
The issue of egg floors was mentioned
during the debate. There are egg floors
at Bendigo and Keysborough and the
viability of these has been threatened
by the number of farm packing licences
granted over recent years. Several
months ago, I took steps to suspend the
granting of farm packing licences until
the Government could estabHsh the
principles upon which the proposed new
legislation would operate.
The question of whether the consumer
has been paying too much for eggs will
be addressed in the proposed new legislation. Hopefully, the Government will
have eliminated many of the causes of
inflated capital value of egg-producing
properties, which has enabled the argument for higher prices for eggs to be
substantiated. I believe the new provision, which will be thoroughly discussed
with the industry, will protect a maximum number of producers and protect
the consumer from any threat of excessive pricing due to exploitation of a
market in quotas.
It is made clear in the amendment
that an individual can have a quota of
up to 10000. A substantial number of
individuals can operate in one unit provided it can be proved that they are
. genuine shareholders and are full-time
workers. It does cover the situation of a
student working before and after school
otherwise that would allow too many
loopholes in the proposed legislation.
No maximum number has been envisaged, provided that the quaHfication is
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and much to be said against it, but
it is part of the essential Budget strategy and for that reason the Opposition
accepts it even though it is important
to outline some of the consequences of
the Bill to the House and to the public.
Firstly, the way in which trust funds
were treated lin the Budget did create
-inadvertently I am prepared to accept
-a misleading position when comparing this Budget with the last Budget.
One has to look at pages 6 and 8 of
Budget Document No. 2 to find that
funds anticipated this year from what
were previously trust funds are set out
in full so that one can see how much
of the $1800 million added Budget expenditure came from that source. But
no comparable figure was given for
1981-82.
It is obvious that if a figure were
given for this year and none for the
previous year, the average reader
has no basis of comparison. In actual
fact, some $227 million was paid out
of the trust funds ,in the previous year.
To that extent, a cursory reading of the
Budget would give the :impression that
it was $227 million better than it was
in fact. Those figures ought to have
been shown to have enabled a proper
comparison.
Furthermore, in a normal year by
looking at the Budget Papers relating
to trust funds, one could see what was
held in reserve and what the income
of trust funds was for the particular
year. That ,is not possible on this occasion.
What is really being taken into conPUBLIC ACCOUNT
solidatedrevenue this year is not only
(TKUST FUNDS) BILL
the normal income of the trust fund
The debate (adjourned from earlier but also the accumulated reserves of
this day) on the motion of the Hon. those trust funds. Thus the GovernD. R. White (Minister for Minerals and ment is getting approximately $300
Energy) for the second reading of this million additional into the Budget in
BiII was resumed.
one year by using all the accumulated
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern reserves of trust funds in this year's
Province)-This is a Budget Bill and Current Account and the Works and
the Opposition does not propose to Services Account-it is divided between
obstruct it. There is indeed quite a the two accounts-as well as using the
deal to be said in favour of this measure normal income.
met, that the individual is a genuine
partner and a genuine worker on the
property.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-lbalt lis 'a wide
definition.
The Hon. D. E. KENT-It ~s wide.
If that were felt to be too wide, I
believe those -matters could be dealt
with -in the framing of an amending
Bill.
I sincerely thank all honourable members for the support they have given
to this amendment. I believe and am
pleased to note that the industry, with
few exceptions, will be pleased to see
this measure passed.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (CeIlItT'al
Highlands Province)-On clause 2, did
I gather from the remarks made by
the Minister that in future producer
agent licences will be considered?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of
Agriculture)-It would certainly be the
intention of the Government to maintain the Victorian Egg Board floor at
places such as Bendigo. There would
certainly have to be a restriction on
the number of producer packing floors
that could be licensed to enable them
to remain viable.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 5.
Clause 6 was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as was
the remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
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To that extent, the Budget paints a
misleading picture and it gives the impression of far greater additional expenditure for 1982-83 than in fact
would be the case. I make it clear
that I am not suggesting that this was
a deliberate policy, but that it is the
result of the way in which the Budget
was presented. I make those remarks
only to address the balance and to
indicate that in a change-over year not
all the figures, which enable a proper
balance, were stated and that I believe
to be fair they should have been stated.
Let me now turn to what the Bill
does and the advantages and disadvantages of the ·measure. I have acknowledged that it does have a number
of very real advantages. With a multitude of trust funds, there will obviously
be comparatively small sums which
are not being utilized at a given
moment.
When trust funds are taken into. the
Consolidated Fund, it means that they
can be immediately used; it means that
any problems of liquidity which the
Government may have are reduced by
bringing into account these multitude of
small balances and enabling them to be
used and any funds· which go from
other sources into the Consolidated
Fund can therefore be dispersed to
meet the exigencies for which the trust
fund was created. What this measure
does is to mobilize on a temporary basis
reserves for specific purposes without
prejudicing the production of funds to
meet those purposes at a later date.
Normally this will not only give the
Government greater liquidity, it will
also reduce sums paid out on overdraft, While in n'O way prejudicing the
payment of funds for the purposes for
which they were set aside in the longer
term.
There are, however, disadvantages,
and I believe the Government has failed
to state those disadvantages and, perhaps, has failed to take them into
account. It could be said that the disadvantages are to a degree of
a psychological nature, but bear
in mind that all of these funds
were oreated for specific purposes and
The Hon. A. J. Hunt
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many of those who contribute to these
funds are happy to do so on the basis
that the money they pay, by way of
one licence fee or one impost or another, is used for a purpose with which
they approve and which can be allied
to the fee for the impost which they
are paying. That disappears. Every tax,
every fee, every licence charge now
goes only to the consolidated revenue.
There is no certainty that the amounts
paid out in a particular industry or for
a particular purpose will in any way
be related to the fees paid in.
There are numerous examples in this
Bill, and I do not propose to go through
them all. I mention the very first one
referred to in the Bill because it is
of a neutral political nature, that is,
the Appeals Costs Fund, where, if any
fault can be pointed out, it is on the
paTt of the previous Govern.ment, not
this one. The Appeals Costs Fund was
created to compensate people Who obtained judgments, were taken on appeal
and lost them, when it was not their
fault that the original judgment was
wrong. That fund was created by an
impost of an additional amount on
summonses and writs issued in any
COUTtS. People were paying a little
extra by way of an insurance policy
if they were unwittingly caught up in
an appeal that went to the Supreme
Court, to the High Court, or even to
the Privy Council; an appeal that might
break a small man. A small additional
fee went to that purpose to enable
the costs of litigants caught up in
these circumstances to be met. Sad to
say, Vhe previous Government ultimately took that revenue into the Consolidated Fund to subsidize the cost
from the Consolidated Fund. Now
people are not anywhere near as happy
about paying additional charges on
writs or on summonses. This Government is extending that principle to a
whole number of additional t'rust funds.
I mention for example the Tourist
Fund. Those who own motor boats
pay licence fees that go into the motor
boating fund under the Tourist Fund.
They were happy to do so, knowing
that their licence fees went to facilities
for motor boating. That is not going
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to be the case any longer. Fees paid
will go into the consolidated revenue
and the amount provided by way of facilitieswill be a matter for the Government of the day to decide. It will not
beaT any necessary relationship to fees
paid and the 'resistance to fees and fee
increases is likely to be very much
greater.
Under the Extractive Industries Act,
reclamation charges are paid by quarry
masters.
The Hon. D. R. White-This is called
kindergarten economics.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-The Minister
has talked in the press around this
State about kindergarten economics.
His economics are theoretical economics, which pay no regard to the effects
on people and the reaction of people.
What he is interested in is theoretical
economics and not the actual effect on
people.
The Hon. D. R. White-Where does
the petrol levy go-into Federal funds?
The HoD. A. J. HUNT-I do not
agree with that and I hope the Minister
for Minerals and Energy does not agree
with it either. It ought to be available
for roads. The Minister has raised a
valid comparison with petrol tax. Petrol
tax is the best barometer of all and
it ought to be related to road expenditure. It is a sad day when it is not.
It was a sad day when the late Harold
Holt abolished the nexus between the
two. At least when it was allied to road
funds, motorists believed they were contributing to something that was of value
to them, but now it is just a revenue
measure.
I was talking of reclamation charges
for quarry masters. Surely, there is a
prime example of a case where the
collections should be used for the purposes for which they are collected.
Now the reclamation funds will go into
the consolidated revenue and, thereafter, the funds provided for the
reclamation of disused quarries will be
a matter for the Government to determine. The nexus will disappear. The
purpose for which the funds were provided will "not necessarily be fulfilled.
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No one will have any c'~rtainty that
they will be fulfilled.
The fees for shooters' licences went
into the Wildlife Management Fund
and that fund provided for proper management of wildlife throughout this
State. That fact meant that shooters
did not object to the fees which they
paid because they believed the money
which they were providing was being
properly used for the development and
for the protection of wildlife in this
State. They can no longer have that
certainty.
The same applies to the Fisheries Research Fund, which utilized the moneys
provided by commercial fishermen for
licence fees. They now will no longer
have any certainty that the increased
fees that they are going to be paying
under a Bill that has just been passed
will be used for the development of
commercial fisheries or for research for
the benefit of fisheries.
An inteTesting one is the Mineral
Water Development Fund, on whidh
I do not propose to enlarge, but it is
subject to this Bill and it is interesting
that the Government which, on the one
hand, is purporting to protect those
who bottle mineral waters, is, on the
other hand, taking this protection away
by this Bill.
Under the MiI~' and Dairy Supervision Act, dairy farm licence fees and
renewal fees were paid into the Dairy
Milk Improvement Fund, which provided for research in relation to dairy
herd improvement. No such provision
wiU exist any longer. Again, the funds
provided for that purpose will be at
the discretion of the Government of
the day, from year to year. There will
be no protection of those funds.
Under the Water Act, the surplus, the
profits from irrigation, were ploughed
pack into a special fund for development
in the case of each irrigation district.
No longer will any certainty exist
there. Under the Youth, Sport and
Recreation Act, Soccerpools duty and
a share of the racing revenue provided
funds for the Sports and Recreation
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Fund and fees and charges received for
youth, sporting and recreational camps,
activities and other youth programmes
w~nt into the Recreation Operating
Fund. That money that provided
genuine services to young people will
now go into the consolidated revenue.
None of it will necessarily go back to
the source which generated it for work
in that field.
I mention these facts, and numerous
further examples could be quoted from
the Bill to show that it is not an unmitigated success. It is of value to the
Government of the day, but it may
not serve the interests of many other
groups which, as a result of this
measure, lose their protection as of
right in the future for the activities
which they conduct. Although the Government of the day will gain flexibility,
many others will losE' the protection
previously granted by legislation for
the interest which they represent and
the funds which they pay. With those
reservations, the Opposition does not
oppose the measure.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province) -The National Party is
deeply concerned with some aspects
of the Bill. I suppose that one's acceptance of the Bill depends on the extent
to which one actually trusts the Government of the day.
The Hoo. D. R. White-Is that a
pun?
The HoD. B. P. DUNN-I am just
indicating that not everybody has confidence in the Government and in its
Treasurer to return the funds that are
paid from various sectors of the community into the insurance for which
they were collected. As you well know,
Mr President, the effect of the Bill will
be that the trust funds that have been
collected by people contributing for
specific purposes and, in many cases,
as the Leader of the Opposition said,
doing so willingly, will now be paid
directly into the consolidated revenue
and it will depend on the whims of
the Treasurer and the Government as
to how much they get back, if anything. That is why I say it depends
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on how much one trusts the Government, because country people do not
trust the Government very far with
the expenditure of money throughout
Victoria.
The Leader of the Opposition mentioned the Irrigation Districts Maintenance Equalization and Renewals
Account. That fund consists of irrigators' money that is collected on a
district basis. That will now go into the
consolidated revenue. Where will that
money be spent? That is what concerns
the National Party. For all honourable
members know, it may be spent in
social welfare or in another field completely different from that for which
it was collected. Irrigators have not
minded contributing to the fund and
running their districts well because
they have known that they would get
that amount hack. The explanatory
memorandum states:
The Irrigation Districts Maintenance Equalization and Renewals Account receives annually
from the Consolidated Fund, by Special Appropriation, an equivalent amount to that certified
by the Auditor-General to be the total cash
surpluses in the account of each Irrigation
District in the last .preceding financial year, the
revenue from which was ,paid to the Consolidated Fund. Funds are used for the cost of new
works or for the maintenance or renewals in
Irrigation Districts and towards the equalization
of rates and charges in Irrigation DIstricts.

I could quote many more examples,.
as has the Leader of the Opposition,
from an important account, such as:
the one to which I have referred, to
a fund under the Firearms Act, which
is the Firearms Training Fund. Surely,
that is important enough. That fund
receives fees paid for the issue of
junior shooters' permits and such funds
are distributed amongst clubs or
organizations sponsoring and conducting training programmes in the use of
firearms. All such fees will now be paid
into the Consolidated Fund and expenditure is to be provided under the
police and emergency services allocation. How much will that amount be?
The fact is that there is no guarantee
that any of that money will be made
available for that important purpose. I
believe that is the great disadvantage gf
the Bill. Perhaps it is appropriate for me
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now to move a reasoned amendment.
I can then build my remarks around
it. I move:
That all the words after "That" ·be omitted
with the view of inserting in ,place thereof "the
House refuses to read this Bill a second time
until the :provisions contained in the Bill have
been referred to and reported urpon by the
Economic and Budget Review Committee."

The reason for moving that amendment
is that the National Party believes the
Government has acted in an arbitrary
way in relation to these funds. Completely at the whim of the Treasurer,
the Government has decided which
funds are to be included in the Bill
and which funds are to remain exempt.
Therefore, a number of trust funds
will be exempt under this measure,
and some have been named in the
Minister's explanatory second-reading
notes. For instance, he said:
A number of those dealing with programmes
funded by the Commonwealth, where the
moneys must be passed through the State, have
been retained. These inolude grants for universities, colleges of advanced education and
private schools where the State plays only a
"post box" role in transmitting the funds.

However, there are also a large number
of other trust funds involving Government expenditure programmes which
have not been eliminated, including the
Hospitals and Charities Fund, the Mental Hospitals Fund. the Country Roads
Board Fund and Racecourses Development Fund. Those funds have been
retained, but honourable members find
this long list in the schedule of the
Bill of those funds that are to be axed.
As the Leader of the Opposition quite
rightly says, the Government is getting
a real pay-out this year because it is
using the accumulated funds of those
trust funds and, in the future, the
Government will be using the annual
income through them. Quite obviously,
it is a once-off level of funding. The
Government has its hands on every
dollar possibJe in Victoria, but it is
money that the National Party does not
nece~sari1y believe is rightfully the
Government's to allocate as it wishes
throughout the State.
Those funds are contributed to by
peoole and organizations into various
funds for use in specific areas. Therefore, the National Party believes the
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Economic and Budget Review Committee, a joint committee of Parliament
involving members from all parties,
should examine the Bill and should be
given the opportunity of deciding and
commenting on which funds should be
retained and which trust funds should
be eliminated as under this Bill.
The National Party is not totally
against the elimination of some of these
funds where it can be demonstrated
that it will be in the interests of
economic management of the State to
do so, and if there were sufficient safeguards for funding in those areas to
continue. However, the National Party
believes the Bill needs to be more
closely examined than it has been at
this stage. It is also a measure that
has been introduced very late in the
sessional period and I know the Minister of Water Supply will say that
honourable members have had a week
in which to examine the measure, but
it has grave implications and we do not
believe sufficient time has been made
available to examine the measure in its
entirety. That is why we believe it
needs closer examination by an economic committee and that the correct
committee to examine the measure is
the Economic and Budget Review Committee. That is the stance of the
National Party because it has severe
miseivings about the measure and
would be much hapoier if the matter
were examined in far greater detail
before proceeding further with thi'l
measure.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (MInister
for Minerals and Energy) -The Government does not support the amendment.
and the reasons are clear. This is not
an issue that has become the subject
of public debate in the past week' or
month and it is not a subject that
has been debated elsewhere and not
in this House. In fact, this 'matter has
been canvassed extensively in this
Chamber over a 10n·g time and my
main concern is that the Leader of
the Opposition, when in, government,
turned a blind eye to his back bench
which was advocating for a long time
reform of the account.ability of the
'Budget Papers. It is also clear that the
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Leader of the National Party was not
listening to the words being spoken
in this House over six years, in 'respect
of the proposition being put so simply
and self-evidently, that the Federal
Budget Papers as presented and expressed stand, and his party has contributed to that Federally-as documents in their own right whichmembers on all sides of the House, the
media and the public can read and
understand. The same cannot and could
never be said of. the State Budget
Papers. This Bill has been the subject of
considered debate over six years and
some of the most extensive and considered submissions came from the
back bench of the Opposition when in
government but they made no impression, except partly in 1981-82, on
the Executive of the former Government.
The present Government has endeavoured to absorb a number of those
initiatives and it also should be said
that there is no substitute for taking
the
leading
into account what
academics on public finance have been
saying for twenty years. The major
document on public finance and
sion, except partly in 1981-82, on
accountability was written by R. I.
Downing, H. W. Arndt, A. H. Boxer and
R. L. Mathews in the early 1960s, but all
its budgetary reform practices were being put into effect prior to the publication of that book and have been put into
effect over twenty years, with the absence of any appreciation of the significance of what was going on in the
State Treasury or by the Victorian Government.
I understand and take note of the
concern of the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader of the National
Party about the advantage that appears
to accrue to the Government in absorbing trust funds in the first year,
but the real initiative the Government
has taken is to move towards making
Budget Documents express .a true
record of accountability and not some
form of mystery not only to the average member of Parliament but also to
all members of Parliament who have
been practiSing economists over a long
time. It has only been the good fortune
The Hon. D. R. White
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of the Parliament in recent years to
have had a number of professional
economists become members and, in the
most professional, considered and bipartisan sense, draw attention to this
issue which was also the subject of
extensive consideration by the Public
Bodies Review Committee.
There is no sleight of hand or sense
of urgency or arbi trary act involved.
It is a straight, constructive endeavour
to produce a set of Budget Papers available to all members of Parliament and
the public and it represents a major
step forward in bringing about more
effective accountability. There is no
sleight of hand intended, nor is the
Government in a position to say that
if it were able to take advantage of
irrigation funds or the Mineral Waters
Development Fund or any other fund
that comes into the Consolidated Fund,
it is not only the intention of the Government, but it is clear from the commitments that the Government has
made in the State Budget, not to do so.
All the Government is putting into
effect in a most practical sense and in
no way academically are the forms of
accountability and Budget practice that
have been in existence at a Federal
level almost since the 1950s. It is clear
that the degree of professionalism in
the Federal Treasury has' been far
superior to anything that has existed
in Victoria and has been called for
over a long period, not only publicly
but in this House. I wish that the
Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of the National Party had a
more considered approach when in government to some members of the
Opposition back bench who on occasions make speeches of up to an hour
on nothing else but the question of
necessary reforms already in practice in
Australia which could be put into effect
here. This Bill represents one of the
major thrusts. It is true to say that
when Mr Thompson was Treasurer he
took steps, albeit in belated recognition
of this matter,and only minor steps,
in the 1981-82 Budget, and it ·is fitting
that that process should be continued.
If the Government does not continue it,
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given the commitments it has made to
the reforms it believes are long overdue,
it would be failing in its duty.
This is a constructive effort to
achieve Budget Papers that are more
readily understood by the whole community. Because of the manner of debate that has already taken place, the
Government does not support the
amendment.
The HOD. N. B. REID (Bend1.go Province) -Here is another Bill which is
badly named. It is entitled Public
Account (Trust Funds) Bill. It should
be en.titled The Public Account (No
Trust Fund) Bill-no trust in the Government-because in this instance the
Government has double-crossed the
community of Victoria to which it gave
an undertaking many years ago when
in opposition when the Crown Land
(Mineral Springs) Bill and the Groundwater (Mineral Water) Bill were
passed. At that time, the Liberal Government gave an undertaking that the
surcharge imposed by the Groundwater (Mineral Water) Bill would be
put into a trust fund called the Mineral Water Development Fund. The
undertaking given by the then Liberal
Government was that any revenue
raised from the surcharge applied to
mineral water would go into that fund,
and the Labor Opposition spoke
strongly against the provision, saying
that it did not go far enough.
Clause 2 of this Labor Government
Bill specifically provides for all moneys
standing to the credit of the accounts
specified in Schedule 1 as at 1 July
1982 to be paid into the Consolidated
Fund. The payment is deemed to have
been made on that day. Schedule 1 contains a list of funds, and one in particular is of particular importance to
me and the people of Daylesford. It
is the Mineral Water Development
Fund. This is an act of treachery by
the present Government which claimed
when in opposition that this money
should be directed to the DaylesfordHepburn Mineral Springs Development
Fund. I have obviously hit a nerve with
the Minister.
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I shall read some of the comments
made by the then Opposition spokesman
on 19 May 1980 when the Groundwater
(Mineral Water) Bill was debated. He
said:
Firstly, it introduces a 1 cent per }.j·tre levy
on every litre of mineral water extracted from
the Hepbum Springs-Daylesford area and,
secondly, establishes a mineral water development fund for the redevelopment of areas from
which mineral water is derived.

This is very specific. At that time the
Opposition said there were two purposes for the Bill, one for the re-development of areas from which the mineral
water was derived. The Labor Party
spokesman added further in relation to
this Bill:
This is a simple piece of legislation. It is
desirable and is a new addition that will be
welcome not only in Daylesford, but by aB
people who visit Daylesford or who are likely
to visit Daylesford in the future because they
know that they win be going to a place with
much better facilities and improved conditions.

I presume that the then Opposition
spokesman at that time thought that
the money would come from the development fund to improve the conditions
of Daylesford, and that was the purpose
of the Bill. He agreed with the purpose
at that time. However, he went on to
say later in the debate:
Although the management committee wiU
have an intimate association with the creation
of the lease and the management of the mineral
springs reserve, it will have far less say in to
what use the money is to be put.

The Opposition spokesman went on to
say:
One of the Opposition's fears in that regard
is to the ,possibility that -this could well become
another tax-raising measure from which the
local people will not receive full benefit.

The Labor Party was in opposition at
that time and its spoksm'an in this area.
stated:
The Opposition would like some !lssurance
from the Minister that the .funds r8lSed from
the mineral springs reserve, such as at Daylesford and Hepburn Springs, ·will be returned ~o
the committee of management and be us~ ID
the main for works on reserves in those areas.
I.f this money is not IPut t~ that purpos~, b~t
it is used as a general taxIDg measure, It will
have a devastating effect on the morale not only
of the committee of management, but of all
local business and local people in the Daylesford area who have been looking forward to
tJtis proposal for so long.
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Later in the debate, the then Opposition
spokesma-n moved 'an amendment which
was to try to direct the money going into
the mineral water development fund. He
moved that the development fund be
spent in the municipality in which the
moneys were raised.
What guarantee does the House have
now that the money directed to the consolidated revenue' from this fund will
be spent in any mineral water development area? The then Opposition spokesman continued in {he debate and, after
listening to the Minister and his assurances regarding the disbursement of
money from the mineral water fund, the
honourable member -said to the then
Minister, 'Mr Granter, one of my colleagues who was handling the Bill:
As the Minister will appreciate, Governments
change, ,Ministers change portfolios, and an
assurance given by one Minister is not binding
on his successor.

All honourable ,members are aware of
who his successor is now. The then Opposition spokesman said that assurances
were not binding, but the Labor P,arty
is 'now 'saying that legislation is not
binding because it has been elected to
power and proposes to change the legislation completely. The Labor Government intends to transfer the money into
the consolidated revenue 'and spend it
on whatever it wishes.
The HOD. B. P. Dwm--Who was the
then Opposition spokesman?
The HoD. N. B. REID-Mr Dunn
asks who the member was; it was none
other than the 'present Minister for
Minerals 'and Energy who was handling
the ,Bill for the Opposition on 1 May
1980. He should e~lain to the House
exactly what he meant when he
stated what he was intending to do
with the money from the communities
of Daylesford and Hepburn Springs,
which will now be transferred into the
consolidated revenue and be spent
wherever the Govern·ment wishes to
spend it. It may be in the western suburbs or wherever it is politioally expedient for the Government.
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At the time, the then Opposition
spokesm-a-n said that he would see that
the money was 'spent in the DaylesfordHepburn Springs area. He has doublecrossed and devastated those communities. He has said so in his own words
but what he was actually saying is that
the money should go to the DaylesfordHepburn Springs area. He even moved
an amendment at that time to ensure
that the money was spent in that area.
Now, as Minister for Minerals and
Energy, the same honourable member
is s'aying that the money will be transfel1red from the Mineral Water Development Fund into the ,consolidated
revenue and that he will decide whe.re
the money will be spent. Maybe it will
be spent in Geelong 'or in the western
suburbs of Melbourne. The honourable
gentleman has now completely devastated the Daylesford community and
sold it out by transferring the 'money
into consolidated revenue.
The HOD. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-On the amendment, the interjections ,made by the Minister for
Minerals and Energy are indicative of
the sort of policy he advocated in his
1980 statement, \vhich w'as kindergarten
economics and must be taken note of by
the House. If he has accused the Opposition of kindergarten economics, I
do not accuse him of kindergarten economics, because now he has graduated
to grade 1. At least I do not suggest that
grade 1 is the equivalent to "A" grade.
He still has a long way to go.
The Minister, when he sang a song of
urgency, almost talked us into supporting the rea-soned -amendment, but I gave
an unqualified undertaking that this was
a Budget Bill and that the Opposition
had no intention of obstructing it.
The

HOD.

B. P. Dunn interjected.

The HoD. A. J. HUNT-Mr Dunn,
after attacks by the IMinister for Minerals and Energy which were quite
fortuitous, the Opposition is tempted to'
vote with you. If there were more time,
it ·would be extremely desirable for
the matter to be considered by the Eco;..
nomic and 'Budget Review Committee.
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The HoD. A. J. HUNT-I challenge
the Minister to give the House 'an assuran·ce that no money has been spent in anticipation of the Bill and on the strength
that it would be passed. The Minister
would be rash to give that undertaking
without consulting the Treasurer. If he
does give that assurance, the Opposition
certainly will be ·checking it. I suspect
that that is likely to be the case. This is
a Budget Bill.
The HoD. B. P. Dunn-Does that
apply to all financial Bills?
The HoD. A. J. HUNT-No, the Opposition reserves the right to 'scrutinize
the Budget Bills and. if aspects of them
appear unwittingly or otherwise to contravene the public interest, amendments
oan also be considered or suggested by
the House, 'and so they ought to be.
The Opposition does not abrogate
either its ri.J!ht or its duty in that
respect. The Bill is clearly part of the
Budget policy of the Government and,
in those circumstances, it is with a
great deal of reluctance, especially in
view of the provocation by the Minister
for M'inerals and Energy, that the
Opposition cannot support the amendThe Hon. A. J. HUNT-If the Min- ment.
ister is to tell me that that suspicion is
The HoD. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
unfounded, I would ask him to give an Province) -I support the excellent
unqualified assurance to the House of case put forward by Mr Dunn and the
the kind it is entitled to demand. 1 shall way in which he enunciated the conask him to give me an assurance that cern that many people throughout
no money has been spent in contraven- the State will feel when they undertion of the present law in anticipation of stand what this particular measure will
the measure. If he gave that assurance, mean to them, especially when they
I would then ask for the truth because see the results of that measure effected
we have plenty of evidence in the case and on the ground.
of the City of Melbourne and the Board
It is difficult for many people,
of Works where Ministers anticipated especially
that section of the public
changes in the law and disregarded the who do not take a direct and keen
present law.
interest in political matters, to underNevertheless, I suspect that the Treas- stand the full import of some of the
urer is 'already spending ·money in the measures that are introduced into
until such time as those
faith that the Bill will :be passed. The Op- Parliament
measures affect them personally, affect
position would not want him to be in the direction in which their finances
breach of the law; if the honourable are used and affect the prices of the
gen tIe·man is, the Opposition does not goods and services which they use.
want him to continue to be so. It likes
This is very much a hypothetical
to let him off the hook.
matter to the general public, but when
The HOD. M. J. Arnold-What about the general public find out that the
moneys they have paid, in expectation
all the modicum of evidence?

However, I suspect that, :in defiance
,of the law, the Treasurer has already
been using those trust f,unds in anticipation of the change in the law. On a
number of ocoa'sions allfeady when Ministers have felt that, because they intend
to change the law, they 'are entitled to
disregard the present law. When 1 raised
that matter on a previous occasion, the
Min'istersaid, We make the laws now,"
a,s if, because the Lah<>r Party had been
elected, it was the law. 1 sUSipe·ct that,
regardless of the law, they are al.ready
using the funds in the manner in which
the Bill envisages.
The Hon. D. R. Whit&-What evidence do you have for that?
The HOD. A. J. HUNT-I said I suspected that; 1 did not say it asa fact.
The HoD. D. R. Whlt&-But you have
no evidence.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-I did not
say that it was 'a fact, 1 said, 1 suspected
it and 1 do suspect it.
The Hon. D. R. Whit&-But what
evidence do you have?
CC
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of the moneys bein~ used directly for a
particular ourpose. have been subverted
dirp.ctJv into· the Consolidated Fund,
and that perhaos-and only oerhapsthev mav ~et back a sum of approximatelv the same amount, only then will
they be~in to understand exactly and
precisely what this matter really does
mean.
I was interested to listen to the
reasons ~iven by the Minister for
Minerals and Energy on why this should
be necessary. The Minister quoted at
some length the fact that, following the
deployment of a number of experienced
economists in this place, things have
suddenlv changed and the Government
has begun to examine the way in which
the Budget Papers were produced.
Stran~ely enough. the Minister mana~ed
to twist that small piece of information
into the logic of saying that,in order
to fully understand the economic implications. it was necessary to pay this
money into consolidated revenue.
One should have perhaps thought
that the Minister may have examined
the possibility of a" more complete
reporting in the Budget Papers of the
way in which the funds that were paid
into trust funds were raised, the
amounts that were raised and the way
in which they were expended. Surely
that would have been a far simpler and
far more honest way of handling that
particular dilemma?
I never really have had a great deal
of confidence in the way in which
economists are able to handle common
sense, because I am not sure that the
two things go precisely together. However, that is beside the point. It is
reasonable to state that, had the funds
that had been paid into trust funds
been clearly stated in the Budget documents, the same effect would have been
achieved as that which the Minister
said was the reason for this change
proposed by the Bill.
Therefore, assuming that the Minister
did know what he was talking about,
and I am sure he would say that he
did, one can assume only that that was
a smokescreen and that there is indeed
The Hon. D. M. Evans
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another reason for this particular
change. In other words, the reason·
reallv was to obtain more money for
the Government.
Whv did the Government not be
honest about it and ten .the House preciselv what it was doing when, in
reality, everybody knows? What the
Government really wanted was a series
of additional methods of raising finance
for consolidated revenue and, havin~
donp. that, then to make a number of
decisions on nriorities following the
gathering in of those funds. That is
really what· the Government is intending to do. Whv was the Government not
honest about it?
When one finds that either a Government or any person at all is putting one
over. then one becomes even more
suspicious. To be fair to the Government. it has been preoared to be honest
and forthright in Budget matters. One
can understand the issue in that case,
because one knows one is dealing with
somebody who is putting his cards on
the table and not holding some cards
underneath the table.
Recently, however, the Government
announced that a series of fines for
traffic offences were to be increased. I
well recall the headlines, of a couple
of months ago, in the newspaoers which
indicated that fines for traffic offences
were to rise to provide additional
revenue for improving road surfaces in
Victoria. It is not going to do that
according to this Bill. Funds raised
under the Motor Car Act will go directly into consolidated revenue. It may
be that more funds will go into consolidated revenue and additional funds
will be made available for road funding. Under the arrangement that this
Bill seeks to cancel, there was no doubt
that that money would be available for
road funding. Now it is a matter of the
whim of Government, at the decision
of Government and that is a vast and
different change.
The Business Franchise (Petroleum
Products) Act was fought vigorously
in the Parliament a couple of years ago
by the National Party when the former
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Government introduced it, because it
believed that any such levy should go
directly into roads, and you will recall,
Mr President, that the initial legislation
provided for 25 per cent only as a
minimum to go into roads. The National
Party fought that bitterly because it
believed that any such funds should go
directly into roads because those funds
were c'ollected from the motorist. Again,
this Act has been changed so that funds
will go directly into consolidated
revenue and not into the road system.
Once again, a more tortuous path is
being followed simply because the
Treasurer and the Minister for Minerals
and Energy representing him in this
place believe it would be easier to
report the position in the Budget documents if they did not go through trust
funds.
In other words, the system cannot
envisage the printing of trust funds
income and expenditure in the Budget
Papers. I wonder why? I wonder also
whether, when the Budget Papers are
presented to this House next year, the
sparse and simple information that is
given on the revenue side of the Budget
Papers-barely a page compared to the
many pages of detailed information
given on expenditure-will have income
derived by the State in 1983-84 and
will list all of the various fees that
have been raised and the amounts that
have been made? I wonder whether the
House will merely have a single item
"Fees raised" under various headings
as has occurred in the Budget Papers
this year?
I suspect that all of a sudden the
actual amounts raised by these various
methods, which are currently being
paid into trust funds, will be simply
lumped together as one lump sum and
will be unidentifiable. The criticism that
the Minister made of the previous
Budget repOrting processes will transfer
across from the expenditure side
straight into the revenue or receipts
side. 1 will be interested to see whether
or not 1 am accurate.
Mr Dunn made a good case. Mr Hunt
recognized it, but unfortunately burnt
his boats before he came to make a
decision and he decided that it was a
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Budget Bill which needed to be supported. 1 know that Mr Hunt was
embarrassed by the fact, indeed, to the
extent that he felt he had to come back
and indicate that the Opposition would
allow this particular measure to pass
the House. 1 am sorry that Mr Hunt
was so quick on his feet the second
time, otherwise I would have loved to
have heard what he would have had to
say in answer to that comment.
The Opposition has made a mistake.
The case made by Mr Dunn is a fair
and reasonable one. It is a case which,
when it is better understood, the people
of Victoria, especially those who trustingly pay their money at this time into.
trust funds, will appreciate more and
more as time goes on.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province) -I
listened with
great
interest and respect to what the Minister for Minerals and Energy said
about the need to rationalize the Budget
Papers and to bring all of these funds
into a stable and simple relationship
with the Consolidated Fund.
However, given the case that the
Minister is making, it is necessary for
him to go further, and that is what 1
ask him to do. If the Minister had been
listening to Mr Evans, which unfortunately he was not, he would have
found most of the ground covered.
There is a certain logic in maintaining a separate view of certain kinds of
receipts and expenditures and I list
three categories. The "user-pays" category. For example, under the Gas and
Fuel Corporation Act, contributions and
fees received by the gas examiner in the
administration of the Act are used presumably to pay for the administration
of the Act. It is surely necessary, and I
think the Minister would agree, to give
effect to the very purposes which he
has espoused, to be able to relate what
the user pays with what the user gets.
Under the Groundwater Act, fees payable to the Minister for Minerals and
Energy are applied towards the groundwater development programme. That is
another case where one ought to know
what is the effectiveness of the application of the fees raised under a particular heading.
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In the case of the licence fee payable
for the rental of jetties and landing
stages, which is applicable under the
Land Act, such a payment for use of
property should be isolated in a separate
part of the accounts in such a way that
those who pay may see what they are
getting for their money.
In a more general category, funds
which were originally raised because
they had a relationship to a particular
use, such as the business franchise
petroleum tax, should be identifiable.
I ask the Minister briefly ,can he, as
somebody who must surely have a considerable say in the development of his
Government's Budget policy, ensure that
the Budget Papers next year will adequately show what one gets for what
one pays? I also give the Minister notice
that if he cannot this evening give an
assurance' that the Treasurer has not
been spending the funds transferred to
the Consolidated Fund in anticipation of
the passing of this Bill, that he may be
asked tomorrow and, therefore, the Opposition will expect that he will have
an answer to that question tomorrow,
and he will not say that he has to ask
the Treasurer.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province) -The fears of the
Liberal Party and National Party on the
subject of this Bill have been expressed
very clearly tonight. It is a worrying
Bill because we do not trust the Treasurer and the Premier to manage the
economy properly. What we do fear is
that they will go the same way as their
mentors and neighbours in New South
Wales, that is, they will lead Victoria
into a state of bankruptcy, in which
case all their guarantees about the
maintenance and solvency of the various
funds will be worth nothing.
Scarcely a day goes by in this Chamber without Government members mentioning their mandate to introduce various Bills. I ask the Government: Does
it have a mandate from the conservationist groups to take money out of the
wildlife protection funds and use them
for other purposes? The Wildlife Act
states that all fees and charges are to
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be applied towards the restoration and
preservation of wildlife habitats, protection and care of natural environments,
and so on.
Similarly with the Wildlife (Protection of Whales) Act, that fund is to be
drawn on also, and what cast iron
guarantee is there that the money required for the purposes set out in the
Wildlife Act or the Wildlife (Protection
of Whales) Act will be available when
required?
Although our Leader says that we
will not oppose this Bill, it causes grave
disquiet. On reading through the notes
on the clauses, I discover reference to
the Ministry for the Arts Act 1972. It
states:
As the Arts Fund is being retained, the
purpose of this amendment is to give the
Treasurer power to remove excess balances
built up in the Fund from Government grants,
but not from private donations.

That is on page 7 of the notes. Presumably, the Government grants to
which that refers are State Government funds, not Federal Government funds. I hope the State Government will not drain Federal Government
funds for its own purposes. What an
extraordinary sleight of hand we will
observe where the Treasurer can grandly make grants to this particular fund,
on the one hand, and then take the
money out with the other. I do not
know whether the people connected with
the arts realize the implications of this
particular clause in the Bill.
For that, and other reasons elucidated
clearly tonight, I believe the Opposition
is perfectly justified in the reservations
it has been expressing in the probable
administration of this Bill.
The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr Dunn
to be omitted stand part of the motion
(the Hon. F. S. Grimwade in the chair).
Ayes..
Noes..
Majority
against
amendment

38
4
the
34
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Mr Amold
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Butler
Mr Campbell
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
Mr Granter
Mr Guest
Mr Haywerd
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Houghton
Mr Hunt
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kirner

AYES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Knowles
Landeryou
Lawson
Long
Mackenzie
McArthur
Mier
Murphy
Pullen
Radford
Sandon
Sgro
Storey
Walker
Ward
White

Tellers:

Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon

NOES
Mr Baxter
Mr Dunn

Tellers:

Mr Evans
Mr Wright

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
PAY-ROLL TAX
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL

The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion of the Hon.
D. R. White (Minister for Minerals
and Energy) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
The HoD. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-Periodically, Bills come before the House to remove anomalies in
pay-roll tax legislation or to extend
the scope of exemption and, in the
main, this Bill is no exception. Those
normal provisions that occur from time
to time have been fully explained by
the Minister, and I shall not traverse
them. However, the Bill also deals
with the definition of wages and it
extends that definition. It does so on
a basis which is somewhat of a confidence trick.
In November 1980, a Pay-roll Tax
(Amendment) Bill was before the House
which also dealt with the subject and
the definition of wages was extended
to include, "Benefits paid or payable
... whether 'in cash or kind". The purpose of that amendment then was very
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clear indeed and it was spelt out in
the House. It was to catch culpable
devices by which some people avoided
pay-roll tax entirely. One company and
group employed a man; another company which received no direct services
from him made the payment and it
was argued that that escape was a
culpable device that of course ought
to be caught.
A change was made that was designed to catch that device, to outlaw
it and to put the position beyond any
doubt and at the same time to catch
payments which really were wages in
anyone's language. These included
things such as expense accounts at
$5000 a year in cases where clearly
the employee concerned would never
spend more than $1000. The words,
"in cash or in kind" meant that the
benefits 'bad to be measurable in cash
and in direct money terms: They 'bad
to be clear ·money benefits.
The reference to "payable whether in
cash or in kind" enabled a cash benefit
to be set aside by some other means.
For example, if a cash benefit accrued,
it would not escape from pay-roll tax
if it were satisfied in some other way,
but the benefits then taxed were never
stated to be and were never meant to
include such things as use of a car
for work, genuine expenses, allowances
or, as happens with banks for example,
home loans provided at wholesale interest rates instead of retail, which is
common in the banking industry for
its employees and has been from time
immemorial. The sa·me applies to employees of 'insurance companies being
given lower premiums, a practice that
has existed for a long time and is'
a normal perquisite of office.
When this Government assumed
office, it sought to extend the 80
amendments to the Act beyond anything that was ever envisaged and far
beyond the plain meaning of the word.
It disregarded the references to benefits
paid or payable, which .assumed a
patent cash value. It pretended they
did not exist and set out to tax the
use of cars and all sorts of benefitsdirect and indirect-which could only
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be measured in money by valuation or
by the introduction of detailed new
rules which certainly did not exist in
the Act at the time.
In the end, there was no provision
for valuation on benefits although that
was not intended when ordinary benefits, commonly· expected and given in
an industry, simply flowed. Honourable
members will be aware of the furore
which the commissioner's circular
created when he attempted to tax this
whole new range of benefits under
the direction of this Government. A
series of conferences took place and,
at last, a relieved body of employers
agreed to a compromise; a compromise
of what the commissioner, under the
direction of the Government originally
asked; a compromise that was still not
justified by the legislation, but a compromise which was argued for and
achieved on the basis that that was
what the legislation enabled.
The commissioner's circular No. 11all honourable members have probably
seen it, either by circulars received
from the Victorian Employers Federation or by reference from constituents
-set out the details of that so-called
compromise entered into by employer
organizations under duress and under
the representation that that was what
the Act enabled.
In fact, the argument in gaining the
compromise was that the commissioner
was giving something away. What does
one find now? One finds that there
are further amendments and extensions
to the definition of salary and wages
in this Bill to validate that compromise. The Act is being extended to
justify a compromise already entered
into under duress and which was
achieved upon the allegation that that
was what the law enabled. It did not,
and this Bill shows these claims to be
fraudulent.
The Opposition would dearly like to
reject those provisions because of the
fraud that they evidence. However,
employers are already paying the tax
that the Bill envisages. For a fourth
time, we find that the Government
The Hon. A. J. Hunt
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imposes its will regardless of the law
and has changed it after the event.
By trickery and deceit, employers have
been forced into the payments which
this Act envisages. Employers are
already paying them; they are provided
for in the Budget. It is with great
reluctance that the Opposition will
allow this measure to pass.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province) -Over the years,
many honourable members have spoken
out against pay-roll tax because, along
with excessive workers compensation
premiums and the like, it is a distinct
disincentive to employment. We have
always tempered that opposition with
the realization that pay-roll tax revenue
is one of the greatest items of revenue
available in a State Budget.
Now more than ever, steps need to be
taken to relieve this burden on employment. With record unemployment in
Australia and particularly in Victoria,
it is high time greater efforts were
made to do away with this severe
impediment towards expanding employment opportunities.
A Bill which is to come before the
House within the next few hour!; mj~ht
provide an alternative source of
revenue to replace pay-roll tax. I
listened to the remarks made by Mr
Hunt, who gave an interesting history
of the charade that has taken place
since this Government assumed office
and the way in which it coerced employers into agreeing to circular No. 11
of the pay-roll tax commissioner. We
discovered that this was in breach of
the law and yet another example of
how this Government behaves. This
was evident with the Bill the House
dealt with a minute ago and other
earlier examples illustrate the Government's disregard of the law simply on
the basis that the Government intends
to change the law.
Be that as it may, it is a severe
breach of the privileges of Parliament
to assume that Parliament will agree
to change the law in any case. I share
the reluctance of Mr Hunt in agreeing
to the BiU, but find myself having to
do so becau!;e it i!; part of the Budget
packaae.
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Some widening of the definition of
wages was called for. Recently the
phenomenon of rewarding people in
non-cash items has grown considerably.
Mr Hunt gave examples of the traditional areas where this occurred such
as the insurance industry. However, the
reward was traditionaily directly related to the aspect of business in which
that industry was involved. For
example, in the insurance industry, it
usually involved the provision of a
cheaper insurance policy for employees.
Additionally, it might have involved the
provision of manufactured goods at a
cheaper rate to employees involved in
their manufacture.
More recently this concept has extended into the provision of non-cash
rewards in aspects totally unrelated to
the line of business of an organization.
It is quite fair to assume that it was,
on the one hand, a contrivance
designed to avoid pay-roll tax and, on
the other hand, to possibly avoid some
other form of taxation.
1 am in favour of expanding the
definition of wages to take account of
these matters. Employees who happen
to be in industries which lent themselves to these types of arrangements
were Raining an advantage which was
perhaps not available to all employees.
To that extent, I endorse the intent of
the proposed legislation. I am disappointed and sorry about the way in
which the Government has gone about
it and 1 share the reluctance of Mr
Hunt· in agreeing to the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4 (Amendment of No. 8154.
New ss. 3A and 3B)
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy}-I move:

bring into line the depreCiation limit
spelt out in the Act in accordance with
the Inco,me Tax Assessment Act.
The suggested amendment was
agreed to.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -I move:

That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendment in the Bill:
Clause 4, ,page 6, line 7, omit "and".

the amount of the motor vehicle depreciation
Umit under section 57AF of the Income Tax
Assessment Act.

The suggested amendment is moved as
foreshadowed in the second-reading
speech, where 1 indicated that a minor
amendment would be introduced to

I do not believe that is what is intended. As Mr Long interjects, I think
it should be the purchase price or the
prescribed price less the maximum

That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendment in the Bm:
Clause 4, page 6, line 9, omit "or after".

This is consequential upon the suggested amendment already adopted.
The suggested amendment was
agreed to.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -I move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendment in the
Bill: Clause 4, ,page 6, after line 10 insert:
"and
(d) in relation to a motor vehicle purchased
or first .leased or hired by the em'ployer
during any financial year after 30 June
1983-the amount of the motor vehicle
depreciation limit under section 57AF of
the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936
of the Com.monwealth arPlying in respect
of the depreciation 0 motor vehicles
under that Act in that financial year."

This suggested amendment is consequential upon the fiTst suggested
amendment.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) -I should like further assurance from the Minister. 1 am not satisfied that the suggested amendment
does what the Minister believes it will
do. Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of
clause 4 give certainty as to what is
the prescribed price. As 1 understand
it, proposed paragTaph (d) is meant
to allow for depreciation at normal
income tax rates from 30 June 1983
onwards in respect of vehicles' first
purchased, leased or hired after that
date, but the proposed paragraph does
not appear to say that. It says:
In relation to a motor vehicle purchased or
first leased or hired by the employer during
any financial year after 30 June 1983

the prescribed price is-
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deduction. As drafted, it does not seem it should be the depreciated value calto cover the matter. Unless the Min- culated under section 57AF of the Inister can give some better explanation come Tax Assessment Act, that would
of what he believes it will achieve, I make sense; that is what I think: the
invite him to report progress and to Minister is talking about. This hurriedlyprepared and hurriedly-presented sugcheck further on the matter.
gested amendment, in the absence of a
In the absence of that procedure, I /better explanation, does not seem to
indicate that the Opposition will vote carry out what is intended.
against the suggested amendment. I
That being so, the Minister has two
believe there is an error in drafting.
courses
he reports
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister progress available-either
and
checks
on
the
for Minerals and Energy) -In response manship, which seems clearly drafts
be
to the Leader of the Opposition, pro- defective, or the Opposition willtovote
posed section 3B (7) (a) provides:
against the suggested amendment.
(7) For the purposes of this section the preThe Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
scribed cost price isfor
Minerals and Energy) -I will pur(a) in relation to a motor vehicle purchased
or first leased or hired by the employer sue the matter a little further in the
before or during the financial year ended hope of assisting the honourable memon 30 June 1981-$18828;
ber. If I am not able to do so, I shall
That deals with how to define a pres- report progress.
tige vehicle for that period. Paragraph
In my second-reading speech, I indi(b) deals with a subsequent period cated that, broadly speaking, for these
where the prescribed cost is $19732; purposes, a prestige car is one the cost
and, for the period ending 30 June price of which exceeds the depreciation
1983 a subsequent definition is provided limit allowed by the Income Tax Comto determine what is a prestige car missioner. That figure is currently
and that amount is $21 547.
$21 547.
it is proposed that, instead of having
The reason for the use of the term
to make a similar amendment each "depreciation limit" is that that term
year and having to specify an amount, is currently used to assist in defining
the Government is tying it to the a prestige car for that purpose. As
amount which is specified in the In- drafted, the Bill provides for that figure
come Tax Assessment Act and the to be used on an on-going basis, but it
Income Tax Commissioner's depreci- does not make allowance for the effect
ation limit, which is adjusted on an of inflation.
annual basis.
The suggested amendment that I
The Hon. R. J. Long-You are talk- foreshadowed, which is now before the
ing about the depreciation limit?
Committee, will overcome that problem
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-Yes, which by ensuring that the prescribed price
is used to define what constitutes a is indexed on an annual basis to match
prestige car. The proposed provision the Income' Tax Commissioner's deprewill render it unnecessary to come back ciation limit, which is also adjusted
each year to -have a new amount in- on a yearly basis.
serted.
As at present defined, a prestige car
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern for these purposes is one the cost of
wthich exceeds the depreciation limit
Province)-I understand the Minister'S allowed
by the Income Tax Commisintention. I am saying that the proposed sioner, and
that figure is $21 547.
pa!ragraph, as drafted, does not appear
My understanding is that the sugto carry out that intention. It refers
to valuing a car at the depreciation gested paragraph that is now before the
limit, and that seems to me to !be Committee puts into effect the words
nonsense. If the Minister were saying used in the second-reading speech
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so that there will be a continuation of the same definition, but
reflected in a way which enables the
issu~ to be dealt with without having
to record the specific amount in the
Act each year.
The HOIL A. J. Hunt-I would prefer
that you report progress.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-In Wait oase
I will do so.
Progress was reported.
QUEEN VICTORIA MEDICAL CENTRE
(GUARANTEES) BILL
The message from the Assembly
relating to amendments suggested by
the Council on the consideration of this
Bill in Committee was taken into consideration.
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Postponed clause 3 (Power to Treasurer to give guarantees)
The CHAIRMAN (the HoD. W. Mo
Campbell}-Th'e COmmittee has now to
deal with postponed clause 3, in which
amendments were suggested to the
Assembly. The Assembly has now notified the Council by message that it
has made the suggested amendments.
The question therefore is:
That postponed clause 3. as amended by the
Assembly on the suggestion of the Council.
stand part of the Bill.

The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-Is the Minister now in a
pos-ition to give the information that
was sought in the questions put in the
other place by the shadow Minister
of Health relating to the terms of the
borrowing and the interest to be paid?
This is something which I understood
the M-inister who gave the other information was to provide when possible.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell}-If !the matter Mr Guestt is
raising does not relate to the amendment before the Committee, it is out
of order.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-It 'is very
much to the pOint that the Governor
in Council is now to give its approval
for the 'borrowings and there is to be
a limit on the guarantees given. This
is all part of the financial package
that the Government was urged by the
Session 1982-64
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Opposition to consider carefully. Part
of that concerns the necessity to obtain
certa·ininfonnation.
The CHAIRMAN-Th~ is perfedtly
in order, because Mr Guest is now
speaking to the question that the clause,
as amended, stand part of the Bill.
The HOIL D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy)-During the
debate in Committee on clause 2, I
elaborated on the costs of the hospital
and the infla-tion aspects that were estimated, which were included in establishing what the ultimate cost would
be. If there are any other matters
that Mr Guest is interested in, I shall
. be happy to take them up on bis
behalf. What he is raising now are
matters that were responded to on
clause 2, which was a considered response to the matters raised in the
second-reading debate.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (M'Ona:s'h
Province)-There were other matters
raised and 'it was understood that there
may be difficulty ino'btaining the information, even with two days' notice.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell}-J.s lilt deaJ:ing with the
amendment?
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-I am
responding to what the Minister said.
The CHAIRMAN-I 'ask Mr Guest to
answer the question: Is he dealing with
the amendments before the Committee?
The Committee has already dealt with
every aspect of this Bill with the exception of the amendments suggested
to the Assembly. I have permitted Mr
Guest to speak on clause 3, as amended,
but he is also speaking to the amendment that was made and should not
be permitted to bring in other -information.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-I am
speaking to clause 3. As I understand
it, the Committee is considering whether
clause 3, as amended, should now stand
part of the Bill.
The CHAI·RMAN-MT Guest should
keep it as brief as poss'ible because
he -is on a very narrow edge.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-I 'am
sorry, I do not understand that, Mr
Chairman, but I understand that clause
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3 'is fundamental to the borrowing by Government would be able to follow
the Queen Victoria Medical Centre of the order of business it intends to
the necessary moneys for the construc- follow, otherwise it has to do what it
tion of a new medical centre. Before has to do.
Parliament takes the final step of authThe HOIL H. R. WARD (South
orizing the steps proposed by the Minister of Health utilizing this measure, it Eastern Province) (By leave)-I have
is important to obtain that information. sought information with regard to the
items the House is likely to deal with
Part of the information relates to this evening, but unfortunately the Opcost, and that has been provided in position was not made aware of at
detail. The vital part, when _one is least two items. I agree that Mr
considering Government guarantees, Knowles was not in the Chamber due
relates to the terms of the borrowing, to a misunderstanding. I gave Mr
the identity of the lender-is it Mr Chamberlain leave to be out of the
Khemlani or is it not? The information House until the Bill was called on.
sought is the terms of the ,borrowing, Could the order of business be made
the name of the lender, the interest available?
rate, in particular, the progress of the
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
negotiations, if there are negotiations,
and the intermediary used in the negoti- for Conservation) (By leave)-The
ations to obtain the necessary loan Opposition Whip had a list, which had
Orders of the Day Nos. 2, 4, either 7 or
funds for this project.
10. then 5. The Government was not
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister able to follow that order. If the Opposifor Minerals and Energy) -These im- tion provides the members to follow the
provements will be provided from time order, the Government will follow the
to time as the need arises.
order.
The clause, including the amendThe PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
ments suggested by the ,Council as Grimwade)-Order! There are no points
made by the Assembly, was agreed to. of order. However, I notice that a
The Bill, including the amendments quorum is not present, so I ask the
suggested by the Council as made by Clerk to ring the bells.
the Assembly, was reported to the
A quorum was formed.
House without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTS
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS)
HISTORIC BUILDINGS
BILL
, (AMENDMENT) BILL
"{Qe debate (adjourned from DecemThe Order of the Day for the second
ber
9) on the motion of the Hon.
reading of this Bill was read.
W. A.' Landeryou (Minister for EconoThe Hon. H. R. WARD (South mic Development) for the second readEastern Province) (By leave)-I won- ing of this Bill was resumed.
der whether it is possible for the GovThe Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
ernment to give some idea how it intends to proceed with the business of Western Province)-My comments on
the House. Mr Chamberlain, who is this Bill will be confined to that pa(t
handling this Bill for the Opposition, concerning the Donald meat works. To
is not in the Chamber at the moment refresh the memory of honourable
because he was not aware that this members, from the early 1970s the
Bill would be brought on at this time.
Donald meat works provided upwards
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (MimSltel' of 250 jobs for people in Donald and
for Conservation) (By leave) -If the surrounding towns including S t Arnaud,
Opposition Whip could get his members Wycheproof and Charlton. By 1977 upin the House, to wit, Mr Knowles, the grading of the works was required by
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the Victorian Abattoir and Meat Inspection Authority and, therefore, the Shire
of Donald agreed to buy the freehold
of the works so that security could be
given for any subsequent loans.
At the time, the building was owned
by Gniels, transport operators, and the
abattoir was operated by Countryside
Meats Pty Ltd. The managing director
was Mr Peter O'Donnell who did good
work in keeping the abattoir operating.
I see Mr Radford is nodding his head in
agreement. Mr O'Donnell was able to
keep the abattoir operating under conditions of adversity. He was able to live
side by side with the unions and keep
stoppages down to a minimum.
It is a very salient point that the
council was able to raise a total of
$450000 which was secured, firstly, on
the property under section 811 (a) of
the Local Government Act. The property was valued in the submission
made to the Government at more than
$1 million. There were three mortgagees-C.B.C. Savings Bank Ltd, which
was also the council's bankers, the
State Superannuation Board and the
ANZ Banking Group Ltd.
These loans were supported by Treasurv guarantees. As I understand the
position, these Treasury guarantees
were supported by all parties in this
Parliament, by the council, and so on.
As I said, it was secured by section
811 (a) of the Local Government Act
and not section 811 (7) (b) which
stipulates that any loan to a municipality or guarantee for a lo&n to a
municipality cannot be secured by the
general rate of the municipality. The
council believed the rates should not
be used for repayment because the
loan was secured on the property. Of
course, the lease on the meat works
covered the payments which were to
be 'made by the council to the lending
authority.
Several years ago. despite every
effort by Mr O'Donnell, the council and
the Government, the meat works closed
and there was no income coming to·
the council to repay the loans. A strike
by employees was the last straw in the
survival of this business in the Donald
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area. Receiver-managers and liquidators were appointed and, during
the months that followed, the Shire
of Donald tried to sell the property.
The council could not predict the
reaction of the mortgagees, and the
attitude of the State Treasury was not
to be involved until after the shortfall
was proved. For example, if security
was inadequate, the guarantee given by
the State Government would apply.
Eventually, the m·ortgagees had no
option but to sell the property and
claim on the guarantee. Meanwhile,
the council tried to reopen the business
and to look after the welfare of the
former employees. When it became
obvious that the works would not reopen, the council had to sell. The State
Superannuation Board issued proceedings against the council but later withheld fees with the prospect of the sale
taking place. In this matter, the council
believed it would have been beneficial for the Treasurer to have had
more discretion and, in future cases, I
ask the Government to keep this matter
in mind.
The sale was held in February 1982
and, despi te the property being valued
at $1 million, $40000 was the successful bid for the freehold. Other amounts
were obtained for equip·ment and the
lik-e, and the total receipts for these
were expected to exceed $200 000.
The council is presently seeking from
the mortgagees the costs incurred by
them as agents at that time.
I commend the Govern'ment for
bringing this Bill forward to tidy up
t1he situation as it applied at Donald.
It might apply elsewhere as well, I
do not know, but I commend the Shire
of Donald and the shire secretary, Mr
Tom Bowles, who has borne a great
deal of responsibility over this matter,
for their action throughout this episode.
Councillor Allan Dunstan, as suggested by Mr Radford, was the council business manager, and he has also
been involved in a highly successful
campaign to raise money for the local
hospital and to build the local aerodrome and has been prominent in the
development of Donald.
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It is unfortunate that the Govern- connection with this matter and I am
ment will be out of pocket. No one sure that the people OIf Donald apprecicould have predicted what would have ate the work that he did. I can rememhappened with the abattoirs. Both the ber attending meetings with Donald
Commonwealth and the State Govern- council representatives and discussing
ments have been out of pocket with the problems. Being familiar with the
another prominent meat works, Co- aTea, I was interested to see it go
operative Farmers and Graziers Direct ahead and it is a great pity that, in this
Meat . Supply Ltd, to the extent of House today, we are virtually burying
many millions of dollars. As I see it, a fine idea. It did not survive the probno one opposed the course of action lems that often beset the meat industry,
taken by the Government at the tim:e and I congratulate the Government on
and, having given some of the back- ta~ing the steps that it has to take.
ground, which is not readily available
The motion was agreed to.
when one peruses the Bill, I conclude
The
Bill was read a second time.
by saying that the National Party comFor
the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
mends the Bill.
(Minister for Economic Development),
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD the Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for
(Bendigo Province) -1 support the Conservation) -By leave, I move:
previous speaker on this matter. The
That this Bill be now read a third time.
establishment of the Donald abattoirs
was a very valiant attempt to achieve I thank honourable members for conlocal decentralized industry. It gave an tribUting to the debate.
immense amount of employment around
The motion was agreed to, and the
the district. It lifted not only the town- Bill was read a third time.
ship of Donald but neighbouring towns,
and it was successful for the time it was
HISTORIC BUILDINGS
running. It was a great pity that a series
(AMENDMENT) BILL
~f industrial disputations-The debate (adjourned from June 16)
The Hon. D. E. Kent-Get back to on the motion of the Hon. E. H. Walker
(Minister for Planning) for the second
the real facts.
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD-I am
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
getting back to the real facts, unpleas- (Western Province) -This Bill has an
ant as they may be to the Minister of interesting genesis. It derives from the
Agriculture. Unfortunately, the local determination of the Minister for Planmeat works wanted to continue, but as ning, that was made very clear in' this
there was a State-wide strike, the em- House last year, that he would not
ployees had to go out with everybody like to operate under the amendments
else. Since its closure, there has been made in the 1981 legislation. Those
a significant loss of employment in the amendments came into operation on 1
town.
June this year, and the Minister atThe Hon. K. I. M. Wrlght-It has held tempted in June to introduce this Bill
and to have it pass through both
up reasonably well.
Houses to negative the 1981 amendThe Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD-It ments. Without going into the history
has. I am surprised that Mr Wright did of why the legislation did not proceed
not mention the early days of the meat at that stage, it is sufficient to say that,
works back in 1932, and how that par- in the intervening period, there has b~en
ticular site was used in previous years. opportunity for both the Government
I am pleased that steps have been and the Opposition to consult with many
taken to alleviate the situation. It is people in relation to many aspects of
unfair not to acknowledge tthe work these proposals.
done by a m'ember in another House,
The Liberal Pa'rty's position in relathe honourable member for Swan Hill, tion to this measure is one that will
Mr Wood. He did marvellous work in continue to evolve and I expect that the
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attitude of the Minister will be of much
the same nature. The Opposition will
have a flexible approach to the law on
this subject and will be considering the
views that are forthcoming from the
community.
I will be looking into a number of
these issues, hopefully overseas, next
year, and on a bipartisan basis a better
system should evolve with a good
degree of community acceptance.
We need to examine what has happened in this area in Victoria since
1974. Prior to 1974, the buildings to
be preserved depended on a number of
factors, such as action groups like the
National Trust of Australia or community pressure involving certain
buildings where a local group may have
been keen to preserve a building under
threat.
The year 1974 saw the evolution of
the Historic Buildings Act which was
the first of its type in Australia. Its
introduction was due mainly to the
efforts of Sir Rupert Hamer and the
Honourable Alan Hunt. That Bill provided a system of investigation of
buildings by examining certain limited
aspects and provided a system of
recommendations to the Minister which,
in turn, formed the subject-matter of
a recommendation to the Governor in
Council.
An interesting story can be told
about how the initial 370 buildings
came to be placed on the register. That
story involves the Leader of the Opposition in this place and the former
Chairman of the National Trust of Australia (Victoria). Needless to say, a
good working relationship was established which placed 370 buildings on
the register. These were mainly buildings in the "A" classification as well
as some buildings in the "B" and "C"
classifications.
In discussions about historic buildings
in public ownership or buildings owned
by the National Trust, no real controversy exists. It is when one reaches the
area of private ownership that elements
of adversary relationship can arise
between people who want to place the
building on the register and the owners
of the building. Designation is often
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seen as creating a burden. It is often
seen as having an adverse effect on the
commercial opportunities available to
the owner of the building and it is argued that, in certain cases, this can lead
to the depreciation of valuations.
The Opposition believes the registration of a building implies a community
obligation to that building. It is a burden which must be shared by the community. In answer to a question of mine
earlier this year concerning the Warrock
Homestead, the Minister said that he
supported that general proposition. An
examination of the aims of the Historic
Buildings Council concerning registration states:
The council does not seek to restrict, nor to
preserve merely for preservation's sake. Rather
it aims to encourage and assist the owners of
historic and architecturally important buHdings
to retain and maintain the integrity of their
properties, and in the case of premises used
commercialJy, to help make them economically
viable.

Dealing with permits, the
Buildings Council states:

Historic

The council views the permit process less as
a restrictive device, than as machinery for
placing its technical expertise at the disposal
of owners.

No one could take exception to those
aims and, in a perfect world with unlimited finance to follow those aims,
few problems would exist. The difficulty is that the resources which have
been made available to the Historic
Buildings Council-both by the former
Government and this Governmenthave been extremely limited. Page 4
of the latest annual report of the council mentions the technical advice available to the owners of historic buildings.
The report states:
The increase in the volume of enquiries
reported in the 1980-81 Annual Report continued throughout 1981~2. The Council remains
somewhat constrained in the extent of technical
advice it can offer to owners and to responsible
authorities (under Section 10(2) of the Historic
Buildings Ad 1974) by limitations on staff. This
difficulty in presenting the positive side of conservation to the general 'Public, owners and
practitioners, concerns the Council and it therefore looks towards more active support from
the Government in this respect.

That is the crucial part of the operation
of the Historic Buildings Council,
namely, its ability to provide positive
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support to the owners of historic build- just beginning to realize the opporings. For instance, when the classifica- tunities which the re-use of old
tion of Raheen was under discussion, buildings can offer.
the newspaper reports did not state
There are a number of examples
that the owner was to be subject to around the city which involve sensible
restrictions, but rather that the owner and tasteful reorganization of existing
was to be eligible to receive technical stock. There are a number of inhibiassistance from the council. That is the tions against owning and redeveloping
sort of emphasis which is needed. old buildings, particularly commercial
People must recognize that we are buildings. One of those is very dear
speaking about a community burden to the heart of the Minister; that is,
and also the opportunity of retaining the inflexible attitude of building regupart of our heritage.
lations, particularly those concerning
the
provision of fire services. I shall
The resources available for these
purposes are vital. The annual report deal with a couple of examples with
of the Historic Buildings Council points which the Minister is familiar. I refer
out that during the year it received 50 to the Discurio Music Centre in Mcapplications for classification. The KiIlop Street. An excellent publication
council has a backlog of 200 applica- called New Uses for Old Buildings in
tions and another 350 buildings have Australia, produced by the Australian
been identified by conservation studies Council of National Trusts in conjunction
as being worthy of further study. with the Historic Buildings Council in
Enormous strains are placed on the Victoria, deals with this issue. The
resources of the council and I am sure architects concerned with Discurio,
which is a four-storey building,
this is of concern to the Minister.
appear to be one Daryl J ackson and
On 12 November, I wrote to the one Evan Walker. The publication
Treasurer, Mr Jolly, pointing out the states:
criticism in the report of the Historic
In Melbourne, compliance with fire regulaBuildings Council about the lack of tions can be a .problem for developers of old
priority shown by the former and cur- buildin~s more than two stories hi~h. Take
Discurio in the central city. Here, despite early
rent Governments. I suggested to the feasibility
studies, more than was anticipated
Treasurer that the Government should of the available renovation money had to go
make a substantial allocation of funds into fulfilling requirements of the building re~u
to the owners of historic buildings to lations and the Fire Brigade-like a sprinkler
thermal alarms, fire hydrants, new fireassist them to preserve and maintain system,
isolated esca'pe stair and fire-rated ceilings.
those properties. The credibility of the The report continues:
council is at stake if it cannot deliver
The upper floors will eventually ser...e as
the goods in accordance with the aims offices
and warehousing, but their conversion
I mentioned earlier. If the council can- is held up by budget constraints including more
not provide meaningful support-in the matters of fire protection. A major probJem is
this kind of mixed use was never conceived
form of technical support and other that
in the terminology of the Unifonn Building
considerations such as loans and grants Regulations,
hence the expensive modifications
-the whole system will fall in a heap. required.
The community needs to realize the That points up a severe handicap facing
advantages that flow from using exist- the person who wants to maintain that
ing building stock, even though it might building and do something positive with
be old. This has been recognized else- it which will work commercially. It is
where in the world and, in London, important that cQmmercial buildings be
60 per cent of all building applications made to operate as commercial buildinvolved re-using existing buildings. ings.
Old buildings often enjoy a number
In that same report, there is another
of advantages and their plot ratio can example which I put to the House,
often never be repeated under existing again in relation to a matter in which
planning schemes. Old buildings are the Minister has had some interestoften substantially built and command Melbourne's former Mutual Store, built
first-class positions. The community is in 1896. I do not know whether the
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain
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Minister just attracted these problems
or whether the difficult tasks were given
to him. The report states:
Stringent reQuirements from the Melhourne
City Council's health department and the Fire
Brigade meant fire tests had to ,be carried out
on existing materials, and necessitated many
appeals :to the building referees. The architects,
Oaryl Jackson Evan Walker, eommen_t that the
re~ulations (at the time) offered almost no
guidelines for renovation of a building which,
like this one, had developed and been used
piecemeal over the years. In fact, they say,
demolition was made to seem the easiest way
out.

Obviously when someone who owns a
building like that is faced with that
sort of inhibition, it is no wonder he
says that the easiest way out is to put
a bulldozer through the lot. However,
with escalating building costs and the
activities of characters like Norm
Gallagher who takes an extreme interest
in anything over a certain height, it
might be wise to follow the English
example of re-using the building stock.
There must be a priority for removing
the disincentives. A working party has
been working on this issue for some
time and I am not sure what stage it
has reached. It appears that in relation
to fire services an overkill situation is
required. One of the reports indicates
that in one building if a fire occurs,
people are more likely to be drowned
than burned.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-"OverktiH"
is the wrong word.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINYes. A number of other matters could
and should be carried out to help the
owners of buildings in this situation.
One such assistance would be tax incentives. In the United States of
America, a tax deductible status is
given for certain expenses incurred in
restoring historic buildings. That
approach is the most constructive
method that could be taken to handle
this issue. On 22 June this year, I
wrote to the Prime Minister on this
issue, suggesting that the Government should examine the question of
providing for depreciation on historic
buildings as an incentive for owners to
preserve those buildings. Under existing
taxation laws generally, buildings cannot be depreciated. If this measure was
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approved by the Federal Government,
and I understand that it is being seriously considered, it could have a
dramatic effect on the attitude of
owners of those buildings to recycling,
and this is an area in which there is a
need to press the Commonwealth even
further.
The next step which could be taken
is to try to develop greater public
awareness of the advantages of recycling old buildings. The report by Anne
Latrielle, Peter Latrielle and Peter
Lovell, which I have cited, goes a long
way towards that. It gives many
examples of buildings in public and
private ownership, churches and other
things that show what can be done by
an enlightened approach to this area.
There should be encouragement and a
removal of the current disincentives
and the provision of positive incentives.
More professional skill should be made
available to owners of these 'buildings.
One of the greatest areas of difficulty
is getting through the morass of building regulations, fire regulations and
Health Commission regulations. I understand that now there are -people whose
job it is is to get such, permits. One
might engage two architects for a project, one to do the design and one to
chase through the permits. We should
try to accelerate that system and try
through the Historic Buildings Council
and other agencies to make that professional skill available to owners of
buildings which are on the register or
potentially on the register.
Another area which is within the
Government's sphere of movement is
exemptions from land tax. Last year I
recall the Minister, who was then in
opposition, raising the question of the
Athenaeum building. He said that the
then Liberal Government had not
responded to a request to give a land
tax exemption to the Athenaeum. I
should be interested to know whether
the Minister has extended that exemption in the eight months in which he
has held the portfolio.
Another thing that would help would
be to look at the question of rating. It
has been suggested in a paper prepared
by the National Trust that if we had a
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system of rating on capital improved
valuations rather than site valuations,
some encouragement would be given
in this area.
A fifth form of assistance which
would be of considerable help to
owners of historic buildings would be
long-term interest free loans. Last year
provision was made in the amendments
to the Act for a fund designed to be a
revolving fund to start with $1·5 million,
to provide interest-free loans over a
period of years to owners of historic
buildings who faced immediate problems. Tonight the Minister will be hearing more about economic issues and I
should like some indication of his
Government's intention in relation to
that fund and in relation to funding
generally, whether by loans or grants,
to owners of buildings on the register.
The final area with which I wish to
deal is the question of plot ratio and
the like, where an owner desires to
recycle an existing building. He may
require other sorts of assistance,
whether in relation to car parking or
some other matter. Again the Minister
refers to that in his interim development order for Melbourne with which
I shall deal la ter.
I take the House through the major
changes to this Bill. In doing so, I point
out that there is much difference between the Bill introduced by the Minister last June and the Bill which will
pass through this House, because of
amendments which the Minister has
foreshadowed. I think he will agree
that, although he had his reasons for
attempting to overturn the 1981 amendments before they came into operation, this will be a better Bill because
of the consultation that has taken place.
The Minister now realizes that many
of these issues are not as black and
white as he spelt out to the House last
year and that there are many points of
view to be considered. On some issues
arguments can be put equally well on
both sides of one proposition.
In relation to the key provision of
the classification process, the Minister
proposes that the council should be
limited to looking at matters of architectural and historic importance. At
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain
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present the Act says "such architectural
and historical importance as to warrant
preservation". For some reason the
Minister dropped off some of those
words, and also dropped off the other
part of section 18 (7) of the existing
Act. The argument is that, in relation
to classification, financial, economic
and other issues should be ignored.
The argument goes something like
this: A building has intrinsic merit of
its own; it stands on its own; it has
either architectural or historical merit,
which is quite separate from the idiosyncrasy of the individual owner; it is
a building that should be--so far as
architectural and historical importance
is concerned-judged on its merits.
After that question has been decided,
the second issue to be considered is
whether the building will be preserved;
then other issues can be examined. The
two should not be confused at this
stage.
There is a strong body of opmlOn
that we live in an imperfect world,
a world where the Historic Buildings
Council and the Government does not
have funds to enable it to assume the
commuriity responsibility for the preservation of historic buildings. This
Government does not have the funds,
the previous Government did not have
them and, with the pressures of other
areas such as social welfare and education, it is unlikely that the funds
will ever be available. It is suggested, in
those cases, that one cannot ignore
economic factors. I will indicate to the
Minister some views on that.
The views of the Minister himself
were set out in the second-reading
speech, but I have encapsulated them
fairly clearly in what I have just stated.
In a submission to the Minister last
June, the Australian Institute of Valuers
pointed out that its principal area of
concern was the proposed repeal of all
factors relating to economic circumstances at the designation stage. The
submission stated:
It is considered that the proposed legislation
as it currently stands is fair and equitable, and
protects the owner of the property from
decisions which may. even if unwittingly.
impose great hardship. Given a·lso. that under
the Bill the owners lose their right of appeal
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to an independent body, we strongly recommend
that the existing ,provisions in sections 18 (7)
relating to economic circumstances be retained.

In a combined submission to the Minister
the churches also placed
emphasis on that issue. The position of
the churches is a little different. Firstly,
something like 38 per cent of the buildings on the historic register in Victoria
belong to churches. The churches must
bear a large part of the burden.
Secondly, the churches' job, as they see
it, is to provide services for people, not
to preserve buildings. ,In other words,
if they must call on their resources to
maintain X number buildings, and they
may have dozens of buildings in one
category-for instance, there may be a
dozen Catholic convents built in the
1870s of a similar design-their provision for social welfare services and education must fall. In its submission to
the Minister, the churches deal with
economic factors. The submission
states:
The Bill by amending section 18 (7) removes
the consideration of economic factors from
the matters which the council is obliged to
take into account ,when considering whether it
should make a recommendation to the Minister.
We regard this as most undesirable since ec0nomic considerations are very relevant to
owners (as was admitted by the Minister and
the Premier in the course of the debate on the
1981 Bill). They should be relevant to the
question of desi~nation unless the Government
can provide full and adequate compensation
for the economic loss suffered by owners as a
result of designation. The churches because of
lack of ,funds and a great number of historic
buildings are at aparti-cular disadvantage. They
cannot possibly .preserveall or even most of
their buildin~s. They should not have to suffer
because of le~slation which is designed to
. force preservation on those bodies with the
financial resources available ·for the purpose.
For this reason if for no other the churches
are in a special position.

The Minister has indicated that he will
recognize some of those arguments and
perhaps in the Committee stage that
issue will be debated in more detail.
If one argues that economic and
other considerations should not be part
of the process, surely one should then
say that the task of the Historic Buildings Council is not to represent interest
groups in the com·munity, but to provide a body of expertise in relation to
architectural or historic importance. It
must be one or the other. It must
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area or a body that represents the
broader community and is better able
to examine economic factors.
If the Minister pursues his line of
argument, he should, as a matter of
consistency, take up what I am suggest;..
ing to him. Therefore, perhaps the Historic Buildings Council should include
a person experienced in the management of an historical building. I suggest
that not one member of the council
owns an historical building. Secondly,
a practising architect experienced in the
restoration of historic buildings should
be on the council; thirdly, an architectural historian nominated by someone
such as the International Council on
Monuments and Sites; fourthly, a lawyer with special knowledge of planning
law and, fifthly, an historian should be
on the council. They are the ,type of
people likely to com~ up with ~ re~o~
mendation after lookIng at the IntrmsIC
meri ts of a building on an architectural or historic basis. ,If the Minister
does not want the economics to be
dealt with, he should examine a specialist body. He could then use people
currently represented on the Historic
Buildings Council to oversee the whole
operation. I trust the Minister will give
thought to those issues. The views ~f
the Opposition on this issue are stll1
flexible and it is still happy to discuss
it with the community.
The second of the main changes contained in the Bill is the incorporation
of Government buildings under the umbrella of historic buildings. The Opposition agrees with that .&teneral approach. The Opposition agral( with the
proposition outlined by the Minister
that there should be no distinction. The
Bill, however, provides some real distinctions, one of which states under
clause 20:
Where the Council does recommend the
preservation of a ·building pursuant to subsection (2) the report shaH include the Council's
opinion as to(a) possible future uses of the building;
(b) any renovations or additions to the
building which are necessary or desirable
or which will be required to enable such
proposed use;
(c) the estimated cost of any such renovations or additions; and
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will be repealed. The Minister says that
the review processes, involving both him
and the Chief Chairman of the Plann'ing
Appeals Board, in relation to applications for permits to either alter or
The Hon. E. H. Walker-What are demolish buildings will be repealed.
Later in the explanatory second-reading
you quoting from?
speech, the Minister says that the major
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN- undesirable effect of the type of review
I am quoting from clause 20 of the system proposed in the 1981 Act is that
Bill. It was proposed section 30 under wealthy owners will appeal as a matter
the foreshadowed amendments. The of course and come to rely on a decision
Bill before the House provides that, in by the chief chairman as having primary
relation to Government buildings, one influence in the final determination,
can examine economic considerations which will encourage the upward delebut in relation to other buildings, one gation of difficult decisions. In June that
cannot.
is what the Minister was proposing.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-That will However, later tonight the Minister will
moderate that position considerably.
be fixed up.
The next major change that the MinThe HoD. B. A. CHAMBERLAINAs the Minister has indicated, he pro- ister has foreshadowed in the Bill is an
poses to amend that provision because alteration of his position in relation to
he believes there should be one set of the churches. It appears that the Minrules. I suggest that there are some ister is regularly reminded of the history
other proposals that are not covered of this part of the Bill. I will not take
by the foreshadowed amendments, the Minister through that exercise again,
which do use different criteria for Gov- except to indicate that the Minister's
ernment and private buildings. In pro- proposed amendment has been agreed
posed section 28 (4) -and if this sounds to by the churches. The National Trust
difficult it will get a lot worse before is happy with the form of words, and
the exercise demonstrates the value of
the night is out-it is stated:
At the time a building is placed on the consultation and of sitting down quietly
Register of Government Buildings or at any with people and talking over a period
time thereafter the Minister many declare of time. One eventually ends up with
thatsomething that has bipartisan accept(a) alterations of certain types; or
ance and it gets rid of all the hassles. I
(b) alterations to certain parts of the buildam sure that, when the Minister writes
inghis memoirs, he will give special mention
may be carried out without consulting the to this particular part of his experience,
Minister ,pursuant to section 31.
which has been a salutory one because it
I have b~n unable to find a similar pro- has told him something of the process
vision in relation to private buildings. of consultation.
The Minister must be consistent. If
Buildings that are under investigation
there is to be a general proposition that but are not on the Historic Buildings
Government buildings should be treated Register represent an area of real diffiin the same way as private buildings, culty. Some hundreds of buildings have
that is, economic fa<;tors are not exam- been identified by conservation studi~s
ined, the Minister should be consistent conducted around Victoria. Many of
on this principle as well.
these conservation studies have resulted
When the Bill is passed, the review from joint funding by both the State
processes will be repealed. In the ex- and Federal Governments. As the report
planatory second-reading speech, the of the Historic Buildings Council indiMinister speaks of the proposed amend- cates' the council has 350 such buildment and says that the review process, ings on its plate for consideration.
involving both him and the Chief Chair- Those buildings have been identified by
main of the Planning Appeals Boa·rd, in conservation studies as worthy of conrelation to the registration of build'ings sideration by the council.
tenance of the buildingand shall be accompanied by an estimate of the
value of the land and an estimate of any
economic loss to the State if the building is
preserved.
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The National Trust has approximately
1000 buildings on its register under
different categories. One does not know
what will ultimately happen to those
buildings.. The Historic Buildings Act
provides that, once a building is registered, notification of the registration
goes on the title .go that the public at
large, which will potentially deal with
that building, will have an opportunity
to be warned of that interest. It
is important that potential buyers of
such properties know of the interest of
the Historic Buildings Council because
there are considerable consequences.
One could argue whether or not they are
either positive or negative consequences
but that will d~pend a lot on the building
and on whether it is in a good state or
condition.
If, for example, it is a house that has
been renovated and does not need any
repairs, there is probably no hassle, but
if it is a building that needs substantial
work carried out, it is relevant to a
potential owner to know that the building could end up on the register. However, there is no early warning system
for buildings listed in the conservation
study which could be examined by the
council. The public at large is not
warned. One must relate this to the
planning process. It is argued that the
planning mechanism under the Town
and Country Planning Act, and under
the provisions of the Third Schedule,
provides an adequate opportunity for
a planning authority to identify those
buildings. The provisions of sections 8,
8A and 8B of the Third Schedule gave
adequate powers. Earlier this year, the
Minister amended those provisions.
Conservation studies have been commissioned but have not yet been adopted
into the planning schemes by the body
by whom they were commissioned;
hence there is a vacuum in which buildings, which are c1earJy important, are
not yet on the Historic Buildings Register.
The City of Ballarat has taken considerable interest in this issue. The
BaIlarat City Engineer has made a
suggestion that the Act should be
amended to cover that situation. I will
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spell out the need that is seen in some
areas and quote from remarks made by
the City Engineer and Planning Officer
of the City of BaHarat, Mr R. J. Nuttall,
who has taken a keen interest in this
a·rea of his responsibility a.nd who has
been able to develop a process of consultation with potential developers on an
across-the-table basis, which tends to
work ·pretty well. This suggestion is that
the Act be amended to provide as
follows:
Where a conservation study for any area has
been undertaken and funded either wholly or
partly by the Historic Buildings Council and
buildings have been recommended for inclusion
on the Register the H.B.C. shall notify an
owners of such intention.
Where the Council has not yet determined to
add or not add the building to the Register the
owner of the property shall not sell, alter or
demolish the building unless permission is given
by the H.B.C. For the purposes of this section
the Council shall make a decision within 28
days from the date of notification by the owner
of his intention to sell or alter the building.

Although that suggestion goes too far,
it does highlight the gap that exists
between buildings that are on the
register and buildings that have been
identified as being of considerable
importance but which are not registered.
One of the approaches that has been
suggested is that an interim register be
developed, but I shall deal with that
issue later. I shall develop the example
of the City of Ballarat because it does
spell out the problem that is encountered
in a number of towns, especially towns
like Ballarat, Portland and others that do
have considerable importance to the
heritage of Victoria.
Ballarat was developed as an important and successful mining centre.
It has a large number of important Government and privately-owned buildings.
A study was commissioned by the Historic Buildings Council, the City of
Ballarat and the Australian Heritage
Commission, which selected 170 buildings or groups of buildings for investigation, and initially it came up with 71
buildings that 'it recommended be added
to the register. It recommended that
those buildings be either added to the
register or protected under the Third
Schedule of the Town and Country Planning Act.
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In developing that study, a number of
I think 'also the covenant that the
criteria were developed in compiling the owner of a building, which would have
list of buildings. The criteria were as gone on the provisional register, was
follows: Firstly, buildings on the His- requi.red to enter into would have put
toric Buildings Register; secondly, build- him under stronger obligations than
ings classified by the National Trust; those on the owners of other buildings
thirdly, buildings that are regarded as on the register and the Minister could
either core or essential to the retention look at that. The Opposition acknowof the character of an area, that is, ledges that there was little support for
significant buildings within a street- the provisional register. The Historic
scape; fourthly, institutional buildings Buildings Council did not like it, the
identified in the Jacobs, Lewis and Vines National Trust did not like it, and not
report as being of particular significance, many people liked it at all. There is a
and, fifthly, other buildings that are at need for something to fill the gap as I
risk and should be designated or which have mentioned before, 'and the number
are sensitively located and an initial of people who have spoken to me on the
case has been made in support of subject have put the argument for the
their inclusion on the Historic Build- establishment of some sort of interim
ings Register by J acobs, Lewis and register.
Vines-Dr Miles Lewis suggested that all
Areas which should be declared to be of
special significance and in which special control buildings for which a bona fide nominashould be superimposed over the basic zoning tion had been made should go on an inin respect of location of buildings, use of ex- terim register and should be protected
ternal materials of construction and removal and there should be no hearing in reof trees.
lation to those buildings until requested
The -actual conservation studies are very by the owner or the Minister.
informative and interesting documents.
One comes to the question of reThey are the social history of Ballarat.
sources. There is an enormous ba,cklog
In later stages, another 56 buildings of approximately 200 buildings awaitwere identified as being worthy of con- ing examination. There are another
sideration by the Historic Buildings 350 buildings recognized by conCouncil. An integral part of this are the servation studies and, potentially
architectural services that are available there are a lot more. It gets
to assist anyone who has a building back to the 'resources available to the
that is identified in a conservation Historic Buildings Council. If the Minstudy or is on the register itself. These ister can say that these resources will be
services have been provided in Maldon, available to ,provide technical services,
Chiltern, Yackandandah, Beechworth loans and other things, a lot of the
and QueenscIiff, and it is hoped those heat will go out of this debate. As I safd
before, the basic understanding of the
services might be expanded.
Opposition is that the Historic BuildThe Bill revokes the .provision for 'a ings Register imposes obligations which
provisional register. I understand that the community should share.
the Minister intends to proceed with that
I would like to have a look at the
proposal. To some extent, this could be
regarded as 'a lost opportunity. It could approach of the Minister to inner Melbe said that the buildings on the register bourne in relation to his interim develmay not have any architectural import- opment order and tie it in with the situance, and it was just a political decision ation in BaHarat. I m'ake it clear that the
to put them on the register. However, conservation studies in Ballarat have not
it was an addition to the register, and been adopted as part of the planning
the Minister would not waste his time policy by the City of Ballarat. Thereputting a building on the register unless fore, there has been no opportunity to
he got some advice on that. Therefore, use the provisions of the Third Schedule
of the Town a,nd Country ,Planning Act.
it does involve a lost opportunity.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain

